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Introduction

1. Introduction

New state purchasing laws, which are scheduled to be effective July 1, 1998 require the
purchasing agent of the local public agency (LP A) to "prepare, issue, revise, maintain and monitor
use of specifications." They also require that the purchasing agency maintain an indexed file of
specifications prepared by or under the authority of its purchasing agents. It is intended that this
document satisfy that requirement. More importantly, however, it is hoped that this document will
be a useful tool for county engineers and supervisors and city and town street commissioners in
purchasing their equipment. Good equipment specifications are necessary to ensure that the owner
gets the piece of equipment that they need, and that each of the bidders have an equal opportunity to
bid. Unfortunately, few LPA's have the time or expertise to develop a complete set of specifications
for all of the different types of equipment that they need. It is hoped that these specifications can at
least partially fulfill this need.
In addition to actual equipment specifications, this document contains information on bid
procedures. Section 2 describes state law relative to bidding and purchase of equipment. Most of
the information in this section is taken directly from Local Government Purchasing and Public
Construction, an AIC publication prepared by Ice Miller Donadio & Ryan.
Section 3 contains a Sample and a Blank Notice to Bidders. The sample provides
information on what information the Notice should contain and the Blank may be used directly. This
Notice satisfies state requirements and may be used directly or as a model to develop your own.
Section 4 contains a Sample and a Blank Indiana Bid Form No. 95. There seems to be some
confusion among the vendors on how this form is to be completed, so it is a good idea to include the
Sample with your Bid Specifications to prevent confusion and the possibility of a rejected bid.
Section 5 describes a procedure for evaluating the top five bids considering more than simply
the bid price. It is hoped that it will assist the Owner in justifying their selection, whether or not it is
the "low bid". Also included in this Section is sample output from a Quattro Pro worksheet. The
worksheet used the procedure described earlier in the Section and determines the "best" of the top
five bids received.
All of the actual Specifications are included in Section 6. Each type of equipment is
preceded by a checklist of items the Owner needs to give special attention to before the
specifications are distributed. The names of the members of the task force are also listed and may be
called for additional information or assistance. In writing the specifications, the task force attempted
to provide a complete set of specifications for each piece of equipment. Where judgment decisions
had to be made, the task force included in the specifications their opinion of the minimum value, the
LP A should feel comfortable in increasing these values where needed. Where there was some doubt
or disagreement regarding a size or capacity, it was agreed that we would error on the conservative
side, which meant that we would recommend the larger or heavier alternative. Therefore, it could be
stated that these specifications constitute a conservative set of minimum requirements.
The task force also tried to think in terms of life cycle costs, rather than initial cost. For
example, with the dump truck specifications, we felt that a heavy duty severe service truck would
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hold its value much longer and be worth more as a trade in than a mid-size truck would. Therefore,
the truck specifications will generate bids for a heavy duty truck. Throughout the Guideline
Specifications, the idea was to specify a heavy duty, long lasting piece of highway equipment.
The user of these specifications should carefully review the left column of each page of the
specifications and verify that the recommendations of the task force are consistent with the needs of
the LPA. fu some cases, it was impossible for the task force to make a recommendation. fu these
cases, a blank space was provided for the LPA to enter their desired quantity. There are also several
locations where the LP A must select one of several pages to include in the specifications. A good
example of this is truck chassis transmissions. Most LPA's are now purchasing trucks with Allison
automatic transmissions, but many agencies still want to use the traditional standard transmission
with a clutch. For this reason we have included a page of the specifications for each of three
different transmission choices. The LPA should make a decision as to which of the three choices
they want to use and include the page for that choice only. A checklist is provided at the beginning
of each section to remind the Owner of those portions of the Specifications that require their input.
The specifications for each piece of equipment inform the Bidder that he should note those
areas where his unit does not meet the minimum requirements. A space is provided for such notes at
the bottom of every page of the specifications. Failure to meet the minimum requirements does not
in itself constitute grounds for rejection of the bid, but will be taken into consideration in the
evaluation of the bids.
At the end of each separate specification within Section 6, the user will find a listing of
Vendor Websites that offer that particular type of equipment. A master list of Vendor Websites is
also included as Appendix I.
It is understood that writing, and even reading, specifications can become very complicated.
Section 7 provides a Glossary of some of the common terms used in equipment specifications. Most
of these were taken from the Motor Truck Engineering Handbook (See References), but others were
added as the project progressed.

Section 8 contains a list of references where the user may find additional information.
Appendices are included which provide additional information on Vendors, Performance
Based Specifications, Wheel and Tire Data, and Manufacturers' Literature.
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How Specs Live Forever
The US Standard railroad gauge (distance between the rails)
is 4' 8Y2". That's an exceedingly odd number. Why was that gauge
used? Because that's the way they built them in England, and the US
railroads were built by English expatriates. Why did the English
people build them like that? Because the first rail lines were built by
the same people who built the pre-railroad tramways, and that's the
gauge they used.

Why did "they" use that gauge then? Because the people who
built the tramways used the same jigs and tools that they used for
building wagons, which used that wheel spacing. Okay! Why did the
wagons use that odd wheel spacing? Well, if they tried to use any
other spacing the wagons would break on some of the old, long
distance roads, because that's the spacing of the old wheel ruts.
So who built these old rutted roads? The first long distance
roads in Europe were built by Imperial Rome for the benefit of their
legions. The roads have been used ever since. And the ruts? The
initial ruts, which everyone else had to match for fear of destroying
their wagons, were first made by Roman war chariots. Since the
chariots were made for or by Imperial Rome, they were all alike in the
matter of wheel spacing.
Thus, we have the answer to the original question. The United
State standard railroad gauge of 4' 8Y2" derives from the original
specification for an Imperial Roman army war chariot. Specs and
Bureaucracies live forever. So, the next time you are handed a
specification and wonder what horse's ass came up with it, you may
be exactly right. Because the Imperial Roman chariots were made to
be just wide enough to accommodate the back-ends of two war
horses.

2

Bid Requirements

2. Bid Reguirements for hldiana Local Public Agencies

The following was taken from "Local Government Purchasing and Public Construction, An
Overview for Counties" published by Association of hldiana Counties, prepared by Ice Miller
Donadio & Ryan, June 1998, with permission.
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Preface

The Association of Indiana Counties
The Association of Indiana Counties ("AIC") was established in 1957 for the betterment of
county government. AIC was founded, quite simply, to represent the best interests of counties. Today,
AIC' s pwposes and goals are little changed from the early years. AIC seeks the betterment of county
government through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

representation of counties at the Indiana General Assembly;
research and dissemination of information;
communication through publications and seminars;
professional training and educational programs;
liaison between counties, state and federal agencies; and
technical and managerial assistance.

While there are a number of agencies and groups offering assistance to county governments, AIC
is the only entity that represents the legislative needs of Indiana counties. With an office in Indianapolis,
AIC is a full service organization with an executive director and professional staff.

Ice Miller Donadio & Ryan
Ice Miller Donadio & Ryan has offices in Indianapolis, South Bend and Chicago, is the largest
law firm in Indianapolis with over 200 attorneys, and serves as special counsel to the Indiana Association
of Cities and Towns; as general counsel to the Association of Indiana Counties; and as bond counsel and
special counsel to hundreds of local governments in Indiana. This publication was prepared by members
of the Finn's Municipal Law Group. The Group includes over forty professionals practicing in
municipal finance, municipal law, local government litigation, solid waste districts, environmental law,
state tax, zoning and condemnation law, employee benefits, labor law, construction law, and other areas.
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Introduction
The statutes governing purchases by local governments were re-written by the Indiana General
Assembly in 1997; some additional changes were made in 1998. The new purchasing code is the work
product of three years of efforts by a dedicated group of state, municipal and county purchasing agents,
members of the Legislative Services Agency and representatives from the Association of Indiana
Counties. This work group was directed to combine all of the various statutes governing purchases by
state and local government and their respective agencies in order to provide greater flexibility to
purchasing agents and to streamline what has often been viewed as a very cumbersome process. The
new requirements for purchasing can be found at IC 5-22 and apply generally to all state agencies and
political subdivisions, including counties.
The statutes governing public construction by political subdivisions and their agencies, including
counties, have remained essentially unchanged since 1995, These statutes can generally be found at IC
36-1-12.
The statute authorizing counties to undertake "public-private agreements" was originally enacted
in 1995 as IC 36-1-14.3. The 1997 General Assembly recodified it, with very few changes, at IC 5-23.
The statute authorizing counties to enter into guaranteed energy savings contracts and energy
efficiency programs can be found at IC 36-1-12.5.
The sample forms and documents that have been included in Appendix B relate to IC 5-22.

This publication is intended for general informoJion purposes only and does not and is not
intended to constitute legal advice. The reader must consult with legal counsel to determine how laws
or decisions discussed herein apply to the reader's specific circumstance.
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PUBLIC PURCHASING

I. Purchases - General Reguirements

•

A.

Am>lication

•

Except as otherwise provided, the article governing public purchasing (IC 5-22) applies to
every expenditure of public funds by a governmental body. [IC 5-22-1-1] The article does
not apply to the following entities:
•

an entity established by the general assembly as a body corporate and politic (i.e. the
Indiana Bond Bank, the Indiana Gaming Commission, the Lottery Commission);
however, its purchases are subject to purchasing preferences provided for in the
article.

•

a local hospital authority under IC 5-1-4.

•

hospitals organized or operated under IC 16-22-1 through IC 16-22-5, IC 16-23 or IC
16-24-1.

•

a library board under IC 20-14-3-14(b).

•

a local housing authority under IC 36-7-18.

•

tax exempt Indiana nonprofit corporations leasing and operating a city market owned
by a political subdivision.

•

a person paying for a purchase or lease with funds other than public funds.

•

a person that has entered into a public-private agreement with.a governmental body
under IC 5-23. [IC 5-22-1-2]

The article does not apply to the following types of activities:
•

. a contract between governmental bodies, other than a contract authorized under the
article.

•

a public works project.

•

a collective bargaining agreement between a governmental body and its employees.

•

the employment relationship between a governmental body and an employee.

•

an investment of public funds.
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•

a contract between a governmental body and a body corporate and politic.

•

a contract for social services. [IC 5-22-1-3]

B.

Glossai:y of Tenns

•

"Adjusted offer'' means the offer price of an offeror for preferred supplies as determined
under IC 5-22-15-10. [IC 5-22-15-3]

•

"Change order" means a written order that: (i) is signed by the purchasing agent; and (ii)
directs the contractor to make changes that the contract authorizes the purchasing agent to
order without the consent of the contractor. [IC 5-22-2-2]

•

"Contract modifications" means a written alteration: (i) in a specification, delivery point, rate
of delivery, period of performance, price, quantity, or another provision of a contract; and (ii)
that is accomplished by mutual action of the parties to the contract. [IC 5-22-2-3]

•

"Contractor" refers to a person who has a contract with a governmental body. [IC 5-22-2-4]

•

"Cost reimbursement contract" means a contract that entitles a contractor to receive: (i)
reimbursement for costs that are allowable and allocable in accordance with the contract
terms and the provisions of IC 5-22; and (ii) a fee, if any. [IC 5-22-2-5]

•

"Data" means recorded information, regardless of its form or characteristics. [IC 5-22-2-6]

•

''Data processing" includes the resources, technologies and services associated with the fields
of: (i) information processing; (ii) office automation; and (iii) telecommunication facilities
and networks.[IC 5-22-2-7]

•

''Designee" means an authorized representative. [IC 5-22-2-8]

•

"Established catalog price" refers to the price included in a catalog, price list, schedule or
other form that: (i) is regularly maintained by the manufacturer or contractor; (ii) is published
or is otherwise available for inspection by customers; and (iii) states prices at which sales are
currently or were last made to a significant number of any category of buyers, or buyers
constituting the general buying public, for the supplies or services involved. [IC 5-22-2-9]

•

"Executive branch" refers to the department of state government provided in Articles 5 and 6
of the Indiana Constitution. [IC 5-22-2-10]

•

"Fiscal body" means: (i) county council, for a county; (ii) common council, for a city; (iii)
town council, for a town; (iv) city-county council for Indianapolis and Marion County; or (v)
governing body or budget approval body for a political subdivision that is not a city, county,
town, or township. [IC 5-22-2-11]
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•

"Gift" includes a bequest, cooperative agreement, and a grant. [IC 5-22-2-12]

•

"Governmental body" means an agency, board, branch, commission, council, department,
institution, office or another establishment of: (i) the executive branch; (ii) the judicial
branch; (iii) the legislative branch; and (iv) a political subdivision. [IC 5-22-2-13]

•

"Invitation for bids" means all documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference,
used for soliciting bids. [IC 5-22-2-14]

•

"Judicial branch" refers to the department of state government provided in Article 7 of the
Indiana Constitution. [IC 5-22-2-15]

•

"Legislative branch" refers to the department of state government provided in Article 4 of the
Indiana Constitution. [IC 5-22-2-16]

•

"Offer" means a response to a solicitation. It includes bid, proposal and quote. [IC 5-22-217]

•

"Offeror'' means a person that submits an offer to a governmental body. [IC 5-22-2-18]

•

"Operating agreement" means an agreement under IC 5-23 between an operator and the
governmental body for the operation, maintenance, repair or management of a public facility.
[IC 5-22-2-19]

•

"Person" includes an association, a business, a committee, a corporation, a fiduciary, an
individual, a joint stock company, a joint venture, a limited liability company, a partnership, a
sole proprietorship, a trust, or another legal entity, organization, or group of individuals. [IC
5-22-2-20]

•

"Petroleum products," for purposes of IC 5-22-17-10, includes: (i) gasoline; (ii) fuel oils; (iii)
lubricants; and (iv) liquid asphalt. [IC 5-22-17-10]

•

"Policy" refers to a governmental body's or purchasing agency's written statement of: (i)
purchasing procedure; or (ii) substantive purchasing purposes that does not have the force
and effect of law. [IC 5-22-2-21]

•

"Political subdivision" means a municipal corporation or a special taxing district. [IC 36-1-213]

•

''Preferred supplies" means supplies that are given a preference under IC 5-22-15. [IC 5-2215-4]

•

"Price preference percentage" means the percentage preference provided by IC 5-22-15 for
specific kinds or items of supplies. [IC 5-22-15-5]
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•

"Professional," for pwposes of 50 IAC 11, means a person who performs the services of: (i)
accountant; (ii) architect; (iii) attorney; (iv) construction manager; (v) engineer; (vi) financial
advisor; (vii) project administrator; (viii) project manager; (ix) tax analyst; or (x) other
person who provides consulting services. It does not include a person who performs the
services of: (i) underwriter; (ii) investment banker; or (iii) real estate broker or salesperson.
[50 IAC 11-2-4]

•

"Public funds" means money: (i) derived from the revenue sources of the governmental body
and (ii) deposited into the general or a special fund of the governmental body. It does not
include either: (i) money received by any person managing or operating a public facility
under an authorized operating agreement under IC 5-23; or (ii) proceeds of bonds payable
exclusively by a private entity. [IC 5-22-2-23]

•

"Purchase" includes buy, procure, rent, lease, or otherwise acquire. It includes: (i)
description of requirements; (ii) solicitation or selection of sources; (iii) preparation and
award of contract; (iv) all phases of contract administration; and (v) all functions that pertain
to purchasing. [IC 5-22-2-24]

•

''Purchasing agency" means a governmental body that is authorized to enter into contract by
IC 5-22, rules adopted under IC 5-22, or by another law. [IC 5-22-2-25]

•

''Purchasing agent" means an individual authorized by a purchasing agency to act as an agent
for the purchasing agency in the administration of the duties of the agency. [IC 5-22-2-26]

•

"Purchase description" means the words used in a solicitation to describe the supplies or
services to be purchased. The term includes specifications attached to, or made a part of, the
solicitation. [IC 5-22-2-27]

•

"Request for proposals" or "RFP" means all documents, whether attached or incorporated by
reference, used for soliciting proposals. [IC 5-22-2-28]

•

"Rule" refers to: (i) with respect to an agency of the executive branch, a rule adopted under
IC 4-22-2; (ii) with respect to any other governmental body. an order. an ordinance, a
resolution, or another procedure by which the governmental body is authorized by law to
adopt a policy that has the force and effect oflaw. [IC 5-22-2-29]

•

"Services" means the furnishing of labor, time, or effort by a person, not involving the
delivery of specific supplies other than printed documents or other items that are merely
incidental to the required performance. [IC 5-22-2-30]

•

"Small business" means a business that: (i) is independently owned and operated; (ii) is not
dominant in its field of operation; and (iii) satisfies the criteria established in the rules
adopted by a governmental body under IC 5-22-14-3. [IC 5-22-14-1]

•

"Small business set-aside" means a purchase in which the solicitation states that offers will
be accepted only from small businesses. [IC 5-22-14-2]
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•

"Social services" means services obtained from funds covered by the Social Services Block
Grant Act. IC 5-22-2-31]

•

"Solicitation" means the procedure by which a governmental body invites persons to submit
an offer to enter into a contract with the governmental body for the purchase or sale of
supplies by the governmental body. It includes an invitation for bids, a request for proposals
and a request for quotes. [IC 5-22-2-32]

•

"Soy diesel/bio diesel fuel" includes fuels other than alcohol that are primarily esters derived
from biological materials, including oilseeds and animal fats, for use in compression and
ignition engines. [IC 5-22-17-19(b)]

•

"Special fund" means, with respect to the state, a dedicated fund. [IC 5-22-2-33]

•

"Special purchase" refers to a purchase authorized under IC 5-22-10. [IC 5-22-2-34]

•

"Specification" means a description of the physical or functional characteristics of a supply or
service or the nature of a supply or service. It includes a description of any requirements for
inspecting, testing, or preparing a supply or service for delivery. [IC 5-22-2-35]

•

"State agency" means an authority, board, branch, commission, committee, department,
division, or other instrumentality of the executive (including the administrative) branch of
state government. It does not include the judicial or legislative branches of state government.
[IC 5-22-2-36]

•

"Supplies" means any property. It includes equipment, goods and materials. It does not
include an interest in real property. [IC 5-22-2-38]

•

''Total adjusted offer'' means the sum of the offers and adjusted offers of an offeror for each
item of supplies. [IC 5-22-15-6]

•

''Trust" means a fiduciary relationship between a person who, as trustee, holds title to
property and another person for whom, as beneficiary, the title is held. [IC 30-4-1-1]

•

"Using agency" means a governmental body that uses supplies or services purchased under
IC 5-22. [IC 5-22-2-39]

C.

General Provisions Applicable to All Purchases

•

Requirement to Act in Good Faith
•

All persons involved in the negotiation, performance or administration of contracts
for purchases of supplies or services shall act in good faith [IC 5-22-3-1]
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•

Gifts
A governmental body may comply with the terms and conditions of a gift, even when
those terms and conditions are contrary to IC 5-22, if noncompliance with those terms
and conditions would invalidate the gift. [IC 5-22-3-2]

•

•

Adoption of Rules and Policies
•

A governmental body may adopt rules to regulate purchases of the governmental
body. [IC 5-22-3-3(a)]
•
•

•
•

•

The purchasing agency of a governmental body may establish written policies for
purchases made by the purchasing agency. [IC 5-22-3-3(b)]
The written policies may apply to all purchases generally or to a specific purchase, as
stated in the solicitation for the purchase. [IC 5-22-3-3(a)]
•

A written policy may supplement IC 5-22 or a rule adopted by the purchasing
agency's governmental body.

•

A written policy may not be inconsistent with IC 5-22 or a rule adopted by the
purchasing agency's governmental body.

Property Interest in a Contract
•

•

A rule may supplement IC 5-22.
A rule may not be inconsistent with IC 5-22.

An offeror does not gain a property interest in the award of a contract by a
governmental body unless the offeror is awarded and the contract is completely
executed. [IC 5-22-3-6]

Offers Submitted by a Trust
•

An offer submitted by a trust to enter into a contract with a governmental body or to
purchase surplus property from the governmental body must identify:

•
•

each beneficiary of the trust; and
each settlor empowered to revoke or modify the trust. [IC 5-22-3-5]

D.

Purchasing Organizations

•

The purchasing agency for a political subdivision is the person designated by law or by rule
of the governmental body. [IC 5-22-4-5(a)]
•

The individuals designated by the purchasing agency are the purchasing agents for the
governmental body. [IC 5-22-4-5(b)]
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•
•

•

•

A purchasing agency may have more than one purchasing agent. [IC 5-22-4-6]

H a county has established a purchasing agency for the county:

•

the county purchasing agency is the purchasing agency for a circuit, superior or
county court of that county; and

•

the purchasing agent for the county is the purchasing agent for the circuit, superior
and county courts of that county. [IC 5-22-4-3(a) and (b)]

Ha county has not established a county purchasing agency:
•

the circuit court is the purchasing agency for that court;

•

the individuals designated by a court are the purchasing agents for that court;

•

a court may request the executive branch of state government to be the purchasing
agency for that court; or

•

a court may request a purchasing agency of a political subdivision to be the
purchasing agency for that court. [IC 5-22-4-3(c) and (d)]

A governmental body may enter into an agreement with other governmental bodies under the
Interlocal Cooperation Act to form a cooperative purchasing organization. [IC 5-22-4-7]
•

A cooperative purchasing organization is the purchasing agency for a governmental
body for purchases made for the governmental body by the cooperative purchasing
organization.

•

An individual designated by the cooperative purchasing organization is a purchasing
agent for the governmental body for purchases made for the governmental body by the
cooperative purchasing organization.

E.

Specifications

•

General Requirements for Specifications
•

A governmental body may adopt rules or establish policies for the preparation,
maintenance and content of specifications. [IC 5-22-5-l(a)]

•

Such rules or policies may include a description of requirements for inspection,
testing, or preparing an item for delivery. [IC 5-22-5-l(b)]

•

A purchasing agent shall prepare, issue, revise, maintain, and monitor the use of
specifications. [IC 5-22-5-2]
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•

A specification must promote overall economy for the purposes intended and
encourage competition in satisfying the governmental body's needs. [IC 5-22-53]

•

•

The purchasing agency must maintain an indexed file of specifications prepared
by or under the authority of its purchasing agents. [IC 5-22-5-4]

Requests for Specifications
•

•

The purchasing agent may issue a request for specifications if:
•

the purchasing agent makes a written determination that the development of
specifications by the governmental body is not feasible; and

•

the executive of the governmental body approves the issuance of the request
for specifications. [IC 5-22-5-5(a)]

A request for specifications must include:
•

the factors or criteria that will be used in evaluating the specifications;

•

a statement concerning the relative importance, or weighting, of the evaluation
factors; and

•

a statement concerning whether discussions may be conducted with persons
proposing specifications to clarify the specification requirements. [IC 5-22-55(b)]

•

A request for specifications must be published in accordance with IC 5-3-1, two
times, at least one week apart, with the second publication occurring at least 10 days
prior to the date the specifications will be received. It is the purchasing agent's duty
to see that notice is published. [IC 5-22-5-5(c)]

•

If provided for in the request for specifications, the purchasing agent may discuss
proposed specifications with persons proposing specifications to clarify the
specification requirements. [IC 5-22-5-5(d)]

•

All persons proposing specifications must be accorded fair and equal treatment with
respect to any opportunity for discussion and revision of proposed specifications. [IC
5-22-5-S(e)]
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F.

Competitive Bidding

•

A purchasing agent is required to follow the procedure for competitive bidding when
awarding a contract for supplies, unless another purchasing method is required or
authorized by IC 5-22. [IC 5-22-7-1]

•

Invitation for Bids
•

A purchasing agent shall issue an invitation for bids, which must include:
•

a purchase description;

•

all contractual terms and conditions that apply to the purchase;

•

a statement of the evaluation criteria that will used, including any of the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inspection;
testing;
quality;
workmanship;
delivery;
suitability for a particular purpose;
the requirements imposed on offers made by a trust;

•

the time and place for opening the bids;

•

a statement concerning whether the bid must be accompanied by a
certified check or other evidence of f"mancial responsibility that may be
imposed in accordance with rules or policies of the governmental body;

•

a statement concerning the conditions under which a bid may be canceled
or rejected in whole or in part. [IC 5-22-7-2]

•

An invitation for bids must be given in accordance with IC 5-3-1, two times, at least one
week apart, with the second publication occurring at least 10 days prior to the date the
bids will be received. The purchasing agent is responsible for seeing that notice is
published. [IC 5-22-7-5]

•

The purchasing agency shall open the bids publicly in the presence of one or more
witnesses at the time and place designated in the invitation for bids. [IC 5-22-7-6]

•

Bids must be unconditionally accepted without alteration or correction and evaluated
based on the requirements provided in the invitation for bids. [IC 5-22-7-7]

•

Evaluation Criteria
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•

•

Evaluation criteria that will affect the bid price and be considered in the
evaluation for an award must be objectively measurable. [IC 5-22-7-3]

•

Only criteria specified in the invitation for bids may be used in evaluating bids.
[IC 5-22-7-4]

•

A contract must be awarded with reasonable promptness by written notice to the
lowest responsible and responsive bidder. [IC 5-22-7-8]

Changes in Bids
•

•

The governmental body may adopt rules or establish policies to allow any of the
following:
•

correction or withdrawal of inadvertently erroneous bids before or after an
award;

•

cancellation of awards or contracts based on an inadvertently erroneous bid.
[IC 5-22-7-lO(a)]

Unless provided for in a rule or policy, a purchasing agency must make a written
determination to:
•

permit the correction or withdrawal of a bid; or

•

cancel awards or contracts based upon bid mistakes. [IC 5-22-7-lO(b)]

•

After bids have been opened, a purchasing agency may not permit changes in bid
prices or other provisions of bids prejudicial to the interest of the governmental body
or to fair competition. [IC 5-22-7-11]

•

If a bidder inserts contract tenns or bids on items not specified in the invitation for
bids, the purchasing agent shall treat the additional material as a proposal for addition
to the contract and may:
•

declare the bidder nonresponsive;

•

permit the bidder to withdraw the proposed addition to the contract in order to
meet the requirements and criteria provided for in the invitation for bids; or

•

accept any of the proposed additions to the contract, unless the proposed
additions are prejudicial to the interest of the governmental body or to fair
competition. [IC 5-22-7-12]
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•

•

The purchasing agent may not accept proposed additions to the contract that are
prejudicial to the interest of the governmental body or to fair competition. [IC 5-227-13(a)]

•

A purchasing agent's decision to permit a change to the requirements of the invitation
for bid must be supported by a written detennination of the purchasing agency. [IC 522-7-13(b))

Maintenance of Bid Information
•

The purchasing agency shall maintain the following information for each
invitatif;)n to bid which shall be open for public inspection after each contract
award:
•

the name of each bidder;

•

the amount of each bid; and

•

any other information required by IC 5-22 and any rules adopted in
accordance with IC 5-22. [IC 5-22-7-9)

G.

Small Purchases

•

Applicable to a purchase expected by the purchasing agent to be less than $75,000.
Purchases may not be artificially divided so as to constitute a small purchase. [IC 5-228-1)

•

Purchases Less than $25,000
•

•

A purchasing agent may make a purchase of less than $25,000 under
small purchase policies established by the purchasing agency or under
rules adopted by the governmental body. [IC 5-22-8-2)

Purchases Between $25,000 and $75,000
•

A purchasing agent may purchase supplies by inviting quotes from at
least three (3) persons known to deal in the lines or classes of supplies to
be purchased

•

The purchasing agent shall mail an invitation to quote at least seven (7)
days before the time fixed for receiving quotes.

•

If the purchasing agent receives a satisfactory quote, the purchasing
agent shall award a contract to the lowest responsible and responsive
bidder for each line or class of supplies quoted.
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•

A purchasing agent may reject all quotes.

•

If the purchasing agent does not receive a quote from a responsible and
responsive offeror, the purchasing agent may purchase the supplies using
methods for special purchases.[IC 5-22-8-3]

H.

Reguests for Proposals

•

A purchasing agent may award a contract through a request for proposals procedure instead
of competitive sealed bidding when the purchasing agent makes a written determination that
the use of competitive sealed bidding is either not practicable or not advantageous to the
governmental body. [IC 5-22-9-1]

•

The governmental body may also provide by rule or policy that (i) it is either not practicable
or not advantageous to governmental body to purchase specified types of supplies by sealed
competitive bidding; and (ii) receiving proposals is the preferred method for purchase of that
type of supply. [IC 5-22-9-8]
•

A request for proposals must include:
•

the factors or criteria that will be used to evaluate the proposals;

•

a statement concerning the relative importance of price and the other
evaluation factors;

•

a statement concerning whether the proposal must be accompanied by a
certified check or other evidence of financial responsibility, which may be
imposed in accordance with rules adopted by the governing body;

•

a statement concerning whether discussions may be conducted with
responsible offerors who submit proposals determined to be reasonably
susceptible of being selected for award. [IC 5-22-9-2]

•

A request for proposals for must be given in accordance with IC 5-3-1, two times, at least one
week apart, with the second publication occurring at least 10 days prior to the date the
proposals will be received. The purchasing agent must see that the notice is published. [IC
5-22-9-3]

•

Proposals must be opened so as to avoid disclosure of contents to competing offerors during
the process of negotiations. [IC 5-22-9-4]

•

A register of proposals must be prepared and open for public inspection after a contract
award. [IC 5-22-9-5(a)]
•

The register must include:
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•

a copy of the request for proposals;

•

a list of all persons to whom copies of the request for proposal were given;

•

a list of all proposals received, including the following information:
•
•
•

the names and addresses of all offerors;
the dollar amount of each offer;
the name of the successful offeror and the dollar amount of that
offeror' s offer;

•

the basis on which the award was made;

•

the entire contents of the contract file except for proprietary information
included with an offer, such as trade secrets, manufacturing processes, and
financial information that was not required to be made available for public
inspection under the terms of the request for proposals. [IC 5-22-9-5(b)]

•

As provided in the request for proposals, or under the rules or policies of the governmental
body, discussions may be conducted with, and best and final offers obtained from,
responsible offerors who submit proposals determined to be reasonably susceptible of being
selected for an award. [IC 5-22-9-6]

•

Contract Award
•

A contract shall be awarded to the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined
in writing to be the most advantageous to the governmental body, taking into
consideration price and the other evaluation factors set forth in the request for
proposals. [IC 5-22-9-7]

•

If provided for in the request for proposals, contracts may be awarded to more
than one offeror whose proposals are determined in writing to be the most
advantageous to the governmental body, taking into consideration price and
the other evaluation factors.

•

The only factors or criteria that may be used in the evaluation of proposals are
those specified in the request for proposals.

•

Offerors must be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for
discussion and revision of proposals. [IC 5-22-9-9]

•

In conducting discussions with an offeror, information derived from proposals submitted by
competing offerors may not be disclosed. [IC 5-22-9-10]
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I.

Special Purchasing Methods

•

Notwithstanding any other provision of IC 5-22, a purchasing agent may make a purchase
without soliciting bids or proposals, if the purchasing agent uses the following special
purchasing methods. [IC 5-22-10-1]

•

A special purchase must be made with such competition as is practicable under the
circumstances. [IC 5-22-10-2]

•

A purchasing agent may make a special purchase:
•

when there exists, under emergency conditions, a threat to public health, welfare or
safety; [IC 5-22-10-4]

•

when there exists a unique opportunity to obtain supplies or services at a substantial
savings to the governmental body; [IC 5-22-10-5]

•

at an auction; [IC 5-22-10-6]

•

of data process contracts or license agreements for software programs or supplies or
services, when only one source meets the using agency's reasonable requirements; [IC
5-22-10-7]

•

when (i) the compatibility of equipment, accessories or replacement parts is a
substantial consideration in the purchase; and (ii) only one source meets the using
agency's reasonable requirements; [IC 5-22-10-8]

•

when purchase of the required supplies or services under another purchasing method
provided under IC 5-22 would seriously impair the functioning of the using agency;
[IC 5-22-10-9]

•

when the purchasing agency has solicited for a purchase under other methods
provided for in IC 5-22 and has not received a responsive offer; [IC 5-22-10-10]

•

for the evaluation of supplies or a system containing supplies for any of the following
reasons: [IC 5-22-10-11]
•

to obtain functional information or comparative data; or

•

for a purpose that in the judgment of the purchasing agent may advance the
long term competitive position of the governmental body;

•

when the market structure is based on price but the governmental body is able to
receive a dollar or percentage discount of the established price; [IC 5-22-10-12]

•

from a public utility if the price is a negotiated price that considers the results of an
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independent appraisal obtained by the public utility and a separate independent
appraisal obtained by the purchasing agency; [IC 5-22-10-19]
•

when there is only one source for the supply and the purchasing agent determines in
writing that there is only one source for the supply. [IC 5-22-10-13]

•

A purchasing agent may make a purchase from a person when the purchasing agent
determines in writing that (i) supplies can be purchased from the person or the person's
authorized representative at prices equal to or less than the prices stipulated in current federal
supply service schedules established by the General Services Administration; and (ii) it is
advantageous to the governmental body's interest in efficiency and economy. [IC 5-22-1014]

•

A purchasing agent may purchase supplies if the purchase is from a person who has a
contract with a federal agency and the person's contract with the federal agency requires the
person to make the supplies available to the state or political subdivisions. [IC 5-22-1015(a)]

•

A purchasing agent for a political subdivision may purchase supplies if the purchase is made
from a person who has a contract with a state agency and the person's contract with the state
agency requires the person to make the supplies or services available to political
subdivisions. [IC 5-22-10-15(b)]

•

A purchasing agent may acquire supplies if the purchasing agent determines that the
governmental body can obtain the transfer of the supplies from the federal government as
federal sw:plus property at a cost less than would be obtained from the purchase of the
supplies by soliciting for bids or proposals. [IC 5-22-10-16]
•

A governmental body may not make a purchase of federal sw:plus property if title to
the property will be transferred to the governmental body before sufficient funds have
been appropriated.

•

A governmental body may make a purchase of federal sw:plus property if (i) the
supplies will be transferred under a conditional sale or lease, a lease with an option to
purchase, or a contract for the use of the supplies; and (ii) sufficient funds are
appropriated to pay the consideration for one year of the agreement.

•

A governmental body that purchases or leases sw:plus federal materials shall give
notice of the purchase or lease in accordance with IC 5-3-1, one time, no later than 30
days after the purchase.

•

A purchasing agent for a board of aviation commissioners or an airport authority may make a
special purchase of petroleum products if the petroleum products are for resale to the general
public. [IC 5-22-10-20]

•

A purchasing agent may acquire supplies by accepting a gift on behalf of the governmental
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body. [IC 5-22-10-17]
•

A purchasing agent shall maintain the contract records for a special purchase in a separate
file. [IC 5-22-10-3(a)]
•

The contract file for special purchases must contain a written determination of the
basis for (i) the special purchase; and (ii) the selection of the contractor. [IC 5-22-103(b)]

•

A governmental body shall maintain a record listing all contracts made for special purchases
for a minimum of five years. The record must contain:
•
•
•

each contractor's name;
the amount and type of each contract; and
a description of the supplies purchased under each contract. [IC 5-22-10-3(c)]

•

The contract records for a special purchase are subject to annual audit by the state board of
accounts. [IC 5-22-10-3(d)]

J.

Other Procedures Governing Purchases

•

A solicitation may provide that offers will be received and contracts will be awarded
separately or for any combination of lines or classes of supplies or services contained in the
solicitation. [IC 5-22-17-12]
•

If the solicitation does not indicate how separate contracts might be awarded, the

purchasing agent may award separate contracts to different offerors only if the
purchasing agent makes a written determination that the award of separate contracts is
in the interest of efficiency or economy.
•

If the purchasing agent awards a contract for a line or class of supplies or services, or

any combination of lines or classes, to an offeror other than the lowest offeror, the
purchasing agent must make a written determination stating the reasons for awarding
a contract to that offeror.
•

A solicitation may provide that the purchasing agent will award a contract for supplies or
services for an unspecified number of item8 at a fixed price per unit and that the contract may
contain a formula or method for the escalation of the unit price. [IC 5-22-17-13]

•

A notice or other materials that are to be sent by mail may be sent by electronic means, as
provided for in (i) rules adopted by the governmental body; (ii) written policies of the
purchasing agency; or (iii) the solicitation; provided that the rules, policies, or solicitation
provide that the electronic transmission of the information is at least as efficient and secure as
sending the information by mail. [IC 5-22-3-4(a)]

•

A governmental body may receive electronic offers if (i) the solicitation describes the
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procedure for transmitting the electronic offer; and (ii) the governmental body receives the
transmission on a fax machine or other system with a security feature that protects the
contents of the offer with the same degree of protection as the content of an offer not
transmitted electronically. [IC 5-22-3-4(b)]
Whenever public notice of a purchase is required, it must be done in accordance with IC 5-31. [IC 5-22-18-l(a)]

•

•

The purchasing agent may give notice in addition to notice given under IC 5-3-1 if the
purchasing agent determines it will increase competition. [IC 5-22-18-l(b)]

•

The purchasing agent shall schedule all notices to provide a reasonable amount of
time for preparation and submission of responses after notification. [IC 5-22-18-l(c)]
•

The period between the last publication, mailing or posting of notices and the
final date for submitting offers must be at least seven days. [IC 5-22-18-l(c)]
Note that, with respect to receiving bids, IC 5-3-1 requires at least ten days
between the last publication and the final date for submitting bids.

•

The purchasing agent may (i) cancel a solicitation: or (ii) reject all offers, in whole or in part,
as specified in the solicitation, if the purchasing agent determines it is in the best interests of
the governmental body. The reasons for a cancellation of a solicitation or a rejection of all
offers must be made part of the contract file. [IC 5-22-18-2]

•

An offer may be opened after the time stated in the solicitation if (i) the governmental body
makes a written determination that it is in the best interest of the governmental body to delay
the opening; and (ii) the date, time and place of the rescheduled opening is announced at the
date, time and place of the originally scheduled opening. [IC 5-22-18-3]

•

Generally speaking, contract and purchasing records are public records subject to public
inspection and copying in accordance with the Public Records Statute. [IC 5-22-18-4(a)]
•

However, a governmental body may establish policies or adopt rules for the
protection of documents submitted to the governmental body in response to a
solicitation. [IC 5-22-18-4(b)] Such rules or policies may provide procedures for:
•

protection of offers before opening to prevent disclosure of the contents;

•

affording unobstructed evaluation of offers and the contract awards by the
purchasing agent after opening; and

•

protection of offers from tampering before and after opening. [IC 5-22-184(c)
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FORMB-11
Checklist for Invitation for Bids
Type of Supply _ _ _ __
Requesting Agency _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Purchase Description
_ _ Evaluation Criteria to Be Used (Circle Selections)
Inspection
Testing
Quality
Workmanship
Delivery
_ _ Requirements imposed on Trusts
_ _ Applicable Contract Terms and Conditions
_ _ Time and Place for Opening Bid
_ _ Evidence of Financial Responsibility Required? (Circle Selection)
Certified Check
Bid Bond
Other _ _ _ _ (specify)
_ _ Performance Bond Required?
_ _ Statement of Conditions under Which Invitation May Be Canceled
_ _ Statement of Conditions under Which Bid May Be Rejected in Whole or in Part
_ _ Notice of Invitation for Bids Published
First Date of Publication---------Second Date of Publication--------_ _ Form of Non-Collusion Affidavit
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FormB-12
NON-COU..USION AFFIRMATION

STATE OF INDIANA

)
)SS:
_ _ _ _ _ COUNTY )

The undersigned offeror or agent, duly swears, under penalties for perjury, that he has not, nor
has any other member, representative, or agent of the firm, company, corporation or partnership
represented by him, entered into any combination, collusion or agreement with any person
relative to the price to be offered by any person nor to prevent any person from making an offer
nor to induce anyone to refrain from making an offer and that this offer is made without
reference to any other offer.

Offeror (Firm)

Signature of Offeror or Agent
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FonnB-13
Form for Offer or Proposal
Please print or type.
Date: _ _ _ __
2.

Governmental Unit:

3.

County:

4.

Offeror (Firm):
Address:
City/State:

5.

Telephone Number:

6.

Agent of Offeror (if applicable):
(Governmental Unit)
Pursuant to notices given, the undersigned offers to
in accordance with the following attachment(s) which specify the class or item number or
description, quantity, unit price and total amount.
The contract will be awarded by in accordance with specifications. Offeror promises that it has
not offered nor received a less price than the price stated in its offer/proposal for the supplies
included in its offer/proposal. Offeror further agrees that it will not withdraw its offer/proposal
from the office in which it is filed. A certified check or bond shall be filed with each
offer/proposal if required, and liability for breach shall be enforceable upon evidence of financial
responsibility.

Signature of Offeror or Agent
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FormB-14
Bid Record for Invitation for Bids

Date of Bid Opening: - - - - - - Supplies· Requested:
Requesting Agency:

Please Type or Print Legibly

Name

Address

Bid Amount
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APPENDIXE
Frequently Asked Questions Concerning IC 5-22

QL. Who is the "governmental body?"
Al.

~

Generally speaking, the county is the governmental body. The definitions in IC 5-22 would seem
to suggest that any number of county agencies could qualify as a "governmental body."
However, IC 5-22-3-2 provides that the governmental body may adopt rules to regulate the
purchases of the governmental body. IC 5-22-2-29 defines "rule" to mean "an ordinance, a
resolution, or another procedure by which the governmental body is authorized by law to adopt
a policy that has the force and effect of law." The county, acting through its legislative body, has
this power. A county redevelopment commission, the county drainage board and the plan
commission also possess this power. Neither the county highway department, county elected
officials, the courts, or the county prosecutor are authorized by law to adopt policies that have
the force and effect of law through the enactment of ordinance, resolutions, or other procedures.
The county might want to consider adopting an ordinance to clarify who the governmental bodies
are for that county.

Can a coun.ty official serve as his own purchasing agent?

A2.

No, except for circuit and superior court judges. IC 5-22-4-5(a) provides that the purchasing
agency for a county is the person designated by law or by rule of the governmental body. If the
county is the governmental body, then the county legislative body is responsible for designating
the purchasing agency for the county elected officials. IC 5-22-4-5(b) gives the purchasing
agency, and no one else, the power to designate purchasing agents. IC 5-22-4-3(a) provides that
a "court in the judicial branch" is the purchasing agency for the court, unless ( 1) the county has
established a county purchasing agency, or (2) the court has asked a political subdivision or the
executive branch of the state to serve as the court's purchasing agency.

fil

Can the coun.ty prosecutor serve as her own purchasing agent?

A3.

Since the prosecutor is not a "court in the judicial branch," unless the purchasing agency
designates the prosecutor as a purchasing agent, the prosecutor cannot be her purchasing agent.

~

Can the coun.ty have a countywide purchasing agency?

A4.

IC 5-22-4-3(a) suggests that a county can establish a countywide purchasing agency.
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fil..

Can the county highway depa11ment still make certain minimum monthly purchases without
receiving bids or giving notice?

A5.

In a way. IC 36-1,-9-1 (c) which previously allowed for very small monthly purchases for repair
and maintenance of county highways, has been repealed effective July 1, 1998; there is no
corresponding provision in IC 5-22. However, since IC 5-22 provides that the estimated cost of
each purchase is measured on its own (and is not accumulated with all other purchases), so long
as an individual purchase is less than $25,000, the county is not required to follow any
procedure for making such purchases. However, since IC 5-22 gives only the purchasing agent
to make such small purchases, the county highway department cannot make these small
purchases itself, unless the purchasing agency has designate the county highway department as
a purchasing agent.

~

Can I still have annual supply contracts for paper and office supplies?

A6.

Yes. IC 5-22 actually pennits multiple year contracts, provided that the contract has no
provisions for price escalation, and that the contract is clear that it is subject to annual
appropriation.

QZ_

Can the county accept more than one bidfor sand, gravel, asphalt paving materials and crushed
stone?

A7. Yes, so long as the specifications allow for offers to be based upon service to specific geographic
areas and the contracts are awarded by geographic areas.

~

Does the county have to purchase supplies from the Depa11ment of Correction?

A8.

Yes. The county must purchase supplies and services produced or manufactured by the
department of correction as listed in the department's printed catalog unless the supplies and
services cannot be furnished in a timely manner. Supplies and services purchased from the
department of correction must meet the specifications and needs of the purchasing governmental
body and be purchased at a fair market price.

Q2.

Does the county have to purchase supplies from the state rehabilitation center for the blind and
visually impaired?

A9.

Yes. The county must purchase articles produced by the state rehabilitation center for the blind
and visually impaired under the same conditions as articles produced by the department of
correction, unless similar articles are produced by the county. The state rehabilitation services
bureau is required to publish a catalog for the use of counties, showing the products and services
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available through the rehabilitation center. Whenever a county needs an article listed in the
catalog, the county must give the bureau a reasonable time to produce or supply the article; and
except for an article produced by the department of correction, may not elsewhere: contract for;
purchase; or p~ foticle described in the catalog unless the article cannot be furnished by the
bureau. The county may contract elsewhere for the purchase of an article described in the
catalog if the bureau provides a written statement that the bureau cannot furnish the article.
Supplies purchased from the bureau must meet the specifications and needs of the county and
be purchased at a fair market price. As of April l, 1998, the bureau did not have a catalog
available.

010.

Is the counry required to purchase supplies from agencies for persons with disabilities?

AIO.

A county is not required to purchase supplies and services from a qualified nonprofit agency for
persons with severe disabilities, although the county may purchase supplies and services from
those agencies under the same conditions as supplies produced by the department of correction
are purchased. The county may apportion purchases of supplies and services from qualified
agencies on an equitable basis among the interested qualified agencies. Supplies purchased
from a qualified agency must meet the specifications and needs of the purchasing governmental
body; and be purchased at a fair market price.

Q1L.

Is the county still required to purchase recycled paper? Waste tires?

Al 1.

No. The requirements to purchase recycled paper or to include retreaded tires in specifications
were repealed with respect to local governments, including counties. The state is still required
to make such purchases.

Q12.

Does the coun'ty have to bid out services?

A12.

No. The county may establish any procedures it desires (and that includes no procedures
at all) for the purchase of services. In addition, IC 36-1-9.1, which specified how a county
could bid for janitorial and security service contracts (provided the county adopted the
chapter) has been repealed effective July 1, 1998.

Q13.

Will the State Board ofAccounts have new bid forms available by July 1?

A13.

The State Board of Accounts is not authorized to prescribe bid forms under IC 5-22. Each
individual county must develop its own forms, However, the State Board of Accounts is
anxious to assist counties in developing forms that will assist the Board when it does its
audit of each county.
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3

Notice to Bidders

3. Notice to Bidders
The following pages contain a sample Notice to Bidders and a blank form for the LPA to
complete and forward to the news media for publication.
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Commissioners of Purdue County , Indiana will receive
sealed bids at the office of the County Auditor on the second floor of the County Courthouse in
West Lafayette, Indiana until the hour of 4:00 pm local time on Monday. June 16. 1997
At said time, bids will be opened and considered on the following item(s):

one (I) diesel powered tandem axle dump truck

Interested Bidders may contact the County Highway Engineer for specifications regarding the
above item(s). All bids must be submitted on Form 95 as prescribed by the State Board of Accounts
of the State of Indiana, together with a certified check or ~id bond equal to five (5) per cent of the
bid, together with a signed affidavit of non-collusion. The Board of Commissioners reserve the right
to reject any and/or all bids, and to determine the character and sufficiency of each bid.
Given by order of the

Purdue

Purdue

County Board of Commissioners this

5t1i day of May. 1997

County Board of Commissioners

ATTEST:

Purdue

County Auditor
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Commissioners of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ County,
Indiana will receive sealed bids at
until the hour of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 199_. At said time, bids

----------------------

will be opened and considered on the following item(s):

All interested Bidders shall contact
for specifications
regarding the above items. All bids must be submitted on Form 95 as prescribed by the State Board
of Accounts of the State of Indiana, together with a certified check or bid bond equal to
_ _ _ _ _ per cent of the bid, together with a signed affidavit of non-collusion. The Board of
Commissioners reserve the right to reject any and/or all bids, and to determine the character and
sufficiency of each bid.
Given by order ofthe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ County Board of Commissioners this ___lh day
of
-------~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _County Board of Commissioners
ATTEST:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ County Auditor

4

Contract for Material
Purchase

4. Bid Form No. 95
The following pages contain a sample Bid Form No. 95 and a blank form for the LPA to copy
and include with the Specifications. It is recommended that the sample form also be copied and
included with the Bid Specifications as there appears to be quite a lot of misunderstanding as to how
this form is to be filled out by the Bidder.
It should also be noted that this form serves a dual purpose. First, it prescribes the format of
the bid and includes a non-collusion affidavit, which must be signed by the Bidder and notarized.
Second, it serves as the Contract between the successful Bidder and the LPA.

Section 4. - Bid Form No. 95
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4.1 Sample Bid Form No. 95 - Front Side

(--or

BID, OFFER OR PROPOSAL FOR SALE OR LEASE OF MATERIALS
(Defined at 1.C. 38-1-2-9.5)

pUUdi:

print)

C?o\lhffi
Oate; _ _:.'l.f._,·\...
J_..{q_.·,,.ii_ _ _ _ __

Q.c;:Jry t!!6U ...; Aif i&jW:1"M~'T

I. Go_,,mental Unit:

2. County:

3.

(Firm):

Bidder

Address:
City/State:

4. Telephone Number.
5. Agent of Bidder (If applicallle): _ __...1.,.¢::.i:\!.l=:·.__.&.,IW\.,......_Ml""'------------Pursuant to norlces gi...,., the undersigned offers bid(s) to
~'
\\t&!!fe'!f
(Governmental Unit) in acc...- with the following attachment(s) which spac:ify the class or item number or description, quantity, uni1,
unit price and lotal amount.

C:.OJ.J'f!/

OEJ?r.

The contract win be awarded by classes or items, in accordance wilh specifications. Any changes or aheralions in the items
specified will render SUCh bid void as lo that class or Item. Bidder promises that he has nol offered nor receiYed e less price than
the price staled in his bid for the materials included in said bid. Bidder turther agrees that he will not withdraw his bid from the
office in which it is flled. A certified check or bond shall be filed wilh each bid if required, and liability for bAlllCh - I I be
enforceable upon the contract. the bond or canified check or both as the case may be.

_ _ ,.......... _
Q..B ~I

BID OFFER OR PROP

L

.

Attach separate sh- listing each item bid based on specifocations published by goveming body. Following is an example of
lhe bid format:

Ullll-

-

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF INOIANA )

~COUNTY

SS:
:

The undersigned bidder or agent, being duly sworn on oath, says lhet ha has not, nor has any other member, ra-ntatiW.
or agant of the firm, company. corporation or partnanhlp represented by him, . . . - into any combination, collusion or
agreement with any person relative to Iha price to be bid bY, anyone at such letting nor lo prevent any parson from bidding nor to
induce anyone lo refrain lrom bidding, and that this bid is made without reference lo any other bid and without any agreement.
understanding or combination with any other parson in ntllln!nca lo such bidding.

He tunhar says that no person or persons. firms. or corporation
gift. commiSSion or thing or value on account or such

Subscribed and sworn to before me Ws
My Commission Expires:

t1-/-a; I f(\j
ACCEPTANCE

There now being sufficient unobligated appropialed funds available. the contracting authority of - - - - - - -

PJ!IMi cm.JJ'/ "''"~A-/ (Gowlmmenlal Unit) hereby accepts Iha terms of Iha attached bid for~ OI items
Iii~ • l
and promises to pay Iha undanlignad bidder upon delivery the price quoted for the matenals

numbered

stipulated in said bid.

Oata: _ _-"-3._j'l./...._'tf""'-~-------

Section 4.1 - Sample Bid Form No. 95 - Front Side
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4.1 Sample Bid Form No. 95 - Back Side

Form No. 15

IRewiMd 1117)

BID OF
{Contractor)

{Address)

FOR SALE OR
LEASE OF MATERIALS
(Defined at l.C. 36-1-2-9.5)

FILED ____i-1\_AA!....;._C._\..\-_..._t.
_ _ _ _ _ _ • 19

qi

THIS BID ACCEPTED FOR THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES OR ITEMS
this

-Z.. " 0 day of

MkU'!-ti-

, 19qi

IF NO PART OF BID IS ACCEPTED, WRITE
THE WORD "'REJECTED" ACROSS FACE

Section 4.1 - Sample Bid Form No. 95 - Back Side
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Prescribed by the State Board of Accounts

Form No. 95 (Revised 1987)

BID, OFFER OR PROPOSAL FOR SALE OR LEASE OF MATERIALS
(Denned at l.C. 36-1-2-9.5)
(Please type or print)
Date:
1. Governmental Unit:
2. County:
3. Bidder (Firm):
Address:
City/State:
4. Telephone Number:
5. Agent of Bidder (If a p p l i c a b l e ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pursuant to notices given, the undersigned offers bid(s) to
(Governmental Unit) in accordance with the following attachment(s) which specify the class or item number or description,
quantity, unit, unit price and total amount.
The contract will be awarded by classes or items, in accordance with specifications. Any changes or alterations
in the items specified will render such bid void as to that class or item. Bidder promises that he has not offered nor
received a less price than the price stated in his bid for the materials included in said bid. Bidder further agrees that he
will not withdraw his bid from the office in which it is filed. A certified check or bond shall be filed with each bid if
required, and liability for breach shall ~ enforceable upon the contract, the bond or certified check or both as the
case may be.
Signature of Bidder or Agent

BID OFFER OR PROPOSAL
Attach separate sheet listing each item bid based on specifications published by governing body. Following is an
example of the bid format:
Class or Item

Quantity

Unit

Description

Unit Price

Amount

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF INDIANA

)
)SS:

- - - - COUNTY)
The undersigned bidder or agent, being duly sworn on oath, says that he has not, nor has any other member,
representative, or agent of the firm, company, corporation or partnership represented by him, entered into any
combination, collusion or agreement with any person relative to the price to be bid by anyone at such letting nor to
prevent any person from bidding nor to induce anyone to refrain from bidding, and that this bid is made without
reference to any other bid and without any agreement, understanding or combination with any other person in
reference to such bidding.
He further says that no person or persons, firms, or corporation has, have or will receive directly or indirectly,
any rebate, fee, gift, commission or thing of value on account of such sale.

Bidder (Firm)

Signature of Bidder or Agent
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ _ _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19__

My Commission Expires:
Notary Public
County of Residence:

ACCEPTANCE
There now being sufficient unobligated appropriated funds available, the contracting authority of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Governmental Unit) hereby accepts the terms of the attached bid for classes or items
numbered
and promises to pay the undersigned bidder upon delivery the price quoted for the
materials stipulated in said bid.
Date:
Contracting Authority Members:
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Bid Evaluation

5. Bid Evaluation

The following pages suggest a procedure for evaluating bids. Other procedures for specific
pieces of equipment may be found in Appendix II, Equipment Performance Specifications.
Feel free to modify this procedure to better fit the needs of your own agency. The important
thing is to have some objective and rational procedure that considers more than simply the purchase
price. State law requires the purchasing agent to award the contract to ''the lowest responsible and
responsive bidder", which may not always be the bidder who bids the lowest initial price. However,
if the LPA does not select the low bid, they can expect to be questioned as to the procedure and
criteria they used to make their decision. Hopefully, the attached procedure will lend some credibility
to their selection.
Section 5.2 shows the results of a Quattro Pro worksheet that has been developed to analyze
the top five bids according to the procedure described in Section 5 .1. The worksheet is included on {)
the WordPerfect diskette in Section 8. A blank worksheet that can serve as a form for doing the ~
calculations manually is also included.
~

-

Section 5. -Bid Evaluation

5.1 Suggested Procedure for Evaluating Bids

The 'lhe lowest responsible and responsive bidder'' shall be determined using the point system
outlined below. Any Bidder failing to provide mandatory features or not meeting minimum
requirements may be disqualified and no score will be assigned. The Owner shall assign the points.
The Owner shall make the final decision concerning points assigned in each area.
At any time during the bidding process, the Owner may request the Bidder of the unit or units
which are submitted in the bid to demonstrate an exact unit at a location chosen by the Owner and,
in the presence of authorized personnel, to prove any features or performance capabilities, all at the
Bidder's expense. Each Bidder may have his own representatives present during such a review. If
the Owner does not require a specific location for the demonstration, the Bidder may choose the
location and shall do the demonstration at the Bidder's expense. Failure of the demonstration
machine to meet the Owner's requirements may be judged as non-conformance to bid specifications.

**AWARD CRITERIA POINTS**
Points

Item
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bid Price
Conformance to Specifications
Service Availability
Parts Availability
Warranty
Delivery Schedule
Operator Satisfaction

20

Maximum Possible Score

150

Section 5.1 - Suggested Procedure for Evaluation Bids

25
60
15
10

10
10
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1. BIDPRICE
Points
25
20
15
10
5

Lowest
Second Lowest
Third Lowest
Fourth Lowest
Fifth Lowest
Total Maximum Possible Point for This Category= 25

2. CONFORMANCE TO SPECIFICATIONS
Any minor deviation from the specifications shall result in loss of points. A major deviation
shall result in NO points awarded in this area. Major and minor deviations shall be determined by the
Owner, with each minor deviation resulting in the loss of 5 points.

Total Maximum Possible Points for this Category= 60

3. SERVICE AVAILABILITY
The continuous operation of the unit or units is of the utmost importance and
frequently of an emergency nature. It is therefore imperative that the successful Bidder be in a
position to render prompt parts and service. Points for Service Availability shall be awarded based
on the proximity of the Bidder's warranty facility to the Owner's base of operations, as follows:

Within the Owner's Jurisdictional Boundary (OJB)
Outside OJB, but within a 50 mile radius
Outside OJB, but within a 100 mile radius
Outside OJB, but over a 100 mile radius

Points
15
10

5
0

Total Maximum Points for This Category= 15

4. PARTS AVAILABILITY
The Parts Availability program for each Bidder shall be evaluated by the Owner and ranked.
Points shall be awarded according to the ranking and the following table:

Most Satisfactory
Second Most Satisfactory
Third Most Satisfactory
Fourth Most Satisfactory
Fifth Most Satisfactory

Section 5.1 - Suggested Procedure for Evaluation Bids

Points
10
8
6
4
2
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Total Maximum Possible Points for This Category= 1O
5. WARRANTY
The Warranty program for each Bidder shall be evaluated by the Owner and ranked. Points
shall be awarded according to the ranking and the following table:

Most Satisfactory
Second Most Satisfactory
Third Most Satisfactory
Fourth Most Satisfactory
Fifth Most Satisfactory

Points
10
8
6
4
2

Total Maximum Possible Points for This Category = 10

6. DELIVERYSCHEDULE
Delivery time points shall be awarded as follows:
Points
less than 90 Days
90-150 Days
more than 150 Days

10

5
0
Total Maximum Possible Points for This Category = 10

7. OPERATOR SATISFACTION

Most Satisfactory
Second Most Satisfactory
Third Most Satisfactory
Fourth Most Satisfactory

Points
20
15
10
5

Total Maximum Possible Points for This Category = 20
Ratings shall be assigned based on ease of operation, operator comfort, and operating noise
levels.
Note: Proper evaluation of Bid proposal can be made "ONLY'' if Bidder provided all information
requested.

Section 5.1 - Suggested Procedure for Evaluation Bids
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Purdue County, Indiana
02-Mar-98
Big'ol Truck

LPA Name:

Bid Evaluation Form

Date:
Item:

........

Bidder===>>>
BidSumm~

Bid#1

Bid#2

Bid#3

Bid#4

Bid#5

Bigbad Trucks, Inc.

Niceboy Trucks, Inc.

Elcheapo Trucks, Inc.

Toohigh Trucks, Inc.

Toohigh2 Trucks, Inc.

Price

Rank

Price

Rank

Price

Rank

Price

Rank

Price

Rank

Base:

Truck

$65,000.00

3

$60,000.00

2

$45,000.00

1

$90,000.00

4

$92,000.00

Sub. #1:

Body

$20,000.00

5

$16,000.00

2

$12,000.00

1

$17,500.00

3

$18,000.00

4

Sub. #2:

Hydraulics

$4,000.00

2

$4,500.00

3

$3,800.00

1

$5,000.00

4

$5,150.00

5

Sub. #3:

Plow

$4,500.00

3

$4,450.00

2

$4,250.00

1

$5,300.00

4

$5,460.00

5

Sub. #4:

Spreader

$2,500.00

3

$1,950.00

1

$3,500.00

5

$2,300.00

2

$2,700.00

4

$96,000.00

3

$86,900.00

2

$68,550.00

1

$120, 100.00

4

$123,310.00

5

-

Total

1. Price-

Overall Rank

Points (25)
3

....

2; Conformance -

Deviations

Points (60)
7

3. Service -

Distance

Rank

5. Warranty -

Rank

I

Points (10)

·······················!

7. Satisfaction -

Rank

Rank

Total

I

I
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

#of days

Points (20)
1

Points (150)
5

89

4

Rank

Rank

Points (150)
1

104

#of days
0

Points (20)
2

Rank

Points (150)
5

Rank

109

Rank

Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

#of days

2
Points (10)

115
Rank

10

94

2

5

5

Points (150)
4

0

5

10

Points (20)

3

Points (15)

Rank

Points (10)

55

125

4

120

15

Distance

Points (10)
1

5
Points (60)

1

0
Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

Deviations

Points (15)

4

Points (25)
5

55

125

8

175

5

If there are more than 5 bidders, manually shortlist them to the top 5 for evaluation.
Fill in the shaded areas with the requested data.
Play the "SORT" macro, under Tools, Macro, Play, Sort.
View the results of the evaluation in the bottom row of the worksheet.

Section 5.2 - Bid Evaluation Form - Sample

#of days

Distance

Rank

Points (10)

Overall Rank

10
Points (60)

1

6

2

10
Points (20)

Rank

Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

Deviations

5

3

6

BB

20

Rank

Points (10)
3

5

90

52

Points (25)
4

50
Points (15) ·····

Distance

8

Overall Rank

25
Points (60)

2

15
Points (10)

Rank
4

Deviations

Points (15)

2

Points (25)
1

40

0
Rank

Points (10)

#of days

Points (60)

Distance

10

Overall Rank

20

4

10

4
6. Delivary -

Deviations

Points (10)
1

Points (25)
2

25
Points (15)

47
4. Parts -

Overall Rank

15

5

5
Points (20)

5

Rank

0

Points (150)
5

69

-

-

~

~

R

LPAName:

Bid Evaluation Form

Date:

---------11

Item:
"

I

-

Biiiil2

Bid#1

Bidii4

Bidii3

BidilS

Bidder===>>>
Price ·· · ········

··· eiii siiiiimaiY:
Base:

r

Rank

u· · · ·

Price

Price ...... .

Rank···

I ........ Rank .. H

.. Piiee

···Rank

Price

1·······Rank

......

-

Sub. #1:

IL

Sub. #2:

-

Sub. #3:

-

Sub. #4:

TPrice:··

-

bveiiiifRankmr PoiniS (25> · ·· 11

··· 2. conformance: · · · ·· ···· ······~·

biiviations ·· 1 · Piiiii!S (sofl

bveiiiifRankm

I PoiiiiS (25i ··1 bveraii Riink

·· · Deviations · · I

1·· Deviations ··

Piiin!S (6of

t· · PoiniS (25f l

biieiiiii Rank ·

1· Poiri!S (so)

I ·Deviatioris

t

PoiiiiS (25)

l .biieiiiiiRanl< l

·· 1 Points (soi ~

Deviations

Poin!S (25)

1 · Points (soi Ii

3. Service -

II

Distance

I Points (15)

Distance

Points (15)

Distance

Points (15)

Distance

Points (15)

II

Distance

I Points (15)

4. Parts -

II

Rank

I Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

Rank

Points (10)

II

Rank

I Points (10)

Rank

Piiiii!S (10)

···Rank

Points (1 oj ···

Rank

Poin!S (iti)

Rank

Points (iti)

·5. waiiiiiiiy -

J

Points (10)

ii cit days

I

Points (10)

I Points (20)

Rarik

]

. a: DelivaiY :
II

.............

·

7: siiiiSiaciioii : ······· ··· ·· ······

iioiii~

Raiii<

· PoiniS 11 oi

Piiiii\sjgQ[_

.....

i=.:

iicitii~

Rank

I~

Total

II

Rank

I Points (1_50)

Point8(16i

#cifdays

Points (2oj

Riink

I

.. Piiin\S(f<ij .. .....

iliifii~

Poin!S <2~ -·

Rank

J___i>oirits 12001

····Rank

Points (150) JI

Rank

I Points (150) II

Rank

_....:·· .Piiiri_!S(f<if

l
Rank

Points_i150)

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. If there are more than 5 iiiiideis; mam.iaiiy shortiiSi \hem iiitiie fop 5 tOi evaluation.
···································· ······ 2. Fili in the shaded areas with the requested data.

l

Rank

l

_l__Poin.ts (150)
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6. Equipment Specifications

6.1 Tandem Axle Dump Truck
6.2 Single Axle Dump Truck
6.3 Central Hydraulics System for Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks
6.4 Snow/Ice Control Attachments
6.5 Sign Truck
6.6 Service Truck
6. 7 Front End Loader
6.8 Motor Grader
6.9 Chip Spreader
6.10 Asphalt Distributor
6.11 Patching Machine
6.12 Wheel Excavator
6.13 Rubber Tire Roller
6.14 Mowers
6.15 Street Sweeper
6.16 Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe

Section 6.0 - Equipment Specifications

6.13 Rubber Tire Roller
6.13.1 Rubber Tire Roller Specifications
6.13.2 Rubber Tire Roller Vendor List

Section 6.13 - Rubber Tire Roller

6.1

Tandem Dump Truck

6.1 Tandem Axle Dump Truck

6.1.1 Chassis
6.1.2 Traditional Dump Body
6.1.3 Cross-Memberless Dump Body
6.1.4 Vendor Listing

Section 6.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

6.1.1 Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis

Task Force
Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager

Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LanyMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

D

4

User to select one of the three alternatives for transmission type,
including the number of speeds if the manual transmission is
selected.

D

6-7

User to select one of the two alternatives for frame reinforcement.

D

6

Horizontal or vertical mufiler mounting

D

7

Minimum hinge to rear (overhang)

D

10

Cast spoke or disc type wheels - front axle

D

11

Cast spoke or disc type wheels - rear axle

D

12

Use profile

D

16

Paint color

D

17

Location of Owner's base of operations

D

18

Delivery schedule

D

18

Penalty for late delivery

D

19

Pintle hitch capacity

D

19

Trade in information

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis

SPECIFICATIONS
for
56,000 GVW Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new tandem axle dump truck in sufficient
detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are
necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and
quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The truck
shall be a current model under standard production by the.manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
equal to
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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ENGINE AND ENGINE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Engine shall be diesel V8 or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:
250hp

Horsepower:
Torque:

800 ft-lbs

Horsepower: _ _ _ _....h..,..p @ _ _ _ _ _rpm
Torque:

ft-lbs @ _ _ _ _rpm

Engine:Ma.ke: -----------~
Model:

---------

Cylinders: _ _ _ _ Cycle:
Bore I Stroke:- - - - m x - - - - - in
Displacement:_ _ _ _ _CID_....,..-_ _ _liter

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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AUTOMATIC TRANS:MISSION EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model MD
3060 (World Transmission) or equal, capable of
accepting the maximum torque output of the engine
being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - - Reverse: - - - Shift Selector
Floor: - - - Dash: - - - Temperature gauge to be provided

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note:

Auxiliary cooler is NOT to be included
with
this
transmission
per
recommendations of the manufacturer.

*** LPA should select one of the three alternates for the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model MT653, or equal, capable of accepting the maximum
torque output of the engine being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - Reverse: - - - Shift Selector
Floor: - - - Dash: - - - Auxiliary cooler to be included which should be
standard of the industry for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Yes [ ]'

No [ ]

Temperature gauge to be provided

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

*** LPA should select one of the three alternates/or the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION I CLUTCH EQUIPJMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

_ _ _ _ _ Speed manual transmission shall be
that which is required to accept the maximum torque
output of the engine being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - Reverse: - - - Shift Selector
Floor:
---Dash:

----

Clutch shall be that which is required to accept the

maximum torque output of the engine being bid under
fully loaded snow plowing conditions.

Clutch shall have hydraulic assist.

Make:
-----------~
Model:
Size: - - - - - - - Number of disks: - - - - - - - Type of disks: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

*** LPA should select one of the three alternates for the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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COOLING SYSTEM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:
Overflow Recovery System

Yes[ ]

No[ ]

Corrosion Resistor Mechanism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Silicone Hose System, or equal

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]
Watts:

No [ ]

Weather head connector for Block heater
(to be located below left door, front comer)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Radiator Fan shall be modulated type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity:

sq. in.
gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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CHASSIS I FRAME

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the dump body and specified
exhaust:

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
II

Wheelbase:

"

Cab to axle spacing:
Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuous full length.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Exhaust muffler shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.
Note: Units to be used with underbody
scrapers may require the vertical muffler to
avoid interference problems. If no underbody
scraper is to be used, the horizontal muffler is
recommended to reduce cab to axle spacing.

Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)

Yield Strength:

Section modulus 30"3 minimum

Section Modulus:

Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 3,000,000 "#

RBM:

psi
113

"#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME (con't)

Minimum Req_uirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel channel
design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks (Front hooks
to be frame mounted with access through front
bumper by installation contractor)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Single rear tow loop

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A minimum hinge to rear (overhang) dimension of
_ _ _ _ _ _" is required to accommodate paving
and sealing equipment used with this unit.

Hinge to rear dimension: _ _ _ _ _"

*** LPA should select one ofthe two alternates for the frame (pages 6-7). These stronger frame specifications
will generate bids on a severe senlice truck, such as a Navistar 2574 or 2654. Some other truck manufacturers
may require frame strengthening by the dump body contractor to meet these specifications.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the dump body and specified
exhaust

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
II

Wheelbase:

II

Cab to axle spacing:

Exhaust muffler shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Note: Units to be used with underbody
scrapers may require the vertical muffler to
avoid interference problems. If no underbody
scraper is to be used, the horizontal muffler is
recommended to reduce cab to axle spacing.

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump.
Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuous full length.
Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)
Yield Strength:

psi

Section modulus 25 113 minimum
113

Section Modulus:
Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 2,500,000

11 #

RBM:

II#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME (con't)

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel channel
design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks (Front hooks
to be frame mounted with access through front
bumper by installation contractor)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Single rear tow loop

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A minimum hinge to rear (overhang) dimension of
_ _ _ _ _ _" is required to accommodate paving
and sealing equipment used with this unit.

Hinge to rear dimension: _ _ _ _ _"

***LPA should select one of the two alternates for the frame (pages 6-7). These lighter frame specifications
will generate bids on a medium service truck, such as a Navistar 4000 Series. Most other truck manufacturers
will be able to meet these specifications.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FILTERS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Capability to switch air intake from outside to
underhood from within the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Oil filters shall be full flow, spin on type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with primary and secondary
fuel filters.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with water filter.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Air Filter shall be replaceable paper type, heavy duty,
dual element.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Alternator shall be 130 amp brushless Delco Remy
Model 29-SI type 300, or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of three
Group 31 heavy duty, 170 amp-hour, 1950 total cold
crank power at 0 degree F, 15 plates I cell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

EleciliCal system shall be weatherproof Betts system,
or equal, equipped with circuit breakers.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Special tail lights shall be part of the Dump Body
Specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FRONT AXLE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

16,000 #front axle rating

Front axle rating:

16,000 # suspension

Front axle suspension:

#
#

Heavy duty dual power steering gears

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers to be factory installed

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front tires to be tubeless, radial type, 3 l 5/80R22. 5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib type tread.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
disc

Type:---------Size:

-----------

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
#

40,000 #rear axle rating

Rear axle rating:

40,000 #suspension

Rear axle suspension:

Rear auxiliary springs - 4500 # capacity total

Rear auxiliary suspension:
Yes [ ]

Rear. tires shall be tubeless, radial type, 11.00R22.5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib lug type tread.
Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
disc

Type:
Size:

Rear axle to be No-Spin type with automatic positive
locking power

No-Spin:
Automatic Control:

#
#

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT (con't)

Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency
Bidder shall provide an analysis of several rear axle
ratios based on the following profile:

Provided b_y Unit Proposed by Bidder
Analysis Attached:
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Normal Operating Speed: _ _ _ _ _ mph
Terrain:
Level
Rolling
Hilly
Total
TypeofUse:
Plowing Snow
Stockpiling
Paving/Sealing
Off road
Total

---%
---%
---%
100%

---%
---%
---%
---%
100%

Note: The decision on the axle ratio will be made based
on the analysis included with this Bid and
communicated to the Bidder with the acceptance
of the Bid. It is requested by the Owner that the
rear axle ratio not be the limiting factor for
speed. Rather, the speed should be controlled
electronically through the transmission, or via the
governor. The rear axle ratio shall be that which
provides the best fuel economy at the normal
highway speed.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AIR I BRAKE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Service air brakes shall be dual air, with anti-lock
braking system.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shoe size to be 16.5" x 5" S-cam front, and 16.5" x 7"
S-camrear.

Shoe size:

Air compressor to be 13 .2 cfin minimum.

Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cfin

Air compressor shall be equipped with Bendix AD-9 air
dryer, or equal.

Make:
Model:

Parking brake shall be piggy-back, spring actuated, dual
diaphragm, min. 30 sq. in..

--------------------Size:
------------

Parking brake chamber to be provided for both rear
axles for tandem units.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Pancakes shall be mounted in front of rear axle with 4"
clearance from the tires.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be equipped with 25 ft of standard air hose
with a quick connect/disconnect coupler directly to the
air tank. A hand nozzle shall also be provided with the
same type of coupler.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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FUEL TANKS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The fuel tanks shall be mounted on the left and right
side of the vehicle, with a total combined capacity of at
least 80 gallons.

Dual tanks:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Left tank capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gal
Right tank capacity:
gal

Fuel tank shall be located so that refueling can be
accomplished without raising the dump body.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A fuel/water separator shall be included in the fuel
system, Raycom or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Each tank shall be clearly marked DIESEL FUEL
ONLY.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: A minimum of 24" ground clearance is required
for movement of the underbody scraper if one is to be
provided.

Yes [. ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Cab shall be equipped with the following standard
features:
Ventilated and insulated
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter
Rigid cab mount
Driver's seat to be Bostrom Air, intermediate back,
or equal
Companion's seat, placed at least 13" from driver's
seat
Dual air horns
Heavy duty heater and defroster
Dual sun visors
Dual arm rests
Insulated head liner
AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wipers, to be
mounted at the top of the windshield, if available
Driver operated electric right side window
Dual bright finish, heated, West Coast style mirrors
(16" x 7"), with 8" adjustable convex mirror, both
sides
Backup alarm
Exterior grab handles
Locking hand throttle
Marker lights

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

] .
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]

]
]

]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]

]
]

No[ ]
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]
No[ ]

No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]

]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CAB (con't)

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Dash mounted gauges
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter (Robb's or equal)
Ammeter
(needle type, calibrated)
Oil pressure
"
Water temperature
"II
Air pressure
II
Transmission temperature

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]

]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]

]
]
]
]
]
]

High water temperature/low oil pressure emergency
shutdown I alarm mechanism shall be dash mounted.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Tilt hood shall be capable of opening over stationary
grill and snow plow hitch, and shall be solid with an
access hatch, each side.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Paint color shall be

~~~~~~~~-

Paint color is

~~~~~~~~~

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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WARRANTY I REP AIR PARTS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed hy Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery of
completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Book and Service Manual provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose warranty facility is located nearest the Owner's
base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability (at
the Bidder's warranty facility) of95% within 48 hours
of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items such as
filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours to the
Owner's base of operations.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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DATE OF DELIVERY

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the ~er at the rate of
$/day for each
calender day of delay after the Owner's specified date of
delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Factory installed air conditioning

Add:

______ $

_ _ _ _ _ #Capacity Pintle Hitch
(recommend 20,000 or 40,000 # capacity)

Add:

______ $

Deduct:

------ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Year:
Make:
Model:

SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.1 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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6.1.2 Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body

Task Force
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User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

I

Dump body color

Section 6.1.2 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Traditional Dump Body
for
56,000 GVW Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a dump body for use with a 56,000 GVW
tandem axle dump truck used for general highway maintenance including snow and ice control.
Unless otherwise approved, all component parts of this system shall be made in the USA All parts
not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the
bid and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided
to the trade in general.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.

Section 6.1.2 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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Minimum Requirements of Local Aiency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The dimensions shall be 14 ft long by 7 ft wide inside
measurements. The sides to be 13 cy capacity, the ends
to be 15 cy capacity.

Length:
Width:
Capacity:

ft
ft
cy (sides)
cy (ends)

Floor to be of 3/16" HSLA, 65,000 psi min. tensile
strength with radius sides and end.

Thickness:
Tensile Strength:

II

One piece sides and headboard to be 10 ga HSLA steel,
65,000 psi min tensile strength, with boxed top rail, one
horizontal side brace, and bottom rub rail, all seamless
and sloped downward to shed loose material and all
shall be rigidly attached to the front and rear comer
posts.

Thickness:
Tensile Strength:

ga

psi

psi

Tail Gate
Tail gate to be of 7 ga HSLA, 65,000 psi min. tensile
strength, with heavy duty hardware, double acting type,
and 6 11 offset type upper hinges.

Thickness: - - - - - - - II
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

It shall be equipped with 5/16 11 chain spreading device
and fasteners.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall be a formed boxed 9 panel (min) gate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall have an air operated tail gate latching/unlatching
mechanism with the control conveniently located for the
operator in the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Welding
Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Full cab shield designed, manufactured, and installed to
meet all State and Federal Safety Regulations.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Shall accommodate exhaust type specified in the truck
chassis specifications without modifications.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

All welds shall be continuous.
Cab Protector

Long Sills and Cross Members
Long sills to be one piece, 8" x 14 #/ft I beam section

Size:
Number:

"x

#/ft

Cross members to be 4" x 5.4 lb/ft structural channels or
equal. There shall be a minimum of 14 cross members.
The floor is to be continuously welded to both the cross
members and the main longitudinals to prevent
washboarding of the floor.

Size:
Number:

"x

#/ft

Area reinforcements not specifically mentioned but
necessary to counteract severe stress concentrations
shall be completed.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Safety Strut
Safety strut shall comply with OSHA and FMVSS
requirements.
Front and Rear Comer Posts
Front comer post shall be 7 ga, 4 3/4" x 12", one piece,
tapered, with 4" side board pockets.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Rear comer posts shall be 7 ga, 4 3/4 11 x 12 11 , one piece,
full depth and tied to an 8 11 structural channel rear
apron, with no openings for lights.

Hoist shall be a Class 90, 28 ton as specified in NTEA
Classifications.
Hoist shall be telescopic, single
cylinder, three stage, with the largest stage mounted at
the bottom. Upper cylinder connection shall be trunnion
mounted to limit the size of the doghouse within the
dump body.
Hoist cylinder shall have a 2 year warranty.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Class: - - - - - - Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ton
Trunnion mounted:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Extension into dump body: - - - - - II
Warranty Period: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ yrs

Rear Hinge Assembly
The rear hinge assembly shall be constructed of a 6" x
6 11 x 1/211 structural angle, with 2 11 diameter nitrited pins
connecting through 2 1/2 11 hinge blocks incorporating
greaseless composite bushings.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lighting
The body shall be equipped with a sufficient number of
armored lights and reflectors so placed as to meet
Indiana State and FMVSS Specifications. Bed lights to
be oflexan lenses with replaceable bulbs. All wiring to
be weatherproofed in polyurethane tubing, Betts or
equal. Wuing shall be placed and fastened so that it will
be protected from outside chafing.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Lights shall consist of:
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Preparation - All metal shall be chemically cleaned
before being primed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be primed with a high quality zinc oxide
primer before painting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

top
next
next
bottom-

white sealed beam strobe
red stop, tum, and hazard
red tail
white backup light

and shall be rigidly attached to the rear comer posts.

Ladder
Ladder shall be provided on drivers side, rigidly
mounted directly behind the cab, and shall meet all
OSHA and FMVSS safety regulations.
Reflective Sheeting
Reflective sheeting shall be installed in accordance with
standard industry practice and shall be Scotchlite 980
Diamond grade reflective tape, or equal.

Finish paint shall be Imron polyurethane enamel, or
equal. Color to be _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Color:

----------

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.2 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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Undercoating
Dump body undercoating material and thickness to be
factory recommendation to best industry standards.
Tail Gate Identification Number
Serial number of dump body shall be permanently
marked on outside of each tail gate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Mud Flaps
Mud flaps shall be mounted behind the rear wheels only
according to FMVSS Specifications.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
I. Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick HSLA, 65000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

2. Reinforced floor w/ 3/16" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

3. Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

4. 409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

5. 409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

6. 304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

7. 304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In(~

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

D

1

Description
Dump body color

Section 6.1.3 -Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Cross-Memberless Dump Body

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Cross-Memberless Type Dump Body
for
56,000 GVW Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a cross-memberless dump body for use with
a 56,000 GVW tandem axle dump truck used for snow and ice control. Unless otherwise approved,
all component parts of this system shall be made in the USA. All parts not specifically mentioned,
which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid ·and shall conform in
strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards ofthe trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial conformance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bid<ler and accm>tance made on the basis of the exception.
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Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency

Provided b_y Unit Proposed b_y Bidder

The dimensions shall be 14 ft long by 7 ft wide inside
measurements. The sides to be 13 cy capacity, the
ends to be 15 cy capacity.

Length: _ _ _ _ _ _ ft
Width:
ft
Capacity:
cy (sides)
_ _ _ _cy (ends)

Floor to be of 3/16 11 HSLA, 65,000 psi min. tensile
strength with radius sides and end.

Thickness: - - - - - - II
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

One piece sides and headboard to be 1O ga HSLA
steel, 65,000 psi min tensile strength, with boxed top
rail, one horiz.ontal side brace, and bottom rub rail, all
seamless and sloped downward to shed loose material
and all shall be rigidly attached to the front and rear
comer posts.

Thickness: _ _ _ _ _ _ ga
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

Tail Gate
Tail gate to be of7 ga HSLA, 65,000 psi min. tensile
strength, with heavy duty hardware, double acting
type, and 6 11 offset type upper hinges.
It shall be equipped with 5/1611 chain spreading device

Thickness: - - - - - - II
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall be a formed boxed 9 (min) panel gate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall have an air operated tail gate
latching/unlatching mechanism with the control
conveniently located for the operator in the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

and fasteners.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Welding
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Full cab shield designed, manufactured, and installed
to meet all State and Federal Safety Regulations.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Shall accommodate exhaust type specified in the
truck chassis specifications without modifications.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

All welds shall be continuous.
Cab Protector

Long Sills and Cross Members
Long sills to be one piece, 811 x 14 #/ft I beam section

Size:
Number:

llx

#/ft

There shall be no cross members required for floor
support.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Area reinforcements not specifically mentioned but
necessary to counteract severe stress concentrations
shall be completed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Front comer post shall be 7 ga, 4 3/4 11 x 12 11 , one
piece, tapered, with 4 11 side board pockets.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Rear comer posts shall be 7 ga, 4 3/4 11 x 12 11 , one
piece, full depth and tied to an 8 11 structural channel

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Safety Strut
Safety strut shall comply with OSHA and FMVSS
requirements.
Front and Rear Comer Posts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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rear apron, with no openings for lights.

Class: - - - - - - Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ton

Hoist shall be a Class 90, 28 ton as specified in
NTEA Classifications. Hoist shall be telescopic,
single cylinder, three stage, with the largest stage
mounted at the bottom. Upper cylinder connection
shall be trunnion mounted to limit the size of the
doghouse within the dump body.

Trunnion mounted:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Extension into dump body: _ _ _ _ _ "

Hois~

Warranty Period: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ yrs

cylinder shall have a 2 year warranty.

Rear Hinge Assembly
The rear hinge assembly shall be constructed of a 6"
x 6" x 1/2" structural angle, with 2" diameter nitrited
·pins connecting through 2 1/2" hinge blocks
incorporating greaseless composite bushings.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The body shall be equipped with a sufficient number
of mmored lights and reflectors so placed as to meet
Indiana State and FMVSS Specifications. Bed lights
to be of lexan lenses with replaceable bulbs. All
wiring to be weatherproofed in polyurethane tubing,
Betts or equal. Wiring shall be placed and fastened
so that it will be protected from outside chafing.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lights shall consist of:

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lighting

top
next
next
bottom-

white sealed beam strobe
red stop, turn, and hazard
red tail
white backup light

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Preparation - All metal shall be chemically cleaned
before being primed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be primed with a high quality zinc oxide
primer before painting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Finish paint shall be Imron polyurethane enamel, or
equal. Color to b e - - - - - - - - -

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lights shall be rigidly attached to the rear comer
posts.
Ladder
Ladder shall be provided on drivers side, rigidly
mounted directly behind the cab, and shall meet all
OSHA and FMVSS safety regulations.
Reflective Sheeting
Reflective sheeting shall be installed in accordance
with standard industry practice and shall be Scotchlite
980 Diamond grade reflective tape, or equal.
Painting

Color:

----------

Undercoating
Dwnp body undercoating material and thickness to be
factory recommendation to best industry standards.
Tail Gate Identification Number
Serial number of dump body shall be permanently
marked on outside of each tail gate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Mud Flaps
Mud flaps shall be mounted behind the rear wheels
only according to FMVSS Specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
1.

Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick HSLA, 65000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

2.

Reinforced floor w/ 3/16" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

3.

Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

4.

409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

5.

409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

6.

304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

7.

304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price: - - - - - - $
Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.1.3 - Tandem Axle Dump Truck - Cross-Memberless Dump Body
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6.1.4 Tandem Axle Dump Truck- Vendor Listings

Section I - Chassis Vendors
Section 2 - Traditional Dump Body Vendors
Section 3 - Cross-Memberless Dump Body Vendors

All three reports are sortedfirst by district, then alphabetically.

Section 6.1.4-Tandem Axle Dump Truck- Vendor Listings

3/12/98
10:00 am

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

District: BC I Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Phone
Fax
Bradley Chevrolet, Inc.
317-736-5141 317-736-8846
1550 N, Morton
Franklin
IN
46131-1256
Bud Wolf Chevrolet, Inc.
317-257-4461 317-254-3382
535Q N. Keystone
Indianapolis
IN
46220-3649
Central Indiana Mack Sales and Service, In 317-247-6221 317-244-5442
4501 I. Bradbury Ave., P.O. Box 510
Indianapolis
IN
46241
Dan Young Chevrolet, Inc.
317-575-9966 317-573-8469
321Q B. 96~h St.
Indianapolis
IN
46240-1413
Discover Volvo-GMC Trucks, Inc.
317-244-2428 317-486-2315
3150 I. Morris St.
Indianapolis
IN
46241-2719
General Truck Sales
317-289-4481 317-289-5441
4300 M. Broadway
Muncie
IN
47303-1016
General Truck Sales
800-382-7717 317-289-5441
4300 N. Broadway
Muncie
IN
47303
Hubler Chevrolet, Inc.
317-882-4389 317-881-2954
e229
s.
u.~. 31
Indianapolis
IN
46227-0991

Contact

Page 1
Vendors.R

Manufacturers Represented
GMC

GMC

Mack

GMC

GMC

GMC

Volvo

GMC

3/12/98
10:00 am

District: BC ( Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Lehman International Truck Sales
3801 B. McGalliard
Muncie
IN

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

800-886-2895 317-284-7544

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

Russ Dellen, Inc.
2640 W~st Main St.
Greenfield
IN

317-462-5591 317-462-2667

GMC

Speedway International, Inc.
5730 Fortune Circle west. P.O. Box
Indianapolis
IN

317-247-6631 317-243-7676

Navistar International

Stoops Freightliner - Muncie
4500 s. Madison, P.O. Box 2463
Muncie
IN

800-515-2393 219-

Freightliner

47303

46140-2725

46241

47307 -0463

Stoops Freightliner - Quality Trailer, Inc 800-899-1533 317-781-4376 Brian White
Indianapolis

1851 W. Th9mpson Rd.

Freight liner

IN

46217

Studebaker International, Inc.
3200 B. Main St., P.O. Box 2037
Richmond
IN

800-338-1770 317-962-7390

Navistar International

Tom Wood Pon~iac GMCL Inc.
7550 B. wa,hington s~.
Indianapolis
IN

317-352-9311. 317-351-3261.

GMC

Utility/Peterbilt of Indianapolis
425~ s. Harding St.
Indianapolis
IN

317-788-0299 317-780-2889

Peterbilt

47374

46219-6793

46217

Page 2
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3/12/98
10:00 am
District: BC ( Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
W. Hare and Son, Inc.
1700 Soyth 10th Street
Noblesville
IN
46060-3835
Wabash Ford Truck Sales
1301 S. Holt Rd.
Indianapolis
IN
46241
White GMC of Indianapolis
315Q West Morris St.
Indianapolis
IN
46241
District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
Burgess Truck Sales and Service, Inc.
7020 Cline Ave.
Hammond
IN
46323
Decatur Truck &Tractor, Inc.
1850 W. Hwy 224, P.O. Box 447
Decatur
IN
46733
Denney Motor Sales, Inc.
so B. Water Street
Wabash

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
317-773-1090 317-776-5038

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
GMC

317-244-6811 317-244-2291

Sterling (Ford)

800-635-7856 317-486-2315 Bud Myer

Volvo

Phone
Fax
800-367-1535 219-844-4604

Contact
Navista~

Navistar International

219-563-1175 219-563-2278

GMC

765-564-2113

GMC

IN

IN

Manufacturers Represented
International

219-724-2166 219-724-2209

46992-3338

Dick Krieg Motors, Inc.
U.S. Hwy ~21 West
Delphi

Page 3
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3/12/98
10:00 am

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Briks Chevrolet, Inc.
1800 U.S. 31 Bypass South
Kokomo
IN

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

317-457-8333 317-454-5311

GMC

Pt. Wayne Mack Sales and Service, Inc.
Pt. Wayne
IN

219-749-5061 219-749-4499

Mack

Pt. Wayn~ Truck Center
Pt. Wayne
IN

800-234-7712 219-483-2109

Kenworth

Pt. Wayne White GMC
5905 U.S. Hwy 30 Bast
Pt. Wayne
IN

219-749-9745 219-749-8096

Volvo

Hill Truck Sales, Inc.
South Bend
IN

219-289-4065 219-289-1497

Volvo,Preightliner

Hill White GM~ Truck Sales
2000 Cassopolis
Blkhart
IN

219-262-3441

Volvo

Kelley Chevrolet~ Inc.
Pt. Wayne
IN

219-484-5566 219-484-5566

GMC

McCormick Motors, Inc.
1255 Nest Market
Nappanee
IN

219-773-3134 219-773-2819

GMC

46902-2403

5810 Moeller Rd
46806

3435 Coliseum Blvd. West, P.O. Box
46808

46803

1011 Nest Sample
46619

46514

500 B. State Blva.
46805-3346

46550-1798

Page 4
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3/12/98
10:00 am

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Norris Truck Service
0125 lest U.S. 20, P.O. Box 31
LaGrange

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

219-463-3211 219-463-4941

Page 5
Vendors.R

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

IN

46761

Northeastern Indiana Freightliner
6921 U.S. 30 Bast
Ft. Kayne
IN

800-456-8782

Whiteford Truck Center PK, Inc.
3150 Coliseum Blvd. West
Fort Kayne
IN

219-484-6220 219-483 7206

Sterling (Ford)

Kise International Trucksl Inc.
2807 Goshen Rd, P.O. Box n888
Ft. Kayne
IN

800-828-5234 219-484-4034

Navistar International

Kise International Trucks, Inc.
836 Verdant Dr.
Elkhart
IN

219-522-2001 219-522-1420

Navistar International

Bd Dean

Freight liner

46803

46808

46898-8888

46516

District: NI ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Great Lakes Peterbilt, Inc.
5900 Southport Rd.
Portage
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

219-763-7227 219-762-7974

Peterbilt

219-763-7227 219-762-7974

GMC

46368

Great Lakes Peterbilt- GMC Trucks
5900 Southport Road
Portage
IN
46368-6407

3/12/98
10:00 am
District: NN ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Pozzo Mack Sales and Service, Inc.
I65 &15th Ave., P.O. Box M96
Gary
IN
46401
Truck City of Gary
7360 Nest Chicago Ave., P.O. Box 61
Gary
IN
46406
N&NTruck Sales
1631 W. Market, P.O. Box 1022
Logansport
IN
46947
Whiteford Ford Truck, Inc.
4707 N. Western Ave.
South Bend
IN
46619
Whiteford Kenworth, Inc.
4625 Western Ave., P.O. Box 4547
South Bend
IN
46634
Miers International Trucks, Inc.
2111 Jim Neu Dr.
Plymouth
IN
46563-3302
Wise International Trucks 6 Inc.
4849 W. Western Ave., P•. Box 112
South Bend
IN
46614
District: OS I Out of State I
Company Name and Address

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
219-883-8581 219-883-2129

Contact

Page 6
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Manufacturers Represented
Mack

800-552-4420 219-949-4085

Volvo,Freightliner

219-722-5656 219-722-9509

Navistar International

219-234-9031 219-234-7012

Sterling (Ford)

219-234-9007 317-234-6764

Kenworth

219-936-4076 219-936-9301

Navistar International

800-589-8785 219-289-0349

Navistar International

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

3/12/98
10:00 am

District: OS I Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Prairie International
808 If. Bradley
Champaign
IL

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Phone

Fax

Contact
217-352-4187 217-352-0490 Lyndal Arnold

Page 7
Vendors.R

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

61820

District: SB I Southeast
Company Name and Address
Great American Peterbilt, Inc.
4415 Hamburg Pike
Jeffersonville
IN

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

812-288-8007 812-288-8041

Peterbilt

Kentuckiana Mack Sales and Service, Inc.
1606 Progress lay
Clarksville
IN

812-280-2100 812-280-2111

Mack

Kentucky Truck Sales, Inc.
Truck~rs Blvd., P.O. Box 1507
Jef fersonv1lle
IN

800-928-7172

Freightliner

Kenworth of Columbus Indiana, Inc.
Edinburgh
IN

800-652-7042 812-526-9111

Kenworth

Lischkge Motors Inc.
Aurora
IN

812-926-1805 812-926-4352

Mack

Shirk's International
Greensburg
IN

812-663-7111 812-663-6388

Navistar International

47130

47129

1403

47131-1507

11420 U.S. 31 North
46124

10200 U.S. Hwy ~O, P.O. Box 210
47001

1026 N. Lincoln St.
47240

3/12/98
10:00 am

District: SB I Southeast
Company Name and Address
UHL Truck Sales
13450 N.B. Rwy 135 South
Palmyra
IN

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Page 8
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Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

800-852-5947 812-364-4002

47164

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Banner Truck and Trailer Sales, Inc.
10000 Hwr 57, P.O. Box 3304
Evansvil e
IN

Phone

Fax

812-867-2481 812-867-7610

Mack

Broerman Chevrolet Co.
Rwy. 1~5 N. &Frontage Rd.
Poseyville
IN

812-874-2216 812-874-3409

GMC

Chastain International, Inc.
3951 ~· Hwy 37, P.O. Box 1353
Bloomington
IN

888-336-6302 812-333-9426

Navistar International

Rasenour Motor Company, Inc.
Hwy. 64
St. Anthony
IN

812-326-2321 812-326-2220

GMC

Hoefling T~u~k and Tractor, Inc.
101 S. Mer1d1an St.
Washington
IN

800-533-4599 812-254-3994

Navistar International

McCormick, Inc.
2409 U.S. 41 South
Vincennes
IN

800-777-1952 812-885-2164

Volvo,Freightliner

47711

47633

47402

47575

47501

47591

3/12/98
10:00 am

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Ruxer Ford- Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
123 Place Rd.
Jasper
IN

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 9
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Manufacturers Represented

812-482-1200 812-634-2119

Sterling (Ford)

Sternberg International
Jasper
IN

800-482-9006 812-634-8011

Navistar International

Sternberg International
9000 N. Kentucky Ave.
Evansville
IN

800-264-9004 812-867-7423

Navistar International

T. A. Brouillette &Son, Inc.
2903 Old Decker Road
Vincennes
IN

812-882-7482 812-882-7586

GMC

812-482-2222 812-634-9265

GMC

47546

1781 U.S. 231 South, P.O. Box 690
47546

47711

47591-6196
Uebelhor &Sons, Inc.
Hwy 231 South

Jasper
IN

47546-0630

District: WC I West Central l
Company Name and Address
Bill Andrews OLDS-GMC, Inc.
3838 State Road 38 Bast
Lafayette
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

765-448-4686

GMC

317-449-2800 317-449-2874

GMC

47905

Bill Defouw Chevy-BMW-Geo
320 Sagamore Parkway
Lafayette
IN
47905-4741

3/12/98
10:00 am
District: WC ( West Central l
Company Name and Address
Mike Raisor Ford, Inc.
2051 Sagamore Pkwy.
Lafayette
IN
47905
Mike Raisor Ford, Inc.
2500 S. 475 R.
Lafayette
IN
47905
Speedway International Trucks, Inc.
5052 N. 13th St.
Terre Haute
IN
47805-1649
Vigo Truck Center
20 W. Margaret Drive
Terre Haute
IN
47803
W&wTruck Sales
510 S. 500R
Lafayette
IN
47905
End of report.

Tandem Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
765-447-9444 765-449-4564

Contact

Page 10
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Manufacturers Represented
Sterling (Ford)

765-449-1818 765-449-8688

Sterling (Ford)

812-466-2182 812-460-0315 Ron Grant

Navistar International

800-365-1845 812-235-3351

Volvo

317-448-9950 317-447-8824

Navistar· International

3/12/98
10:01 am

District: BC I Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Allied Truck Bquipment
4821 Massachusetts Ave.
Indianapolis
IN

Tandem Axle - Traditional Dump Body Vendors

Phone

Fax

Page 1
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Contact
317-545-1227 317-542-7402 John Schlenk

Manufacturers Represented
Flink,lestern,Crysteel,Knapheide

317-545-3331 317-545-3334

Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

Fontaine Truck Bquipment
277Q Bluff Rd.
Indianapolis
IN

317-787-0718 317-787-0794 Joe Stoutner

Crysteel,Fontaine,Knapheide,Monroe

Mid-State Truck Bquioment Co.
11020 Allisonville R<I.
Fishers
IN

317-849-4903 317-849-6441 Mike Bby .

Henderson, Henke

Nick's Automotive, Inc.
219 S. Howard St.
Union City
IN

317-964-6823

Perfection

TBBCO
334~ Shelby St.
Indianapolis
IN

317-787-2244 317-787-4088

Heil,Meyer,Swenson

46218

Deeds Bquioment Co., Inc.
7720 Recor<ls St.
Lawrence
IN

46226

46225

46038

47390

46227

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Dickason Truck &Bqp.
0726 lest U.S. 224
Uniondale
IN
46791

Phone

Fax

219-543-2464 219-543-2203

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Galion

3/12/98
10:01 am

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Brnst Truck Bquipment, Inc.
2727 McDonald St.
Ft. lfayne
IN

Tandem Axle - Traditional Dump Body Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact
800-552-3399 219-422-8698 Kenny Brnst

Manufacturers Represented
Perfection, Swenson, Henke

46803

Hoosier Truck and Trailer Equipment, Inc. 219-422-7564 219-422-1682 Max Nusbaum
4830 Todd Dr.
Ft. lfayne
IN

Heil,Monroe,Henderson,Meyer

A. Jon~s fnd Son
Columbia City
IN

Crysteel,Knapheide,Flink,lfestern

46803

If.

1171 S. Williams Dr., P.O. Box 450

219-244-7661 219-244-7662 Bill Emmert

46725

District: Nlf I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Deeds Equipm~nt Co., Inc.
2203 N. Michigan
Plymouth
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

219-784-2500 219-784-2636

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

46563

Dwyer Equipment
51~65 Bittersweet Rd.
South Bend

219-272-3840 219-272-3840

Kar~

Fulnecky

Galion,Crysteel,lfestern

IN

46624

Northern Equipment
16465 If. Lincoln Hwy.
Plymouth

219-936-9683 219-936-8656

Monroe,Perfection,Root

IN

46563

Scherer Truck Bquipment
???
Schneider
IN

46376

800-257-6873 ???

???

lfestern,Galion,Perfection

Page 2
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3/12/98
10:01 am
District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Terry Truck Equipment
R.R. 4, P.O. Box 114
Winamac
IN
46996
Town and Country Gates
636 Bast Mckinley
Mishawaka
IN
46545
Whiteford Trailer and Equipment Co.
137 Olive St.
South Bend
IN
46639
District: OS ( Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Midwest Truck Equipment
825 N. Main
Paris
IL
61944
Rental Service Corp. - Roesch Division
1414 B. Triumph Dr.
Urbana
IL
61802
District: SB ( Southeast
Company Name and Address
Indiana Tru~k Equipment, Inc.
5311 u.~. Highway 31
Clarksville
IN
47129

Tandem Axle - Traditional Dump Body Vendors

Page 3
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Phone
Fax
Contact
219-946-7965 219-946-7891 Bob Terry

Manufacturers Represented
Western,Henderson,Knapheide

219-256-3045 219-256-2270

Knapheide

219-288-2541 219-234-6273 Gerald Rife

Henderson

Phone
Fax
Contact
217-465-8785 217-463-1236 Fred Alwardt.

Midwest

217-367-3781 217-367-0259 Chris Rahn

Heil,Knapheide,Swenson,Henke,Western

Phone
Fax
812-285-0320 812-283-4076

Manufacturers Represented

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Galion

3/12/98
10:01 am

Tandem Axle - Traditional Dump Body Vendors

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Evansville Truck Equipment, Inc.
5600 B9oneville Hwy.
Evansville
IN
47715
Meyer Truck Equipment
196 W. State Rd. 56
Jasper
IN
47546
Miller Truck Eguipment, Inc.
5900 Old Boonville Hwy.
Bvansville
IN
47716-5364
Sternberg Truck Bquipment
8950 N. Kentucky Ave.
Evansville
IN
47711
District: WC ( West Central
Company Name and Address
Clark Truck Equipment
U.S. 231 Soutfi
Linden
IN
47955
Rowe Truck Bquipment, Inc.
1501 1st St., P.O. Box 386
Otterbein
IN
47970
End of report.

Phone
Fax
Contact
812-479-1481 812-479-1941 Larry Kloshier

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Knapheide,Henderson,Gledhill,Good Roads,Meyer

812-695-3451 812-695-3397 ???

Good Roads,Western,Perfection,Knapheide

812-479-9700

Heil,Swenson,Western

800-264-9004 812-867-7423 Ken Martin

Flink,Viking,Crysteel

Phone
Fax
Contact
765-362-4101 765-362-4103 Larry Smith

Manufacturers Represented
Henderson, Western, Viking, Henke

765-583-4461 765-583-2907

Galion,Godwin,Knapheide,Flink,Good Roads,Meyer,Western

J
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3/12/98
10:01 all

District: BC I Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Mid-State Truck BquiDment Co.
11020 Allisonville Ra.
Fishers
IN

Tandem Axle Cross-Memberless Dump Body Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact
317-849-4903 317-849-6441 Mike Eby

Henderson, Henke

Hick's Automotive, Inc.
21~ S. Howard St.
Union City
IN

317-964-6823

Perfection

TBBCO
334~ Shelby St.
Indianapolis
IN

317-787-2244 317-787-4088

Heil,Meyer,Swenson

Page 1
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Manufacturers Represented

46038

47390

46227

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Brnst Truck Equipment, Inc.
2727 McDonald St.
Ft. Wayne
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact
800-552-3399 219-422-8698 Kenny Ernst

Manufacturers Represented
Perfection, Swenson, Henke

46803

Hoosier Truck and Trailer Equipment, Inc. 219-422-7564 219-422-1682 Max Nusbaum
Ft. Wayne
IN

4830 Todd Dr.

Heil,Monroe,Henderson,Meyer

46803

District: NW I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Northern Equipment
16465 If. Lincoln Hwy.
Plymouth
IN
46563

Phone

Fax

219-936-9683 219-936-8656

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Monroe, Perfection, Root

3/12/98
10:01 am

District: NN ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Scherer Truck Bquipment
Schneider
IN

"'

Tandem Axle Cross-Memberless Dump Body Vendors

Phone

Fax

800-257-6873 ???

Contact
???

Page 2
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Manufacturers Represented
Western, Galion, Perfection

46376

Terry Truck Bquipment
R.R. 4, P.O. Box 114
Winamac
IN

219-946-7965 219-946-7891 Bob Terry

Nestern,Henderson,Knapheide

lfhitef9rd Trailer and Bquipment Co.
137 Ohve St.
South Bend
IN

219-288-2541 219-234-6273 Gerald Rife

Henderson

46996

46639

District: OS ( Out of State )
Company Name and Address
Midwest Truck Bquipment
825 N. Main
Paris
IL

Phone

Fax

Contact
217-465-8785 217-463-1236 Fred Alwardt

Midwest

217-367-3781 217-367-0259 Chris Rahn

Heil,Knapheide,Swenson,Henke,Nestern

Manufacturers Represented

61944

Rental Service Corp. - Roesch Division
Urbana
1414 B. Triumph Dr.
IL

61802

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Bvansville Truck Bquipment, Inc.
5600 B9oneville Hwy.
Bvansv1lle
IN
47715

Phone

Fax

Contact
812-479-1481 812-479-1941 Larry Kloshier

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Knapheide,Henderson,Gledhill,Good Roads,Meyer

Tandem Axle Cross-Memberless Dump Body Vendors

3/12/98
10:01 am

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Meyer Truck Equipment
196 W. State Rd. 56
Jasper
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

812-695-3451 812-695-3397 ???

Manufacturers Represented
Good Roads,Western,Perfection,Knapheide

812-479-9700

Heil,Swenson,Western

47546

Miller Truck Bquipment, Inc.
5900 Old Boonville Hwy.
Evansville
IN
47716-5364

District: WC ( West Central )
Company Name and Address
Clark Truck Bguipment
U,S. 231 Soutli
Linden
IN
47955

End of report.

Phone

Fax

Contact
765-362-4101 765-362-4103 Larry Smith

Manufacturers Represented
Henderson, Western, Viking, Henke

Page 3
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6.2

Single Axle Dump Truck

6.2 Single Axle Dump Truck

6.2.1 Chassis
6.2.2 Traditional Dump Body
6.2.3 Vendor Listing
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Task Force
Director
HERPICC
HERPICC
Research Engineer
InDOT
Buyer
lnDOT
Specifications Writer
Daviess County
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret) · LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Utility Manager

Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jeny Halperin
Jim Conner
LanyMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

D

4

User to select one of the three alternatives for transmission type,
including the number of speeds if the manual transmission is
selected.

D

6-7

User to select one of the two alternatives for frame reinforcement.

D

6

Horizontal or vertical mufller mounting

D

7

Minimum hinge to rear (overhang)

D

10

Cast spoke or disc type wheels - front axle

D

11

Cast spoke or disc type wheels - rear axle

D

12

Use profile

D

16

Paint color

D

17

Owner's base of operations

D

18

Delivery schedule

D

18

Penalty for late delivery

D

19

Pintle hitch capacity

D

19

Trade in information

Section 6.2.1 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Chassis

SPECIFICATIONS
for
37,000 GVW Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new single axle dump truck in sufficient
detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are
necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and
quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The truck
shall be a current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited b_y the Bidder and acceptance macie on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State F~rm No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.2.1 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Chassis

Page I

Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.2.1 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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ENGINE AND ENGINE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Engine shall be diesel V8 or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:
Horsepower:
Torque:

210 hp
600 ft-lbs

Horsepower:

----~h-p

@ _____rpm

ft-lbs @ _ _ _ _rpm

Torque:

Engine:Make: - - - - - - - - - - - :Model:

--------~

Cylinders:

- - - - Cycle:

Bore I Stroke:

----mx

----~

m

Displacement: _ _ _ _ _CID_ _ _ _ _liter

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model
l\ID3060 (World Transmission) or equal, capable of
accepting the maximum torque output of the engine
being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - Reverse: - - - Shift Selector
Floor: - - - Dash: - - - Temperature gauge to be provided

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: Auxiliary cooler is NOT to be included with
this transmission per recommendations of the
manufacturer.

***LPA to select one of the three alternates for the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model MT653, or equal, capable of accepting the maximum
torque output of the engine being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - Reverse: - - - Shift Selector
Floor: - - - Dash: - - - Auxiliary cooler to be included which should be
standard of the industry for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Temperature gauge to be provided

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ·]

*** LPA to select one of the three alternates/or the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION I CLUTCH EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

_ _ _ _ _ Speed manual transmission shall be
that which is required to accept the maximum torque
output of the engine being bid.
Speeds
Forward: - - - Reverse:

----

Shift Selector
Floor: - - - Dash: - - - Clutch shall be that which is required to accept the
maximum torque output of the engine being bid under
fully loaded snow plowing conditions.

Make:
Model:
Size: - - - - - - - Number of disks:
~------Type of disks:

-------------------------------

Clutch shall have hydraulic assist.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

*** LPA to select one of the three alternates for the transmission (page 4).

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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COOLING SYSTEM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:
Overflow Recovery System

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Corrosion Resistor Mechanism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Silicone Hose System, or equal

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]
Watts:

No [ ]

Weather head connector for Block heater
(to be located below left door, front comer)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Radiator Fan shall be modulated type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity:

sq .in.
gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME

Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the dump body and specified
exhaust:

Wheelbase: - - - - - - - - II

Exhaust mufller shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.

Cab to axle spacing:

------

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuousfi.tlllength

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

II

Note: Units to be used with
underbody scrapers may require the
vertical mufller to avoid interference
problems. If no underbody scraper is
to be used, the horizontal mufller is
recommended to reduce cab to axle
spacmg.

Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)

Yield Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

Section modulus 30" 3 minimum

Section Modulus: - - - - - -113

Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 3,000,000 "#

RBM: - - - - - - - -"#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS /FRAME (con't)

Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency

Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel channel
design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks (Front hooks

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

to be frame mounted with access through front
bumper by installation contractor)
Single rear tow loop
A minimum hinge to rear (overhang) dimension of
_ _ _ _ _" is required to accommodate paving
and sealing equipment used with this unit.

Hinge to rear dimension: _ _ _ _ _"

***LPA should select one ofthe two alternatesfor the frame (pages 6-7). These stronger frame specifications
will ge11erate bids on a severe service truck, such as a Navistar 2574 or 2654. Some other trock manufacturers
may require frame strengthening by the dump body contractor to meet these specifications.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided b_y Unit Proposed by Bidder

Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the dump body and specified
exhaust:

Wheelbase: - - - - - - - - II

Exhaust muftler shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.

Cab to axle spacing: _ _ _ _ _ _ "
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: Units to be used with
underbody scrapers may require the
vertical muftler to avoid interference
problems. If no underbody scraper is
to be used, the horizontal muftler is
recommended to reduce cab to axle
spacing.

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump
Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuous full length
Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)

Yield Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

Section modulus 25 "3 minimum

Section Modulus: - - - - - -113

Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 2,600,000 "#

RBM: - - - - - - - -"#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME (con't)

Minimum Req_uirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel channel
design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks (Front hooks
to be frame mounted with access through front
bumper by installation contractor)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Single rear tow loop

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A millimum hinge to rear (overhang) dimension of
_ _ _ _ _ _" is required to accommodate paving
and sealing equipment used with this unit.

Hinge to rear dimension: _ _ _ _ _ "

***LPA shauld select one of the two alternates for the frame (pages 6-7). These lighter frame specifications
will generate bids on a medium sel'Vice truck, such as a Navistar 4000 Series. Most other truck manufacturers
will be able to meet these lighter specifications withaut modification by the dump body contractor.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FILTERS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Air Filter shall be replaceable paper type, heavy duty,
dual element.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Capability to switch air intake from outside to
underhood from within the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Oil filters shall be full flow, spin on type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with primary and secondary
fuel filters.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with water filter.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.2.1 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Chassis
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided b_y Unit Proposed by Bidder

Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Alternator shall be 130 amp brushless Delco Remy
Model 29-SI type 300, or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of three
Group 31 heavy duty, 170 amp-hour, 1950 total cold
crank power at 0 degree F, 15 plates I cell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical system shall be weatherproof Betts system,
or equal, equipped with circuit breakers.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Special tail lights shall be part of the Dump Body
Specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FRONT AXLE EOU!PMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

14,000 #front axle rating

Front axle rating:

14,000 #suspension

Front axle suspension:

#
#

Heavy duty dual power steering gears.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers to be factory installed

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front tires to be tubeless, radial type, l 1R22.5, load
range 14 PR ply rating, rib type tread

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
disc - -

Type:----------Size:

------'---------

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

23, 000 # rear axle rating

Rear axle rating:

23,000 #suspension

Rear axle suspension:

Rear auxiliary springs - 4500 # capacity total

Rear auxiliary suspension:

Rear tires shall be tubeless, radial type, l l.OOR22.5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib lug type tread

#
#
#

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
disc - -

Type:
Size:

Rear axle to be No-Spin type with automatic positive
locking power

No-Spin:
Automatic Control:

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT (con't)

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Bidder shall provide an analysis of several rear axle
ratios based on the following profile:

Provided hy Unit Proposed by Bidder
Analysis Attached:
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Normal Highway Speed: _ _ _ _ _ mph
Terrain:
Level
Rolling

Hilly
Total
TypeofUse:
Plowing Snow
Stockpiling
Paving/Sealing
Off road
Total

---%
---%

---%

100%

- - -%
---%
- - -%

---%

100%

Note: The decision on the axle ratio will be made
based on the analysis included with this Bid and
communicated to the Bidder with the
acceptance of the Bid. It is requested by the
Owner that the rear axle ratio not be the limiting
factor for speed. Rather, the speed should be
controlled
electronically
through
the
transmission, or via the governor. The rear axle
ratio shall be that which provides the best fuel
economy at the normal highway speed.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AIR I BRAKE EQUIPMENT
Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Yes [ ]

Service air brakes shall be dual air, with anti-lock
braking system.
Shoe size to be 16.5" x 5" S-cam front, and 16.5" x 7"
S-camrear.

Shoe size Front:
Rear:

Air compressor to be 13 .2 cfin minimum.

Capacity:

Air compressor shall be equipped with Bendix AD-9 air
dryer, or equal.

Make:
Model:

Parking brake shall be piggy-back, spring actuated, dual
diaphragm, min. 30 sq. in.

Size:

No[ ]

cfin

sq.m.

Pancakes shall be mounted in front of rear axle with 4"
clearance from the tires.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Unit shall be equipped with 25 ft of standard air hose
with a quick connect/disconnect coupler directly to the
air tank. A hand nozzle shall also be provided with the
same type of coupler.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FUEL TANKS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
The fuel tanks shall be mounted on the left and right
side of the vehicle with a total combined capacity of at
least 80 gallons.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Dual tanks: Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Left tank capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gal
Right tank capacity:
gal

Fuel tank shall be located so that refueling can be
accomplished without raising the dump body.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A fuel/water separator shall be included in the fuel
system.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Each tank shall be clearly marked DIESEL FUEL
ONLY.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: A minimum of24" ground clearance is required
for movement of the underbody scraper if one is to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Cab shall be equipped with the following standard
features:
Ventilated and insulated
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter
Rigid cab mount
Driver's seat to be Bostrom Air, intermediate back,
or equal
Companion's seat, placed at least 13" from driver's
seat
Dual air horns
Heavy duty heater and defroster
Dual sun visors
Dual arm rests
Insulated head liner
AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wipers, to be
mounted at top of windshield, if available
Driver operated electric right side window
Dual bright finish, heated West Coast style mirrors
(16" x 7"), with 8" adjustable convex mirror, both
sides
Backup alarm
Exterior grab handles
Locking hand throttle
Marker lights

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes[

]
]
]

]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]

]
]
]

No[
No [
No[
No[
No [
No[

]
]
]

]
]

]

No[ ]
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]
No[ ]

No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]

]
]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CAB (con't)

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Dash mounted gauges
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter (Hobb' s or equal)
Ammeter
(needle type, calibrated)
11
Oil pressure
11
Water temperature
11
Air pressure
Transmission temperature
"

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

High water temperature/low oil pressure emergency
shutdown I alarm mechanism shall be dash mounted.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Tilt hood shall be capable of opening over stationary
grill and snow plow hitch, and shall be solid with an
access hatch o each side.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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WARRANTY I REPAIR PARTS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery of
completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Book and Service Manual provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose warranty facility is located nearest the Owner's
base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability (at
the Bidder's warranty facility) of95% within 48 hours
of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items such as
filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours to the
Owner's base of operations.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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DATE OF DELIVERY

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
$/day for each
the Owner at the rate of
calender day of delay after the Owner's specified date of
delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

------$

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Factory installed air conditioning

Add: - - - - - - $

- - - - - # Capacity Pintle Hitch

Add: - - - - - - $

(recommend 20,000 or 40,000 #capacity)

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

------ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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6.2.2 Single Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body

Task Force
Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager

Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

I

Dump body color
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HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Traditional Dump Body
for
37,000 GVW Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a dump body for use with a 37,000 GVW
single axle dump truck used for general highway maintenance, including snow and ice control. Unless
otherwise approved, all component parts of this system shall be made in the USA. All parts not
specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid
and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided
to the trade in general.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial conformance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acce.ptance made on the basis of the exception.

Section 6.2.2 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

The dimensions shall be I 0 ft long by 7 ft wide inside
measurements. The sides to be 5 cy capacity, the ends
to be 6 cy capacity.

Length: _ _ _ _ _ _ ft
Width:
ft
Capacity:
cy (sides)
_ _ _ _cy (ends)

Floor to be of3/16" HSLA, 65,000 psi tensile strength
minimum, with radius sides and front end.

Thickness: - - - - - - - "
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

One piece sides and headboard to be I 0 ga HSLA,
65,000 psi min. tensile strength, with boxed top rail, one
horizontal side brace, and bottom rub rail, all seamless
and sloped downward to shed loose material and all
shall be rigidly attached to the front and rear comer
posts.

Thickness: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ga
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

Tail Gate
Tail gate to be of 7 ga HSLA, 65,000 psi minimum
tensile strength, with heavy duty hardware, double
acting type, with 6" offset type upper hinges.

Thickness: - - - - - - - "
Tensile Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _ psi

It shall be equipped with 5/16" chain spreading device
and fasteners.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall be a formed boxed 9 panel gate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

It shall have an air operated tail gate latching/unlatching
mechanism with the control conveniently located for the
operator in the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.2.2 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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Welding
All welds shall be continuous.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Cab Protector
Full cab shield designed, manufactured, and installed to
meet all State and Federal Safety Regulations and shall
accommodate the exhaust type specified in the truck
chassis specifications.
Long Sills and Cross Members
Long sills to be one piece, 811 x 13 #/ft I beam section.

Size:
Number:

"x

#/ft

Cross members to be 4 11 x 5.4 lb/ft structural channels or
equal. There shall be a minimum of I 0 cross members.
The floor is to be continuously welded to both the cross
members and the main longitudinals to prevent
washboarding of the floor.

Size:
Number:

,, x

#/ft

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front comer post to be 7 ga, 4 3/4 11 x 12", one piece,
tapered, with 4 11 side board pockets.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Rear comer posts shall be full depth 7 ga, 4 3/4" x 12 11 ,

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Area reinforcements not specifically mentioned but
necessary to counteract severe stress concentrations
shall be completed.
Safety Strut
Safety strut shall comply with OSHA and FMVSS
requirements.
Front and Rear Comer Posts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.2.2 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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and tied to an 8 11 structural channel rear apron with no
opening for lights.

Hoist shall be a Class 50, 20 ton as specified in NTEA.
Classifications.
Hoist shall be telescopic, single
cylinder, three stage, with the largest stage mounted at
the bottom. Upper cylinder connection shall be trunnion
mounted to limit the size of the doghouse within the
dump body.
Hoist cylinder shall have a 2 year warranty.

Class: - - - - - - - Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ton
Trunnion mounted: - - - - - - Extension into dump body: _ _ _ _ _ 11

Warranty Period: _ _ _ _ _ _ yrs

Lighting
The body shall be equipped with a sufficient number of
armored lights and reflectors so placed as to meet
Indiana State and FMVSS Specifications. Bed lights to
be oflexan lenses with replaceable bulbs. All wiring to
be weatherproofed in polyurethane tubing, Betts or
equal. Wrring shall be placed and fastened so that it will
be protected from outside chafing.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lights shall consist of

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

top
next
next
bottom-

white sealed beam strobe
red stop, turn, and hazard
red tail
white backup light

and shall be rigidly attached to the rear comer
posts.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Reflective Sheeting
Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Preparation - All metal shall be chemically cleaned
before being primed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be primed with a high quality zinc oxide
primer before painting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Finish paint shall be Imron polyurethane enamel, or
equal. Color to be

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Reflective sheeting shall be installed in accordance with
standard industry practice, and shall be Scotchlite 980
Diamond grade reflective tape, or equal.
Painting

Color:

Ladder
Ladder shall be provided on drive~s side, rigidly
mounted directly behind the cab, and shall meet all
OSHA and FMVSS safety regulations.
Undercoating
Dump body undercoating material and thickness to be
factory recommendation to best industry standards.
Tail Gate Identification Number
Serial number of dump body shall be permanently
marked on outside of each tail gate.
Mud Flaps
Mud flaps shall be mounted behind the rear wheels only
according to FMVSS Specifications.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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------ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
I.

Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick HSLA, 65000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

2.

Reinforced floor w/ 3/16" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

3.

Reinforced floor to full 1/4" thick T-1, 130,000 psi tensile strength

Add:

$

4.

409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

5.

409 stainless steel dump body, painted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

6.

304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 3/16" floor plate

Add:

$

7.

304 stainless steel dump body, unpainted, w/ 1/4" floor plate

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Net Price:

------ $

Year:

Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.2.2 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Traditional Dump Body
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6.2.3 Single Axle Dump Truck - Vendor Listings

Section I - Chassis Vendors
Section 2 - Traditional Dump Body Vendors

All three reports are sortedfirst by district, then alphabetically.

Section 6.2.3 - Single Axle Dump Truck - Vendor Listings

3/12/98
10:12 am
District: BC I Bast Central )
Company Name and Address
Bradley Chevrolet, Inc.
1550 N. Morton
Franklin
IN
46131-1256
Bud Nolf Chevrolet, Inc.
5350 N. Keystone
Indianapolis
IN
46220-3649
Dan Young Chevrolet, Inc.
321Q B. 96th St.
Indianapolis
IN
46240-1413
Discover Volvo-GMC Trucks, Inc.
3150 N. Morris St.
Indianapolis
IN
46241-2719
General Truck Sales
4300 M. Broadway
Muncie
IN
47303-1016
General Truck Sales
4300 N. Broadway
Muncie
IN
47303
Hubler Chevrolet, Inc.
8220 S. U.S. 31
Indianapolis
IN
46227-0991
Lehman International Truck Sales
3801 B. McGalliard
Muncie
IN
47303

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
317-736-5141 317-736-8846

Contact

Page 1
Vendors.R

Manufacturers Represented
GMC

317-257-4461 317-254-3382

GMC

317-575-9966 317-573-8469

GMC

317-244-2428 317-486-2315

GMC

317-289-4481 317-289-5441

GMC

800-382-7717 317-289-5441

Volvo

317-882-4389 317-881-2954

GMC

800-886-2895 317-284-7544

Navistar International

3/12/98
10:12 .am
District: BC ( Bast Central l
Company Name and Address
Russ Dellen, Inc.
2640 W~st Main St.
Greenfield
IN
46140-2725
Speedway International, Inc.
573Q Fortune Circle West. P.O. Box
Indianapolis
IN
46241
Studebaker International, Inc.
3200 B. Main St., P.O. Box 2037
Richmond
IN
47374
Tom Wood Pon~iac GMCL Inc.
755Q B. Wa~h1ngton St.
Ind1anapohs
IN
46219-6793
W. Hare and Son, Inc.
1700 Soyth 10th Street
Noblesville
IN
46060-3835
Wabash Ford Truck Sales
1301 S. Holt Rd.
Indianapolis
IN
46241
White GMC of Indianapolis
3150 West Morris St.
Indianapolis
IN
46241
District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
317-462-5591 317-462-2667

Contact

Page 2
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Manufacturers Represented

GMC

317-247-6631 317-243-7676

Navistar International

800-338-1770 317-962-7390

Navistar International

317-351-3261

GMC

317-773-1090 317-776-5038

GMC

317-244-6811 317-244-2291

Sterling (Ford)

800-635-7856 317-486-2315 Bud Myer

Volvo

317-352~9311

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

3/12/98
10:12 am

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Burgess Truck Sales and Service, Inc.
7020 Cline Ave.
Hammond
IN

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

800-367-1535 219-844-4604

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

Decatur Truck &Tractor, Inc.
1850 I. Hwy 224, P.O. Box 447
Decatur
IN

219-724-2166 219-724-2209

Navistar International

Denney Motor Sales, Inc.
50 B. Water Street
Wabash
IN

219-563-1175 219-563-2278

GMC

Dick Krieg Motors, Inc.
U.S. Hwy ~21 West
Delphi
IN

765-564-2113

GMC

Briks Chevrolet, Inc.
Kokomo
IN

317-457-8333 317-454-5311

GMC

Ft. Wayne White GMC
5905 U.S. Hwy 30 Bast
Ft. Wayne
IN

219-749-9745 219-749-8096

Volvo

Hill Truck Sales, Inc.
South Bend

219-289-4065 219-289-1497

Volvo,Freightliner

219-262-3441

Volvo

46323

46733

46992-3338

1800 U.S. 31 Bypass South
46902-2403

46803

1011 West Sample
IN

46619

Hill White GMC Truck Sales
2000 Cassopolis
Blkhart
IN
46514

Page 3
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3/12/98
10:12 am

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Kelley Chevrolet~ Inc.
500 B. State Blva.
Ft. Wayne
IN

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 4
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Manufacturers Represented

219-484-5566 219-484-5566

GMC

McCormick Motors, Inc.
1255 Nest Market
Nappanee
IN

219-773-3134 219-773-2819

GMC

Norris Truck Service
0125 West U.S. 20, P.O. Box 31
LaGrange
IN

219-463-3211 219-463-4941

Navistar International

lfhiteforq Truck Center Flf, Inc.
3150 Coliseum Blvd. Nest
Fort Wayne

219-484-6220 219-483 7206

Sterling !Ford)

800-828"5234 219-484-4034

Navistar International

219-522-2001 219-522-1420

Navistar International

46805-3346

46550-1798

46761

IN

46808

Wise International Trucksl Inc.
2807 Goshen Rd, P.O. Box a888
Ft. Wayne
IN

46898-8888

Wise International Trucks, Inc.
836 Verdant Dr.
Elkhart
IN
46516

District: NW I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Great Lakes Peterbilt- GMC Trucks
5900 Southport Road
Portage
IN
46368-6407

Phone

Fax

219-763-7227 219-762-7974

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
GMC

3/12/98
10:12 am
District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Truck City of Gary
7360 West Chicago Ave., P.O. Box 61
Gary
IN
46406
w &WTruck Sales
1631 W. Market, P.O. Box 1022
Logansport
IN
46947
Whiteford Ford Truck, Inc.
4707 W. Western Ave.
South Bend
IN
46619
Wiers International Trucks, Inc.
2111 Jim Neu Dr.
Plymouth
IN
46563-3302
Wise International Trucks 6 Inc.
4849 W. Western Ave., P.. Box 112
South Bend
IN
46614
District: OS ( Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Prairie International
808 w. Bradley
Champaign
IL
61820
District: SB ( Southeast
Company Name and Address

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
800-552-4420 219-949-4085

Contact

Page 5
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Manufacturers Represented
Volvo,Freightliner

219-722-5656 219-722-9509

Navistar International

219-234-9031 219-234-7012

Sterling (Ford)

219-936-4076 219-936-9301

Navistar International

800-589-8785 219-289-0349

Navistar International

Phone
Fax
Contact
217-352-4187 217-352-0490 Lyndal Arnold

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

3/12/98
10:12 am

District: SB I Southeast
Company Name and Address
Shirk's International
1026 N. Lincoln St.
Greensburg
IN

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 6
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812-663-7111 812-663-6388

Manufacturers Represented
Navistar International

800-852-5947 812-364-4002

Navistar International

47240

UHL Truck Sales
13450 H.B. Hwy 135 South
Palmyra
IN
47164

District: SW ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Broerman Chevrolet Co.
Hwy. 1~5 N. &Frontage Rd.
Poseyville
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

812-874-2216 812-874-3409

GMC

Chastain International, Inc.
3951 ~. Hwy 37, P.O. Box 1353
Bloomington
IN

888-336-6302 812-333-9426

Navistar International

Hasenour Motor Company, Inc.
Hwy. 64
St. Anthony
IN

812-326-2321 812-326-2220

GMC

Hoefling Truck and Tractor, Inc.
101 S. Meridian St.
Washington
IN

800-533-4599 812-254-3994

Navistar International

McCormick, Inc.
2409 U.S. 41 South
Vincennes
IN

800-777-1952 812-885-2164

Volvo,Freightliner

47633

47402

47575

47501

47591

3/12/98
10:12 am

District: SN ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Ruxer Ford- Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
123 Place Rd.
Jasper

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 7
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Manufacturers Represented

812-482-1200 812-634-2119

Sterling (Ford)

Sternberg International
Jasper
IN

800-482-9006 812-634-8011

Navistar International

Sternberg International
9000 N. Kentucky Ave.
Bvansville
IN

800-264-9004 812-867-7423

Navistar International

T. A. Brouillette &Son, Inc.
2903 Old Decker Road
Vincennes
IN

812-882-7482 812-882-7586

GMC

Uebelhor &Sons, Inc.
Hwy 231 South
Jasper
IN

812-482-2222 812-634-9265

GMC

IN

47546
1781 U.S. 231 South, P.O. Box 690
47546

47711

47591-6196

47546-0630

District: WC ( West Central l
Company Name and Address
Bill Andrews OLDS·GMC, Inc.
3838 State Road 38 Bast
Lafayette
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

765-448-4686

GMC

317-449-2800 317-449-2874

GMC

47905

Bill Defouw Chevy-BMW-Geo
320 Sagamore Parkway
Laf ayeEte
IH

47905-4741

3/12/98
10:12 am
District: WC ( West Central I
Company Name and Address
Mike Raisor Ford, Inc.
2051 Sagamore Pkwy.
Lafayette
IN
47905
Mike Raisor Ford, Inc.
2500 S. 475 B.
Lafayette
IN
47905
Speedway International Trucks, Inc.
5U52 N. 13th St.
Terre Haute
IN
47805-1649
Vigo Truck Center
20 W. Margaret Drive
Terre HauEe
IN
47803
N&NTruck Sales
510 S. 500B
Lafayette
IN
47905
Bnd of report.

Single Axle Dump Truck Chassis Vendors

Phone
Fax
765-447-9444 765-449-4564

Contact
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Manufacturers Represented

Sterling (Ford)

765-449-1818 765-449-8688

Sterling (Ford)

812-466-2182 812-460-0315 Ron Grant

Navistar International

800-365-1845 812-235-3351

Volvo

317-448-9950 317-447-8824

Navistar International

3/12/98
10:13 am
District: BC ( Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Allied Truck Equipment
4821 Massa~husetts Ave.
Indianapolis
IN
46218
Deeds Equipment Co., Inc.
7720 Recoras St.
Lawrence
IN
46226
Fontaine Truck Equipment
2779 Bluff Rd.
Indianapolis
IN
46225
Mid-State Truck Bquipment Co.
11020 Allisonville Ril.
Fishers
IN
46038
Nick's Automotive, Inc.
219 S. Howard St.
Union City
IN
47390
District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
Dickason Truck &Bqp.
0726 West U.S. 224
Uniondale
IN
46791
Brnst Truck Bquipment, Inc.
2727 McDonald St.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46803

Single Axle Dump Body Vendors
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Phone
Fax
Contact
317-545-1227 317-542-7402 John Schlenk

Manufacturers Represented
Flink,Western,Crysteel,Knapheide

317-545-3331 317-545-3334

Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

317-787-0718 317-787-0794 Joe Stoutner

Crysteel,Fontaine,Knapheide,Monroe

317-849-4903 317-849-6441 Mike Bby

Henderson,Henke

317-964-6823

Perfection

Phone
Fax
219-543-2464 219-543-2203

Contact

800-552-3399 219-422-8698 Kenny Ernst

Manufacturers Represented
Galion

Perfection, Swenson, Henke

3/12/98
10:13 am

Single Axle Dump Body Vendors

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
Phone
Fax
Contact
Hoosier Truck and Trailer Equipment, Inc. 219-422-7564 219-422-1682 Max Nusbaum
4830 Todd Dr.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46803
W. A. Jon~s and Son
219-244-7661 219-244-7662 Bill Emmert
1171 S. Williams Dr., P.O. Box 450
Columbia City
IN
46725
District: NW I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Deeds Bquipm~nt Co., Inc.
2203 N. Michigan
Plymouth
IN
46563
Dwyer Bguipment
51~65 Bittersweet Rd.
South Bend
IN
46624
Northern Bguipment
16465 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Plymouth
IN
46563
Scherer Truck Equipment
???
Schneider
IN
46376
Terry Truck Equipment
R,R. 4, P.O. Box 114
Winamac
IN
46996

Phone
Fax
219-784-2500 219-784-2636

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Heil,Monroe,Henderson,Meyer

Crysteel,Knapheide,Flink,Western

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Hi11ay,Root,S11enson,Airflo

219-272-3840 219-272-3840 Karl Fulnecky

Galion,Crysteel,Western

219-936-9683 219-936-8656

Monroe, Perfection, Root

800-257-6873 ???

???

219-946-7965 219-946-7891 Bob Terry

Western, Galion, Perfection

Western,Henderson,Knapheide

Page 2
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3/12/98
10:13 am

District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Town and Country Gates
6~6 Bast Mckinley
Mishawaka
IN

Single Axle Dump Body Vendors

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 3
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Manufacturers Represented

219·256·3045 219·256·2270

Knapheide

219·288·2541 219·234·6273 Gerald Rife

Henderson

46545

Whitef9rd Trailer and Equipment Co.
137 Olive St.
South Bend
IN
46639

District: OS I Out of State I
Company Name and Address
Midwest Truck Equipment
825 N. Main
Paris
IL

Phone

Fax

Contact
217·465·8785 217·463·1236 Fred Alwardt

Midwest

217·367·3781 217·367·0259 Chris Rahn

Reil,Knapheide,Swenson,Henke,Western

Manufacturers Represented

61944

Rental Service Corp. · Roesch Division
Urbana
1414 B. Triumph Dr.
IL

61802

District: SB I Southeast
Company Name and Address
Indiana Truck Equipment, Inc.
5311 U.S. Highway 31
Clarksville
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

812·285·0320 812·283·4076

Manufacturers Represented ·
Galion

47129

District: SW I Southwest
Company Name and Address
Evansville Truck Bquipment, Inc.
5600 B9oneville Rwy.
Bvansv11le
IN
47715

Phone

Fax

Contact
812·479·1481 812·479·1941 Larry Kloshier

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Knapheide,Henderson,Gledhill,Good Roads,Meyer

3/12/98
10:13 am
District: SK ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Meyer Truck Equipment
196 IL State Rd. 56
Jasper
IN
47546
Sternberg Truck Equipment
8950 N. Kentucky Ave.
Evansville
IN
47711
District: KC ( West Central )
Company Name and Address
Clark Truck Equipment
U.S. 231 Soutli
Linden
IN
47955
Rowe Truck Equipment, Inc.
1501 1st St., P.O. Box 386
Otterbein
IN
47970
Bnd of report.

Single Axle Dump Body Vendors

Phone
Fax
Contact
812-695-3451 812-695-3397 ???

Manufacturers Represented
Good Roads,Western,Perfection,Knapheide

800-264-9004 812-867-7423 Ken Martin

Flink,Viking,Crysteel

Phone
Fax
Contact
765-362-4101 765-362-4103 Larry Smith

Manufacturers Represented
Henderson,Kestern,Viking,Henke

765-583-4461 765-583-2907

Galion,Godwin,Knapheide,Flink,Good Roads,Meyer,Kestern

Page 4
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6.3

Central Hydraulics System

6.3 Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
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Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
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HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

User Input Checklist
No user input is required in this Specification:

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Truck

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Central Hydraulics System
for
Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a front mounted crank shaft driven central
hydraulics system for a single or tandem axle dump truck to be used for general highway
maintenance, including snow and ice control. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are
necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and
quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general.
Unit shall be manufilctured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled within this system must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates from the
specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed article
or equal.

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulic Pump
A tandem gear pump shall be provided to ensure
adequate flow of oil to the various components acting
in combination.

Yes [ ]

The tandem hydraulic pump shall be rated at 13 gpm
at 1000 rpm on the main pump section which will
service the hoist, plow, and underbody scraper. The
secondary pump section shall be rated at 7 gpm at
1000 rpm and will service the spreader functions.
Rotation is to be counterclockwise. Inlet fitting size
to be 11;4'' diameter, outlet fitting size to be l"
diameter.

Main Pump Capacity:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gpm
@ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rpm

The pump shall be connected to the engine by means
of a double universal splined shaft or other method as
approved by the truck manufacturer and Owner. The
pump shall be mounted in front of the hood of the
truck between frame extensions on a suitable cross
member.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Secondary Pump Capacity:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gpm
@ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rpm

No [ ]

Hydraulic Oil Reservoir
The hydraulic reservoir shall have a minimum capacity
of 35 gallons. Tank shall be mounted beneath the
dump bed and on the right side of the truck frame to
permit easy servicing. It shall be constructed of
minimum 7 ga A36HRPO 1020 ASTM mild steel. It
shall be baffied to separate suction and reservoir return
oil. It shall contain a 6" x 6" clean out port, a stand up
filler neck and a filler screen to prevent contamination

Capacity:
Thickness:
Bailed:
Clean Out Port:
SU Filler Neck:
Filler Screen:
Breather Cap:
Site Glass:

gal
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

ga
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No [
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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of the oil. A site glass shall be provided to check the
oil level in the reservoir, mounted on the outside
drivers side of the tank. The filler cap shall be of the
breather type. No hoses shall hang beneath the engine
and or suspension.
Hydraulic Oil
Reservoir and entire hydraulic system shall be filled
with anti-wear and non-foaming hydraulic oil as
recommended by pump and valve manufacturer. Unit
shall be filled and kept full from time of installation to
time of delivery. Manufacturer's recommendation
for grade and type of hydraulic oil shall be labeled
directly on the reservoir.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic Oil Filter
An in-line 50 gpm cartridge type oil filter with a 10
micron element shall be installed in the hydraulic
circuit so that all return oil shall pass through it before
re-entering the reservoir. The filter shall be equipped
with a built-in bypass.

Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gpm
Filter:
micron
Bypass:

Yes[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

No[ ]

Temperature
The entire system shall be of the design that normal
operating speeds and conditions existing during
summer paving and sealing and winter snow and ice
control do not cause temperatures to exceed 160
degreesF.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks
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Hydraulic Valves
The following bank valve assembly shall be capable of
a flow rate of at least 26 gpm at 1000 psi and shall be
equipped with an adjustable pilot operated pressure
relief valve and individual spool load checks. All
porting shall be SAE "O" ring type for ease of
servicmg.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The first valve spool shall be single acting spring
return spool to control power up/power down of the
dump body hoist.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The second valve spool shall be double acting spring
return spool to control power up/power down of the
snow plow hoist.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The third valve spool shall be double acting spring
return spool to control power reversing cylinders on
the snow plow.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The fourth valve spool shall be double acting spring
return spool to control power up/power down of the
underbody scraper, if this is to be provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The fifth valve spool shall be double acting spring
return spool to control power reversing cylinders on
the underbody scraper, if this is to be provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: If the dump body utilizes an
underbody hoist rather than the front
mount telescopic hoist described in
these specifications, then it is
recommended that the first valve spool
be a double acting spool for power
down of the dump body.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks
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The bank valve assembly shall be installed behind the
truck cab between the truck frame in such a manner to
facilitate easy servicing. Linkage to cab levers shall be
Morse type sealed cables with Bonnet to attach to
valve body. Control levers shall be installed in the cab
between the seats within convenient reach of the
driver.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic Hoses
Inlet (suction) line to pump IYz" - SAEIOOR4
Main pressure line from pump to valves I"
- SAEIOOR2
Spreader valve conveyor line %"
-SAEIOOR2
Spreader valve spinner line Yz"
-SAEIOOR2
Spreader auger and spinner lines shall
be equipped with double shutoff quick
disconnects with storage plugs and
caps attached.
Spreader return line 1"
- SAEIOOSI
Dump body cylinder lines %"
-SAEIOOR2
Snow plow cylinder lines Yz"
-SAEIOOR2
Power reverse lines to the plow shall
be equipped with double shutoff quick
disconnects with storage plugs and
caps attached.
Underbody scraper cylinder lines Yz"
-SAEIOOR2

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks
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All return lines shall be tee' d before entering the return
line filter.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hoses shall have swivel connection on both ends.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hoses shall be bracketed or shielded at points where
rubbing against metal or exposed to intense heat.
Suitable piping (with equal safety SAE rating) shall be
used where the installation of hoses is impractical,
such as along truck framing, etc.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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------ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add:

______ $

Add:

------ $

Deduct:

______ $

Net Price:

------ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.3 - Central Hydraulics System - Single or Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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6.4

Snow and Ice
Control Equipment

6.4 Snow and Ice Control Equipment

6.4.1 Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
6.4.2 Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
6.4.3 One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
6.4.4 One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
6.4.5 Underbody Scraper
6.4.6

Tailgate Spreader

6.4.7 V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck
6.4.8 V-Box Spreader - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
6.4.9 Snow and Ice Control Vendor Listings

Section 6.4- Snow and Ice Control Equipment

6.4.1 Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jeny Halperin
Jim Conner
LanyMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Lany Campbell

Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

Section 6.4.1 - Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent ofthese specifications to describe a reversible snow plow in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.

Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infiingements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Section 6.4.1 - Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

Page 1

Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.1 - Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Moldboard Length:

Height:

11 ft

36 in

Moldboard Thickness: ----=1......
0....,g=o!l.......Gr=ad=e"""'5:;...;0.___
Cutting Edge:

~ 11

Vertical Ribs:

6- ~ 11 x 3 11

No. of Trip Springs:

x 6 11 x 11'

Moldboard Length: _ _ _ Height: _ __
Moldboard Thickness: ______g_a
Cutting Edge: _ _ _ _ __
Vertical Ribs: - - - - - Trip Spring: _ _ __

1

Hinge Points: _ ____.2....-......1......".....di=·am==-.__

Hinge Points: _ _ _ __

Outside Hinge Spread:

Outside Hinge Spread: _ _ _ __

Bearing Surface:

72 11 , min

Carbide Shoe

Bearing Surface: _ _ _ _ _ __

11 ....
Semicircle: _ __,.3_.V......2 1......
' x=3
.........
~....
x.....V......
2"_ _

Semicircle:--------

11 =x_,,4_"=x....
Moldboard Bottom Angle: _ ___.4_
%,._11_ _

Moldboard Bottom Angle:

Top Moldboard Stiffener: ---=2._11 ....x'""'3.._11 -'-'x'-'3/s"""'11 -_ _

Top Moldboard Stiffener:

48" Sight Markers

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Husting Hitch (34"), w/ automatic lock

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Back side of plow to be painted non-reflecting black.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Blade to lift at least 12" above ground.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Hydraulic fittings to be equipped with quick
connect/disconnect

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.1 - Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Pneumatic Wheels

Add:

------ $

3/16" Moldboard Thickness

Add:

______ $

Nitrated Cylinders

Add:

------$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: - - - - - - $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.1 - Reversible Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
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6.4.2 Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
~ugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (R.et)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

Section 6.4.2 -Reversible Snow Plow- Tandem Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a reversible snow plow in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
~ecifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
equal to
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.2 - Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.2 - Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

12'

Moldboard Length:

Height: _ _,4=8'_'_

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Moldboard Length: _ _ _ Height: _ __

Moldboard Thickness: _ __..l_,._O.. ,.g=oi!.......Gr=ad=e"-'5"""0:.....--_

Moldboard Thickness: _ _ _ _ _ __

Cutting Edge:

% 11 x 8" x 12'

Cutting E d g e : - - - - - -

Vertical Ribs:

6 - 'h 11 x 3 11

Vertical Ribs: - - - - - -

No. of trip springs:
Hinge Points:

3 - l 11 diam.

Outside Hinge Spread:
Bearing Surface:

Trip Spring: _ _ __

2

72 11 min
Carbide Shoe

Hinge Points: _ _ _ __
Outside Hinge Spread: _ _ _ __
Bearing Surface:-------

.. _
Semicircle: _ _...3__.'A-=-2'__.'x..._3........,'h.._11 -=x. . 'h..-'_'

Semicircle:--------

Moldboard Bottom Angle: _ ___,4-.11 -=x.....4._11 .....x'""'%""'"4'-'_

Moldboard Bottom Angle: - - - - - - -

11 x~3'__,x..._
Top Moldboard Stiffener: ---=2~
' 3....,.Va._11 _ _

Top Moldboard Stiffener: _ _ _ _ __

48 11 Sight Markers

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Rusting Hitch (34 11) , w/ automatic lock

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Back side of plow to be painted non-reflecting black.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Blade to lift at least 12 11 above ground.
Hydraulic fittings to be equipped with quick
connect/disconnect.
Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

------$

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Pneumatic Wheels

Add:

______ $

3/16" Moldboard Thickness

Add:

------$

Nitrated Cylinders

Add:

______ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Deduct: - - - - - - $

Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

------ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.2 - Reversible Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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6.4.3 One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
fun Conner
LarryMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered
D

Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

Section 6.4.3 - One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a one way snow plow in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond

equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.3 - One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
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Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit( s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.3 - One Way Snow Plow- Single Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Moldboard Length (cutting edge):

11 '

Moldboard Thickness: _ __..l......
O_..,g=oa,.......Gr=ad=e......5....,0,___

Moldboard Length:
Moldboard Thickness:

Angle of cut:

35 deg. min.

Angle of cut:

Height at nose:

30" min.

Height at nose:

Height at tip:

60" min.

Height at tip:

Cutting Edge:

W' x 6" x 11'

Cutting Edge:

Bearing Swface:
Weight:

Carbide Shoe

-~l.._.7_,.0=0#
...........rm
....·n
_ __

Bearing Swface:
Weight:

48" Sight Markers

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Rusting Hitch (34 "), w/ automatic lock

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Back side of plow to be painted non-reflecting black.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Blade to lift at least 12" above ground.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.3 - One Way Snow Plow- Single Axle Dump Truck
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Pneumatic Wheels

Add:

______ $

3/16" Moldboard Thickness

Add:

______ $

Nitrited Cylinders

Add:

______ $

Deduct:

------$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.3 - One Way Snow Plow - Single Axle Dump Truck
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6.4.4 One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

D

1

. Description
Bid Bond Amount

Section 6.4.4 - One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a one way snow plow in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.4 - One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.4 - One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Moldboard Length (cutting edge):

12'

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Moldboard Length:

Moldboard Thickness: -~l~O-g....,a........Gr~ad~e_s_o~-

Moldboard Thickness:

Angle of cut:

3 5 deg. min.

Angle of cut:

Height at nose:

30", min.

Height at nose:

Height at tip:

60" min.

Height at tip:

Cutting Edge:

%" x 8" x 12'

Cutting Edge:

Bearing Surface:

Carbide Shoe

W'aght: _ _..2=0=00=#-·~Inl=·n=·----

Bearing Surface:
'Weight:

48" Sight Markers

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Husting Hitch (34"), w/ automatic lock

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Back side of plow to be painted non-reflecting black.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Blade to lift at least 12" above ground.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.4- One 'Way Snow Plow-Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Pneumatic Wheels

Add:

$

3116" Moldboard Thickness

Add:

$

Nitrated Cylinders

Add:

$

Deduct:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.4 - One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

______ $

ADD-ON ALTERNATES

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)
Year:
----------------~
Make:
----------------------~
Model:
----------------------~
SIN:

Deduct:

------- $

------------------------

Trade in(s) can be viewed at the following location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.4 - One Way Snow Plow - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

Pages

6.4.5 Underbody Scraper

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LanyMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Lany Campbell

Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Underbody Scraper

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe an underbody scraper in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper

Page I

Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit( s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Moldboard Length:
Moldboard Height:
Moldboard Thickness:

I 0 ft
20 in
I in

Moldboard to be of heat treated, carbon steel.
Hangerboard: _ _.I....O'-".....x....3..,..0_#=stru=ctur=al=-=c=hann==el....._
Hangerboard to be reinforced by Y:z" x 8" plate and by
4" x 13. 8# channel the entire length of the hinge line
with center bolt bushing.
Hinge Line: Solid, 96", w/ 660 sq in bearing surface
Hinge Shaft:

2 Y:z" O.D. carbon steel

Shock Absorbers:

2 - heazy duty

Cylinders: _ _..2,__--=3,__".....,d"""ou,..,b=le=-a...ctm....,·=g-Cylinders shall have chrome plated piston rods,
mounted horizontally on the scraper by %" thick
reinforced steel trunnion brackets.
Trunnion Bearings:

2" x I W' carbon steel

Circle to be of I 11 solid steel one piece design with
four independent heavy duty mounting legs of 4 11 x
13.8# channel

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Moldboard Length: _ _ __
Moldboard Height: _ _ _ __
Moldboard Thickness: _ _ __
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hangerboard: - - - - - - - Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hinge L i n e : - - - - - - - - Hinge S h a f t : - - - - - - Shock Absorbers: _ _ _ _ __
Cylinders: _ _ _ _ _ __
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Trunnion Bearings: - - - - - - Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Power reverse shall be by dual cylinders with 2 - 4"
double acting cylinders with chrome plated piston
rods and cross over relief valve.
Plowing Positions: ---'-'7....,rm=·=n......__

All moving parts shall be fitted with grease fittings.

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Plowing Positions: _ _ __
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: Installation contractor must coordinate
with the truck chassis manufacturer to ensure
adequate clearance for operation of the
underbody scraper. A minimum of 24"
ground clearance for the fuel tanks, air tanks,
and exhaust system is normally adequate for
operation of the underbody scraper.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add:

______ $

Add:

______ $

Add:

------ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: - - - - - - $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.5 - Underbody Scraper

Page5

6.4.6 Tailgate Spreader

Task Force
Chuck Scholer
Tom Martin
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Jim Conner
LanyMcLin
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
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Director
Research Engineer
Buyer
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Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

D

4

Spinner Material

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Tailgate Spreader

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a tailgate spreader in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a
current model under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
&i>ecifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader
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Term "or Eqµal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader
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Minimum Reqyirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Trough
Trough length should be approximately 96 11 overall
and shall be manufactured out of 7 ga steel. The
endplates shall be W' thick. All interior seams are to
be welded.

Trough Length:-------Thickness- Trough: - - - - - - - Thickness- Endplates: - - - - - - - -

One piece combination cover and upper rear panel
hinges at the bottom to provide access to auger for
cleanout.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Cleanout door in bottom of trough opens in
combination with top cover to allow access to the
auger from top and bottom for complete cleanout.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Spreader should not interfere with normal operation
of dump body and/or tailgate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Trough may have an auxiliary opening on the curbside
for high volume shouldering applications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hopper discharge opening shall have a shield to
prevent the loss of material while auger is stopped.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Auger diameter shall be at least 911 •

Auger Diameter: _ _ _ _ __

Flighting to be manufactured from lh 11 stock and
welded to 2%11 O.D. Schedule 80 pipe, supported by
a I~ 11 shaft mounted in greaseable ball bearings.

Flighting thickness: - - - - - - Shaft Diameter:--------

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Auger Drive
High torque hydraulic motor directly coupled to the
auger.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Spinner Assembly
The spinner assembly shall be 18" diameter, with six
replaceable fins of the same material.

Spinner Diameter:
Number of Fins:

Spinner material shall be:

Spinner Material:

II

I 0 ga, 409 stainless steel.
polyurethane
Spinner assembly is driven by high torque, low speed
(550 RPM max) hydraulic motor mounted under the
spmner.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Spinner shall be adjustable left to right, and shall
remain parallel to the road surface at all dump body
angles.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The spinner shall have a shield in front of the spinner
to protect the truck undercarriage from thrown
material.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Trough Mounting
Spreader shall have quick disconnect mounting pins to
allow easy removal without using tools.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

All hoses fittings (w/ quick connect/disconnects) shall
be provided as required.

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Rate Charts
Bidder to furnish auger rate application chart and
spinner speed/spread width chart, similar to those
attached.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader

Pages

______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
409 Stainless Steel

Add:

------ $

Add:

______ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: - - - - - - $

Year:

Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.6 - Tailgate Spreader
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Auger Rate Application Chart

Valve Setting

GPM

Auger RPM

Auger Torque

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Ft3/min
(1500 psi)

#/min
sand ( 100 #Icf)

#/min
salt (65 #/cf)

Soinner Speeds and Spread Width

Valve Setting

Flow (GPM)

Spinner RPM

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Spread Width (ft)

6.4.7 V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck
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User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D

1

Bid Bond Amount

D

4

Spinner Material

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
V-Box Spreader for Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a V-Box spreader in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. The unit must be capable of hauling and spreading free
:flowing granular materials. The unit shall consist of a steel body, discharge/feed conveyor, spinner
disc, power drive, and any other components which are necessary to provide a complete unit. The
unit shall be a current model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited b_y the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Fo.rm No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck
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I§lll "or Equal" Where the tenn "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acc~tance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).

A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader - Single Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Body Requirements
Capacity (struck):
Inside length:
Side slope:

Capacity: _ _ _ _ __

5 cy

Inside length: _ _ _ _ __

10 ft
45 deg. min.

Front and rear panel slope:

18 deg, min.

Side slope: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Front and rear panel slope: _ _ _ __

Side, sills, ends, and side supports: 10 ga. HSLA

Side, sills, ends, and side supports: _ _ __

Floor thickness: 7 ga. HSLA

Floor thickness: _ _ _ __

Chain shields are IO ga, bolt-in replaceable. "Formedin" shields are not acceptable.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Feedgate is IO ga, IO" x 18 11 , with curbside adjustable
screwjack control.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lift hooks on each comer are V4 11 x 2 11 formed steel
plate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hold down kit shall be supplied for dump body
mounting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

All hardware to be zinc plated.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Conveyor
Conveyor chain to be 24" overall width. Cross bars
are W' x 1Yi" at 4W' c/c spacing.

Width:------Cross Bars Dimensions: ___"_x=----"-----"=c/-=c

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Spinner Chute Assembly
10 ga, one piece construction, totally enclosed.

Material thickness: _ _ _ _ __

Two internal adjustable baftles to direct material onto
the spinner disc.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Four external adjustable deflectors with overlapping
come.rs.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Both deflectors and baftles are hand adjustable
without tools.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The spinner assembly shall be 18" diameter, with six
replaceable fins of the same material.

Spinner diameter: _ _ _ _ __
Number of fins: _ _ __

Spinner material shall be:
_ _ _ _ _ 10 ga, 409 stainless steel.
_ _ _ _ _ polyurethane

Spinner material: - - - - - - - - -

All metal surfaces shall be high pressure cleaned with

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

a chemical phosphate solution.
Entire body is to be primed with an epoxy ester
primer.
Finish paint shall be an industrial grade enamel, color
to be standard of manufacturer.

Color:----------Paint N o . : - - - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
409 Stainless Steel, painted

Add:

$

304 Stainless Steel, unpainted

Add:

$

Top grate screens, 3/s" rods

Add:

$

Liquid pre-wetting system

Add:

$

Tilt-up spinner

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

------ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

------ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.7 - V-Box Spreader- Single Axle Dump Truck

Pages

Auger Rate Application Chart

Valve Setting

GPM

Auger RPM

Auger Torque

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Ft3/min
(1500 psi)

#/min
sand (100 #/cf)

#/min
salt (65 #/cf)

Spinner Speeds and Spread Width

Valve Setting

Flow(GPM)

Spinner RPM

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Spread Width (ft)

6.4.8 V-Box Spreader-Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
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Page
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D

1

Bid Bond Amount

D

4

Spinner Material

Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader - Tandem Axle Dump Truck

HERPICC
HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

SPECIFICATIONS
for
V-Box Spreader for Tandem Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a V-Box spreader in sufficient detail to
secure bids on comparable equipment. The unit must be capable of hauling and spreading free
flowing granular materials. The unit shall consist of a steel body, discharge/feed conveyor, spinner
disc, power drive, and any other components which are necessary to provide a complete unit. The
unit shall be a current model under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exce.ption.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column of the
equal to
specifications under the heading "Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder " and include this with the
other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the unit
being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item
is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit
conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder deviates
from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his proposed
article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit( s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader-Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Body Requirements
Capacity (struck):
Inside length:
Side slope:

7.5 cy

Inside length: _ _ _ _ __

14 ft
45 deg, min.

Front and rear pa.riel slope:

Capacity: _ _ _ __

18 deg, min.

Side s l o p e : - - - - - - - Front and rear panel slope: _ _ _ __

Side, sills, ends, and side supports: 10 ga,, HSLA

Side, sills, ends, and side supports: _ _ __

Floor thickness: _ _7_g_a,,_H""""""'SL==A....__

Floor thickness: _ _ _ __

Chain shields are 10 ga, bolt-in replaceable.
"Formed-in" shields are not acceptable.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Feedgate is 10 ga, 1011 x 18 11 , with curbside adjustable
screwjack control.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lift hooks on each comer are ¥.J 11 x 2 11 formed steel
plate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hold down kit shall be supplied for dump body
mounting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

All hardware to be zinc plated.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Conveyor
Conveyor chain to be 24 11 overall width. Cross bars
are W' x 1W' at 4~" c/c spacing.

Width:------Cross Bars Dimensions:

x
"
c/c
---""'---------=-=
11

11

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Spinner Chute Assembly
I 0 ga, one piece construction, totally enclosed.

Material thickness: _ _ _ _ _ __

Two internal adjustable baffles to direct material onto
the spinner disc.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Four external adjustable deflectors with overlapping
corners.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Both deflectors and baffles are hand adjustable
without tools.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The spinner assembly shall be 18" diameter, with six
replaceable fins of the same material.

Spinner diameter: _ _ _ _ __
Number of fins: _ _ __

Spinner material shall be:
_ _ _ _ _ I 0 ga, 409 stainless steel.
_ _ _ _ _ polyurethane

Spinner material: - - - - - - - - -

All metal surfaces shall be high pressure cleaned with
a chemical phosphate solution.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Entire body is to be primed with an epoxy ester
pruner.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Finish paint shall be an industrial grade enamel, color
to be standard of manufacturer.

Color:----------Paint N o . : - - - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader - Tandem Axle Dump Truck
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
409 Stainless Steel, painted

Add:

$

304 Stainless Steel, unpainted

Add:

$

Top grate screens, 3/s" rods

Add:

$

Liquid pre-wetting system

Add:

$

Tilt-up spinner

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Deduct:

Trade In (s)

------$

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.4.8 - V-Box Spreader-Tandem Axle Dump Truck

Pages

Auger Rate Application Chart

Valve Setting

GPM

Auger RPM

Auger Torque

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10

11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Ft3/min
(1500 psi)

#/min
sand (100 #/cf)

#/min
salt (65 #/cf)

Spinner Speeds and Spread Width

Valve Setting

Flow(GPM)

Spinner RPM

1
2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

Note: All values are approximate and theoretical, individual performance may vary.

Spread Width (ft)

6.4 9 Snow and Ice Control - Vendor Listings

Section I - All Vendors
All reports are sortedfirst by district, then alphabetically.

Section 6.4.9 - Snow and Ice Control - Vendor Listings

3/12/98
10:44 am

District: BC ( Bast Central l
Company Name and Address
Allied Truck Equipment
4821 Massachusetts Ave.
Indianapolis

Snow and Ice Control Bquipment

Phone

Fax

Contact
317-545-1227 317-542-7402 John Schlenk

Manufacturers Represented
Flink,Western,Crysteel,Knapheide

Brandeis Equipment Co.
Indianapolis
IN

317-872-8410

Henke Industrial

Carlisle Equipment Co.
Indianapolis
IN

317-244-7801

Henke Industrial

Deeds Bqui~ment Co., Inc.
7720 Recoras St.
Lawrence
IN

317-545-3331 317-545-3334

Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

Fontaine Truck Bquipment
277Q Bluff Rd.
Indianapolis
IN

317-787-0718 317-787-0794 Joe Stoutner

Crysteel,Fontaine,Knapheide,Monroe

Mid-State Truck Bqui~ment Co.
11020 Allisonville Ra.
Fishers
IN

317-849-4903 317-849-6441 Mike Bby

Henderson,Henke

Reynolds Construction Equipment Co.
Fishers
IN

317-849-4888 .

Henke Industrial

Robinson Corporation
???
Baton
IN

765-396-3391 ???

IN

46218

46226

46225

46038

47338

???

Meyer,Western
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3/12/98
10:44 am
District: BC ( Bast Central l
Company Name and Address
TBBCO
3341 Shelby St.
Indianapolis
IN
46227

Snow and Ice Control Bquipment

Phone
Fax
317-787-2244 317-787-4088

Contact

District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
Phone
Fax
Contact
Ernst Truck Equipment, Inc.
800-552-3399 219-422-8698 Kenny Ernst
2727 McDonald St.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46803
Gardner's RTF
219-533-8668 ???
???
U.S. 231 South, P.O. Box 27
Goshen
IN
46526
Hoosier Truck and Trailer Equipment, Inc. 219-422-7564 219-422-1682 Max Nusbaum
4830 Todd Dr.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46803
Industrial Equipment Co.
219-482-8576
Ft. Wayne

Manufacturers Represented
Heil,Meyer,Swenson

Manufacturers Represented
Perfection, Swenson, Henke

Meyer

Heil,Monroe,Henderson,Meyer

Henke Industrial

IN

MacAllister Equipment Co.
Ft. Wayne

219-483-6469

Henke Industrial

McDonald Machinery Co.
Ft. Wayne

219-747-1561

Henke Industrial

IN

IN

Page 2
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3/12/98
10:44 am
District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
Northside Auto Parts
Bikhart
IN
46516
W. A. Jones and Son
1171 S. Williams Dr., P.O. Box 450
Columbia City
IN
46725

'"

District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Deeds Bquipment Co., Inc.
2203 N. Michigan
Plymouth
IN
46563
Dwyer Bquipment
24031 Laverne Dr.
Granger
IN
46376
Ferguson Bquipment, Inc.
11020 Allisonville Rd.
South Bend
IN
46601
Industrial Bquipment Co.
South Bend
IN
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
South Bend
IN

Snow and Ice Control Bquipment

Phone
Fax
219-264-4139 ???

Contact
???
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Manufacturers Represented

Western

219-244-7661 219-244-7662 Bill Bmmert

Crysteel,Knapheide,Flink,Western

Phone
Fax
219-784-2500 219-784-2636

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

Contact

219-552-9342 219-552-9345 ???

Bonnell,Meyer,Swenson,Western

317-849-4903 317-849-6441 Mike Bby

Meyer

219-232-1461

Henke Industrial

219-288-6622

Henke Industrial

3/12/98
10:44 am

District: NN I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Mccann Power and Equipment Co.
Schererville
IN

Snow and Ice Control Equipment

Phone

Fax

Contact
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Manufacturers Represented

219-865-6545

Henke Industrial

McDonald Machinery Co.
South Bend
IN

219-271-0800

Henke Industrial

Northern Equipment
16465 N. Lincoln Hwy.
Plymouth
IN

219-936-9683 219-936-8656

Monroe, Perfection, Root

Scherer
,,, Truck Equipment
Schneider
IN

800-257-6873 ???

Terry Truck Equipment
R.R. 4, P.O. Box 114
Winamac
IN

219-946-7965 219-946-7891 Bob Terry

Nestern,Henderson,Knapheide

Whitef9rd Trailer and Equipment Co.
137 Ohve St.
South Bend
IN

219-288-2541 219-234-6273 Gerald Rife

Henderson

46563

???

Nestern,Galion,Perfection

46376

46996

46639

District: OS I Out of State I
Company Name and Address
Lawton Machine and Bquipment
130Q5 Il Hwy 133
Pans
IL
61944-6702

Phone

Fax

Contact
800-729-4130 217-463-3089 Russ Lawton, Steve Lawton

Manufacturers Represented

3/12/98
10:44 am

District: OS ( Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Rental Service Corp. - Roesch Division
1414 B. Triumph Dr.
Urbana

Snow and Ice Control Equipment

Phone

Fax

Phone

Fax

Contact
217-367-3781 217-367-0259 Chris Rahn
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Manufacturers Represented
Heil,Knapheide,Swenson,Henke,Western

IL
61802

District: SB ( Southeast
Company Name and Address
Kaffenbarger Truck Equipment Co.
3260 B. Kemper Rd.
Cincinnatti
OH

437-772-6000 ???

Contact
???

Manufacturers Represented
Gledhill

45241

District: SN ( Southwest
Company Name and Address
Evansville Truck Equipment, Inc.
5600 Booneville Hwy.
Evansville

Phone

Fax

Contact
812-479-1481 812-479-1941 Larry Kloshier

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Knapheide,Henderson,Gledhill,Good Roads,Meyer

812-695-3451 812-695-3397 ???

Good Roads,Nestern,Perfection,Knapheide

Miller Truck Bguipment, Inc.
5900 Old Boonville Hwy.
Evansville
IN

812-479-9700

Heil, Swenson, Western

Rudd Equipment Co.
Evansville
IN

812-867-6661

Henke Industrial

IN

47715

Meyer Truck Equipment
196 N. State Rd. 56
Jasper
IN

47546

47716-5364

3/12/98
10:44 am

District: SW I Southwest
Company Name and Address
Sternberg Truck Equipment
8950 N. Kentucky Ive.
Evansville
IN

Snow and Ice Control Equipment

Phone

Fax

Contact
800-264-9004 812-867-7423 Ken Martin

Manufacturers Represented
Flink,Viking,Crysteel

47711

Universal Products and S~rvices
2333 North Industrial Drive, 24 AGR
Bloomington
IN

Marion Reeves

812-339-6783 ???

Swenson, Western

47404

District: WC I West Central I
Company Name and Address
Clark Truck Eauipment
U.S. 231 Soutli
Linden
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact
765-362-4101 765-362-4103 Larry Smith

Manufacturers Represented
Henderson, Western, Viking, Henke

MacAllister Equipment Co.
Terre Haute
IN

812-877-9773

Henke Industrial

MacAllister Equipment Co.
W. Lafayette
IN

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial

47955

Reynolds Construction Equipment Co.
w. Lafayette
IN
Rowe Truck Equipment, Inc.
1501 ls~ St., P.O. Box 386
Otterbein
IN
47970

End of report.

Henke Industrial

765-583-4461 765-583-2907

Galion,Godwin,Knapheide,Flink,Good Roads,Meyer,Western
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6.5

Sign Truck

6.5 Sign Maintenance Truck

6.5.1 Sign Maintenance Truck
6.5.2 Vendor List

6.5.1 Sign Maintenance Truck
Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Jeny Halperin

Jim Conner
LmyMcLin
Phil Cornelius
EugeneShurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager

Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
INDOT
INDOT

Daviess County Highway Dept.
Daviess County Highway Dept.
LaPorte County Highway Dept.
TownofFlora
Allen County Highway Dept.

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up the sign maintenance body. Separate specifications have been
developed for the truck chassis and each of the major components, as listed below. It should be
noted that, although these specifications may produce a unit capable of serving as a one man
operation, however, for safety reasons it is recommended that· sign installation and maintenance
be considered an two man operation. These specifications are developed assuming a two man
operation.
Part 1 - Truck Chassis
Part 2 - Truck Bed
Part 3 - Sign Boom
a - Telescopic Sign Boom .
b. - Articulated Sign Boom
Part 4 - Work Platform.
a - Telescopic Work Platform.
b - Aerial Telescopic Work Platform
c - Aerial Telescopic Bucket
Part 5 - Modular Sign and Tool Storage
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6.5.1 Sign Maintenance Truck
Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LmyMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Lmy Campbell

Program Manager

Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
INDOT
INDOT
Daviess County Highway Dept.
Daviess County Highway Dept.
LaPorte County Highway Dept.
Town of Flora
Allen County Highway Dept.

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up the sign maintenance body. Separate specifications have been
developed for the truck chassis and each of the major components, as listed below. It should be
noted that, although these specifications may produce a unit capable of serving as a one man
operation, however, for safety reasons it is recommended that sign installation and maintenance
be considered an two man operation. These specifications are developed assuming a two man
operation.
Part 1 - Truck Chassis
Part 2 - Truck Bed
Part 3 - Sign Boom
a - Telescopic Sign Boom
b - Articulated Sign Boom
Part 4 - Work Platform
a - Telescopic Work Platform
b - Aerial Telescopic Work Platform
c - Aerial Telescopic Bucket
Part 5 - Modular Sign and Tool Storage
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Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

GENERAL

D

PART 1 - CHASSIS REQUIREMENTS

D

5

Front bumper type

D

8

Paint color

D

9

Owner's base of operations

D

10

Delivery schedule

D

10

Penalty for late delivery

PART 2 - TRUCK BED

D

12

Drivers side outriggers

PART 3a - TELESCOPIC SIGN BOOM/WINCH

D

13

Boom extension options

D

13

Boom/winch capacity

D

13

Boom/winch power option

PART 3b - ARTICULATED SIGN BOOM
No Owner input required in this Part.

***Note: Owner is to select one of the two options (Part 3a or 3b)for the sign boom.
PART 4a - AERIAL TELESCOPIC WORK PLATFORM

D

14

Manual foldout extension ramp

PART 4b -TELESCOPIC WORK PLATFORM

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck

0

14

Manual foldout extension ramp

PART 4c - AERIAL TELESCOPIC BUCKET

0

15

Bucket leveling and mounting options

***Note: Owner is to select one of the three options (Part 4a, 4b, or 4c) for the work platfonn.
PART 5 - MODULAR SIGN AND TOOL STORAGE

D

17

Storage cabinet size and type

0

18-19

Tool checklist

D

20

Owner is to select one of the standard storage unit configurations
or design a custom configuration.

BID SUMMARY SHEET

D

21

Trade in information

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck

SPECIFICATIONS
for
15,000 GVW Sign Maintenance Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new truck to be used for traffic sign
installation and maintenance, with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. The
system shall be designed to take into consideration the safety of the traveling public, as well as the
safety of the highway worker. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide
a complete and safe unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of
material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The truck shall be a
cmrent model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and accCjltance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall deliver the completed unit with all tools and functions
operational and present a safety and operations class, taught by an instructor qualified for such a

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck

Page 1

class.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harniless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Egual" Where the tenn "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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PART 1 - CHASSIS REQUIREMENTS

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Engine and Engine Equipment
Engine shall be diesel V8 or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:
Horsepower:
Torque:

190hp

385 ft-lbs

hp

Horsepower:
ft-lbs

Torque:

@ _ _ _ __.rpm

@ _ _ _ _rpm

Model: - - - - - - - - Cylinders: _ _ _ _ Cycle:
Bore I Stroke:

- - - - in x ----- m

Displacement:_ _ _ _ _CID_ _ _ _ _.liter

Automatic Transmission Equipment
Transmission shall be standard of manufacturer
automatic transmission, with selectable
drive/overdrive position.

Make:

-------------

Model:

-------------

Speeds:-----

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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Rear axle ratio as required to maintain cruising
speed of 65 mph with specified tires and
transmission as described herein.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder of the chassis shall communicate with the
suppliers of each of the major components of the
body to determine the need for the auxiliary
transmission cooler. If it is determined to be
required, it shall be factory or chassis dealer
installed prior to delivery of the completed unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Cooling System
The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:
Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Watts: --------

Weather head connector for Block heater

Yes [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

No [ ]

Frontal A r e a : - - - - - - - sq. in.
Capacity: - - - - - - - g a l

Frame
Wheelbase and cab to axle (CA) dimension shall be
the minimum required for proper fit of the specified
body and equipment.

Wheelbase:--------"
Cab-Axle spacing:------"

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.l - Sign Maintenance Truck
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Frame rail strength and section to be heaviest
available from the manufacturer for the model
being bid.

Yield Strength: _ _ _ _ _ _psi
Section Modulus: _ _ _ _ _ _ "3
RBM:

Front bumper to be heaviest available from the
manufacturer for the model being bid, finish to be
paint color: _ _ _ _ _, or
chrome:

------

"#

Front bumper finish:------

Color:------

D

There shall be a total of four frame mounted tow
hooks, two each front and rear, left and right.
Hooks shall be easily accessible, with no
interference to their use for pulling or towing the
vehicle.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical System
Starter shall be rated heaviest duty for this
application by the manufacturer.
Alternator shall be rated heaviest duty for the
engine model being bid, 120 amp (min).

Amperage: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ amps

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of two
batteries, with highest cold cranking amps (CCA)
available.

Special light requirements shall be as described in
the in the body section of these specifications.

No. of batteries:------CCA: - - - - - - a m p s
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tires, Wheels, and Suspension Equipment

5,000# front axle rating

Front axle rating:

#

5,000' suspension

Front suspension:

#

10,000' rear axle rating

Rear axle rating:

10,000' rear suspension

Rear axle suspension:

Rear auxiliary springs to be factory installed,
heaviest available from the manufacturer.

Aux.Springs:

.Power steering to be standard of the manufacturer.
Tires and steel wheels to standard of the
manufacturer, all season steel belted radials as
required for GVW and equipment specified.

Yes [ ]

#
#
#

No [ ]

Tire s i z e : - - - - - - - - Make:-------Model: --------

A like, full size, wheel and tire shall be provided
for use as a spare, with rear frame mount.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers.to be factory installed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Yes [ ]

A heavy duty jack and lug wrench to be provided.

No [ ]

Brake Equipment
Service brakes shall be of power, antilock braking
type, both front and rear.

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

Power:
ABS:

No [ ]
No[ ]

Parking brake shall be standard of manufacturer.

Fuel System and Tanks
The fuel tank(s) shall be largest capacity available
for the make and model being bid.
Fuel filler inlet shall be clearly marked DIESEL
FUEL ONLY!!!

Dual tanks:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Combined Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ gal
Yes []

No [ ]

Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

Cab and Safety Features
Cab to be ventilated and insulated
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter
Heavy duty 60/40 split vinyl bench seat with
head restraints and safety belts
Full width, black, rubber floor covering
Tilt wheel
Cruise control
Dual sun visors
Insulated head liner

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wiper, with
washer
Automatically adjusting backup alarm, 87112 dB range

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

Manufacturer:-------Model: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
dB R a n g e : - - - - - - - -

Marker lights
One day/night inside rearview mirror and
left and right outside rearview mirrors to
allow a clear view behind the body
supplied.
Driver and passenger side airbags

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Dash mounted gauges
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter
Ammeter(needle type, calibrated)
"
Oil pressure
Water temperature
"

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

Black (no logo), anti-sail mud flaps shall be
installed behind the rear wheels.
Paint color shall be _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]

]
]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]

Paint color i s : - - - - - - - -

A bracket shall be mounted behind the seat, drivers
side, for a fire extinguisher and reflectorized
triangle kit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A basic first aid kit shall be rigidly attached behind
the seat, passenger side.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Warranty I Repair Parts
Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Book and Service Manual provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owners base of operations:
--------miles

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

_ _ _ _ % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Delivery Information
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed, within
days of the
acceptance of the bid.

Estimated delivery time: _ _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and
pay the Owner at the rate of
$/day
for each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Acknowledged: Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 -TRUCK BED

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Dimensions:
Width:
Length:

95"
14'

Construction shall be of standard structural steel
consisting of 6" frame rails, 8" stringers, 3" crossmembers, positioned and reinforced to
accommodate modular signing equipment.

Width:-----"
Length: - - - - Rail size:
"
Stringer size: _ _ _ _ _"
Cross members size: _ _ _ _ _"

-----

1/8" diamond plate steel deck. Skip weld deck to
frame rails, stringers, and cross members.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Underbed storage for steel and/or wood posts to be
provided, compartmentalized for storage of posts of
various lengths and to prevent shorter posts from
sliding forward (out of reach) or rearward (out of
the compartment).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bulkhead shall be full width of bed, 48" (min) high,
and 12" deep to accommodate storage of large signs
and/or banicades. Framework shall consist of 2" x
2" square tubing, mesh to be of 3/4" x 9 gauge.

Bulkhead height: _ _ _ _ _ "
Bulkhead depth: _ _ _ _ _ "

Lights shall be provided to meet FHMV Safety
Standards.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Access ladder with handrail.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Rear bumper.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Two outriggers are to be provided on the ditch
(passenger) side, mounted under frame, to stabilize
boom and work platform. Provisions for adding
two more outriggers in the future shall be included.
Outriggers to be of square tube construction, with
3" double acting cylinders, with controls at the
work station on the truck bed.

Yes []

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Drivers side outriggers to be factory installed to
enable truck to be used in off road conditions.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 3a - TELESCOPIC SIGN BOOM/WINCH

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Telescopic sign boom/winch, Signmaster Model
3015, manufactured by Flannegan Western, or equal,
shall be provided to handle attachments for signing
and other maintenance equipment, such as post
drivers.
Boom may consist of up to three sections, utilizing
_ _ hydraulic, or
_ _ manual, or
_ _ a combination of manual and
hydraulic telescoping sections.

Make:

-----------------

Model: -----------------

No. of sections: _ _ __
Section
Length
Manual/Hydraulic

1
2
3

II
II
II

------------

II

Fully extended reach shall be at least 15'0", fully
retracted shall be not more than 8'6".

Reach extended:
retracted: ___________

Boom winch capacity shall be at least:
_ _ 1,500#, or

Winch capacity:----------#

11

_ _ 3,000#
Winch shall be
_ _ electronically, or
_ _ hydraulically
operated with at least 15'0" of coiled cord on the
control box.

Winch p o w e r : - - - - - - -

Boom rotation shall be 360 degree, non-continuous,
hydraulically driven with controls located on the
work station on the bed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic system shall be designed to provide

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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proper flow and pressure to operate all boom
functions and hydraulic tools requested within these
specifications.

*** LPA to select one ofthe two alternatives for the sign boom (Pan 3). The stick boom described on this
sheet is appropriate for equipment used to drive steel posts, but not for equipment used for augering and the
installation of wood posts. If augering is required, the aniculated sign boom described herein is
recommended.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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PART 3b - ARTICULATED SIGN BOOM

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Articulated sign boom, Flannegan Western Model
6x8, or equal, shall be provided to handle
attachments for signing and other maintenance
equipment, such as post drivers and earth augers.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Design shall allow maximum boom movement for
below ground level tasks, such as augering in
roadside ditches.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Reach shall be 13' (min) beyond the side of the bed.

Boom rotation shall be 360 degree, non-continuous,
hydraulically driven with controls located on the
work station on the bed.

Reach:------

Yes [ ]

Minimum 10 gallon oil reservoir with filter.

Reservoir capacity:

Hydraulic hoses to be 2700 psi (min) working
pressure.

Working pressure:

No [ ]

gal
psi

Hydraulic lines with quick connects/disconnects
shall be attached to boom for operation of tools.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Boom shall be capable of storing the auger and any
other requested tools neatly under the boom wasting
as little bed space as possible.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic system shall be designed to provide
proper flow and pressure to operate all boom
functions and hydraulic tools requested within these
specifications.

*** LPA to select one ofthe two alternatives for the sign boom (Part 3). The articulated sign boom
described on this sheet is appropriate for augering equipment used in the installation of wood posts. LPA 's
in Indiana typically do not have a need for this type of equipment for sign installation, but it is included here
as an option available to LPA 's with such a need.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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PART 4a -

AERIAL TELESCOPIC WORK PLATFORM

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Platform to be of square tube construction, the
length of which should be approximately equal to
the full width of the bed.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The width of the platform shall be at least 32".

Platform width:------"

The platform shall be capable of being raised
vertically to a height of 13' above ground level,
assuming the standard operator reach of 5', this
allows a total working height of at least 18'.

Platform working height: - - - - -

The platform shall be capable of being extended 6'
horizontally while in the folded position, maximum
working reach of the unit shall be at least 15' from
the edge of the truck, using the combination of
horizontal reach and vertical lift, and assuming the
standard operator reach of 2'.

Platform working reach: - - - - -

The platform shall include a manual foldout
extension ramp of 42" with rigid comer posts.
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
The platform shall have a minimum capacity of 600
lbs.
The platform shall have a fully enclosed railing and
a mid-height chain rail and 4" toe strip to meet
ANSI Standards.

Yes []

No [ ]

Platform capacity:-----#

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Platform shall be activated by a double acting
cylinder with an integral mounted holding valve to
prevent freefall in the event of hydraulic line
failure.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Platform flooring shall be expanded metal with
safety tread.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic system shall be designed to provide
proper flow and pressure to operate all platform
functions and hydraulic tools requested within these
specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Platform shall be furnished with one full body
harness complete with shock load cell and D ring
attachment.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

*** LPA to select one ofthe three alternatives for the work platform (Part 4 ).

The aerial telescopic
platform offers a greater worldng area and the capacity for two men, but with limited worldng height.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 4b -

TELESCOPIC WORK PLATFORM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Platform to be of square tube construction, the
length of which should be approximately equal to
the full width of the bed.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

- - - - -"

The width of the platform shall be at least 32".

Platform width:

The platform shall be capable of being extended 6'
horizontally, producing a maximum working reach
of at least 8' from the edge of the truck, using the 6'
extension and assuming the standard operator reach
of2'.

Platform working reach: - - - - -

The platform shall include a manual foldout
extension ramp of 42" with rigid comer posts.
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
The platform shall have a minimum capacity of 600
lbs.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Platform capacity:-----#

The platform shall have a fully enclosed railing and
a mid-height chain rail and 4" toe strip to meet
ANSI Standards.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Platform flooring shall be expanded metal with
safety tread.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic system shall be designed to provide
proper flow and pressure to operate all platform
functions and hydraulic tools requested within these
specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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*** LPA to select one ofthe three alternatives for the work plaifonn (Part 4 ). The aerial telescopic
plaifonn offers a greater worki.ng area and the capacity for two men, but with limited worki.ng height.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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PART 4c - AERIAL TELESCOPIC BUCKET

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bucket floor shall have minimum height above
ground of at least 29 ft, producing 34 ft working
height assuming the standard 5 ft operator reach.

Bucket working height: _ _ __

Bucket shall have minimum reach of 21 ft from the
base.

Bucket working reach: _ _ __

Stowed height maximum of 11.5 ft.

Stowed height: _ _ __

Rated bucket capacity to be 350 lb, minimum.

Bucket capacity: ----#

Bucket floor area to be 24" x 24" minimum.

Bucket dimensions: - - -" x - - -"

Bucket opening to be shall be on the side or front
(facing cab) for easy access from bed of truck.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bucket shall be furnished with one full body
harness complete with shock load cell and D ring
attachment.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bucket shall be furnished with a cover to prevent
water from entering.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Pedestal to be mounted to frame through the body.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Boom main section to be steel tube, telescoping
section to be insulated fiberglass, ANSI Category C
rated.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Boom shall be capable of 360 deg, continuous
rotation by hydraulic motor. Hydraulic motor shall
be equipped with a crossover relief valve to prevent
over torquing.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Boom and bucket to face rear of vehicle in travel
position, with provided boom rest and means to
secure boom during transit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Each boom cylinder shall be equipped with a
counter balance holding valve to prevent creeping
and lock cylinder in place in case of hydraulic
failure, with provision for emergency descent.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tipping load:
level: _ _ _ _ #
5 deg slope: _ _ _ _ #

Boom and bucket to provide minimum tipping load,
horizontal extension, of 450 lbs on level ground and
400 lbs on a 5 deg slope.

Yes [ ]

There shall be no open or exposed gears in the
pedestal.

Bucket is:

Bucket is to be:
_ _ _ hydraulically leveled
_ _ _ self leveled with lock mechanism
and,

No [ ]

_ _ _ hydraulically leveled
- - - self leveled with lock mechanism
and,

_ _ _ side mount
_ _ _ end hung.

_ _ _ side mount
_ _ _ end hung.

Boom, bucket and all components to be
manufactured and tested in accordance with OSHA
and ANSI A92-2 requirements with all safety
features included.

Yes [ ] ·

No [ ]

Full hydraulic control from bucket, with manual

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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override actuators to be easily accessible.
Emergency start, stop, and emergency descent
function in bucket control panel.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine throttle system shall be located at lower and
upper control stations.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic system operating pressure to be a
maximum 2400 psi relief pressure.

Relief pressure:

psi

Hydraulic system operating volume to be a
minimum of 5 gpm.

Operating volume:

gpm

Hydraulic system shall have a suction line metal
screen (minimum 100 micron).

Screen size:

Hydraulic system shall be designed to provide
proper flow and pressure to operate all platform
functions and hydraulic tools requested within these
specifications.

Yes [ ]

micron

No [ ]

*** LPA to select one of the three alternatives for the work platform (Part 4 ). The aerial telescopic bucket
offers a greater working height and reach, but has a limited capacity.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 5 - MODULAR SIGN AND TOOL STORAGE

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

A sign and tool storage cabinet shall be
provided similar to the attached.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Storage cabinet dimensions:
_ _" long x _ _" wide x __" high

_ _ _ TypeA-6'
_ _ _ Type B - 6'
_ _ _ Type C - 8'
_ _ _ Type D - 10'
_ _ _ Custom
(Buyer to provide sketch of the
desired configuration on the attached
sheet.)
The top of the storage unit shall be approximately
40" high to allow use as a workbench/preparation
area.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The vertical dividers shall be adjustable to
accommodate signs of various widths.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The angles shall be at a slight incline to prevent the
signs from sliding out of the storage unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The face of the unit shall face the interior of the
truck bed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Drawers and doors for the storage areas shall be
equipped with a locking mechanism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Tools
Cradles and or storage areas shall be provided on
the bed or in the storage compartment for safe and
secure storage of all requested tools.
Hydraulic post driver, for:
Type
steel
wood

Yes []

No [ ]

Make:
Model:
Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

Size
II
II

Earth auger

Make:
Model:
Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

Power inverter:
110 volt 3000 watt AC/DC power
inverter, with outlets to be 2 - 110
volt, one located on the work
platform/bucket control panel, the
other located at the right rear of the
bed. Inverter to have it's own
disconnect switch.

Make:
Model:
Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

Air compressor:

Model:
Make:
Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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_ _ welder/generator:

Make:
Model: ----Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

--

Make:
Model:
Literature attached: Yes [ ]No [ ]

Sign puller/post jack

Oxygen/acetylene tank holders

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Traffic cone holders

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Hose reel

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Bumper mounted utility box

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Ladder rack

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Expanded metal shovel box

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 5 - MODULAR SIGN AND TOOL STORAGE - STANDARD CABINET OPTIONS

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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PART 5 - MODULAR SIGN AND TOOL STORAGE - CUSTOM CABINET OPTION
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SUMMARY SHEET

______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Factory installed air conditioning

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

60/40 split cloth seats

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ $

Frame hitch

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

Class three frame mounted receiver with removable 2" ball/16,000# (min) pintle to include
six way Cole/.Hersee plug #1235 mounted in a weatherproof enclosure and safety chain
attaching points
Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ $
Add: _ _ _ _ _ $
DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Net Price:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Section 6.5.1 - Sign Maintenance Truck
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6.5.2 Sign Maintenance Truck - Vendor Listings
Section I - All Vendors

.A.II reports are sorted.first by district, then alphilbetically.

Section 6.S.2- Sign Maintenance Truck- Vendor Listings

2/29/00
9:40 am
District: OS I Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Flannegan Western
Highway 18 B., PO Box 487
Bmmetsburg
IA
50536
Bnd of report.

Sign Truck Vendors

Fax
Phone
Contact
712-852-3996 712-852-3997 Mike Flannegan

Page 1
Vendors.R7

Manufacturers Represented
Flannegan Western

6.6

Shop Service Truck

6.6 Shop Service Truck

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck
6.6.2 Vendor List

Section 6.6 - Shop Service Truck

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck - 15.000 GVW

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann·
'··
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Research Engineer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
InDOT

Daviess County
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up a shop service truck. This section contains the different parts to a
shop service truck.
Part 1 - Truck Chassis
Part 2 - Truck Service Body
Part 3 - Optional Equipment

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck - 15,000 GVW

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

GENERAL

0

Part 1 - Truck Chassis
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
5
8
9
10
10

Four-wheel drive with manual shift
Bumper Paint Color or Chrome Bumper
Paint Color of Truck
Base of Operation Address
Delivery Schedule
Penalty for late delivery

Part 2 - Truck Service Body
0
0
0
0

12
12
13
14

Service Body Compartment Layout
Service Body Compartment Shelving and Divider Layout
Diagram for Compartment Layout
Location of Rear Brake Lights and Reverse Lights on Service Body

Part 3 - Optional Equipment
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15
15
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
19

20
20
20
21
21
21
22

Owner to choose all desired Optional Equipment
Air Compressor
Location of Compressor/Tool Air Circuit
Tool Air Circuit
Welder
Location of the Welder
Battery Charger/Starter
Location of the Battery Charger/Starter
Auxiliary Starter Circuit
Lift Gate
Bracket for Triangle Kits/Fire Extinguisher
Winch
Frame Hitch
Electric Crane
Fuel Tanlc Dispenser
Oil Tanlc Dispenser
Alternates/Trade-In Equipment

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Shop Service Truck to be used for
routine maintenance and repair of equipment with sufficient detail to secme bids on comparable
equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete and
safe unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of material and
workmanship to what is usually provided to the. trade in general. The unit shall be a current
model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will
be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acce.ptance made on the basis of the exce.ption.
I

Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non Collusion
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in
Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
the right hand column of the specifications under the heading "Provided on Unit Proposed by
Bidder " and include this with the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also
specifically mention those items where the unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum
requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned. It is brought to the
attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum requirements does not necessarily
mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit conforms to the specifications
will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochme of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts
Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and
all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
6.6.l Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Term "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same
and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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PART 1 - TRUCK CHASSIS
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
GVW: Minimum 15,000 lbs.

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
G.V.W._ _ _ _ _ _ _.Lbs.

Engine and Engine Equipment
Engine shall be diesel V8 or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:

Torque:

Horsepower:

Engine Make:

Torque:

190hp

385 ft-lbs

Horsepower:

hp@
ft-lbs@

Cycle:

Bore I Stroke:

inx

Displacement:

CID

Yes [ ]
Watts:

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Lockout overdrive switch

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Transmission shall be standard of manufacturer
automatic transmission, with selectable
drive/overdrive position.

Make:

Engine control module shall include auxiliary idle
control circuit to regulate engine speed during
stationary operations

rpm

Model:
Cylinders:

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

rpm

m

liter

Automatic Transmission Equipment

--------------------------

Model:
Speeds: Forward:____Reverse:_ __

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Rear axle ratio as required to maintain cruising
speed of 65 mph with specified tires and
transmission as described herein.

Axle Ratio: _ _ _ _ _ __

o Four-wheel drive with manual shift

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder of the chassis shall communicate with the
suppliers of each of the major components of the
body to determine the need for the auxiliary
transmission cooler. Ifit is determined to be
required, it shall be factory or chassis dealer
installed prior to delivery of the completed unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Weather head connector for Block heater

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Frontal Area:------- sq. m.
Capacity:
gal

Cooling System
The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:

Frame
II

Wheel base: 64" or as required for 132" service
body

Wheelbase:

Cab to Axle: 84" or as required for 132" service
body

Cab-Axle spacing: _ _ _ _ _ _"

--------

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Frame rail strength and section to be heaviest
available from the manufacturer for the model being
bid.

Yield Strength: _ _ _ _ __.psi
11 3
Section Modulus:
n#
RBM:

------

Front bumper to be heaviest available from the
manufacturer for the model being bid, finish to be
paint color: _ _ _ __, or
chrome: o

There shall be a total of four frame mounted tow
hooks, two each front and rear, left and right
Hooks shall be easily accessible, with no
interference to their use for pulling or towing the
vehicle.

Front bumper f i n i s h : - - - - - - , or
Color:

-----Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical System
Starter shall be rated heaviest duty for this
application by the manufacturer.
Alternator shall be rated heaviest duty for the engine
model being bid, 120 amp (min).

Amperage:------- amps

Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of two
batteries, with highest cold cranking amps (CCA)
available.

No. of batteries:

-------

CCA: _ _ _ _ _ _ amps

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Special light requirements shall be as described in
the in the body section of these
specifications.

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Truck shall be Dual Rear Wheel

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

5,000# front axle rating and suspension

Front axle rating: _ _ _ _ _#

I 0,000# rear axle rating and suspension

Rear axle rating: - - - - -#

Rear auxiliary springs to be factory installed,
heaviest available from the manufacturer.

Aux. Springs: _ _ _ _ _#

Power steering to be standard of the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

Tires and steel wheels to standard of the
manufacturer and minimum 245 75Rxl9.5, all
season steel belted radials as required for GVW
and equipment specified.

Tire size: - - - x
Make:_ _
_ _ _ _ __
Model:,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

A like, full size, wheel and tire shall be provided
for use as a spare, with rear frame mount.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers to be factory
installed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Black (no logo), anti-sail mud flaps shall be
installed behind the rear wheels

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A heavy duty jack and lug wrench to be provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tires, Wheels, and Suspension Equipment

No [ ]

----

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Brake Equipment

Yes [ ]

Service brakes shall be of power, anti-lock
braking type, both front and rear.

Power: Yes [ ]
ABS: Yes [ ]

Parking brake: Foot operated, hand release

Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]
No [ ]

No [ ]

Fuel System and Tanks
The fuel tank(s) shall be largest capacity available
for the make and model being bid.

Dual tanks: Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Combined Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ gal

Fuel filler inlet shall be clearly marked
DIESEL FUEL ONLY!!!

Yes []

No [ ]

Heated fuel/water separator to be included,
standard of manufacturer

Yes []

No [ ]

Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []

No[
No[
No[
No[

Yes []

No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes []
Yes []
Yes []
Yes [ ]

No[
No[
No [
No [
No [

Cab and Safety Features
Cab to be ventilated and insulated
All window tinted safety glass

Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter, ashtray, & auxiliary power
point
Heavy duty 60/40 split vinyl bench seat
with head restraints and adjustable safety
belts
Full width, black, rubber floor covering
Tilt wheel
Cruise control
Dual sun visors
Insulated head liner

]
]
]
]

]
]
]
]
]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Left and right door trim panels with armrests and
map pockets
AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wiper, with
washer
Automatically adjusting backup alann, 87-112 dB
range
Marker lights
One day/night inside rearview mirror
Left and right outside rearview mirrors that are
largest available by manufacturer for clear
view behind service body supplied
Driver and passenger side air bags
Electric Hom
Dash mounted gauges
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter (dash mounted)
(needle type, calibrated)
Ammeter
II
Oil pressure
Water temperature
"
Speedometer
"
All other gauges/indicators that are
standard of manufacturer for model bid

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No[ ]

Manufacturer:
Model:
dB Range:
Yes [ ]
No[ ]
Yes [ ]
No[ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes []
Yes [ ]

No [
No[
No[
No[
No [
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]

]
]
]
]
]

o Paint color shall be

Paint color is:

A bracket shall be mounted behind the seat,
drivers side, for a fire extinguisher and
reflectorized triangle kit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A basic first aid kit shall be rigidly attached
behind the seat, passenger side.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Fire Extinguisher

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Manual, Safety Manual, Operator's Manual
and Technical Manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located
at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts

Extended Transmission Warranty

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated delivery date :._ _ _ _ _ __

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the Owner at the rate of
$/day for
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck - 15,000 GVW
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PART 2 - TRUCK SERVICE BODY
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Service Body
Body Length shall be at least 132 inches

Body Length:

Rear bumper to be standard of manufacturer, full
width utility step bumper with non-skid
surface

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Service Body shall be all steel

Yes[]

No[ ]

Front and rear panels to be 14 gage galvanized
construction

_ _ _ _ _ gage

Top and bottom panels to be 14 gage galvanized
construction

_ _ _ _ _ gage

Shelf and divider trays to be 16 gage galvanized
construction

_ _ _ _ _ gage

All doors on the service body shall be able to be
locked with the same key

Yes []

No [ ]

All doors on the service body shall have positive
hinge stops

Yes []

No [ ]

All doors on the service body shall be constructed
as to prevent water penetration

Yes []

No [ ]

The left and right front compartments shall have
an aluminum rock guard protector,
minimum 12" x 12", mounted at lower
front of compartment

Yes []

No [ ]

inches

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck - 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Service Body (cont)
All compartments to have an interior light and
light guard. Lights shall be controlled
by a rocker switch, mounted on control
panel in cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tops of compartments on both sides shall have
tread plate with a non-skid surface applied.
The floor (top surface) of the body shall
also have a non-skid surface applied.

Yes []

No [ ]

Compartment inside shall be painted white for
better visibility

Yes []

No [ ]

o Compartment configuration shall be of the

Yes []

No [ ]

Yes []

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Driver side:

o Vertical configuration
o Horizontal configuration

Passenger side:

o Vertical configuration
o Horizontal configuration

Compartment shelving and dividers shall be:
o Standard of manufacturer
o Custom per attached sheet (next page)

Service Body Lighting
Unit to have two (2) Federal Signal model
SIGM2F with Amber/Red lenses one
mounted on each side of the rear top of
body, circuit breaker protected

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Service Body Lighting (cont)

o Rear brake and Reverse lights to be at a location

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

There shall be two (2) work lights, one left and
one right side, telescopic pedestal,
mounted at top of rear compartments, and
controlled by a rocker switch on the cab
mounted control panel. The lights shall
also have on/off control on each light.

Yes []

No [ ]

A fused and circuit protected switch control panel,
minimum six (6) rocker switches, shall be
installed in the cab. All lighting shall be
controlled from labeled, illuminated rocker
switch(s) on the control panel.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

All standard lighting, including clearance, cab
marker, reflectors, stop/tail/turn/back-up
as required by Indiana State Law and
FMVSS approval

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

as determined by the Owner

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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PART3-0PTIONALEOUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Check offitems to be included:
o COMPRESSOR/TOOL AIR CIRCUIT
System for the shaft drive compressor package
shall include safety switch for power only when
vehicle is in park and parking brake is set. System
shall be operationally tested for a minimum of 2
hours by installer to assure proper setting of all
controls, valves, switches etc

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

o Final location of all components shall be
reviewed and approved by Owner prior to
completion of installation of unit

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

COMPRESSOR (AIR END)
(BOSS B600 or approved equal) Rotary screw oil
flooded air compressor to be mounted on the
street side, under deck, front of the service body
or as per location as determined by Owner.
Minimum 60 CFM @ 110 PSIG continuously,
with:
moisture trap
oil receiver tank with filler port
lubricant level sight glass
and all other components frame mounted,
plumbed, and wired for installation
Unit shall include:
electric hour meter
compressor lubricant gauge
air pressure gauge

Compressor manufacturer:_ _ _ __
Model:

Installation of unit shall include all required and
necessary safety devices, warning and
informational decals, and operational, parts,
and maintenance manuals.

------@

CFMbid:
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

PSIG

]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

o TOOL/AIR CIRCUIT
Valve block to accommodate both compressor and
tool circuit, selector switch with three
positions; off, compressor on, tool circuit
on, all solenoids, valves, hoses, :fittings,
switches, etc. as required to complete
installation.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Rear curb side compartment shall house a SO foot,
spring loaded, retractable hose reel using
Y2" line rated at minimum 1Y2 times
maximum capacity of air compressor, and
be supplied with quick disconnects. Hose
end accessibility by means of 4-way roller
fair lead through rear curb-side
compartment.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

One (1) Y2" quick disconnect coupler for
additional air tool to be mounted on a
common bracket in the. rear curbside
compartment.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

System shall have a velocity fuse (for operator
safety), water separator, and oil lubricator
to prevent moisture contamimmon of air

Yes[ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

tools.

Control system to match speed to compressor by
automatic engine speed control. When no
demand, engine must retum to idle.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck - 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

o WELDER (gasoline)
There shall be an AC/DC gasoline powered welder
provided with each unit Minimum rating
shall be CC/AC 225A @25V, CC/DC
2IOA@ 25V, CV/DC 200A @20V, with
an 8 KW/KVA I20/240 Auxiliary power.

The welder engine shall be a two cylinder I 6 hp
with:
solid state ignition
automatic shutdown protection
muffler
electric starter
battery
gauges (standard of manufacturer)
two (2) I I 0 volt outlets
one (I) 240 volt outlet.
Removable, attached, weatherproof cover

Welder manufacturer:
Model:
CC/AC
CC/DC
CV/DC

A@25V
A@25V
A@20V
Auxiliary power
hp

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]·

No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Welder mounting shall provide approximately 6"
clearance above body floor, if so located.

Yes[ ]

No [ ]

Two cables minimum length 35' shall be supplied:

Yes[ ]

No [ ]

One (I) electrode cable with insulated
electrode holder and jack plug.
One (I) No. 2 work cable with work clamp
and jack plug.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes[ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

o Location of welder determined by Owner

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.I Shop Service Truck- I5,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

o BATTERY CHARGER/STARTER
6/12/24 Volt AC battery charger/starter with:
60140130 charging amp output
Peak output of 430 amps.
Surge protected
Ammeter/voltmeter
Continuous power AC generator of welder when
required
o ·securely mounted at location determined by
Owner
Output from charger/starter shall go to plug in the
rear panel/bumper of #1/0 welding cable
Vehicle mounted end of circuit shall be in a
weatherproof stainless steel housing, and
be polarity protected
Clamp end shall be #110 welding cable with a
minimum length of 25' on a storage rack

Manufacturer & Model to be listed

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]

No [
No [
No [
No [
No [

]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Manufacturer:
Model:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

DAUXILIARYSTARTERCIRCUIT
Shall be connected directly from the vehicle
battery to a plug in socket mounted in the
front bumper/grill of# 1/0 welding cable

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Vehicle mounted end of circuit shall be in a
weatherproof stainless steel housing, and
be polarity protected, and use the same
clamp end as the battery charger/starter

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

............................................................

DLIFTGATE
Unit shall be supplied with:
l ,250lb capacity electrically controlled hydraulic
lift gate
12 gauge platform, size 50" x 25" with tapered
edge

Capacity:_ _ _ _ _ lbs.
Platform gauge:_ _ __
Platform size:.___" by _ _ _"

Unit supplied shall be sealed to protect power unit
and operating components from damage
due to weather. All operating components
shall be within the unit frame. Master
switch shall be cab mounted to disconnect
power to lift gate

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical connections for lift gate shall be circuit
breaker protected to prevent overloading
of chassis manufacturer supplied fuse box

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lift gate supplied shall include all reinforcements
necessary to assure lifting capacity as rated
by the manufacturer

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Manufacturer & Model of Lift Gate to be listed

Manufacturer:_ _ _ _ _ __
Model:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

o BRACKET FOR TRIANGLE KITS/
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
·A bracket, including all mounting hardware
required, but not mounted, to retain three
(3) triangles, shall be supplied with each
truck

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

oWINCH
12 volt reversible winch mounted in :front center
of truck with a minimum capacity of 8,000
lb. line pull. Winch shall include 90' of
5116" galvanized wire rope, remote control
w/l O' cable, roller fair lead, permanently
wired and fused circuit

Manufacturer:._ _ _ _ _ __
Model:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o FRAME HITCH
Class three frame mounted receiver w/removable
2" ball/16,000lb(min) pintle to include 6
way Cole/Hersee plug #1235 or approved
equal mounted in a weatherproof
enclosure and safety chain attaching points

Manufacturer:_ _ _ _ _ __
Model:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

o ELECTRIC CRANE
Electric crane, 12 volt DC 2,000 lb. capacity, with
remote control pendant, power rotation
capability to 345°, mounted on top rail of
body above rear curb-side compartment

Manufacturer:

-------

Model:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Service Body supplier shall communicate with
crane supplier to determine modifications
required to service body including
strengthening and outriggers

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

o FUEL TANK DISPENSER

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

o OIL TANK DISPENSER

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Unit(s) shall have a light bar mounted over the
cab roof with an illuminated rocker switch
mounted on panel control. Whelen model
4200/2$1 (or approved equal) with the strobes
facing rear. Lenses to be Red street side facing
rear and Clear on curbside facing rear. Unit must
display full Amber to the front, circuit breaker
protected.

Add:

$

Four-wheel drive with standard shift lever

Add:

$

Add:

$

Add:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

$

Net Price:

$

Year:
Make:
Model:

SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

6.6.1 Shop Service Truck- 15,000 GVW
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6.6.2 Shop Service Truck - Vendor Listings

Section 1 - All Vendors

All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

/

Section 6.6.2 - Shop Service Truck - Vendor Listings

2/29/00
9:46 Bil
District: NN I Northwest
Company Name and Address
Northern Bguipment Co., Inc.
16465 H. Lincoln Hwy.
Plymouth
IN
46563
Scherer Truck Bqyipnent
24031 Laverne Drive, PO Box 158
Schneider
IN
46376
District: KC I West Central I
Company Name and Address
Clark Truck Bguipnent
u.s. 231 Soutn
Linden
IN
47955
Bnd of report.

Shop Truck Vendors

Phone
800-322-4922

Pax

Page 1
Vendors.RS

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Monroe

800-257-6873

PibreBody, Omaha Standard

Phone
Pax
Contact
765-362-4101 765-362-4103 Larry Snith

Manufacturers Represented
Renderson,ffestern,Viking,Henke,Onaha Standard

Tab for 6. 7 Front End Loader

6.7

Front End Loader

6.7 Front End Loader

6. 7.1 Front End Loader - 2Y2cy Capacity
6. 7.2 Front End Loader - 4cy Capacity
6.7.3 Vendor List

6. 7.1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket

Task Force
Program Manager
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Tom Martin
John Habermann

Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner

LanyMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Lany Campbell

Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT

Daviess County
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up a front end loader. The following minimum requirements are
dependent on the bucket size. Therefore the Front End Loader Section has been broken into two
subsections: 2.5 CY Bucket, and 4.0 CY Bucket. This subsection will address the 2.5 CY
Bucket.
Part 1 - Operating Information/Bucket

Part 7 - Brakes

Part 2 - Engine/Cooling System

Part 8 - Tires

Part 3 - Transmission

Part 9 - Electrical System

Part 4 - Driveline

Part 10 - Operator Station/Environment

.

.

Part 5 - Steering/Articulation

Part 11 - Additional Equipment

Part 6 - Hydraulic System

Part 12 - Attachments
Part 13 - Service/Parts Warranty/Delivery

Section 6. 7.1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Description

1
12
12
14
15
16
17
17
18

Bid Bond Amount
Air Conditioning
Operator's Seat
Counter Weight
Attachments Desired
Base of Operation Address
Delivery Schedule
Penalty for late delivery
Trade-In Equipment

GENERAL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Section 6.7.l Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket

SPECIFICATIONS
for
2.5 CY (Heaped) Bucket Front End Loader
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a front end loader to be used for loading
gravel, snow, sand, salt, etc., with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All
parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete and safe unit, shall
be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to
what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a current model, new
equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will
be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non Collusion
Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in
the right hand column of the specifications under the heading "Provided on Unit Proposed by
Bidder " and include this with the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also
specifically mention those items where the unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum
requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned. It is brought to the
attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum requirements does not necessarily
m~ that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit conforms to the specifications
will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts
Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and
all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Section 6.7.1 Front End Loader- 2.5 CY Bucket

Page 1

Tenn "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same
and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.7.1 Front End Loader- 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART l - OPERATING INFORMATION/BUCKET
Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Operating Weight, 24,300 pounds, minimum

Operating Weight, _ _ _ _ pounds

2.5 CY (Heaped) Capacity General Purpose Bucket,
minimum

Heaped Capacity,,_ _ ____, CY

Bolt on Cutting Edges
Bolt on Heal Wear Plates
Comer Guards
Spill Guard
Automatic Leveler
Grab Hooks
Loader boom service locking bar to be in
accordance with SAE 138

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

Tipping Load 17,000 pounds, minimum@Full
Tum (lbs)

Tipping Load - Full Tum:_ _ _ _ _ (lbs)

Break-Out Force, 22,000 pounds, minimum

Break-Out Force:_ _ _ _ _ _ (lbs)

(These capacities are for basic machine with
specified bucket and tire size, and no
hydroinflation. Bidder to list counterweight
required to meet minimum tipping load.)

]

]
]

]
]
]
]

w/,

No[
No [
No[
No [
No[
No [
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

lbs., counterweight

Distance from front of tires to front edge of bucket
at maximum dumping height and 45 degree dump
angle shall be 45 inches, minimum.

Specified distance,

m.

The bucket shall have a dump clearance of 108",
minimum, with a 45 degree dump angle.

Dump clearance,

m.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7 .1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 2 - ENGINE/COOLING SYSTEM
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Engine must be diesel, 6 cylinders, four cycle,
turbo-charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Make:

------

Model:

------

Bore/Stroke:
Displacement:

Horsepower (SAE Gross), min: 130 hp

Horsepower:
SAE Gross:
SAE Net:

@
Torque (SAE Net), min: 400 ft-lb

rpm

Torque:

SAE Net
rpm

@
Engine Block Heater, 1000 watt, minimum, with
weatherhead connector
Fuel Filter Water Separator
Fuel Heater
Engine Oil Cooler
Pre-cleaner
Dry-type air cleaner with safety element and
restriction indicator
Overflow Recovery System
Spin-on type coolant filter
Silicone Hose System, or equal
Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Yes [ ]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
No[ ]
Yes [ ]
No[ ]
Yes [ ]
No[ ]
_
_
_
_ _ _ sq. in.
Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7.1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 3 -TRANSMISSION
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Full Power Shuttle Shift w/ Torque Converter

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

4 Speeds Forward

Number of Speeds Forward:

3 Speeds Reverse

Number of Speeds Reverse:

Top Speed Forward, 20 mph minimum

Top Speed Forward:

mph

Auxiliary Transmission Oil Cooler

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Auxiliary Filter

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Single Lever Electronic Shift Control

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Auto shift and 2nd gear to 151 gear down shift
loading features

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7 .1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 4 - DRIVELINE
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
No [ ]

Front and Rear differential to be limited slip

Yes [ ]

Rear Axle Oscillation 24 degrees, Stop to stop,
minimum

Oscillating Rear_ _ _ _ _ _ degrees

Outboard Planetary Drive Axles

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.7.l Front End Loader- 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 5 - STEERING/ARTICULATION
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Articulation minimum 40 degrees each direction
Full hydraulic power steering, with supplemental
steering capabilities.
Turning radius measured to the centerline of the
outside tire shall not exceed 20 feet
Stop-to-stop steering ratio 4.0 turn, max
Center pin to have double-tapered roller bearings
top & bottom
Two double acting steering cylinders

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Articulation _ _ _ _degrees
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
Turning radius_ _ _ _feet
Steering ratio _ _ _turns
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bore:
Piston Diameter:- - - - - Stroke:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·----------

Relief Pressure:- - - - - Articulation locking bar and pin to be provided
and meets SAE 1276

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7 .1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 6 - HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulic Pump Capacity:
Minimum 40 gpm@2200 rpm, bidder to list
operating pressure

Hydraulic Pump:
Minimum
gpm@2200 rpm
psi
Operating Pressure:

Relief pressure at 2800 psi, minimum

Relief Pressure: _ _ _ _ psi

Bucket control function to be single lever, dual
function valve,
Pull back = Raise
Forward = Lower
Right=Dump
Left = Tilt back
Minimum hydraulic tank capacity of 20 gallons
w/sight glass

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic tank capacity of _ _ _-=gallons

Hoses routed through alignment clamps

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Positive pressure on the hydraulic reservoir

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Multiple Attachment Mechanism

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Automatic Hydraulic Cylinder Kickout at
maximum dump lift arm height

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic System Filter, 20 micron

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.7.l Front End Loader- 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 7-BRAKES
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Multiple wet disc brakes must be sealed and fully
enclosed to allow operation in water, mud, snow,
and other adverse conditions without encountering
brake failure.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Self-Adjusting parking/secondary brake must be
spring applied, hydraulically released,
independent of service brakes and shall have a
warning light or buzzer and be of sufficient design
to hold weight of machine on a 30 degree slope.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Automatic Transmission disconnect

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7. I Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 8 - TIRES
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

All tires shall be a minimum of20.5x25,12PR,L3
with single piece rim with safety lock.

Tires:

Tires shall not be filled with CaC12 for additional
weight.

Is CaC12 used in tires for additional weight?:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

___ x _ _ _ _ _ PR, _ _ __

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6. 7 .1 Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART 9-ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

2 - 12 Volt Batteries with 160 minutes of reserve
power and 750 cca
Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Starter:
Type:

Alternator shall be minimum of 65 amps

Alternator:

No [ ]

amps

Master disconnect switch behind locked panel door

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 front head lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 front flood lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 rear tail and stop lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 rear flood lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Tum signals, front & rear

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

4-way flashers

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.7.l Front End Loader - 2.5 CY Bucket
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PART IO-OPERATOR STATION/ENVIRONMENT
Provided by Unit Proposed bv Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
ROPS fully enclosed, steel sound-suppressed cab
(SAE Jl040, 72 dBA) with roll-over protection
(SAE J394).
30,000 BTU heater, minimum
AM/FM Radio
Air conditioning
D Factory installed (Rl34A refrigerant)
D No air conditioning
Defroster fan
Front windshield washer/wipers
Rear windshield washer/wipers
Dome light
Tilt Wheel
Floor mat
Full vision, tinted safety glass
Side windows shall be adjustable (operable)
Dual inside rear view mirrors (SAE J985)
Dual outside cab mirrors (SAE J985)
Operator's seat:
Deluxe suspension
D Airor
D Mechanical

Yes [ ]

· Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Air conditioning
D
Factory installed (Rl34A refrigerant
D
No air conditioning
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
Deluxe suspension
D
Air or
0
Mechanical

D Cloth or
D Vinyl
Height adjustable
Weight adjustable
Leg reach adjustable
Back angle adjustable

No [ ]

D
0
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[

Cloth or
Vinyl

]
]
]
]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART I 0 - OPERATOR STA TI ON/ENVIRONMENT (CONT)
Minimum Reguirements of Local AgencJ:
Operator's seat (cont):
Seat belt, 3", retractable
Arm rests adjustable
Hand holds and steps conforming to 1185
Filtered air circulation system independent of air
conditioning system
Instrumentation:
Speedometer
Fuel
Transmission oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Engine oil pressure
Electric hour meter
Electric voltage
Low brake pressure
Visual Warnings:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Low brake pressure
Fasten Seal Belt
Audible Warnings:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Low brake pressure
Filter restrictions on:
air
transmission oil
hydraulic oil

Provided on Unit Pro12osed bJ'. Bidder
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ J

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]

]
]
]
]

]
]

No[
No[
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]

]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

J
J
]

J

J

[ J
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ J

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ J
No[ J
No[ ]

Yes [ J
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ J
No[ ]
No[ J

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 11 - ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

],

Counterweight,
pounds
Cold weather starting aid
Front wheel fenders
Rear fenders with operators platform
Fixed drawbar
Hinged and lockable engine side shields
Automatically adjusting reverse warning alarm,
87-112 dB range

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Model:
dB range:

No[
No[
No[
No [
No[
No [

SMVemblem
Lockable doors
Complete lock-up vandal protection
AU locks shall be keyed the same
Fuel tank 50 U.S. gallons (minimum) to be
located under engine
Fire extinguisher
Tie down hooks for transport
Bottom guard for front frame and transmission

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Fuel Tank

No [
No[
No[
No[

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

pounds

]
]
]
]

]

]

]
]
]
gallons, Yes [ ] No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART12-A1TACHMENTS
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

The following attachments shall be included in
base bid:
Quick attach/detach system for bucket and tools
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fork-Lift
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Grapples
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

V-plow Attachment
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Jib-Boom
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [

1

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 13-SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY/DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Manual, Safety Manual, Operator's Manual
and Technical Manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located
at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

- - - - hours delivery for PM Parts

Extended Transmission Warranty

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 13- SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY/DELIVERY CCONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated delivery date_ _ _ _ __

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the Owner at the rate of
$/day for
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add:

s

Add:

~

Add:

$

Deduct:

$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Section 6.7.l Front End Loader- 2.5 CY Bucket
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6.7.2 Front End Loader-4.0 CY Bucket

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
Indiana LTAP-HERPICC
InDOT
InDOT
Daviess County
Daviess County
LaPorte County
Town of Flora
Allen County

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up a front end loader. The following minimum requirements are
dependent on the bucket size. Therefore the Front End Loader Section has been broken into two
subsections: 2.5 CY Bucket, and 4.0 CY Bucket. This subsection will address the 4.0 CY
Bucket.
Part 1 - Operating Information/Bucket

Part 7 - Brakes

Part 2 - Engine/Cooling System

Part 8 - Tires

Part 3 - Transmission

Part 9 - Electrical System

Part 4 - Driveline

Part 10 - Operator Station/Environment

Part 5 - Steering/Articulation

Part 11 - Additional Equipment

Part 6 - Hydraulic System

Part 12 -Attachments
Part 13 - Service/Parts Warranty/Delivery

Note: At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial completion with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
Case
John Deere
Hyundai

- Model 821 C Series
- Model 644A Series
- Model HL760 Series

Section 6.7.2 Front End Loader-4.0 CY Bucket

Caterpillar
Volvo

- Model 950F Series
-Model L120C Series

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Description

1
12
12
14
15
16
17
17
18

Bid Bond Amount
Air Conditioning
Operator's Seat
Counter Weight
Attachments Desired
Base of Operation Address
Delivery Schedule
Penalty for late delivery
Trade-In Equipment

GENERAL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Section 6.7.2 Front End Loader-4.0 CY Bucket

SPECIFICATIONS
for
4.0 CY (Heaped) Bucket Front End Loader
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a front end loader to be used for loading
gravel, snow, sand, salt, etc., with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All
parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete and safe unit, shall
be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to
what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit shall be a current model, new
equipment, under standard production by the manufacttirer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will
be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acccmtance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non Collusion
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in
Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
the right hand column of the specifications underthe heading "Provided on Unit Proposed by
Bidder " and include this with the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also
specifically mention those items where the unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum
requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned. It is brought to the
attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum requirements does not necessarily
mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which the unit conforms to the specifications
will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts
Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and
all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6. 7.2 Front End Loader - 4.0 CY Bucket
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Term "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same
and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.7.2 Front End Loader-4.0 CY Bucket
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PART 1 - OPERATING INFORMATION/BUCKET
Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Operating Weight, 35,000 pounds, minimum

Operating Weight,_ _ _ _ pounds

4.0 CY (Heaped) Capacity General Purpose Bucket,

Heaped Capacity,_ _ _ _, CY

m1mmum

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

Tipping Load 22,000 pounds, minimum @ Full
Tum (lbs)

Tipping Load - Full Tum:_ _ _ _ _ (lbs)

Break-Out Force, 32,900 pounds, minimum

Break-Out Force: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (lbs)

(These capacities are for basic machine with
specified bucket and tire size, and no
hydroinflation. Bidder to list counterweight
required to meet minimum tipping load.)

w/,

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No [
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Bolt on Cutting Edges
Bolt on Heal Wear Plates
Comer Guards
Spill Guard
Automatic Leveler
Grab Hooks
Loader boom service locking bar to be in
accordance with SAE J38

lbs., counterweight

Distance from front of tires to front edge of bucket
at maximum dumping height and 45 degree dump
angle shall be 45 inches, minimum.

Specified distance,

m.

The bucket shall have a dump clearance of 108",
minimum, with a 45 degree dump angle.

Dump clearance,

m.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2- ENGINE/COOLING SYSTEM
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Engine must be diesel, 6 cylinders, four cycle,
turbo-charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Make: _ _ _ _ __
Model: _ _ _ _ __
Bore/Stroke:- - - - - Displacement:

Horsepower (SAE Gross), min: 175 hp

Horsepower:
SAE Gross:
SAE Net:

@
Torque (SAE Net), min: 550 ft-lb

rpm

Torque:

SAE Net
rpm

@
Engine Block Heater, 1000 watt, minimum, with
weatherhead connector
Fuel Filter Water Separator
Fuel Heater
Engine Oil Cooler
Pre-cleaner
Dry-type air cleaner with safety element and
restriction indicator
Overflow Recovery System
Spin-on type coolant filter
Silicone Hose System, or equal
Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Yes [ ]
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity:

No[ ]
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]
sq.m.
gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 3 - TRANSMISSION
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Full Power Shuttle Shift w/ Torque Converter

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

4 Speeds Forward

Number of Speeds Forward:

3 Speeds Reverse

Number of Speeds Reverse:

Top Speed Forward, 20 mph minimum

Top Speed Forward:

mph

Auxiliary Transmission Oil Cooler

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Auxiliary Filter

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Single Lever Electronic Shift Control

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Auto shift and 2nc1 gear to I st gear down shift
loading features

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 4 - DRJVELINE
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Front and Rear differential to be limited slip

Yes [ ]

Rear Axle Oscillation 24 degrees, Stop to stop,
minimum

Oscillating Rear_ _ _ _ _ _ degrees

Outboard Planetary Drive Axles

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 5 - STEERING/ARTICULATION
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Articulation minimum 40 degrees each direction
Full hydraulic power steering, with supplemental
steering capabilities.
Turning radius measured to the centerline of the
outside tire shall not exceed 20 feet
Stop-to-stop steering ratio 4.0 turn, max
Center pin to have double-tapered roller bearings
top & bottom
Two double acting steering cylinders

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Articulation _ _ _ _degrees
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Turning radius_ _ _ _feet
Steering ratio _ _ _turns
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

-----------------------

Bore:
Piston Diameter:
Stroke:
Relief Pressure:

------

Articulation locking bar and pin to be provided
and meets SAE J276

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 6 - HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulic Pump Capacity:
Minimum 65 gpm@2200 rpm, bidder to list
operating pressure

Hydraulic Pump:
Minimum
gpm@2200 rpm
Operating Pressure:
psi

Relief pressure at 2800 psi, minimum

Relief Pressure: _ _ _ _ psi

Bucket control function to be single lever, dual
function valve,
Forward = Lower
Pull back = Raise
Right=Dump
Left = Tilt back
Minimum hydraulic tank capacity of 30 gallons
w/sight glass

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic tank capacity of _ _ _~gallons

Hoses routed through alignment clamps

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Positive pressure on the hydraulic reservoir

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Multiple Attachment Mechanism

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Automatic Hydraulic Cylinder Kickout at
maximum dump lift arm height

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hydraulic System Filter, 20 micron

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 7 - BRAKES
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Multiple wet disc brakes must be sealed and fully
enclosed to allow operation in water, mud, snow,
and other adverse conditions without encountering
brake failure.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Self-Adjusting parking/secondary brake must be
spring applied, hydraulically released,
independent of service brakes and shall have a
warning light or buzzer and be of sufficient design
to hold weight of machine on a 30 degree slope.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Automatic Transmission disconnect

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 8-TIRES
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

All tires shall be a minimum of23.5x25,16PR,L3 ..
single piece rim with safety lock.

Tires:
_ _ _ x _ _ _ _ _ PR,----

Tires shall not be filled with CaC12 for additional
weight.

Is CaC1 2 used in tires for additional weight?:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 9 - ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

2 - 12 Volt Batteries with 160 minutes of reserve
power and 925 cca

Yes [ ]

Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Starter:
Type:

Alternator shall be minimum of 80 amps

Alternator:

No [ ]

amps

Master disconnect switch behind locked panel door

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 front head lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 front flood lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 rear tail and stop lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

2 rear flood lights

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Turn signals, front & rear

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

4-way flashers

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART IO-OPERATOR STATION/ENVIRONMENT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

ROPS fully enclosed, steel sound-suppressed cab
(SAE 11040, 72 dBA) with roll-over protection
(SAE 1394).

Yes [ ]

30,000 BTU heater, minimum
AM/FM Radio
Air conditioning
0 Factory installed (R134A refrigerant)
0 No air conditioning
Defroster fan
Front windshield washer/wipers
Rear windshield washer/wipers
Dome light
Tilt Wheel
Floor mat
Full vision, tinted safety glass
Side windows shall be adjustable (operable)
Dual inside rear view mirrors (SAE 1985)
Dual outside cab mirrors (SAE 1985)
Operator's seat:
Deluxe suspension
0 Airor
0 Mechanical

Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Air conditioning
0
Factory installed (RI 34A refrigerant
0
No air conditioning
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
No [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Deluxe suspension
0
Air or
0
Mechanical

0

Cloth or
0 Vinyl
Height adjustable
Weight adjustable
Leg reach adjustable
Back angle adjustable

No [ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]

0
0
No [
No [
No [
No[

Cloth or
Vinyl

]
]
]
]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 10- OPERATOR STATION/ENVIRONMENT CCONT)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Operator's seat (cont):
Seat belt, 3 ", retractable
Arm rests adjustable
Hand holds and steps conforming to J185
Filtered air circulation system independent of air
conditioning system
Instrumentation:
Speedometer
Fuel
Transmission oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Engine oil pressure
Electric hour meter
Electric voltage
Low brake pressure
Visual Warnings:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Low brake pressure
Fasten Seal Belt
Audible Warnings:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Low brake pressure
Filter restrictions on:
air
transmission oil
hydraulic oil

Provided on Unit Pro12osed by Bidder
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[
[

]

]
]
]
]
]

]
]
]
]

]
]

]
]

]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]

]
]
]

]
]
]
]
]

]
]
]

]
]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 11 - ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

],

Counterweight,
pounds
Cold weather starting aid
Front wheel fenders
Rear fenders with operators platform
Fixed drawbar
Hinged and lockable engine side shields
Automatically adjusting reverse warning alarm,
87-112 dB range

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Model:
dB range:

No[
No[
No [
No [
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]

SMVemblem
Lockable doors
Complete lock-up vandal protection
All locks shall be keyed the same
Fuel tank 50 U.S. gallons (minimum) to be
located under engine
Fire extinguisher
Tie down hooks for transport
Bottom guard for front frame and transmission

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Fuel Tank

No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No [ ]

pounds

allons, Yes [ ] No [

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART12-ATTACHMENTS
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

The following attachments shall be included in
base bid:
Quick attach/detach system for bucket and tools
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fork-Lift
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Grapples
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

V-plow Attachment
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Jib-Boom
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [

l

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 13-SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY/DELIVERY
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Manual, Safety Manual, Operator's Manual
and Technical Manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located
at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts

Extended Transmission Warranty

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 13- SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY/DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated delivery date_ _ _ _ __

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the Owner at the rate of
$/day for
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add:
Add:
Add:
DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:·

------ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:
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6.7.3 Front End Loader - Vendor List
Section 1 - All Vendors
All reports are sorted first by district, t'herz alphabetically.

6.7.3 Front End Loader - Vendor List

2/29/00
10:58 am
District: BC ( Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
McDonald Machinery Co.
444~ Decatyr Blvd
Indianapolis
IN
46241
Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
Fishers

Loader Vendors

Phone
Fax
317-856-3000 317-856-0200

Contact

Page 1
Vendors.R9
Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial,Case

317-849-4888

Henke Industrial

Rudd Bquipment Co.
Indianapolis

317-247-9125

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

Southeastern Bguipment Co.
4951 w. 96~h $[.
Indianapolis
IN
46268

317-872-4877 317-872-2811 David Cooper

Hyundai

IN

IN

District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
Ft. Wayne
IN
McDonald Machinery Co.
3911 Limestone Dr.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46809
Rudd Rquipment Co.
Ft. Wayne
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

219-483-6469

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

219-747-1561 219-747-1319

Henke Industrial,Case

219-482-3681

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

2/29/00
10:58 a11
District: NB ( Northeast
Company Name and Address
Southeastern Bquiiment Co.
3333 W. Coliseum lvd.
Pt. Wayne
IN
46806
District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
South Bend
IN
Mccann P9wer an~ Biui~ment
1133 Ind1anapol s lv .
Schererville
IN
46375
McDonald Machinery Co.
South Bend
IN
District: OS I Out of State l
Company Name and Address
Hunt Tractor
1009 Bast Market
Louisville
KY
40206
Rudd Equipment Co.
Louisville
KY
District: SW I Southwest
Company Name and Address

Loader Vendors
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Vendors.R9

Phone
Pax
Contact
219-483-8868 219-483-5448 Dan Kreager

Hyundai

Phone
219-288-6622

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

219-865-6545 219-865-0269

Henke Industrial,Case,Hyundai

219-271-0800

Henke Industrial,Case

Phone
Pax
502-566-6300 502·566-6323

Contact
Case

502-456-4050

Phone

Manufacturers Represented

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

:l/29/(•0
1'J:58 2.m

Loader Vendors

District: SM I Southwest
Com11an:t Name and Address
Diamond C9nstruction Bquipment
B60 B. D.iamond Ave.
B·rnnsvill•!

Phone

Page 3
Vendors.R9

Fax

Contact
812-425-4428 812-421-1036 Dave Clement

Hyundai

812-867-6661

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

Manufacturers Represented

rn

4'1711

Rudd Bquijlment Co.
B·1ansvi.l11!

rn

MC I West Central I
Com11an:t Name and Address
MacAlHst•!r Bquipment Co.
Time Hau·:e
D.istric~t:

Phone

Fax

Contact

812-877-9773

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

765-742-2080 765-742-2899

Henke Industrial,Case

rn

MacAllister Bquipment Co.
N. Lafaye:te
IN
M·~Donald l~achinery

2692 SR 25 North

Co.

Laf ayet.te
IN

4'7905

Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
N. Lafcye:te

rn

B:td of re1>0 rt .

Henke Industrial

6.8

Motor Grader

6.8 Motor Grader

6.8.1 Motor Grader - 150 hp
6.8.2 Motor Grader- 180 hp
6.8.3 Vendor List

6.8.l 150 hp Motor Grader

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann·
Jerry Halperin
Jim Conner
LarryMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shurte
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Research Engineer
Buyer
Specifications Writer
County Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
INDOT
INDOT
Daviess County Highway Dept.
Daviess County Highway Dept.
LaPorte County Highway Dept.
Town of Flora
Allen County Highway Dept.

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page

Item

1

Bid bond amount

3

Variable horsepower

4

Automatic front wheel drive

8

Full height or low profile

8

Air conditioning

8

Vinyl or cloth seat

D

10

Bottom guard

D

10

Front weights

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Page

Item

IO

Front push block

10

Tool box

IO

Front scarifier

10

Rear ripper

11

Owner's base of operations

12

Delivery schedule

12

Penalty for late delivery

13

Trade in information

Note: At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
John Deere
Caterpillar
Champion

- Model 670C Series
- Model 120H Series
- Model 710A Series

Section 6.8. l - 150 hp Motor Grader

SPECIFICATIONS
for
150 hp Motor Grader

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new motor grader to be used for road
construction and maintenance activities with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable
equipment. The system shall be designed to take into consideration the safety of the traveling public,
as well as the safety of the operator. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and
quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit
bid shall be a current model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
Bond equal to
of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall deliver the completed unit with all tools and functions
operational and present a safety and operations class, taught by an instructor qualified for such a
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class.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save hannless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Operating Weight
Weight: ------~lb=s

Unit shall weigh at least 27,500 lbs with standard
equipment, not including front scarifier or rear
ripper.

Engine and Engine Equipment
Engine shall be in-line 6 cylinder four cycle turbo
charged engine with the following minimum
specifications:
Gross Horsepower (SAE):
Torque:

150hp

425 ft-lbs @ 900 mm

Note: Horsepower rating listed above shall apply
to the upper gear range for models with
variable horsepower ratings.

hp@

Horsepower:
Torque:

ft-lbs@

rpm
rpm

Engine Make:
Model:
Cycle:

Cylinders:
Bore I Stroke:

in x

Displacement:

CID

Variable Horsepower: Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

in
liter

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Weather head connector for Block heater

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Transmission Equipment
Direct drive, Power shift on-the-go

Make:---------Model:----------

Automatic front wheel drive: Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Eight speeds forward and four speeds reverse, w/
at least five working speeds forward below IO mph

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Speed chart attached for each forward gear
(@2000 rpm w/ specified tires)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Front Axle
Heavy duty, welded box construction, 32 deg
oscillation (total), 18 deg wheel lean (each dir)

Oscillation: _ _ _ ____.:D::;.e:::.ig;...
Wheel lean: _ _ _ __.D=eg:=.-

Frame
Welded box construction

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Weight/foot: 115 #/ft, minimum

Weight/foot: -----#~lf-=...t

Vertical Section modulus: 115"3·, minimum

Vertical Section modulus:

113

----

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Electrical System
24 volt with 75 amp alternator

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Two 12 volt batteries, with 950 cca, 150 minute
reserve capacity

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Starter shall be rated heaviest duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No

Steering
Hydraulic power steering, with 20 deg (min) frame
articulation both right and left
Maximum 24 ft turning radius

[ ]

Turning radius: ______ft....

Tires and Wheels
15.5-25 on 12" single piece rims with safety locks
12 PR L2 tires

Tire S i z e : - - - - - - - Tread: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Blade Functions
Blade lift: 16" minimum

Blade lift:

------II

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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..,.

Blade side shift, right or left: 20" minimum

Blade side shift:
right _ _ _ _ _ _ _._.
left - - - - - - - "

Shoulder reach outside wheels, measured with
frame straight, right or left: 69" minimum

Shoulder reach:
right ------~"
left

--------II

Pitch at ground line: 40 deg forward, minimum
5 deg back, minimum

Pitch: _ _ _ _ _ _deg forward
_ _ _ _ _deg back

Blade float position required

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Circle
60" minimum diameter, with inward teeth, 360 deg
rotation

Diameter: - - - - - - "
Rotation: ________.D=.=.ieg=--

Hydraulic motor and wonn gear w/ positive
position lock

Yes [ ]

24" minimum side shift, left or right

Side shift:
right ________._.

No [ ]

left

---------"

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Moldboard and Cutting Edge
High strength, wear resistant, high carbon steel, w/
replaceable side shift wear inserts

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Length: 12'
Height: 24"

Height:-------"

Thickness: 0.875"

Thickness: - - - - - - ' - '
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Foot controlled, hydraulically operated, multiple
wet disc brakes, self adjusting

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Spring applied, hydraulically released parking brake

Yes []

No [ ]

Both independent braking systems effective on all
four tandem wheels

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Cutting edge: 5/8" x 6", dual carbide tipped,
Kennametal, or equal

Brake Equipment

Fuel System and Tanks
The fuel tank(s) shall be largest capacity available
for the make and model being bid, minimum 75 gal.

Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _....Gal
........

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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Fuel filler inlet shall be clearly marked DIESEL
FUEL ONLY!!!

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Operator's Station
Ventilated and insulated cab w/ ROPS:
Full Height [ ] or Low Profile [ ]
Air conditioning (max. available)
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Heater, 40,000 btu
Deluxe suspension seat, w/ annrests
Cloth [ ] or Vinyl [ ]
Adjustable front console, w/ tilt steering
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Defroster fan
Cigar lighter
Seat belt, 3", retractable
AM/FM Radio
Lower front window, openable
Front and rear windshield wiper and washer
Intermittent feature, front windshield wiper
Backup alarm, 87-112 dB, variable & auto
Hour meter
Hom
One interior rearview mirror, SAE J965
Two exterior rearview mirrors, SAE J965
Converter for 2 way or am/fin radio,
IO amp min

Yes [ ] No [ ]
Full height [ ] or Low Profile [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Cloth [ ] or Vinyl [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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Dash mounted gauges
Fuel level
Engine coolant temperature
Rear steer indicator

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Dash mounted warning lights/alanns
Parking brake
Service brake pressure, w/ alann
Hydraulic oil temperature
Transmission oil temperature, w/ alann
Engine oil pressure, w/ alann
Filter restrictions, air
transmission oil
hydraulic oil

Yes []
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

Digital or analog display
Transmission gear and direction
Vehicle speed (mph)
Engine speed (rpm)

Digital [ ]
Digital [ ]
Digital [ ]

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Analog [ ]
Analog [ ]
Analog [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Lighting
All lights halogen:
(2) Outside cab mounted, lower
(2) Work lights, front and rear
(2) Backup lights
(2) Top cab lights
(2) Driving lights, front of grader
Brake lights
Turn signals, front and rear
Marker lights
Four way flashers

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes []
Yes [ ]

No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Attachments
Bottom guard, heavy duty:

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Front weight, 500 lb min:

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Front push block:

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes []

No[ ]

Toolbox:

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front scarifier, V type

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Width of cut: 4' minimum
Lift above ground: std of manufacturer
Penetration: 12", minimum

Yes [ ] No [ ]
Weight: _ _ _ _ _ __..#._

Width of cut:
Lift above ground:
Penetration:

II
II

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Yes [ ]

Rear ripper/scarifier:
Yes [ ] No [ ]
rear mounted w/ hitch, three ripper shanks,
nine scarifier teeth

No [ ]

Warranty I Repair Parts
Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shop, Operator, Parts, and Service Manuals shall be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owners base of operations:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ miles
Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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Delivery Information
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed, within
days of the
acceptance of the bid.

Estimated delivery time: _ _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and
pay the Owner at the rate of
$/day
for each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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SUMMARY SHEET

______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD-ON ALTERNATES

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $
Add:
Add:
Add:

$
$
$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES

Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.1 - 150 hp Motor Grader
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6.8.2 180 hp Motor Grader
Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Jerry Halperin

Jim Conner
LmyMcLin
Phil Cornelius
Eugene Shmte
Chuck Everett
Lmy Campbell

Program Manager
Research Engineer
. Buyer
Specifications Writer
ColDlty Highway Supervisor
Shop Foreman
Courity Highway Supervisor (Ret)
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
INDOT
INDOT

Daviess County Highway Dept.
Daviess County Highway Dept
LaPorte County Highway Dept~
Town of Flora
Allen County Highway Dept.

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Page Item

0
0
0
0
D
D
D

o·

1

Bid bond amount

4

Automatic front wheel drive

8

Full height or low profile

8

Air conditioning

8

Vinyl or cloth seat

10

Bottom guard

10

Front weights

10

Front push block

0
0
0
D
D
D
D

Page

Item

10

Tool box.

10

Front scarifier

10

Rear ripper

11

Owner's base of operations

12

Delivery schedule

12

Penalty for late delivery

13

Trade in information

Note: At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models ·currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
John Deere
Caterpillar

Champion

- Model 770CH Series
- Model 140H Series
- Model 720A Series

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

SPECIFICATIONS
for
180 hp Motor Grader

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new motor grader to be used for road
construction and maintenance activities with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable
equipment. The system shall be designed to take into consideration the safety of the traveling public,
as well as the safety of the operator. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and
quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit
bid shall be a current model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Fonn No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall deliver the completed unit with all tools and functions
operational and present a safety and operations class, taught by an instructor qualified for such a
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class.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Tenn "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.
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Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Operating Weight
lb.....s
Weight: _ _ _ _ _ _.........

Unit shall weigh at least 31,000 lbs with standard
equipment, not including front scarifier or rear
ripper.

Engine and Engine Equipment
Engine shall be in-line 6 cylinder four cycle turbo
charged engine with the following minimum
specifications:
Gross Horsepower (SAE):
Torque:

180hp

500 ft-lbs @ 900 rpm

hp@

Horsepower:
Torque:

rpm

ft-lbs@

rpm

Engine Make:
Model:
Cylinders:

Cycle:

Bore I Stroke:

in

in x

Displacement:

liter

CID

Variable horsepower in upper gear range

Yes [ ]

No[

1

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]

No[

1

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Weather head connector for Block heater

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Transmission Equipment
Direct drive, Power shift on-the-go

Make:---------Model:----------

Automatic front wheel drive: Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Eight speeds forward and four speeds reverse, w/
at least five working speeds forward below IO mph

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Speed chart attached for each forward gear
(@2000 rpm w/ specified tires)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Front Axle
Heavy duty, welded box construction, 32 deg
oscillation (total), 18 deg wheel lean (each dir)

Oscillation: _ _ _ __.D~eg;...
Wheel lean: -----=De~g

Frame
Welded box construction

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Weight/foot: 115 #/ft, minimum

Weight/foot: -----#~lf:.:..t

Vertical Section modulus: 115"3., minimum

Vertical Section modulus: - - - - ' - 3'

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Electrical System
24 volt with 75 amp alternator

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Two 12 volt batteries, with 950 cca, 150 minute
reserve capacity

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Starter shall be rated heaviest duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No

Steering
Hydraulic power steering, with 20 deg (min) frame
articulation both right and left
Maximum 26 ft turning radius

[ ]

Turning radius: _ _ _ _....ft.._

Tires and Wheels

-------

17.5-25 on 13" single piece rims with safety locks

Tire Size:

12 PR L2 tires

Tread:·--------

Blade Functions
Blade lift: 16" minimum

Blade lift: - - - - - - "

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Blade side shift, right or left: 20 minimum
11

Blade side shift:
right_
-_
-_
-_
-left
__-_"
11

Shoulder reach outside wheels, measured with
frame straight, right or left: 69 minimum
11

Shoulder reach:
right _ _ _ _ _ _._.
left _ _ _ _ _ _ _
11

Pitch at ground line: 40 deg forward, minimum
5 deg back, minimum

Pitch: _ _ _ _ _ _deg forward
_ _ _ _ _ _deg back

Blade float position required

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Circle
60 minimum diameter, with inward teeth, 360 deg
rotation
11

Diameter:

-----II

Rotation: _______D
____
eg....
Hydraulic motor and worm gear w/ positive
position lock

Yes [ ]

24 minimum side shift, left or right

Side shift:

11

No [ ]

right - - - - - - - "
left - - - - - - - "

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Moldboard and Cutting Edge
High strength, wear resistant, high carbon steel, w/
replaceable side shift wear inserts

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Length: 12'
Height: 24"

Height:-------"

Thickness: 0.875"

Thickness:

------"

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Foot controlled, hydraulically operated, multiple
wet disc brakes, self adjusting

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Spring applied, hydraulically released parking brake

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Both independent braking systems effective on all
four tandem wheels

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Cutting edge: 5/8" x 6", dual carbide tipped,
Kennametal, or equal

Brake Equipment

Fuel System and Tanks
The fuel tank(s) shall be largest capacity available
for the make and model being bid, minimum 75 gal.

Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ __.G....a....
l

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Fuel filler inlet shall be clearly marked DIESEL
FUEL ONLY!!!

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Operator's Station
Ventilated and insulated cab w/ ROPS:
Full Height [ ] or Low Profile [ ]
Air conditioning (max. available)
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Heater. 40,000 btu
Deluxe suspension seat, w/ armrests
Cloth [ ] or Vinyl [ ]
Adjustable front console, w/ tilt steering
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Defroster fan
Cigar lighter
Seat belt, 3", retractable
AM/FM Radio
Lower front window, openable
Front and rear windshield wiper and washer
Intermittent feature, front windshield wiper
Backup alarm, 87-112 dB, variable & auto
Hour meter
Hom
One interior rearview mirror, SAE 1965
Two exterior rearview mirrors, SAE 1965
Converter for 2 way or am/fm radio,
IO amp min

Yes [ ] No [ ]
Full height [ ] or Low Profile [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Cloth [ ] or Vinyl [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Yes [ ] No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

Page8

Dash mounted gauges
Fuel level
Engine coolant temperature
Rear steer indicator

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No [ ]
No[ ]

Dash mounted warning lights/alarms
Parking brake
Service brake pressure, w/ alarm
Hydraulic oil temperature
Transmission oil temperature, w/ alarm
Engine oil pressure, w/ alarm
Filter restrictions, air
transmission oil
hydraulic oil

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

Digital or analog display
Transmission gear and direction
Vehicle speed (mph)
Engine speed (rpm)

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Digital [ ]
Digital [ ]
Digital [ ]

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Analog [ ]
Analog [ ]
Analog [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader
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Lighting

All lights halogen:
(2) Outside cab mounted, lower
(2) Work lights, front and rear
(2) Backup lights
(2) Top cab lights
(2) Driving lights, front of grader
Brake lights
Turn signals, front and rear
Marker lights
Four way flashers

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No [
No [
No [
·No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [
No [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Attachments

Bottom guard, heavy duty:

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Front weight, 500 lb min:

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Front push block:

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Toolbox:

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front scarifier, V type

Yes [ ] No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Width of cut: 4' minimum
Lift above ground: std of manufacturer
Penetration: 12", minimum

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]
Weight: _ _ _ _ _ _ _#~

Width of cut:
Lift above ground:
Penetration:

II
II

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

Page 10

Yes [ ]

Rear ripper/scarifier:
Yes [ ] No [ ]
rear mounted w/ hitch, three ripper shanks,
nine scarifier teeth

No [ ]

Warranty I Repair Parts
Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shop, Operator, Parts, and Service Manuals shall be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those
Bidders whose warranty facility is located nearest
the Owner's base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owners base of operations:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ miles
Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at the Bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the Owner.

_ _ _ _ % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

Page 11

Delivery Information
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed, within
days of the
acceptance of the bid.

Estimated delivery time: - - - - - days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and
pay the Owner at the rate of
$/day
for each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

Page 12

SUMMARY SHEET

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add: _ _ _ _ _ $
Add:
$
Add:
$
Add:
$
DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Net Price:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.8.2 - 180 hp Motor Grader

Page 13

6.8.3 Motor Grader- Vendor List

Section 1 - All Vendors
All reports are sortedfirst by district, then alphabetically.

6.8.3 Motor Grader - Vendor List

2/29/00
10:10 am
District: BC ( Bast Central I
Company Bame and Address
Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
Fishers
IN
Rudd Bquipment Co.
Indianapolis

Grader Vendors

Phone
317-849-4888

Pax

Page 1
Vendors.RlO

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial

317-247-9125

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

District: BB ( Northeast
Company Bame and Address
MacAllister Bquipnent Co.
Ft. Wayne

Phone
219·483-6469

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

IN

Rudd Bquipment Co.
Ft. Wayne

219-482-3681

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

District: BW I Northwest
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
South Bend

Phone
219-288-6622

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

District: OS I Out of State I
Company Name and Address
Rudd Bquipment Co.
Louisville
KY

Phone
502-456-4050

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

2/29/00
10:10 am

District: SW I Southwest
Company Name and Address
Rudd Bquipment Co.
Bvansville

Grader Vendors

Phone

Page 2
Vendors.RlO

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

Fax

Contact

812-877-9773

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

812-867-6661

IN

District: WC I lfest Central )
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
Terre Haute
IN
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
If. Lafayette

Phone

IN

Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
If. Lafayette
IN

Bnd of report.

Henke Industrial

Tab for App. I - Vendor Listing

Ap,pendix I - Vendor Listing
The purpose of this listing is to provide the user with a source of vendors for each type of
equipment and list the lines of equipment each vendor canies. The vendors are listed by the District
corresponding to their given address. They very likely will do business outside their own district,
especially those listed in the East Central District, which includes Marion County. They may not
however, do business all over the state. It is left to the user to determine the range of these vendors.
It is hoped that, by using this listing, the Owner will be able to issue the Bid Specifications to enough
vendors to result in a competitive bid.
Vendors for the following lines of equipment have been located and are listed:
Trucks:
Freightliner, GMC, Kenworth, Mack, Navistar International, Peterbilt, Sterling
(Ford), Volvo
Dump Bodies:
AirFlow, Crysteel, Fontaine, Galion, Godwin, Heil, Henderson, HiWay, Knapheide,
Monroe, Perfection
Snow and Ice Control:
AirFlow, Bonnell, Flink, Gledhill, Good Roads, Henderson, Henke, HiWay,
Lawtons, Meyers, Monroe, Root, Swenson, Viking, Western
Sign Maintenance Body:
Flannegan Western
Shop Service Body: *This is not be a complete listing and will be updated.
Monroe, Omaha Standard, FibreBody
Front End Loader
Caterpillar, John Deere, Volvo, Case, Hyundai
Motor Grader
Caterpillar, John Deere, Champion

Each major section of this document includes a listing of Vendors for that particular item.
Within the Appendix, the Vendor Listing includes all vendors with a note regarding the types and
brands of equipment they sell.
Vendor listings are stored in Paradox 4.5 tables, which are also included on the WordPerfect
diskette in Section 8.

:l/ 29 / (•0
1:1:22 Hft
District: BC I Bast Central I
Com11any Name and Address
Allied Truck Equipment
4a21 Massa~hus~tts Ave.
I:1dianc.pohs

MastE:r ::,istirig - All V1mdon:

:?hone

:~ax

Pacre 1
Vendc1rs. R6

Conta•=t
;i?-545-1227 117-542·7432 John Sc:hl1!nk

Mantfa•=turers :{epm:en·:ed
Flink, tfestern, Crysteel, Kn~pt1eide

]17-736-5141 ]17-736-88t6

GMC

Jn·872-8UO

Hen~e

IN
4'>218

Bradley Chevrolet, Inc.
l.>50 N1 Ml)rton
F:rankhn
In

4·)131-125~

B:randeis 3quipment Co.
I:1dianc.polis

Hf

B11d Nolf Chevrole·:, Inc.
Sl5Q N, Keystone
I:1d1anc.polls

m

4oi220-~64:l

~17·257-4l61

317-254~3382

GMC

Industrial

TijndE:m Chassi.s:
TlA l:~g Body:
X
TlA C/fll Bodyj
Single Chassis:
S Ateg Body:
X
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
1fheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:
T~ndem Chassis: x
TlA l:~g Body:
TlA C/fll Podyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A l;eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
1fheel L•1ader:
Motor G:rader:
TijndE:m Chass ls:
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/fll Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
S~ow/Ic1! Control:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
1fheel L11ader:
Motor G:rader:
T~ndE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA l:~g Body:
TlA C/R Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A F:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
1fheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:

2/:!9/00

Mast.er Listl.ng - All V1mdm:

u:n am
Dis:rict: BC ( Bast Central l
Company Mame e.nd Mjress
Carlisle Bquipment Co.
Ind.ianapc1li:3
IN

:?hone
117·241-7901

Fax

C<Jntact
Hen~.e

Cen·:ral lnd.iana Mack Sdes and Serv.ice, In 117-247-6221 317·244-5442
4501 N. Bradbury Ave., P.O. Box SlO
Ind.ianapc1li:3
IN
462"11

Central Indiana 1'ru1:k Bqdp1nent
212:) Sout.h ~arding
Ind.ianapc11i:;
IN
46221

117·6B-4207

Dan Younq Chevrolet, Inc.
1219 B. ~6~b St.
Ind.ianapc1hs
IN
462'10-141.3

117-575·9~66

:lick

317·573-8469

ltip~el

Paqe 2
vendc1rs. R6

Mant.f ai:turers Reprer.en!;ed
.rndust.rial

T~ndem Chassi.s:
Tl.A l:~g Body:
T{A C/llJ Bodyj
S\ngle Chasus:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ic1! Cont.rol :X
Sign Botly:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor G:cader:

Mack

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A J:~g Body:
T~A C/llJ Bodyj
s ngle Chassis:
s AJ;eg Body:
Snow/ IC•? Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader:
Motor G:cader:

Usect B11uipment

Chassl.s: x
Tl.A R'g Body:
TJA C l J Body·
S ngl.e Chassis: X
s AReg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
Wheel L•lader:
Motor G:rader:

GMC

T~ndE!l'l Chass ls: x
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA CMBodyj
S\ngle Chassis: x
Sf AJ;eg Body: .
Snow/ IC•? Cont.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

T~ndE!m

:?/H/(•0

:4aster L.ist ing ·· lll Ve:1dors

1:l: 22 c.m

Paqe 3
Vendc1rs .R6

O.ist rict: BC I :last Cen·:ral )
C>m11an:r NamE! and Adclre;Js
01rnds 1:qu.lDment. C1>., Irie.
7'120 RE!CO:ras St..
Lawranc:e
IN
4•>226

OiscJver 1olvo·GMC Trucks, Inc.
3159 W. M9fris St.
lldl!nEp011S

:?hone

Fax

~17·545-3131

117·5~5-1334

Manufac·:uren: R•!presEmted
Galion,liway,Root,Swenson,Airflo

~17·244-2428

]17·466-2315

GMC

CJntact

IN

4~241-~71j

F•>nt aine •rruck Bq11ipmerit
2'77Q Bluf:f. Rd.
I:1d1 m.po.ll s
IN
4·i225

!17·787-0718 117·767-3794

3•meral T:ruck f:al•!S
4100 M. BroadwEy
Muncie
IN
4'1301-lOl•i

~17·28~-4481

]17·209-5441

Jo~

Stoutner

T~ndE!m Chassi.s:
Tl.A l:~g Boiy:
X
TlA C'./M Boiyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A l:eg Boiy:
x
Snow/IC•! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Wheel Liladm
Motor Gradar:
T~ndE!m Chass ls: x
Tl.A F:~g Boiy:
Tl.A C~/M Boiy j
S~ngle Chassu: X
S/A Reg Boiy:
Snow/IC•! CJnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
Nheel L•>ad~r:
Motor G:cadar:

Cryst.eel, FJot.a i:le, Kn2.ph1!ide, Monroe

T~ndE!m Chassls:
Tl.A l:~g Boiy:
X
Tl.A C'./lil Boiy j
S~ngle Chassu:
S/A l:eg Boiy:
X
Snow/le~ CJnt.rol:X
Sign Bo1iy:
Servlce Boiy:
Nheel Load~r:
Motor G:radar:

GMC

T~DdE!m Chassls: x
Tl.A l:~g Boiy:
Tl.A C'./lil Boiyj
Si' ngl.e Cha m.s: x
S Al:eg Boiy: .
Snow/le~ CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Nheel. Loadar:
Motor G:cadar:

2129/0(•

Nas:er Listlng - All

11': 22 aw.

V~ndor~

Paqe 4
Vendc1rs .R6

Diatrict: RC I Rast Central I
Compc ny Name and Aidres;1
Ge:ieral Tr11ck Sc.le:i
4HO N. B[t)adway
Mu:1cie
IN
47:103

:?hone

Fax

~00·382-7717

117·289-5441

C•>ntict

Mantfa•:turers 1epm:en·:ed
Vol \'O

T~ndE!m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A J:~g Body:
Tf AC'./fil Bodyj
S\ngl.e Chassis: x
SJA Reg Body: .
Snow/ IC•! Contro.t:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Kheel Loader:
Motor G:cader:
T~ndE!m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A J:~g Body:
Tf AC'./fil Bodyj
S\ngle Chassis: X
SJA J:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Kbeel Loader:
Motor G:cader:

Hubler C'henolet., Inc.
82:19 s. u.:>. l1
Indiana1101.ls
IN
46227 -0~·91

!17·882-4389 117·881-;954

Le:1man lnt•!rna~ional rn.ck Sales
3811 B. McGall11rd
Mu:1cie
IN
47:103

t00-886-2995

]17·284-~544

Navistar Inter:1ational

T~ndem Chassis: x
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TfA C'./M Body:
S\ngl.e Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/IC~ Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Loader:
Motor G:cader:

Mc»onald Machinery Co.
444~ Decatijr Blvd
Ind1anapolls
IN
46241

!17·856-3300

117·856-~201

Hen~:e

T~ndE!m Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Bodyj
S\ngle 1~hassi s:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Kheel L•lader:
X
Motor G:cader:

GMC

Industrial, Cu:e

U29/(•0
1: 22 E.m

t:as·:er LJ.st.lng - All V•mdm:

Pacre 5
Vendc1rs. R6

bstri<:t: BC ( ]ast Central I
Com11an1 NamE! a:id Adc.re11s
l!d-Stc.te Truck R11uigment Co.
1020 1.11.isonvi.ll•! RH.
Pshm:

C•>nt:i.ct
!17·80-003 Jl7·80-f:441 Mih :Jby

Mant.fa•:tu re rs 1eprer.en·:ed
Hanclerirnn, Henk•!

Mck's Au·:omothe, Inc.
29 s. Ho•tard {:t.
lion
C'it·r.
[)

: 11 ·961-6823

Parfec·:ion

H7·80-4888

Han):e !ndust.rfal

T4ndE!ll Chusis:
Tl.A R'g Boiy:
TJA C Ill Boiyj
S ngl e Cham s:
s AJ.eg Boiy:
Snow/ lei! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Bo1Jy:
Service Boly:
Nheel L•>adu:
X
Motor G:rad !r:
X

Mayer, Ifes tern

T4ndtm •~husis:
Tl.A J:~g Boly:
TlA ('./M Bo:lyj
Single Chu us:
S AJ:eg BoJy:
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
ServJce Bo:ly:
Nheel L•>ad~r:
Motor G:radn:

:?hone

Pax

ii
l038

'390

lynolds Construc·:ion !quipmant
Pshen

~o.

[)

lbinson Corporat.ion
lton

l?
II

me

~65·396-3191

???

,,.
''I

T4nde11 Chassis:
TlA J:~g BoJy:
X
T~A C/M Boly·
X
S ngle ChusJ.s:
s AReg Boiy: x
Snow/ Ic•! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
Nheel LiJadar:
Motor Gradn:
T4ndE!ll Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Boiy:
X
TlA C/M Boiy·
X
Single ChassJs:
s AJ:eg BoJy: x
Snow/Ice CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Nheel LiJadar:
Motor Gradn:

2/2~·/0•)

Mc.St•n

11:2' a1n

Distrk:: BC I Bast. C•mt ral
Cc1mp;1ny Nc.ne and 1.dd:cess
Rudd Bq11ipmerit Co.

:?hone

:~ax

~isting

- Ul V1mdors

~orita•:t

H7·247-9125

Mantfa•:turen :tepm:en·:ed
Henh Industrial, ~he.mp.ion, Volv1>

Russ Dellen, In~.
2640 1,:1t Mai.n :;t.
Greer1h•!ld
IN
4614(•-2'125

!17·462-5591 317-462-2t67

GMC

Soutlieutern Bq11ipment Co.
96~h Sf.
Indic na1>ohs
IN
.
4626f.

~ 17 ·872-4877

Hyurida.i

Speeclwa·r IntE?rnationcl, In:.
5139 Po~tune Circle res:. P.O. lox
Indu.napoli s
IN
46241

!17·247-6631 l17-24l-7t76

Indicnapolis
IN
.

4951 I.

31.7-372-2811 D1vH C'.ooper

Na vi star Int.er:1at iorial

eacre 6
Vend(: rs. R6

TqndE·m Chassls:
TlA l:~g Boiy:
TlA ('/R Boiyj
S\ngle Chaul8:
S/A Reg Boiy: '
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.ro.l:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
lfheeJ Lr>ad!r:
X
Motor Gradm
X
Tqndem Chassis: x
TlA l:~g Boiy:
TlA ('/lil Boiyj
S\ngle Chams: X
S/A l:eg Doiy: '
Snow/ Icr! CJnt.ro.l:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
lfheeJ L•>adu:
Motor G:cad9r:
Tqndem Chassis:
T~A l:~g Bo,iy:
T, AC/lil Boiy j
s~ngle Chams:
S/A l:eg Doiy:
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.rol:
Sign Dody:
Service Doiy:
lfheel L1>adn:
x
Motor· G:cadar:
Tqndem l!hassi s: X
TlA t~g Boiy:
TlA ('/lil Boiyi
S\ngJe Chams: X
S/A J:eg Boiy:
Snow/ lcr! CJnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
lfheeJ Ll)adu:
Motor G:cadar:

2/29/00
11:22 am
DiE:tr.ict: BC ( Best Central I
Cornpany Narne md Addres1:
Stc1op;1 Frei.gh·;liaer - Munde
45(•0 :;. MadlS•ln, p'0. Box 1463
Muncii!
IN
47307 ·0463

Mas·;er Lhting - All V•mdors

Pa~e

7

Vend~rs.R6

:?hone
Pax
t00·515-2J9l 219·

Cont;1ct

Mm f a•:tu re rs :lep m:en·:ed
Freigh·:liner

Stoops Freigh:liner - Quality Tr3ilar, In: t00·89~-1533 l17·781-fl7i Bri1n White
18 ~ l If. Th(•llpaon Rd.
Inc11a:iapohs
IN
46117

Preigh·;linel'

Studebaker In·;ernatio:1al, J:nc.
32~0 3. Main 3t., P.O. Box 2017
Ric:htMnd
IN
47:74

t00·338-1770

Navistar Int.er:tat ional

TBllCO
334.l :;helbr s·: .
India:1apohs
IN
46i27

:11-1e1-2244 111.1e1-toea

)17·962-~39~

He i I., M•!ye r, Swe:ison

TqodE:m Chaasls: X
TlA J:~g Boiy:
TlA (~/M Boiy j
S\ogl.e Chuus:
S/A J;eg Boiy:
Snow/ IC•! Clntrol:
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor G:cadm
TqndE:ll Chassis: X
TlA J:~g Doiy:
TlA C/M Boiyj
S\ngl.e Chasus:
S/A J;eg Boiy:
Snow/ IC•! C3ntrol:
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor Gradar:
TqndEim Chassis: x
T~A J:'g Boiy:
TcA c MBoiyj
S\ngle Cha3us: X
S/A J;eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ IC•! C3nt.rol:
Sign DOily:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Wheel L•>ad ar:
Motor Grad n:
TqndE:m Chusis:
TlA J:'g Bo:ly: X
TlA (~ Iii Doiyj
X
S\ngl.e Chasus:
S/A J;eg Do:ly:
Snow/ IC•! Clnt.rol :X
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Wheel L•>adn:
Motor Gradar:

2/:l9/00
ll: :l2 am

Mas-:er Li.st.ing - All V•?ndon:

r1is·:rict: :IC I Ba;;t ~entral I
Company tfame end Adjrus

Pacre 8
Vend(1rs. R6

:?hone

Pu

~17·352-9111

117·351-:261

GMC

Utility/~et~rbilt

T4DdE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Bodyj
ChassJ.s: x
sSingl.e
AF:eg Body:
Snow/ lc1! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel L1Jader:
Motor G:cader:

of Indianapolis
4253 S. Harding tt.
lndlanap~li~
IN
46217

~17·788-0299

]17·780-~889

PetHb.ilt

W. ::1are end Son,

T4ndem Chassis: x
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
ChassJ.s:
sSingl.e
A F:eg Body:
Snow/IC~ Control:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Kheel L1Jader:
Motor G:cader:

~17·771-1390

l17·776-S03J

GMC

T4DdE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA F:~g Body:
TlA ('/M Body j
Single ChassJ.s: X
s AF:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Ifheel L1>ader:
Motor G:cader:

~17·244-6811

317·244-~291

Sterli:ig IPc1rd1

TqndE:m Chassis: X
TlA F:~g Body:
TlA C/M Body:
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1? Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel L1>ader:
Motor G:rader:

1'om Hood Po:ttiac GM1~i Inc!.
1·55,~ B. tra,:1ingtc1n :h.
Jnd.1anapc1h;J

C•Jntict

Mintfacturers

IN

462:t9-m·3

l 70•} South 10th
Noblesvil.le
JN
460 )0-38: 5

In·~.
~:tri!et

1

t.'abash Fc1rd Truct. Sales
1301 S. llol': Rd.
lnd.ianapcili;J
JN
46Hl

lepre~en:ed

'dn/OO

Master Li.sting - All Vendon:

11:25 pm

District: BC I l:as~: Cgnt.ral I
Cllmpanr Name and i\ddm:s
Hhit•? GMC of Indic.napolis
315Q Hest MorriJ ~t.·
Ir1d1anapol is

:?hone

Fax

t00·635-7856

117-486-~315

Contact
Bud Myer

Pacre 9
Vendcirs. R6
Mantfacturers Represented

Volvo

IM

H24:l

District: NB I Northeast.
C1lmpan}· Name and i\ddm:s
Btrg1?SS Truc:c S.dE!S and SE:rv.ice, Inc.
7(•20 Cli RE: A·1e.
Hcmml)nd

:~hone

Fax

Contact

&00·367-1535 219-844·4604

M.mf acturers Reprer.ented
Navistar International

i19·72i-2166 219-724·2209

Navistar International

i19-56J-1175 219-563-1273

GMC

IN

U.32:1

Deca~ur

Truck &Tractor, Inc.
~.o. Bax 447

1iso H. Hwy 224,

Deca~ur

IN

4i73l

DE:nMy Mot.or SaleE:, Inc.
5(• B. HatE:r 8tr3et.
tlc.ba:ih
IM

H99:l-33JE.

T~ndE:m Chassis: X
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/fil Body:
Single Chassis: x
s AReg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

T~ndem Chassis: x
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/fil Bodyj
Chassis: x
sSingle
AReg Body:
Sno•1/ Ic1? Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Hheel Loader:
Motor Grader:
T~ndem Chassis: X
TlA F.~g Body:
TlA C/fil Bodyj
Single Chassis: X
. s Af.eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor Grader:
T~ndem Chassis: X
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/fil Bodyj
Single Chass1s: X
s AI:eg Body:
Sno•1/lcP. Control
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheeJ Loader:
Moto1 Grader:

2/29/00
12:25 pm
NB I Northeast
Cornpany Harne and Aildr~ss
Oic:k Krieg Motors, In1!.
U. 8. :twy Ill Ifest
!Jelph.i

Master Llst:ing - Ul V1mdors

Paqe 10
Vendc1rs. R6

Oi~trlct:

none
i65·56t-2113

Fax

Oicka:1on Truck & Bqp.
07~6 ijest U.S. 224·
Union1lale
IN
46i91

~19-54l-2t64

219-543-~203

Briks Chevrolet, Inc.
18C•O lJ. S. 21 :Jypass South
Ko).om1J

217-457-8133 l17·454-S311

GMC

T~ndE!m Chassis: x
TlA 5:~g Body:
TlA C'./fll Body:
S~ngle Chassis: X
Sf AJ;eg Bo·1y:
Snow/ IC•! C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel Li>ad·u:
Motor G:radu:

500-552-3199 219·422-5693 Kenny Brnst

Perf ec 1Jo11, Swenson, Hen:ce

T~ndE!m Cllassls:
TlA R~g Body:
X
TlA ('/!il Body:
X
s;ngle Chassis:
s AJ;eg Bo·iy: X
Snow/ IC•! C·Jntrol :X
Sign Body:
Servke Body: ·
llheel Loadar:
Motor G:rad·~r:

Cont.Jct

M.Jnt f actu re rs Rep m:en 1:ed
GMC

IN

GaUon

IN

4H02·2403

Brnst Truct Bquipment, Inc.
27~7 McDonald St.
Pt. lfayne
IN
m.03

T~ndem Cha.s sis: x
TlA l:~g Body:
TlA C'./fll Bo1yj
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A F:eg Body: .
Snow/ IC•! Cont.ro.L:
Sign,Borly:
Sem.ce Body:
Ifheel Load•n:
Motor Grad·u:
T~ndE!ll Chassi.s:
TlA 5:~g Body:
X
TlA (~/A Bodyj
S\ngl.e Cham s:
S/A l:eg Body: . x
Snow/Ice Contro.l:
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
llheel Load~r:
Motor G:radar:

2/29/00
12:25 pn

Masl:er Llst.ing - U1 V1rndm:

Dir.trict: NR I Northeast
Co·npany Na·.ne and AddresE:

?hone

Fax

Ft, lflyne Mack Sales and SHv.ice, Inc.

~19-74~-5~61

219·749-4499

Pt: Kayn~ ~·ru~k Center
3435 CohsE!Um Blvd. tl•!st, 1.0. B·Jx
Ft. Kayne
IN
461108

t00·23i-7712 219-483-2109

Kem•ori:h

Ft. Kayne tlhite 3MC
5905 "J,S. llwy 30 Rest
Pt. Kayne
IN
46003

~19-74~·9745

Volro

3ardn·H 1s l'.TP
U.S. 231 South, P.O. Box 21
3011hen

(19-531-8668 ???

5810 :.loelln Rd
Pt. lhyne
IN
461106

1

IN

46!i26

C1Jnt.1ct

M.intf ai!tu re rs Reprer.eni:ed
Mad~

219-749-t096

'! ?:

Pacre 11
Vendc1rs. R6

Meye:r

TijndE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/M Bo1y;
S~ngl_e Chassis: ·
Sf AReg Bojy:
SDO'I/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Wheel Lr>adar:
Motor G:radar:
TijndE!m Chassis: X
TlA J:~g Bojy:
TlA C/M Boiy;
Chassis:
sSingle
AReg Boiy:
Snow/ Ic1~ CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Nheel Loadar:
Motor Gr.adar:
TijndE!m Chass i.s: X
TlA R~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Boiy;
Cham.s: X
sSingl_e
AReg Bojy:
Snow/Ice CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Bojy:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor Gradar:
TijndE!m Chassis:
TlA J:~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Boiy;
Chassis:
sS/ngl_e
AReg Body:
Snow/Ice C.Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Loadar:
Motor G:radar:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master Listing - Ul Vend·m:

Ol$trlct: NB I Nortieast
Company Name and Addrm
Hill Truck Sales, Inc.
1011 !fest 8am1Jle
Sot.th Bend ·
IN

llioo

~

~19·28~·4l65

219-289-1497

Cent act

Mantfai!turers
V·:>lro, :?reightl.iner

Pacre 12
Veudc1rs. R6
!~epm:ented

46£.19

Hill White GMC Truck
20~0 Cassopolis
Blkha:rt
IN

Sal~s

~19-262-3441

V·:ih·o

46S14

Hoc1sfor Tnck and 1'ra.iler Hqu:ipm3nt, Inc. 219-422-7564 219·42:!-168l
Ft. Hayne
IN
481 o ·rodd Dr.

l~ax

Nusbaum

R~il, Monroe, Readersc1n, l~ey~r

4H03

Industrial Bq11ipment Co.
Ft. Kayne
IN

'19-482-8576

R·anke Industrial

Tijndem Chassis: X
TlA F:~g Body:
TlA ('/M Body:
S~ngl. e Chassjs: X
S/ AF:eg Body: .
Snow/ lei~ C·'lntro.L:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad·~r:
TijndE:m Cha3sJs: X
TlA F:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Body;
S~ngl.e Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel Load·~r:
Motor G:rad·~r:
TijndE:m Cha ssh:
TlA F:~g Body: X
TfA C'/M Body;
X
S~ngle Chams:
S/A F:eg Body: x
Snowf lei~ Control :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor Grad·3r:
Tijndem Chassis:
TlA R~g Bojy:
TlA C/M Bojy;
Chams:
sSingle
AReg Bojy:
Snowtlce C:>ntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bojy:
Wheel Loadm
Motor G:rad3r:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master Listing - All lendors

Pa~e

Dif:tr.ict: NB ( Northeast
Company Na1ne and Addr·~ss
Kelley Chevro~et~ Inc.
50~ B. State Jlva.
Ft. Mayne
IN

:?hone

Fi1x

~19-484-5566

219-464-5566

C·Jntact

Mantfa1!turers :lepm:eni:ed
GMC

46£.05-3346

MacAllister Bquipment Co.
Pt. Wayne
IN

'19 ·483-6·169

McCormick Motors, Inc.
Nappa:1ee
IN

~19-771-3134

219-7,3-2819

GMC

Mc[loni~+d Ma.ch.inery
~1mestone Dr.

~19-747-1561

219-7,7-1319

He~ke Industrial,Ca~e

ins lfest Mar:<et

He~ke

lndustrial, Caterpillar

m.so-1199

3911

Pt. Kayne
IN

4H09

13

Vendc1rs. R6

Co.

TandE:m Chass ls: X
TlA f:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngJ. e Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel L1Jader:
Motor G:cader:
T~nde:m Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Wheel Loader: X
Motor G:cader: X
Ti.ndem Chass ls: X
T AR~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A ~:eg Body:
Snow/lei~ Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel LiJader:
Motor Grader:
Ti.ndE:m Chassis:
T Af:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngl.e Chassis:
S/A F:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel LiJader: X
Motor G:cader:

2/a/110

12:'5

Master Listing - All V•!Dd·Jrs

JUI

Pa~1e

14

Vendl1rs. R6

Dist.rkt: MB I North•mt
Com1>any Mam•! and Address
Norris True~: Service
om.
lf•~st U.S.' 20, 1.0. Box 31
LaGram1e
IN .
467£.1

:?ho.Be
~19-461-3211

1

Pax
219-463·4941

No rt heasterri I:tdiana Freight.liner
6921 U.S. 3~ Bast
Pt. lfa·1ne
IN .
468(•3

t00-456-8782

Nort.hs.ide Ar.to Parts
Bikttar!:
IN
46516

,,,

,19-264-4139 ???

Rudli B11uipment Co.
Pt. Kayne
IN

'19·482-3581

C1>ntact

Bd Dean

Mant.facturers Repm:eni;ed
Navistar Int.ernational

T4ndem Chassis: X
TlA t~g Bo:ly:
TlA (/R Bodyj
S~ngle ChaSSJ.s: x
S/A teg Bo·:ly:
Snow/ Ice C·:mt.rol:
Sign Borly:
Service Body:
lfheel Loadu:
Motor Grad.u:

Freight liner
.

??i

T4ndE!m Cha.ssi.s: X
T~A J:qg Body:
T, AC'./R Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A 5:eg Bo·:ly:
Snow/Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Wheel Loadu:
Motor Grad~r:

lf·3stern

T4ndem Chassf.s:
TlA J:qg Body:
TlA (~/Ill Bodyj
S~ngle Cha SSJ s:
S/A J:eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ Ice C·:mt.rol: X
Sign Body:
Service Bo·:ly:
tfheel Lllad~r:
Motor G:cad~r:

Henk.e Indust.rial, ·~ha.mp.ion, Vol VI)

T4ndem Chass~s:
TlA P.qg Bo,iy.
TlA C/fll Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
tfheel Loader:
X
Motor Grad~r:
X

:~/29/C•O

Muter Listing - All Vamdon

H:25 11m

Page 15
Vend(1rs. R6

D.istrkt: NB ( Northeast
Compan:r Name and Adclre:is
S1Jutheast1!rn BquiP.11ent Co.
3:133 If. C•>liset.11 :Hvd.
F·:. Ifayne
IN

Contact
i19 ·481-8968 219·483-5t4f. Dan Krea!rer

Hyunda.i

If. A. J'oni!s f ncl Son

i19·2U-7661 219·2U-766i :HU Emma!rt

Crysteel, ·Knc.ph1!ide, Flink, Ifes tern

i19-484·6220 219·483 720i

Sterling IFordi

:?hone

Pa:<

Mut.fa1~turers

Represented

4•)806

s,

lf.ill1ams Dr., P.O. Box 150
C1JlumbJ.a City
IN
1171

4•i725

lf:1itefc1r~

Truck Center Flf, Inc.
3:l50 Ccal1:1eum Ell vd. Ifest
Pant lfc.yM
IN

41)808

N.ise Inte:cnaticanal Trucks1 Inc.
2J07 Goshen Rd, P.O. Box ~888
Pi:. lfa1·ne
IN
4•)898-f;BB:J

t00·828·5234

219·484·4~34

Navistar International

Tijndf!ll Chassi.s:
T~A J:~g Body:
T(A C/R Bodyi
S~ngle Chas!u.s:
Sf At.eg Body:
Snow/ Ic13 Control:
Sign Bo1iy:
Servi.ce Body:
Ifheel L•>ader:
X
Motor Grader:
Tijndem Chassi.s:
TlA J:~g Body: X
TIA C/R Body·
S ngle Chasds:
s AReg Body: x
Snow/IcP. Cont.rol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
If heel Li>ader:
Motor Grader:
Tijndem Chasds: X
TlA R~g Body:
TlA CJR Bodyj
S~ngle Chasns: X
S/A J;eg Body:
Snow/ICP. Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Ifheel L1Jader:
Moto1· Grader:
TijDdEill Chasds: x
TlA t~g Body:
TlA C/R Bodyj
S~ngle 1~hass1s: x
S/A r.eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1? Control:
Sign Bo1iy:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:rader:

2/'9/1)0
12:i5 pll

Master L:isting · All V•md·m:

Page 16
Vendc•rs. R6

Dist.rfot: NB ( North•!ast
C'o111~any

Namr! and Address
Kise I:1terna.tfonal 1'ru,!ks, Inc.
836 Ve:rdant Dr.
Elkhart
IN
46516

Distrfot: NN ( No1th1fest
Company Name and Adilrus
Deeds Bquipn1,n~ Co. , I:lc.
220~ N. Michigan
Plymouth
IN
465E.J

:?hone

Fax

C·3ntact

i19·522-2301 219·522-1423

Mandacturers liepm:ented
Navi.star Int.ernational

T~ndE1m Chassi.s:
Tl.A l:~g Body:

X

Tl.A C/R Bo·iy;
S}ngle Chassis: X
s Al:eg Bo1y:
Snow/Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.Ce Body:
lfheel. Loader:
Motor G:radar:
:?hone

FclX

C·3nt.acr:

i19·78i·2500 219·704-2636

Dwyer 3quipment
240~1 ~averne Dr.
Grarige:r
IN
463'i'6

i19·552-9142

Dwyer llquipnien•;
51U:S :htte.rsweet Rel.
Sout.h Bend
IN
466i4

i19·272-3940 219·272-1843 Karl Fulnecky

219·552-~345

???

Mant.facturers !iepm:ented
Gali.on, Hiwa1· ,R•lot, Sven1rnn,Ai.rflo

B·m1ell, Meyer, Swenson, Ifes tern

Gdi.on, Cryst.eel, last.er:1

T4ndE1m Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:'g Bo1y:
X
TlA C 14 Body;
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A J;eg Body:
x
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol :X
Sign Bo1iy:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor Gradar:
T4ndE1m Chasds:
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA ('. 14 Body;
S\ngle Cham.s:
' S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·:>nt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Ifheel L•ladar:
Motor G:cadar:
T4ndE1m Cha ssh:
T~A l:'g Body:
X
T(A ('. M Body·
S\ngle Chasds:
S/A J;eg Boiy:
x
Snow/ IC•! C3nt.rol:
Sign Body:
ServJ.ce Bo1y:
Ifheel Loadar:
14otor G:rad·ar:

2/:l9/00
12::l5 pm

Master Listing - All Vendors

Page 17
Vendors.R6

Dis::rict: NI ( North1m:t
company liante a.nd Addrus

Contact
H7 ·BH-003 l17·849-H41 Mike IJby

Meyer

Lakes Peterbilt, Irie.
l'or·:age
IN

~19·761-7227

219·762-7974

Peterb.ilt

Gre;1t Lakes Peterbilt- GMC •rru:ks
~90•) Sout.hpr>rt Rcrad
Por::age
IN

~19-761-7227

219-762-7974

GMC

Industric.l :Jquipmen·: Co.
Sou·:h Bend

il9·2l2-U61

l'er~iuson Vq11ip~er1t,,

Inc.

110.lO All1sr>nv1lle ,id,

:?hone

Pax

Mant.facturers

f:ou ·:h Bend
IN
466•)1

~:reat

!·90•> Sout.hport Rel.
46H8

46H8-64C•7

IN

Hen):e .lndust.rial

l~epresented

Tqndem Chassis:
TLA J:'g Body:
TlA CR Bo·:lyj
S~ngle Chassu:
S/A J;eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ Ice C·lnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel Loadar:
Motor Grader:
Tqndem Chass ls: X
Tl.A 5:,g Bo:ly:
TlA C Ill Bo.:lyj
S~ngle Chassu:
S/A J;eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ Ice C·lnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
Wheel Load·n:
Motor G:cadar:
Tqndem Chassis: X
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA C Ill Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s: x
S/A Reg Body: .
Snow/lei! Cont.ro.t:
Sign Boriy:
Service Bo:ly:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor Gradar:
Tqndem Chassls:
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA (~/Ill Body j
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
SDOW/ICP. C·lnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo :ly:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor Grad-er:
1

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master fJist.ing - All. Vendorn

Dif:tr.ict: NW I Nc1rthwest
Company Name ancl Addnss
Mac~Allister BquipntE:nt Co.
Sotth Bend

:?hone

Pax

'19 ·288-6622

Contact

Mantf ar.tu reu 1eprei:en·:ed
Henke £ndust.rial, Ccterpillc r

IN

Mccann PQWE:r an~ Bcluipment
11!3 Ind1anapol1s llvd.
Sctier1!rville

~19-865-6545

McDonald Ms.ch.inery Co.
Sotth Bend

'19·271-0900

219·865-~269

T~ndE:nt Chassis:
Tl.A l:~g Body:
Tl.A C/M Body;
S\ngle Chus1s:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Mheel Ll)adar:
X
Motor Grad·~r:

Hen~e Indust.rial,Ca~e

T~ndem Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Bojy:
Tl.A C'./M Boiy:
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A J:eg Body:
Sno•1/lce CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo'1y:
Mheel Ltlad1r:
x
Motor G:rad·:?r:
T~ndE:m Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Bo:Jy:
X
Tl.A C'./M Body;
X
S\ngl.e Chassis:
SJ AJ:eg Boiy:
x
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Service Bo.jy:
Mheel Loadu:
Motor Gradu:

IN

B~1uip111ent

L1nc~ln H~y.

~19-936-9683

219·936-t656

T~ndE:nt Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
Tl.A C'.flil Bo1y;
S\ngle Chams:
S/A I;eg Body: .
Snow/Ice Cantrol:X
Sign Borly:
Service Body:
Mheel. Ll)ader:
X
Motor Grader:
X

Henke 1ndustrial,Case,1yundai

IN
46375

North1!rn
16465 W.
Ply111011th
IN
46!·63

Paqe 18
Vendors.R6

Monroe,Perfectlon,Root

:l/29/( 0

Master Listi.ng - All V1?ndon:

1

1:l: 25 11m

Pacie 19
Vendc1rs.R6

D.istrict: Nlf I Hortht•est
Com11an~r

NamE· and AdClre:1s

:?hone

Nqrthern ~Jquipo1en:: Co., Inc.
1~465 H. Jlncoln Jwy.
Plymouth

Fax

C(lntact

f.00·322-4922

Mant.facturers Repm:en 1:ed
Monroe

T~ndE!m Chassls:
Tl.A F:~g Bojy:
T{A C'./M Bojyi
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Sno''/ Ic1? C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
x
Nheel Load~r:
Motor Grad:ir:

Mac~:

T~ndE!M Chassis: x
Tl.A F:~g Body:
T{A C/M Bo1yi
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A F:eg Bojy:
Snow/ Icr! CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load:ir:
Motor G:rad,ar:

f.00·257-6873

FibreBody, Ctmaha Sta.ndard

T~ndE!m Chassis:
TlA F:~g Body:
X
T{A C'./M Body;
X
S\ngl_e Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
x
Snow/Ice C~ntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
X
Nheel LtJad·~r:
Motor G:rad-:ir:

i19·946-7965 219·946-789:1 :Bob Turry

Nest.ern, H·ender:rnn, Knapheide

T~ndem

IN

4ri563

Pqzzo
1~s

hry

Mac~

Sales

~nd S~rvice,

&15tn Ave., _.0. iox

M9~

Inc.

t19-88l-8581

219-883-~129

IN

4~401

Scherer T:ruck l:qy.lpment
2-1031 1.av1?rne [lrne, P(I BtJx 158
S1Jhneider

IN

4•>376

T1?rry 1'rud Rqdpinent
R1R. 4, P.O. Bc1x :l 14
Nrnamac
IN

41)996

Chassi.s:
Tl.A F:~g Bo·iy:
X
T{A C/M Bodyi
X
S\ngl.e Cham.s:
S/A J:eg Body:
x
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bo·1y:
Wheel Loader:
Motor G:radu:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master Listing - All V•!nd·:m:

Page 20
Ve.ndCirs.R6

Distr.ict: Nlf ( Northwest
Co1npany Na1Re anCI Address
Town and Cc1untry Gc.te:J
6~£. Bast Mckinley
Muha•taka
IN

?hone

Fax

~19·256-3345

219·256-~270

Contact

Mam:.facturers Reprer.en!:ed
Kna11he:ide

46~·45

Trtck City of Gary
73£.0 Hest Chicago l.ve., P.Cl. lJox 61
Gary

t00·552-4i20 219-949-(085

V·:ih·o, :!reightliner

T4ndem Chassis: X
TlA l:'g Bojy:
TlA C Iii Bo:ly;
S\ngle Cham.a: X
S/A J:eg Bo:ly;
Snow/ Ice C:int.rol:
Sign Bo1Jy:
Service Bo:ly:
Ifheel L11ad~r:
Motor G:rad.~r:

IN

46406

If 6. lf Truck Sales
Wl lf. Market, P.C1. Box

Logan:1port
IN
4H47

lfhi teford l'ord Truc~k,
47G7 If. lfE!Stern A\'e.
Sotth Bend
IN
46£.19

1C•22

In~.

T4ndE1m Cha ssJ.s:
TlA R~g Body:
X
T~A C/14 Body;
S ogle Cham.s:
S AJ:eg Bo.:ly: . X
S~Olf/ IC•! C:mt.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor Gradar:

~19-722-5656

219-722-1509

Navistar Intemational

T4ndE!m Chassi.s: X
TlA l:'g Bo:ly:
TlA C Iii Bo:ly:
S\ngl.e Chassi.s: X
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! C~nt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Ifheel Load.~r:
Motor G:radar:

~19·2lt-9~31

219·234-7012

Sterling IFordl

T4ndE!m Chassi.s: X
TlA R'g Bo:ly:
TlA C Iii Bo:ly;
S\ngl.e Cham.s: X
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Clnt.rol:
Sign Bo1iy:
Service Bo:ly:
lfheel L•>adar:
Motor Gradar:

2/29/0C•
12:25 pm

Nut.er Listi.ng - All V1md·m:

~acre 21
Ve ndc1rs .R6

Di:itrict: Nlf I Northwest
Compc.ny Name and Addres:i

:?hone

lfhiteford Kenworth, Inc.
4625 Kettern Ave., P.O. Box 4547
South BE:nd
IN
46!i34

lfh.itef 9rd 'frailer and Equipment
13'1 011\'e :;t.
·
So11th BE:nd

~19-234-9307

·~o.

Pa:<
317·234-676(

Ccint;1ct

M.rnt.f acturers Repm:ented

K·m•orth

T'ndE:m Chassi.s: X
T A S:~g Bo1y:
T1A Cffil Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
Sf AF:eg Bo:ly: '
Snow/ Ic1~ C:rnt.ro.l:
Sign Borly:
Service Bo:ly:
lfheel Loadar:
Motor G:radgr:

;19·288-2541 219-234-6273 Gerald Rlfe

ff.gnclerson

T~ndE:m Chassi.s:
Tl.A 5:~g Bo:ly:
X
TlA C/M Bo:lyj
X
S~ngle Cha m.s:
S/A Reg Bo:ly:
x
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
lfheel Load gr:
Motor Gradgr:

;19·936-4076 219-936-9301

Navistar International

T~ndE:m Cha ssls: X
Tl.A R~g Bo:ly:
TlA Cffil Bo·:IYi
S~ngle Cham.s: X
S/A i;eg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel Loadgr:
Motor G:radgr:

600·589-8785 219-289-0149

Navi.star Int.ernat ional

T~ndE:m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Bo:lyj
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A F;eg Body:
Snow/ lei~ C·Jntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Ifheel L1>adgr:
Motor G:rad.gr:

IN

461iJ9

lfiers International Trucks, Inc.
2l:ll Jim Nim Or.
Pl·1mouth
IN'

46:i63 · 3~ 02

lfise International Trucksb In:.
4849 If. Kestern Ave., P•. Bax 112
South Bend
IN
46614

Di~trict:

OS I Out of State I

Compc.ny Name and Addres:i

:?hone

Pa:<

Cc1ntact

M.rnt.f a1~tu re rs Repm:ented

2/i9/tl0

12:15

Master L:isting · All V1mdon

p111

OS ( Out of Stat~ I
Company Naml! and Address
Plarinegan lfestern
Highwait 18 F:., PO Bex 487
BmmE!t sfm rg
u
505:6

Paqe 22
vendc1rs. R6

Dist.ri~t:

Hunt Tractor
100~ B~st Market
Lou1sv.1lle
KY

:?hone

Contaci;
712-852-3996 712-852-3997 Mike Fltnnegan

Flannegan Western

502-566-6100 502-566-6321

CasE!

FitX

Mur facturers Repm:ented

402(•6

T~ndem Chassis:
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA (~/R Body j
Single Chassis:
s AF:eg Bo1y: .
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign,Body:
X
Sem ce Bo1y:
Wheel Load·:!r:
Motor Grad~r:
T4nde111. Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/R Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Sno 1/ IC1! C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L•lad,er:
X
Motor Grader:
T4ndem Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C'./R Body;
S~ngl.e Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Icr! Control :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load,er:
Motor Grader:
1

Lawton Machi.ne and
130(•5 11 HW)' 133
Pans
IL

Equ:lpm~nt

£.00-723-4130 217-41i3-1089 Russ

La~ton,

StE·ve Lawton

61944-1)702

Midl es': Truck !tquipn.ent
825 N. Main
Pari.s
IL
61944
1

'17-465-8785 217-463-1236 Frr!d Abart1t

Mid"es':

T~ndE!m Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
X
TlA C'.fR Body;
X
Single Chassis:
s AReg Body: x
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load.er:
Motor Gradar:

2/29/00

Master L:isting ·· All VEmdc>rs

:12:25 pm

District: OS I Out c1f :>tate I
Compa:1y Name and Acldrc~ss
?rairie rnternatlonal
;J08 W. B:radle}'
Champc.ig:1

Paqe 23
Vendc1rs. R6

:?hone
F11x
C·Jntacl:
'17-352-4187 217-352-0490 Lyndal Arnold

Manufac:tu:rers Rep:cesant.ed
Nilvi3tcr Jnternat:ional

'17-367-3781 217-367-3259 Chris Rahn

Heil, Knap'.1eide, Sw1?nson, Henke, lfE!St•?rn

T~ndE:m Chassi.s:
T/.A R~g Bo·iy:
X
TlA C/M Bo·iy;
X
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
X
Snow/lc1? C·Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo;iy:
Wheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:radar:

~·02 ·456-4350

H1rnk·e 1nd11stric.1, Champion, Vo Lvc1

T~ndem Cha ssls:
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1? Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo.iy:
Wheel L1>adar:
X
Motor G:rader:
X

[L

61820

;~ental S1?rviCE! Cc>rp. ·
1414 1:. 'rrium11h Dr.
Urbane.
IL
tjl802

Rc>es~h

:~udd

1:qu.ipment. Cc>.
::iou i S\' ill e

Dhis.ion

:<Y

District: SB I Southeast
Company Name and ACldrc~ss
Great American Psterbilt, Inc.
-1415 Hamburg l'ikc?
,Jeff erso:tvillE:
[ff

·17130

:?hone

F11x

612-288-8307 812-208-8041

C·Jntact

Milnuf actu:cers
PeterbHt

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/M Body:
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo·iy:
Wheel. Load~r:
Motor G:rader:

~:ep:resent.ed

T~ndem

Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
T{A C/M Body;
Chassis:
sSingle
AReg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:radar:

2/25·/00
12:n pm

Distric':: SE: I Southeast
Cc1mpany Ncme and 1.ddress
Indiana Tru~k Equipment, Inc.
5311 u.,. H1qhway 31
Clarksville •
IN
4712i

Master Li.st.ing - All V1md·m:

:?hone

Fax
512-285-0120 812-283·4076

Kaffenbarger Truck Equipment Co.
3260 B. Kemper ld. ·
Cincinnatti
OH
45241

437-772-6~00

???

KentEckiana Mack Sales and Service, Inc.
1606 Pr9gress Nay
Clarksville
IN
47129

512·28~-2100

812·280-~111

Kentucky Truc:k Sales, I:tc.
.
1403 Truck~rv Blvd., P.O. Box lj07
Jeff ersonv1lle
IN
47131-1:307

f.00·928-7172

C1>nt.act

~acre 24
Vendc1rs. R6

Mant.fa·~turers

GaUon

??i

Gleclhill

Repm:ented
TijndE:m Chassis:
TlA J:~g Bo·jy:
X
Tl AC!l'l Body i
S~ngle Chams:
Sf AReg Bo.fy: . X
Snow{ le•? CJnt.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel L1>adH:
Motor G:rad~r:
Tijndem Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/M Bojyi
S~ngle Chams:
S/A ~:eg Boiy:
Snow/ lei~ Clnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Ifheel L•lad er:
Motor G:rader:

M.ack

T~ndE!m Chassi.s: X
T/.A 5:,g Bo1y:
TlA C R Bo·Jy;
S~ngle Chams:
S/A Reg Bo1y:
Snow/ IC•? C·Jnt. rol :
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:rader:

Frei.ghtliner

T~ndem Chassis: X
TlA J:~g Bo·iy:
TlA C/R Boiy;
S~ngle Chams:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

:l/29/C•O

Masi:er .Llst:ing - Ul V1rndorr.

u :25 Jim

Page 25
Vendc1rs. R6

District: SB I Southeast
Com11an:1 NamE1 aad Addre:rn
K1~n11ort.b l)f Columbus Indiana. Inc.
11420 U.S. 31 North
Bdinburgh

Phone

Fax

ioo-652-7342

812-526-~111

Kenvor~h

TijndE1m Chassis: x
Tl.A F:~g Body:
TlA C{lil Bo1yj
S\ngl.e Chassis:
Sf~ F:eg Bo:ly:
Sn:>w/ Ic•! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel Loader:
Motor G:cad~r:

Llschkqe Motorr. Inc.
10200 o.s. Hwy ~o. P.O. Bl)X 210
hrou
IN

t12-926-1805

812-926~4352

Mac~:

TijndE1m Cha.ss i.s: X
Tl.A s:~g Bojy:
Tl AC/I~ Body i
Single Cham.s:
s AF:eg Bo-1y:
Snow/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel L1Jader:
Motor G:cad·~r:

Shirk' r. Internc.tfonal
1026 N. Lincoln S~.
G:reensbur•J
Ill
.

f12-661-7111 812-663-6383

Navjstar International

Tijndem Cha3sis: X
Tl.A F:~g Body:
Tf AC{Ii! Body i
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A Reg Bo jy:
Snow/ ICc! C·Jnt rol :
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
llheel Ll)ad·~r:
Motor G:cad·~r:
TijndE1m Cha ssh: X
TI.A J:~g Body:
T(A C/M Bodyj
Single Cham.s: X
s AF:eg Body:
Snow/Ic~ Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ca Body:
llheel Lc>ad~r:
Motor G:cad~r:

Cont.mt

M.m f acturers Repm:en•:ed

m

4·)124

47001

4'1240

0

UHL Tn.ck SaleE:
13450 N.B. Hwy 135 South
Palmyrc.
rn
4'1164

f00-852-5~47

812-364-4002

Phone

Fax

Navjstar International

District: SW ( Southves~
Com11any NamE1 a:id Addre:is

CtJnt.1ct

M.mfa•:turers Reprer.ented

2/29/00
:12:25 pm

Mc.st1!r &!sting - All V1mdon

District: SW I Southweat
Con.pany Nal).e and Mdmss
Banner Truck and Trailer Sales, Inc.
:10000 HW? 57, P.O. Box 3304
:Jvam·ille

??hone

:!ax

,12-867-2181

812-367-7~10

Conta~t

~aqe 26
Vendc1rs .R6

Manr far:turers
Mad

lN

·17711

3roeman Chevrolet Co.
~wy. 165 N. &Frontage Rd.

GMC

,88-33~-6102

Navistar Int eraatiorial

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA {~/A Bo·1y;
S~ngle Cham s: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Icr! Control:
Sign Body:
Servke Bo·iy:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor G:radar:

Hyundai

T~ndem Chassis:
Tl.A R'g Body:
TlA C A Body;
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Bo1y:
Wheel Loadar:
X
Motor G:rad.gr:

IN
47633

812-333-9426

Jloom1ng~on

IN

47402

Diamond C9nstruc':ion
1060 I: 1 ll1amorid ;\ve.
!!vansnlle
[ff

·17711

Equ:ipm~nt

T~nd£!m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A S:~g Bo.jy:
TlA C/A Bo1yj
S~ngl.e Cham.s:
Sf AJ:eg Bojy: .
Snow/ Icr! CJnt.ro.t:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~ndE!m Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Bo-1y:
TlA C/A Bo:lyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body: .
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
tlheel Loadar:
Motor G:rad~r:

t12-874-2216 812-974-3409

~oseydlle

Chastain Interna~ional, Inc.
3951 ~· Hwy 37, ?.0. Eox 1353

~epm:en•:ed

f.12-425-4'128 812-•\21 ·1Cr36 Dave

C:.em·~nt

2/2~/01)

Mcst1?r Listing - All 'Jendors

12:2!· pin

Paqe 27
Vend(tIS. R6

District: Sff ( Southwest
Cc:mpany Ne.me and Add:res s

:?hoae

:?ax

Conta~t

Bvanr.vil.le Truc;t Bqui pm1rnt, Inc.
5600 B9oneville Hwy.
BvanE:ville

t12-479-1481 812-479-1941 Larry Kloshier

Haseriour Mot cir Company,
Hwy. 64
St. 1.ntilony

t12-325-2l21

ManufacturHs ReprE:se!1ted
Galion,, Knaphe.ide, Hend1mon, Gledhill, G1Jod
Roc.ds, l'leyer

T4ndE:m Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Body:
X
TJA C/M Bojyj
X
S'ngle Chassis:
S/A F:eg Bo1y: . x
Snow/ Ice C·lnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad·~r:

GMC

T4ndem Cha.ssi.s: X
Tl.A J:~g Boiy:
T/A C/M Bo·:lyj
Chassis: X
sSi'ngl.e
AF:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel Loadn:

IN
4771!·

In~.

812-326·2~20

IN

4757!·

l~otor Grad~r:

Hoeflinq Tru~k and Tractor, Inc.
101 S. l~erid1an St.
Was hi ng·:on

ioo-531-4599 812-254.3994

Navistar International

T4ndE!m Chassis: X
Tl.A t.~g Bojy:
Tl.A C/M Bojyi
single Chassis: X
sI AF:eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1~ C-:mt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Lilad~r:
Motor G:rad;,ir:

t00-777-1~52

Volvo,Freightliner

T4ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
T/A C/M Bodyj
singl.e Chassis: X
S/A t.eg Body:
Snow/ lei~ C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel L•lad~r:
Motor G:rader:

IN

47501

McCormif!k, Irie.
2409 U.S. 41 South
Vincennris
IN

47591

812-385·2164

2/29/00
12 :25 pm
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Page 28
Vendc1rs. R6

Distri.ct: Slf ( Southwe11t
Compa:1y Name and Addr•!SS
!~eyer

Truck Bquipraent
196 W. State J:d. 56
,rasper

:?hone

Fax

Contact.

Mcnufactureri3 Rapres•!ntad

t12-695-Jt51 912-695-3397 ???

Gciod RoadE:, lf1!stm1, P1!rf~ct.ion, Kna11he.ide

Tijnd£:m Cha.·~si.s:
TlA J:~g Body:
X
TlA C/M Bo:iy:
X
Singl.e Chassi.s:
s AJ:eg Bo1y: X
Snow/IC•! C·Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
llheel. Lt)ad3r:
Motor G:cad3r:

Miller T:cuck r.qu.ipment., Inc.
S900 Old Boonr1lle Hwy.
:ivansrille

S12·4H-9700

Heil, SwenE:on, llest£:rn

Tijnd£:m Chassis:
TlA J:~g Body:
X
TlA C/M Bodyj
X
S~ngl..e Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Sno1t/ IC•! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel Li>ad~r:
Motor G:radar:

Rudd Equ.ipment. Cr>.

f.12 .. 867-6661

H£:nk1! lndtst:rial,Champi·ln, Volvo

T~nd£:m Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:~g Bo·iy:
Tf AC/lil Boiyj
Single Cham.a:
s AJ:eg Boiy:
Snow/IC~ CJnt.rol:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel Lt)ad3r:
X
Motor G:rad3r:
X

t12-482-1200 912-634-2119

St.er ling I Po:cdl

T~ndem Chassis: x
TlA J:~g Boiy:
T{A C/M Boiyj
Chassis: X
sSfngl..e
AJ:eg Boiy:
Snow/ IC•! C:>nt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
llheel. Lt)ader:
Motor G:rader:

IN

·17546

IN
"17716· 531)4

!Jvansville
IN

Ruxer Po:cd- Linc1>ln·M£:rc11ry, Inc.
:123 Plac1! Rd.
,rasper
IN

·17 546

2/29/0C•
12:25 pm
District: SW I Southwest
Compc.ny Name and Addres:~
St1!rnberg lnterr1at;ional
17J1 U.S. 231 Soutn, P.O. Box
Jasper
IN
47546

Master Llst:ing - All V1mdor&

~90

?hone
Pax
t00-482-9306 912-634-&011

Cont.1ct

M.mfacturen Represented
Navistar International

Sternberg Internat:ional
9000 N, 1te:1tucky A·1e.
Bvansnl.le
IN

~00-264-9304

St~~rnberg •rruck .Bq~1ipment
89:>0 N, Kentuck) I 1e.
Bvansv1l.le
IN

t00-264-9304 812-867-7423 ten Martin

Plink, 'likin~r, Crysted

T. A. Brou.illett.e .i Son, Inc.
2903 Old Decker Road
Vincennes
IN
47591-61.96

t12-882-7482

GMC

812-867-7423

Navistar International

47'111

47'111

812-882-758~

Pacre 29
Vendc1rs. R6

T4DdE!m Chusis: x
T~A R~g Bo1y:
T(A C'./M Bo·:lyj
S~ngle Cha~SlS: x
S/A ~eg Bo:ty:
Snow/ Ice C:>nt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Bo:ty:
Wheel Load9r:
Motor Gradar:
T4ndem Chassis: X
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA ('./M Body;
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A ~eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Mad.gr:
Motor G:cad·3r:
T4ndem Chassis:
TlA R~g Boiy: X
TlA C'./14 Boiy·
S~ngle Chassls:
S/A Reg Body: x
Snow/IC•! Clntrol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Boiy:
Wheel L•>adn:
Motor Gradu:
T4ndem Cllassi.s: x
TlA R~g Bo·iy:
T~A C'./14 Boiy;
S ngle Chassis: X
s AJ;eg Bo:ty: .
Snow/IC•! Clnt.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Lllad9r:
Motor Grad-3r:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

District: SN ( Southwe$t
Company Name and Acldr1!ss
Uebelhor &Sons, Inc.
:twy 2~ 1 :~outh
Jasper

Mu:te:r Listin!J - Ul V1mdon

}hone

Fu

Contact

612-482-2222 81J-634-92t5

~age JO
Ve ndc1rs. R6

Mant far.tu re rs :iepm:eni:ed
Gl~C

IN

•l 7546· 06:10

Universal Products and S9rvices
3loomington

?.333 Morth Indus:;rial Duve, 14 AGR

512-339-6783 ???

Marion ltee-ves

her1so11, Nestera

IN

·17404

District: NC ( Nest Central l
Compaay Name and Address
:Jill 1.nd:rews OLD3-GMC, I:ic.
l838 ttate Road l8 Ba~t
::.af ayE:tt•!
rn
-17905

765·449-4586

:lill Defouw Chev•r·BMN·Geo
}20 Scgamore 11ar:my

117-44~·2900

.Jaf ayE!Et•!
£N
-l7905·4Hl

:?hone

Fu

Contact

Manr fa•~turers :lepm:en·:ed
GMC

317-4t9-2874

T~ndem Chassis: X
TI.A J:~g Bo·1y:
TlA C'./M Body;
Single Chassis: X
S AJ:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Clnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
Nheel Loadar:
Motor Grad·!r:
T~ndE!m Chass ls:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Body;
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ic~ Cantrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel Load·~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

Gl4C

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA ('. MBo.iy;
S~ngl.e Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Bo,:ly:
Snow/IC•! C·lnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Wheel L•Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~ ndE!m eha ssi.s : x
Tl.A J:~g Body:
T{A C'./fil Body;
S~ngle ehassis: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! C·lnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load·~r:
Motor Grad~r:

:!/29/C•O

t:!: 25

Master L.ist ing ·· All VEindtlrs

11m
ti·~

I !fest Central I
Com11any N3mEi a:1d Adclre:rn
Clark 1'ruck .Bgdpment
U.S. 2D :3outfi
L.inden
D.istric:t:

~age 31
Vendors.R6

:?hone

Fax

C·Jntact:
765·362-4101 765-362-4101 Larry Smith

Manufactu:cers Rep:resent.ed
H1md-m:on, lfestE·rn, Viking, ilenke, Omaha Sta.ndard

lfacAllist•!r Bql'ipment Co.
T·~rre Hau 1:e

f.12 ·877-9773

H•!nk·~

lndustricl, Caterpillar

T4ndE:m Chassis:
Tl.A l:~g Body:
TlA C/fll Bodyi
Single Chams:
S Al;eg Body:
SnowJic1! C·Jnt.rol. :X
Sign Borly:
Service Body:
tlheel Load·er:
X
Motor Grader:
X

MacAllister Bqtipment Co.

217 ·421-5553

H1mk·~

Industricl, Caterpillar

T4ndE:m Cha ssh:
Tl.A F:~g Body:
TlA C/R Bodyj
S~ngl._e Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ IC•! C·Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
tlheel Loader:
X
Motor G:cadar:
X

765·742-2380 765-7t2-l899

H1mk·~

Jndust ria 1, Case

T4ndem Chassis:
Tl.A 5:~g Bo,iy:
TlA C'/R Bodyj
Chassis:
sSingle
A~.eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
tlheeJ Loader:
X
Motor G:radar:

rn

l'l955

rn

K. Lafayette

rn

M1!Donald Machinery Co.
21;92 SF: 2:> Nort.h
Lafayette
rn
4'1905

T4ndE:m Chassis:
Tl.A l:~g Body:
X
TlA C'./fll Bodyj
X
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A l:eg Bo1y:
x
Snow/ IC•! C·:mtrol :X
Sign Borly:
Service Body:
X
tlheel Ltlader:
Motor Grader:

:l/29/C•O

Master L:lsting · All Vendors

U:25 pm
D.istrict: If·~ I Hest Central l
Com11any NamE! a11d Adc.rells
M.ike Rc.is•>r Ford, Inc.
2•)51 Si.ga1noH l1klly. .
LafayeUe

?hone

Pax

C·3ntact:

765 .. 447-9-144 765··4t9-t5U

Manuf aci:urmi
St.arling IPord)

765-449-1818 765-4t9-8688

St·3II in!J IPord)

Page 32
Vendc1rs. R6

Repr·~sented

IN

4'1905

M.ike Rc.is1n Pord, Inc.
2500 s. 4'15 8.
Laf ayet.te
IN
4'1905

R•!ynolcls Construction
W. Lafc.ye 1:te

&qu:ipm~nt ·~o.

Henke Industrial

IN

R•>Ve True:< B·iuipment, Inc.
1.iOl lf:~ :n., P.o. Box 381;
O::terbE11n
IN
4'1970

765-581-4461 765-583-2907

Galion,,Godwirt, Knapheide, Plink,G.,od
Roads,nayer,kestern

Tqndem. Chassis: X
TlA l:~g Body:
T~A C/R Bodyj
S ngle ChassJ.s: X
s AReg Body: .
Snow/ Ice Cont.ro.L:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Li>ader:
Motor Grader:
TqndE!m Chassi.s: X
TlA J:'g Body:
TlA ('. R Body;
S\ngle Chasus: X
S/A J:eg Body: .
Snow/Ice Cont.ro.L:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L•>ader:
Motor· G:rader:
Tqndem Chassi.s:
TlA R'g Body:
TlA (· R Body;
S\ngl.e Chasus:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Ll)ader:
x
Motor G:rader:
X
T4ndem Chassi.s:
T~A F.'g Body:
X
T<A CR Body;
s;ngl e ChassJ.S:
s A~.eg Body: x
Snow/ IC•! Control: X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel. L•>ader:
Motor G:rader:

2/2~·/01)

Master Li.st.ing - All V1mdm:

12: 2~. pm
Distric~:

Paqe 33
Vendc1rs. R6

KC ( Kest Central I

Cc1mpany Name and J.dd:res3
Sp·mlway IntE!rnationE.l
5052 N.' 13th St.
·rerre Haut·~
IN

•rru~ks,

:~hone

Inc.

Pax

C11nt.!ct
02··465-2182 912·460·(•315 Rori G:rant

Nnistar Int.ernat ional

T~ndE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA J:~g Boiy:
Tl.A C'./fil Bodyj
S'ngl.e Chassis: x
S/A hg Boiy:
Snow/Ice Cant.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo1y:
Ifheel L11ad.ar:
Motor G:radu:

t00-365-1945 912·235-2351

V·Jl \'O

T~ndE:m Cha ssls: X
Tl.A J:~g Body:
Tf A(~/fil Body j
S'ngl.e Chassis: x
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Hheel Lllad~r:
Motor Grad~r:

]17-449·9~50

Navistar InterJational

T~ndE:m Chassis: X
TlA R~g Body:
Tl.A C'./fil Body:
Sj'ngle Chassis: x
S AJ;eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheel Lllader:
Motor G:rad~r:

Mmt.fa·~tu re rs

4790~0 -11)49

Vigo Truck Center
20 K. MarguH J>ri ve
Tem: Haut·~
IN

4790~

H~ WTruck

513 S. SOOB

~ales

~afa}0 et1:e

IN
47905

Bn·1 c1f rep·Jrt.

l17-447-t824

llepm:en•:ed

6.8.3 Motor Grader- Vendor List
Section 1 - All Vendors
All reports are sortedfirst by district, then alphabetically.

6.8.3 Motor Grader - Vendor List

2/29/00
10:10 am
District: BC I Bast Central I
Company Name and Address
Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
Fishers

Grader Vendors

Phone
317-849-4888

Pax

Page 1
Vendors.RlO

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial

IN

Rudd Bquipment Co.
Indianapolis

317-247-9125

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

District: NB I Northeast
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
Pt. Wayne
IN
Rudd Bquipment Co.
Ft. Wayne

Phone
219-483-6469

Pax

Contact

219-482-3681

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

District: NN I Northwest
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
South Bend

Phone
219-288-6622

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

District: OS I Out of State )
Company Name and Address
Rudd Bquipment Co.
Louisville
KY

Phone
502-456-4050

Pax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

IN

2/29/00
10:10 am

District: SW I Southwest
Company Name and Address
Rudd Equipment Co.
Evansville

Grader Vendors

Phone

Page 2
Vendors.RIO

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial,Champion,Volvo

Fax

Contact

812-877-9773

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar

812-867-6661

IN

District: HC I West Central I
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.
Terre Haute

Phone

IN

MacAllister Bquipment Co.
H. Lafayette
IN

Reynolds Construction Bquipment Co.
H. Lafayette
IN

Bnd of report.

Henke Industrial

Tab for App. I - Vendor Listing

Ap,pendix I - Vendor Listing
The purpose of this listing is to provide the user with a source of vendors for each type of
equipment and list the lines of equipment each vendor carries. The vendors are listed by the District
corresponding to their given address. They very likely will do business outside their own district,
especially those listed in the East Central District, which includes Marion County. They may not
however, do business all over the state. It is left to the user to determine the range of these vendors.
It is hoped that, by using this listing, the Owner will be able to issue the Bid Specifications to enough
vendors to result in a competitive bid.
Vendors for the following lines of equipment have been located and are listed:
Trucks:
Freightliner, GMC, Kenworth, Mack, Navistar International, Peterbilt, Sterling
(Ford), Volvo
Dump Bodies:
Air.Flow, Crysteel, Fontaine, Galion, Godwin, Heil, Henderson, HiWay, Knapheide,
Monroe, Perfection
Snow and Ice Control:
AirFlow, Bonnell, Flink, Gledhill, Good Roads, Henderson, Henke, HiWay,
Lawtons, Meyers, Monroe, Root, Swenson, Viking, Western
Sign Maintenance Body:
Flannegan Western
Shop Service Body: *This is not be a complete listing and will be updated.
Monroe, Omaha Standard, FibreBody
Front End Loader
Caterpillar, John Deere, Volvo, Case, Hyundai
Motor Grader
Caterpillar, John Deere, Champion
Each major section of this document includes a listing of Vendors for that particular item.
Within the Appendix, the Vendor Listing includes all vendors with a note regarding the types and
brands of equipment they sell.
Vendor listings are stored in Paradox 4.5 tables, which are also included on the WordPerfect
diskette in Section 8.

:l/ 29 I (•O
11 :22 c.111

MastE1r ::iistirig - All V1mdon:

Pacre 1
Vendc1rs. R6

Dlstrict: BC I Bast Cencral )
Com11an~r

NamE: and Address
Allied Truck Bquipment
4321 Mtssavhus6tts Ave.
I:1dianc.polls

:Jhone

:?ax

Conta•!t
217-545-1227 117-542·7432 J•>hn Sc:hli!nk

Mant fa•!turers :{epre1:en·:ed
Flink, Ifest em, Crysteel, Kn!pbeiile

]17-736-5141 317-736·8816

GMC

T4ndE:m Chassis: x
Tl.A F:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Body;
S~ngle Chassis: X
Sf AF;eg Body: .
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rot:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel L•lader:
Motor G:rader:

3n.·872-8UO

Hen):e rndust.rial

T~ndE:m Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C'./M Bodyj
Single Chassis:
s AReg Body:
S~ow/IC•! Control :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel L•lader:
Motor G:rader:

!17-257-4461 )17-254·3382

GMC

T~ndE:m Chassi.s: X
TlA F:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Body;
Single Chassis: X
s AF:eg Body:
Snow/ lei! Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Kheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:rader:

IN
4i218
1

B:radley Chevrolet, Inc.
l.iSO N1 M•nton
F:rankhn
IN

4·il31·l25~

B:randei.s

3quipmen~

Co.

I:ldianc.polis

rn

Bud Nolf Chevrole:, Inc.
SlSQ N. K~ystone
IJd1antpol1s
IN
4~220-~64j

T~ndE:m Chassls:
TlA F:~g Body:
X
TlA C'./M Bodyi
Single Chassis:
s AF:eg Body: x
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Kheel L•lader:
Motor G:rader:

2/:!9/00
11::!2 am

Mast.er Listl.ng - All V1mdors

Dis::rict: !IC ( Bast Central )
Company Name and Ad1ress
Carlisle Bquipment Co.
Ind:ianapc1li:i

IN

:?hone

Pax

Ccmtact

H7·2U-7901

.

Cen':ral Ind.iana Mack Siles and Service, In H7·247-6221 317· 2U-5442
450:! 11. Brfdbury AV•!., P.0. Box !·10
Ind.tanapc1l1:1
IN
462.U

Central Ind:iana 1'ru1:k Bqtipment
212Q Sout.h ~arding
Ind.ianapc1lh
IN
46221

H7·639-4207

Dan Younc1 Cilevrolet, Inc.
321Q B. §·6~11 St.
Indunapc1hs

317-575-9966 317-571-8469

IN

46240-141.3

Mant.fa•:turen llepreseni:ed
Henke .Cndust.rfal

Mack

:lick

ltip:~el

Used Bquipment

GMC

Page 2
Vendc1rs.R6

Tqndem Chassi.s:
TlA J:'g Body:
T~A CMBodyj
S ngle Chas us:
S AJ;eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! Cont.rol :X
Sign Bo1ly:
Servi.ce Body:
llheel. L•Jader:
Motor Grader:
TqndE!m Chassis: X
TlA J:'g Body:
TIA c MBodyi
S ngJ.e Chassis:
s At,eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel L11ader:
Motor Grader:
Tqnden Chassi.s: X
TlA R'g Body:
T~A C R Bodyj
S ngle Chassis: X
s AReg Body: .
Snow/IC•! Cont.ro.l:
Sign Bo1ly:
Servi.ce Body:
llheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:
TqndE1m Chassi.s: X
T~A J:'g Body:
T,A C!ii Bodyj
Chassis: X
sS'ngle
AJ;eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol:
Sign Bo1Jy:
Servi.ce Body:
llheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

:l/H/C•O

1:1:22

:4aster L.lsting ·· lll Ve:1dors

E.11

Pacie 3
Vendcrrs .R6

O.ist rfot: BC I :Jast C'.en·:ral I
CJmpan:r NamE! a11d Adclre;rn
01!eds 1:qu.il!11ent. Ctl., Inc.
7'120 RE!CO:C!IS St..
Lawnm:e
IM
4?226

Pax
217·545-3131 117·5•5-1331

D.isclver '/olvo·GMC Truc:ks, Inc.
3150 K. M9rris st.
I:1d1 !Dc.po.lls
IN
4o>241-I 71:J

!17·241-2128 )17·486-2315

P•>nt :1ir1e •rruck Bq11ipment
2'170 Bluff. Rd.
1:1dnn2.pohs

!17·787-0718

117·787-~79t

l17·28~·4t81

)17·289-5441

:?hone

CJntact

Joe Stoutner

Manuf ac·:urgrs Represented
Galicrn, :tiny, ROllt, 9wenson,Airflo

GMC

T4ndE!m Chassi.s: x
TlA J:~g Bo:ly:
TZA C'./R Bo:ly·
S~ngle Chass ls: x
S/A J;eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ IC•! Clnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor G:rad!r:

Cryst.eel, Plnt.abe, Kn2.ph1?ide,Monroe

T4ndE!m Chassi.s:
TlA J:~g Bo:ly:
X
TlA ('./14 Bo:ly·
S~ngl.e Chassls:
S/A J:eg Bo:ly:
x
Snow/IC•! Clnt.rol :X
Sign Bo1iy:
Service Boiy:
Wheel L•>ad!r:
Motor Gradm

GMC

T4nden Chassls: X
TlA J:~g Boiy:
TZA C'./M Bo:lyi
S~ngl.e •~ham.s: X
S/A J;eg Boiy:
SDOW/IC•! Clnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel L•>adar:
.Motor G:cad!r:

IN

4oi225

3•!neral T:ruck f:al1!s
4:100 M. B:coadwc.y
M•mcie

IN

4'130H.Oloi

T4ndE!l'I Chassis:
T~A J:~g Boiy:
X
T~ A('./If Boiy j
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A J;eg Boiy:
x
Snow/ Ic1! Clnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Wheel L11ad!r:
Motor Gradar:

2/29/0C•

Nas·:er List.ing - All Vcmdm:

11:22 ani.

Di3trict: BC

Paqe

4

Vendc1rs. R6
1

Bast Central )

Compc ny Name and A3dres;J
Ge:ieral Truck Sc.le;J
HlO. N. Brl)ad•ta}'
Mu:1c1e

:?hone

Fax

'00·382-7717 317·289·5441

Cc>Dt3Ct

Manrf a·~turers 1epm:en·:ed
Volro

T~nde:m Chass ls: x
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA C Ill Bodyj
Singl.e Chassis: x
s AReg Body:
Snow/ Ice! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:

GMC

T~ndem Chassis: x
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA ('. MBodyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ Ice! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Ll)ader:
Motor G:cader:

Navhtar Int.enational

Tqndem Chassjs: x
Tl.A J:'g Body:
T{A C Ill Body:
S~ngl.e Chassis: x
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! Control:
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
Wheel L1>ader:
Motor G:rader:

Hen):e rndust rial, Caf:e

TqndE:m Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
T{A C'./M Bodyj
S~ngle ChaSSJs:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Lc>ader:
X
Motor G:rader:

IN

47:103

Hubler Che1rolet., Inc.
9229 s. u.~. 11
Indianapolis
IN

!17·882-4389

Le~man lnternatjonal
38~1 B. McGall11rd

'00·886-2995 ]17·284-7544

317·881-~954

46227-0~91

rrtck Sales

Mu:icie
IN
47:103

McllonaHI MachinE~ry Co.
44-lS Oec:at11r Blrd
Inilianapol.is
IN
46Hl

!17·856·3l00

317·856-~20~

l/29/( 0

~:as·:er

1

1: 22

HI.

bstric:t: BC I 3ast Central I
Com11an:r NamE: a:id Mc.rens
l!d-Stcte True•: B11uioment Co.
1020 1.11.isonvill•! Rtt.
rs hen:

:?hone
:17·e4~-4~03

Li.st.ing - All V1mdm:

Fax
CtJnt:1ct
317·849-i441 Mite 3by

Mant.fa•=tu re rs
H~nclerilOn, HE:nk1!

II

me

Mck' s Au·:omotive, Inc.
29 S. Ho•tard ~:t.
lion
C'it·r.
ii
U90

lynolds Construc·:ion
Vs hen

Equ:ipm~nt ~o.

:17·964-6823

P3rf ec·;ion

:n.eo-4eee

H3n•:e Industrial

ii

lbinsc1n Corporat.ion
lton

n
ii

me

765·396-3391 ???

??i

M~yer, If es tern

Pacre 5
Vendc1rs. R6

:~eprn:en·:ed
T~ndE!I'!. Cha;sis:
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
X
T/A C/M Boiyi
X
Single Chams:
S/A J:eg Boly:
x
Snow/IC~ CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Nheel Load3r:
Motor G:cad~r:
T~ndE!m Chusis:
Tl.A R~g Boly:
X
Tl.A C/M Boly j X
Si' ngle Chass JS:
S AJ:eg Bo:ly:
X
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Nheel Load3r:
Motor G:cadH:
T~ndE!ll Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Bo:ly:
Tf A('/M Bo:ly i
Sj'ngle Chams:
s AJ.eg Bo:ly:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Boly:
Nheel LtJad!r:
X
Motor G:radu:
x
T~ndE·m Cha 1si s:
Tl.A J:~g Boiy:
TlA f/M Bolyj
Single Chams:
s AJ:eg Boiy:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Boly:
Nheel L•Jad!r:
Motor G:cadH:

2/2~·/0•)

Mc.st•!r

11:21 a1n

Distric":: BC~ I Bast. C•mt ral )
Cc1111p;rny Ne.me and J.dd:ress
Rudd Bq11ip11er1t Co.

:~hone

~ax

~isting

- All V•!ndors

~onta•:t

Pa<re 6
vendc1rs. R6

Mantfa•:turen 1epm:en·:ed
Indust.rial, ~h2.11p.ion, Vcilv•l

H 7·247-9125

Hen~.e

Russ Dellen, Inc.
2640 W~st Main St.
Greerihl!ld
IN

217·462-5591 317-462-2t67

GMC

Southeaatern Bq11ip111ent Co.
4951 I. 96~h Sf.
Indicna1>ohs
IN
.
4626f.

217 ·872-4877 3J.7-372-2Ul D1vH C~ooper

Hyunda.i

Speeclwa1 IntE?rnationc.l, In:.
5730 Po:ctune Ci:rcle t~es·:. P.(1. ]ox
Induna1>olis
IN
.

217·247-6631 317-l43-7t76

Na vi star Int.er:1at ional

Indicnapolis
IN
.

4614(•-2'125

4620

TqndE·m Chassis:
TlA J:~g Boiy:
TlA C~/14 Bo:lyj
S\ngle Chasus:
S/A J:eg BoJy: .
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.ro.l:
Sign Doily:
Service Bo:ly:
NheeJ L•>ad m
X
Motor Grad3r:
X
TqndE:ll Chassis: x
T~A l:~g BoJy:
T,A ('{II Bo:ly·
S\ngJe Chas~Js: X
S/A J:eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ IC•! CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
NheeJ L•>adar:
Motor G:cadar:
Tqndem Chassis:
TlA J.~g Bo-:ly:
TlA C'/f/f Bo:lyj
S'ngl e Cham s:
S A J:eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
WheeJ Loadar:
X
Moto1· G:cadar:
TqndE:m Chassis: X
TlA f.~g Bo:ly:
TlA ('/f/f Bo:lyj
S\ngJe Chass1s: X
S/A l:eg Bo:ly:
Snow/ IC•! CJnt.rol:
Sign Doily:
Service Boiy:
NheeJ L•>adar:
Motor G:cadar:

2/29/00

Mas·;er Lhtfog - AU V•mdore

11: 22 am

Dif:tr.ict: BC I Best Central I
Co1Rpany Haine ind Mdrm:

lli~

~

Cc1ntact

Stoop~ Freigh:liner 45~0 3. Madison, P.O.

Muncie
Box ;46l

'00·515-2193 219·

Mm f a•:tu re rs
Frei.gh·:liner

Stoop~ Freigh:liner W·l IL Th~1mpiJOn Rd'

Quality Tr3ilar, In:

'00·89~·1533

Freigh·:linel

Muncfo
IN
47:07·0463

117·781-437; Bri3n llhlte

Inclia:iapolJ s
IN
46'17

Paqe 7
Vendc1rs. R6

:~epm:en·:ed
T~ndE1m Chassis: X
TlA J:'g Boiy:
TlA ('. ABoiyj
S~ngl.e Chassis:
S/A J:eg Boiy:
Snow/ IC•! Clntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Boiy:
llheel. L11adar:
Motor G:cadar:

T~ndE1m Chassis:
T~A l:~g Boiy:

X

T<A Cf'J Boiyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A J;eg Boiy:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Boiy:
llheel LiJadar:
Motor G:cadar:

Studebaker In·;ernatio:1al, Inc.
32~0 3. Main 3t., P.O. Box 2037
Ric:hm•>nd
IN
47:74

f.00·338-1770 117 ·962-'i'39•)

Navistar Inter:iational

TB Ii CO
334~ Shelby S:.

T~ndE1m Cha3sis: X
TlA J:~g Boiy:
T{A C/111 Boiyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A l:eg Boiy:
Snow/IC~ CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
llheel. LiJadar:
Motor G:cad !r:

•
:17·787-2244
J17·787-408J

Heil.,M1!yer, ~:we:ison

T~ndE1m Chassis:
Tl.A l:~g Boiy:
X
T]A C/M Boiyj
X
Si'ngle Chams:
s AJ;eg Boiy:
Snow/Ice Clntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
llheel L•>adar:
Motor G:radar:

Inc1la:1apohs
IN
46; 27

2/H/00
11 :22 am
Ilis·;rict: :JC I Ba;Jt ~eritral I
Company trame ind Adirus
1'om Hood Po:ttiac GM1~, ID<!.
~551 B. ~as~ington 3c.
lnd.1anapc11i:J

Mas :er Li.st.ing - All V•?ndm:

:?hone

Fax

117-352-9111

117-351-~261

C•lDtiCt

Pacre 8
vendc1rs. R6

Mmfa·~turers

:tepm:en·:ed

GMC

T~nd~m Chassis: X
Tl.A l:~g Body:
TlA ('/M Bodyj
Chassis: X
sSjngl.e
Al:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel L1>ader:
Motor G:rader:

111-109-0299 111-1eo-;ee1

PetHb.ilt

T~ndE:m Chassis: X
Tl.A l:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyi
Sf ngl.e Chassis:
S Al:eg Body:
Snow/ IC1! Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel L•Jader:
Motor G:rader:

tr. :tare ind Son, In·~.
1701 Soyt.h 10th Street
Noblesville
JN
460•i0-38~ 5

!11-111-1390 311-116-so3a

GMC

T~ndE~m Chass i.s: X
Tl.A l:'g Body:
Tl AC' MBody i
Chassis: X
sSingle
Al:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•? Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Ltlader:
Motor G:rader:

trabash Fc1rd True)~ Sales
lJOl S. Hol·: Rd.
Ind.ianapCtli:J

117-241-6911

Sterli:1g IFC1rd1

T'ndem Chassis: X
T Al:~g Body :
TlA ('/M Body;
Single Chassis: x
s Al:eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Ltlader:
Motor G:rader:

lN

462:19-67!·3

Utility/l1et•ubilt o:f Indi.anapolis
425j S. Harding St.
lnd.1anapc1li;J
IN

46217

JN
462.U

117-244-~291

"·

't/H/00

1~:25

Master List:ing - All V1mdors

pm

District: RC I F:as~: Cent.ral I
Compan)· Name and i\ddreu
Hhit1! GMC of Indic.napolis
315Q Kest Mo:cri3 St.·
Ir1dlilnapolis

:?hone

Fax

Contact
~.oo ·635-7956 317 ·486-lll.5 Bud Myer

Pacre 9
Vendc1rs. R6
M.mfacturers ltepresented

Vol \'O

IN

H24:l

District: N~ I Northeast
Compan)· Name and i\ddm:s
Btrg1?SS Truc:c S.llu and SE:rv.ice, Inc.
7(•20 Cline~ A·1e.
Hcmmond

:?hone

Fax

Contact

600-367-1535 219-844-(604

M.mfacturers Represented
Navistar International

Truck & Tractor, Inc.
ltSO K. Hwy 224, ~.o. Box 447
De:ca!:ur
IN

i19·72i-2166 219·724-i209

Navistar International

DE!nMy Motor SaleE:, Inc.
5~ R. Kater Street
Hc.ba:ih

i19-561·1175 219·563-,273

GMC

IN
4£.32:1

De~ca::ur

H7ll

IN

H99:l-333f.

T~ndem Chassis: X
TlA R~g Body:
Tl A(~/M Body j
S~ngle ChassJs: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

Tijndem Chassi.s: X
TlA R~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyi
S~ngle Chassis: X
$/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1? Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader:
Motor Grader:
Tijndem Chassis: X
TlA F.'g Body:
TlA CMBodyj
S~ng1e Chassls: X
S/A ~~eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader:
Moto1 Grader:
Tijndem Chassis: x
TlA R~g Body:
·
TlA C/M Bodyi
S~ngle Chass1s: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nhee1 Loader:
Moto1 Grader:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Masi:er List:ing - All V•rndon

Pacre 10
Vendc1rs. R6

OiE:tr.iet: NR ( Nc1rtheast
Co1Bpany Na1ne and
Dic:k l<rieg Motors,
uJ:. :twy ta Ifest
Oelph.i

Mdr~ss

In1~.

:?hone

Pax

Cont.:iet

i'65··56t-2113

M.1nt f actu re rs Repm:eni:ed
GMC

T~ndern Chassis: X
TlA J:~q Bo·:iy:
TlA C/ft'I Bo:!y:
S~ngle Chassis: X
Sf AJ;eg Body: .
Snow/ IC1! Cont.ro.L:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
llheel Ll)ader:
Motor Grad·~r:

Galion

T~ndE!ll Chassi.s:
TlA J:'g Body:
X
TlA C ft'I Bodyj
Single Cham s:
s AJ;eg Body: . x
Snow/IC~ Cantro.L:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel L•lad·3r:
Motor G:radar:

IN

Ofrka11on True:c & Rqp.
07~6 aest u.s. 224·
Union1lale
IN
46191

~19-541-2464

Rri.ks Chevrol•!t, Irie.
18~0 ij,S. 11 3ypas~ South
Kot.omrJ
IN
4H02·2403

317-457-8133 317·454-5311

GMC

T~ndE!m Chassis: X
TlA l:'g Body:
TlA CMBodyj
Single Chassis: X
s Al:eg Body:
Snow/ lei! C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
llheel LrJad·~r:
Motor G:cad~r:

Rrrist True~. R11uipment, I ne.
27~7 McDonald St.
Ft. llayne
IN
46f.03

t00-552-3199 219·422-t693 teriny Rrnst

Perf ec':ion, Sweason, Hen:ce

T~ndE!m Cha ssh:
TlA J:~g Bo1y:
X
TlA C/M Bodyi
X
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Bo1y:
x
Sno 1/ IC1! C·Jntrol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body: ·
llheel LrJadar:
Motor G:cad·~r:

219·543-~203

1

2/29/00
12:25 pm
Di~trict:

Master Llst.ing - Ul V•mdon

Paqe 11
Vend(1rs. R6

NB I Northeast

Co·1pany Na·.ne and Arldresr.

?hone

Ft, fhyne Mack SalE!S and SHv.ice, Inc.

~19-74~-5361

Pt: Wayn~ ';'ru ~k Center
3435 eohSE!Um Blvd. W·~st, 1.0. B·JX
Ft. llayne

Ft. llayne tJhi te 3MC:
5905 "J. S. llwy 30 Be st
Ft. Wayne
IN
46603

581.0 !toell1:r Rd
Pt. lhyne
IN
461106

Fax
219-749-4499

C•>nt.1ct

M.mf a·~tu re rs Rep m:em:ed
Mac~.

TijndE!l'll Chassis: x
Tl.A R~g Bo·iy:
T[A C/M Bodyj
Cham s: ·
sSingl_e
AReg Bojy: .
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Dody:
Servi.ce Boiy:
lfheel. Li>ad~r:
Motor G:radar:

t00·23i-7712 219-483-2109

Ken,•orth

TijndE!m Chassis: x
TlA R~g Boiy:
Tf AC'./M Boiy:
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Boiy:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Wheel Load~r:
Motor G:r.ad~r:

~19·74~-9745

Volro

TijndE!l'll Cha 38 i.s: x
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
T{A C'./M Boiyj
Single Chassis: x
S AReg Boiy:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
lfheel. Load~r:
Motor G:cad~r:

MeyE!r

TijndE!m Chassis:
Tl.A J:~q Boiy:
T{A C'./M Boiyj
S\ngl_e Chassis:
S/A F:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

1

IN
461108

3ardn~r's RTF
U.!:. 231 S(IUtb,
3oi;hen
IN
46!126

P.(1,

Box 21

219-749-£096

i19-531·8668 ???

'!?i

2/29/00

Master Listing · Ul. Vend·m:

12:25 pm

NB I Nortieast
Company Name and Aildrm
Hill Truck Sales, Inc.
1011 Hest Sample
Sotth Bend ·
IN
46(.19

~aqe 12
VendDrs.R6

Oi~trlct:

Hill Hhite GMC Truck Sal9S
20~0 Cassopolis
nllirt
IN
46Sl4

}hone
~19·28~·4365

Ccntact

~19-262-3441

Hoosier Trtck and Trailer Equipm9nt, Inc. 219·422-7564
mo 'fodd Dr.
Pt. Mayne
IN
46f.03

Industrial Bquipment Co.
Pt. Mayne
IN

Pa:<
219·289-1497

~19·482-8576

Mantfadurers Represented
V·Jl vo, :?reightl.iner

V·Jl \'O

219·422-168~

Max Nusbaum

H9il., Monroe, Headersc1n, Mey~r

ff.gnke Industrial

T~ndE·m Chassis: X
TlA R'g Body:
TlA Cfil Body·
Single Chassis: X
s AReg Body:
Snow/Ice C1ntrol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Wheel Load·n:
Motor G:rad·?r:
T~ndem Cha.gsis: X
Tl.A J:'g Body:
TlA Cfil Bodyj
Chassis: X
sSingle
AReg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·:rntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load·~r:
Motor G:rad·~r:
T~ndE:m Chassj s:
Tl.A J:'g Body: X
TlA (' M Bodyj X
S~ngl e Cham s:
S/A Reg Body: x
Snow/ IC•! Control :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Load~r:
Moto1 Grad~r:
T~ndem Chassis:
T~A F.,g Bojy:
T,A CMBojyi
S~ngl e Cham s:
S/A J:eg Bojy:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bojy:
Wheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Dir.trict: NB (Northeast
Company Na1ne and Address
Ke~ley Chevro~et, Jnc.
SOC R. State Jlva.
Ft. Hayne
IN

Master L:ist ing · All Vendors

:?hone
~19·484-5566

F11x
219-464-5566

C·Jntact

Page 13
Vendc1rs. R6
Mant.f a1~turers

:~epm:eni;ed

GMC

46£.05-3346

MacAllister Rquipment Co.
Ft. Wayne
IN

'19 ·481-6·169

McCormick Motors, Inc.
w.5 West Mar:<et
Nappa:1ee
IN

~19-771-3134

Mcitoni~id

~19-747-1561

He!1ke rndust.rial, Cc.te:rpi Llc.r

219-773-281~

GMC

C'.

46~·50·1798

Mc.ch.inery Co.
3911 ~1mestone Dr.
Ft. Kayne
IN

46(.09

Chassis: X
Tl.A Rqg Body:
TlA C'/M Bodyj
Single Chassis: X
s AF:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L•Jader:
Motor G:rader:
T~ndE!m Chasds:
Tl.A Rqg Body:
TlA C/M Body;
S~ngl.e ChassJ.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader: X
Motor Grader: X
T4ndem Chasds: X
TlA R'g Body:
Tf A "1 Body;
Single Chassis: X
s AJ:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel L•Jader:
Motor Grader:
T4ndE!m Chasds:
Tf.A R'g Body:
TfA CMBodyj
S\ngl.e Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Loader: X
Motor G:rader:
T~ndE!m

219-7,7-131~

He:1ke Industrial, Car.e

2/a/1JO

12:i5

Master Llst:ing - All V1md·Jrr.

JlM

Paqe 14
Vendcrrs. R6

District: NB I Northeast
Company

Marni~

and Address

:?hone

Pax

Norris Trud: $1~rviCE!
012~ N1!st u.s .' 20, 1• .o. Box 31
LaGrani1e
IN .
467£.1

~19-461-3211

219-463-(941

No rt beast em l:ldianc F:reight.l iner
6921 U.S. 3~ Bast
Ft. Ka·1ne
IN .
468(•3

f.00-456-8782

Rd Dean

Freightliner

,,,

Norths.ide Arto Parts
sihart
IN

,19-264-4139 ???

m

Tijndem Cha~sis: X
Tl.A J:qg Body:
TlA C/l'l Body;
s,ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Nheel Loadar:
Motor Grad~r:

N~stern

Rude~

219·482-3581

Tijndem Chass ls:
Tl.A i.:qg Body:
TlA ('/l'l Body;
s,ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Bo:ly:
Snow/Ice CJnt.rol:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Nheel Ltlader:
Motor G:cader:
Tijndem Chassis:
Tl.A R'g Bojy:
TlA Cl'l Body;
s,ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·:mt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Ltladar:
x
Motor Grad.~r:
X

Ctlnt.:ict

Mant.f actu re rs Reprer.ented
Navistar Int.er:tational

46516

Bl)UipmE!nt Co'
Ft. Ka•rne
IN .

Hank.e Industrial, ·~hi;.mp.ion, Vcrl vo

Tijndem Chassis: X
Tl.A Rqg Bo:ly:
TlA (/l'l Body·
S\ngle Chassis: x
S/A J:eg Bo·:ly:
Snow/ Ice C.:mt.rol:
Sign Dolly:
Service Body:
Nheel Load·~r:
Motor Grad.~r:

2/29/C•O
H:25 Jill

Mast.er Listing - All V1mdon

Page 15

Vend~rs.R6

D:istrkt: NB ( Northeas1;
Co1111an:r Name and Addre:Js
Southeastinn BguiP.11ent Co.
3333 W. Coliset11 Jlvd.
P·:. lfayne
IN
4•i806

Contact
a9-48l-8968 219·483-SHf. Dan Krea!Jer

Hyunda.i

T4ndem Chassis:
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA (~/H Bodyj
S~ngl_e Chasns:
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Loader:
X
Motor Grader:

ti. A. ~·ones and Son
1171 s, Kllllams Dr., P.O. Box 150
C1>lumbJ.a City

i19 ·2U-7661 219-2U-766i :HU Emm1ut

Crysteel, lnc.phl!ide, Flink, Ifes tern

T4ndE:m Chassis:
TlA l:~g Body:
X
TlA C/H Bodyj
S\ngl.e Chasns:
S/A t.eg Body:
x
Snow/Ice Cont.rol:X
Sign Bo1iy:
Servi.ce Body:
Kheel. L•>ader:
Motor Grader:

lr:titefcird Truck Center Ptf, Inc.
3:150 Cc1li:Jeum Blvd. lfef:t
Port lfc. yM
IN
4i)808

~19-48i-6220

Sterliag IP<1rdi

T4nde11 Chassis: X
TlA t.~g Body:
TlA C/R Bodyj
S~ngle Chasns: X
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow i IC•! Cont.rol:
Sign Bo1iy:
Service Body:
Kheel L•>ader:
Motor G:rader:

K:ise Inte:cnatic1nal Truc:ks.r. Inc.
2307 Goshen Rd, P.O. Box ~888
Pi:. lfa}'ne
IN

t00-829-5234 219-484-433(

Navi.star Int.ernational

T4ndem Chassis: x
TlA J:'g Body:
TlA CRBodyj
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Cont.rol:
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
lfheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:

:?hone

Pa:<

M.1nt,f ai:turers Repref:ented

IN
41>725

4~898-U8:~

219.493 12oi

2/49/l)O

Master L:istinH · All V1md·m:

12:,S pm
Dist.rkt: MB I North•mt
C'ompany Nam1~ and Address
Hise International Trucks, Inc.
836 Ve:rdant Dr.
Blkhart
IN
46516

NH I North•fest
Company Name and Ad1lre1s
Deeds Bquipm~n:: Co., I:1c.
220~ N. Michigan
Plymouth
IN
4650

:?hone

C·:mt.aci;

FilX

i19·522-2301 219·522-1423

Mant f actu re rs llepm:ented
Navistar Int.ernat ior1a 1

Pacre 16
Vendc1rs. R6

T~ndE!m Chassi.s:
T/.A J:~g Bo·iy:

TlA (~/M Boiy;
S~ngl.e Cham.s:

S/A Reg Boiy:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

x
X

Distri1~t:

DwyE!r 3quipmen!:
24011 ~averne Or.
Grange:r
IN
4631'6

DwyE:I llquipmen 1;
s1u:s :11tte.rsweet
Sout.h »end
IN
4m4

:?hone

C·Jnt.act

;19·784-2500 219-784-2636

;19-552-9342

Rel.

Fax

219·552-~345

???

;19·272-3940 219·2'2·1843 Ka:rl Fulnecky

Mant.facturers :Ieprer.ented
G.~uon, Hiwar, R•>ot, S••enson, Afrflo

Bonnell, Meyer, Swenson, Western

Gallon, Crysteel, lf~st.er:.1

T~ndE!m Chassi.s:
Tl.A F:~g Bo-1y:
X
TlA C/M Boiy;
s,· ngle ChaSSJ.S:
s AF:eg Body: x
Snow/ lei~ Control :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor G:radar:
T~ ndE!M Chass i.s :
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA ('/A Body;
S~ngle Cham.s:
' S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/Ice Cant.rol:X
Sign Botly:
Service Body:
If heel Load·~r:
Motor G:rader:
T~ndE!m

Cha ssi.s:
Body:
X
TlA ('/M Bo iy;
Single ChaSSJ.S:
s AJ:eg Bo:ly: X
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Bo1iy:
Service Body:
Kheel L•>adar:
Motor G:rad·~r:
Tl.A

J:~g

1

2/:l9/00
l2::l5 pm

Master Li.st:ing - All V1mdon:

District: NII ( Northwe~t
Company Name c.nd Addrus
Ferguson Vqijip~ent, 1 Inc.
llOMO All1sonv1lle ld.
Sou·:h Bend
IN

:?hone

Fax

!17·84~-4903

317-849-~441

C1Jntact
Mite Bby

Pacte 17
Ve.odors. R6
Mantfacturers Repm:ented

MeyE1r

466•)1

TijndE1m Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
Tf AC/fil Bodyj
S\ngl_e Cham.s:
S/A i:eg Boiy:
Sno 1/ IC•? C·Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheel Loader:
Motor Grad~r:
Tijndem Chassi.s: X
TlA i:'g Boiy:
Tf ACMBoJy;
S~ngl.e Chassis:
S/A Reg Boiy:
Snow/ICP. CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Nheel Load~r:
Motor G:rader:
Tijnde1m Chassi.s: X
TlA R~g Body:
Tf AC/fil Bodyj
S~ngl_e ChassJ.S: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ le•~ Cant.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
llheel Loader:
Motor Grader:
Tijnde1m Chassi.s:
TlA i:~g Body:
TlA C/fil Body;
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A F,eg Boiy:
Snow/Ice Cantrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.Ce Bo iy:
Kheel Loader:
Motor G:rad-ar:
1

Great Lakes Peterbilt, Inc.
~901 Southport Rd.
Por:age
IN

~19·763-7227

219·762-7974

Peterb.ilt

~19·763-7227

219-762-7974

GMC

463~8

Greilt La~:es Peterbilt- GMC
!·90•) Southport Rc1ad
l or::age

•rru~ks

1

IN

46loi8-64(•7

IndustriE.l :lquipmen·: Co.
Sou·:h Bend
IN

l19·232-U61

Henk:e Industrial

1

2/29/00

Masi:er List.ing - All Vendors

12:25 pm
Dir.tr.ict: Nlf I Northwest
Co1apany Na1ae and Mdnss
Mac~Allister B11uipment Co.
Sotth Bend

:?hone
ll9·288-6622

Fax

Mcrann P9WE!r and BauiP.ment
1133 Indianapolis Rlvd.
Scher1!rville
IN
46375

l19-865-6545

219·865-~269

McDonald M&.ch:inery Co.
Sotth Bend

'19··271-0800

Northrnn Bguipment
16465 lf. Lincoln H~y.
Pl1·mo11th
IN
46!·63

~19-936-9683

Cont-!ct

Page 18
VeJldors.R6

Mant.f ai:tu ren :tepre1:en::ed
Henke Indust.rial, Cc terpil le r

IN

llenke Indust.rial, ;~ase, :tyundc i

llen~e

rndust.rial, ::af:e

IN

219··936-~656

Monroe, Perfection, Root

T4ndE!m Chassis:
TlA l:~g Body:
TlA (~/M Bo1yj
S\ngle Chasus:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Cont.rol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Ifheel L•>ader:
X
Motor Grader:
X
T4ndE!m Chassis:
TlA J:~g Body:
Tl.A C/R Bodyj
S\ngle Chasns:
S/A teg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.Ce Body:
Ifheel Loadar:
X
Motor Grader:
T4ndem Chassis:
TlA t~g Body:
TlA C/M Boiyj
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A l:eg Body:
Snow/Ice CJntrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Ifheel Lllad~r:
x
Motor G:rader:
T4ndem Chassis:
TlA R~g Body:
X
TlA ('./M Bo1yj
X
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A l;eg Bo-:ly:
x
Snow/lee C.Jntrol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo·:ly:
lfheel. Llladu:
Motor Gradu:

:i/29/C•O

Masi:er Listi.ng - All Vendori:

n :25 pm

Paqe 19
Vendc1rs. R6

Dlstrict: NK ( Uorth~est
Company NamE· and AdClre:is
Nqrthern ~Jguipmen:: Co., Inc.
l!i465 ti ..JincoJ n :fwy.
Plymouth
IN
4;)563

Pqzzo
I~s

hry

Mac~

Sales

~nd S~rvice 1

&15tn Ave., _,o. iox

M9~

:?hone

Fax

Ccmt.3ct

f.00·322-U22

Inc.

~19-881-8581

Mantfacturers Repm:en 1:ed
Monroe

219-883-~129

Mad:

IN
4,401

Scherer Truck Eqyipment.
24031 Laverne Drive, PD Box 158
Schneider

f.00·257-6973

FibreBody, Omaha Standard

T~ndE:m Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
X
TlA C/M Body j
X
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A J:eg Body:
x
Sno•1/ Ice! C:mt.rol :X
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
X
Nheel Load·~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

'19·946-7965 219·946-7891 :eob Turry

Nest.em, H·~nder:rnn, Knapheide

T~ndem

IN

4~376

Terry 1'rud Rqt.ip1aent
R;R. 4, P.O. Box 114
lhnamac
IN
41)996

T~ndEim Chassls:
TlA J:~g Bojy:
TlA C'./M Bojy;
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
x
Ifheel Load~r:
Motor Grader:
T~ndEim Chassis: x
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA C'./M Bojy i
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A J:eg Bojy:
Snow/ Ice~ CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Load~r:
Motor G:cad,er:

Chassls:
TlA J:~g Body:
X
TlA C/M Bodyj
X
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A J:eg Body:
x
Snow/Ice Cant.rol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bo·1y:
Nheel L•lad~r:
Motor G:cader:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master Listlng - All Vendors

Distr.ict: NW I Nc1rthwest
Company Narne anCI Addrm:
Tovn and Cc1untry Gc.te:~
6Ji Bast Mckinley
M1sha1faka

:?hone

Fax

~19·256-Ja4s

219·256-~27Q

Cont.!ct

Mam:f ai~tu re rs Repm:en 1:ed
Knaphe.ide

IN

46~·45

Paqe 20
Vendl1rs .R6

T~ndE:m Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
X
TfA C/M Bo.1y:
Single Chassi.s:
S/A Reg Bo:ly:
x
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servke Bojy:
Ifheel L•Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

Trtck City of Gary
73~0 West Chicago ive., P.O. aox 61
Gary
IN
46406

t00-552-4420 219-949-(085

V·Jl \'O, :?reigbtl.iner

T~ndem Chassis: x
Tl.A J:~g Bo:ly:
TfA C/M Bo:ly;
S~ngl.e Cham.s: X
S/A F:eg Bo:ly: .
Snow/Ice CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
Hheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad.~r:

Kl HTruck Sales
Wl H. Market, P.(1. :lox
Logan:iport
IN'

~19-722-5656

219-722-!509

Navistar International

T4DdE:m Chassis: X
Tl.A F:~g Bo:ly:
T{A C/M Bo:ly;
single Chassis: X
S/A F:eg Body:
Sno•11 Ic1~ Control:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Hheel Load~r:
lfotor G:rad~r:

~19-23t·9~31

219·234-7012

Sterling (Fc1rd1

T4ndE:m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A F:~g Bo:ly:
Tf AC/M Bo1y;
Sj'ngle Chassis: x
s A S:eg Body:
Snow/ Ic1~ C3ntro.l:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Hheel Load~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

1(122

46~47

Whiteford Ford Truck,
47(•7 If. NE:stern Are.
Socth Bend
IN
46£.19

In~.

2/29/0C•
12:25 pm

Di:itrict.: NH I Northwest
Compeny Name and Addres:i
Whiteford Kenworth, Inc.
4625 Ke~tern Ave., P.O. Box 4547
Sonth BE!nd
IN

Muter Listing - All V1md·m:

:?hone

Pa:<
;19·234-9307 317·234-676t

CctDtilCt

219·234-627~

Gerald Rife

Paqe 21
vendc1rs. R6

M.m.f ai~tu re rs RepreE:ented
K·gm•orth

T~ndE!m. Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Bo1y:
Tl.A C/M Bo:lyj
S\ngle Cham.s:
S/A teg Bo:ly:
Snow/ lei~ C:mtroJ.:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Wheel Load·~r:
Motor G:radgr:

H~nclemon

T~ndE:m Chassls:
Tl.A F:~g Boiy:
X
Tl.A C/M Bo:lyj
X
S\ngl_.e Chass JS:
S/A Reg Bo:ly:
X
Snow/Ice Clntrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
If heel Loader:
Motor Gradgr:

461i34

Hhltef9rd Trailer and Rquipment Co.
137 Olive St.
·
So11th BE!nd
IN

;19-289-2541

Wiers International Trucks, Inc.
21:11 Jim Nim Dr.
P1'/mouth
IN'
46:i63-32 02

;19·936-4376 219·936-9101

Navistar International

Hiae International Trucks 6 In:.
4849 K. Nestern Ave., ~ .. Bax 112
So11th Bend
IN

T~ndE!m Chassis: x
Tl.A F:~g Boiy:
Tl.A C/M Bodyj
S\ngle ChaSSlS: x
S/A F:eg Body:
Sno•11 Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Bo:ly:
Wheel Loader:
l~otor Grader:

,00-589-8785 219·289-0149

Nati.star International

T~ndE!m Cha SS ls: x
Tl.A F:~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Boiyj
Single Chassis: X
s AReg Bo.jy:
Snow/ lei? C·Jntrol:
Sign Doily:
ServJce Boiy:
Wheel L1ladgr:
Motor G:rad~r:

461i39

46~14

DiBtrict: OS I 011t of State )
Comp2ny Name and Addres;1

:?hone

Pax

Cc1ntact

M.mtf a·~tu re rs :iepm:ented

2/49/1)0
12 :' 5 pm

Master L.isting · Ul V1mdon

District: OS I Out of Stat~ l
Company Name aad Address
Plannegan Nestern
Highway 18 E., PO Bex 487
BmmE:tsburg

:?hone

Fu

Contac';
712-852-3996 712-852-1997 Mike Pltnnegan

Flannegan Nestern

!02-566-6100 502-566-6321

CaSE!

Mm far.turers

IA

505!6

Hunt Tractor
LOUJ.SV.Llle

100(• B;,st M2.rket

n

402(o6

Lawton Machi.ne and
130(•5 11 HW}' 133
Pans

Equ:lpm~nt

i00-72~·4130

217-463-1089 Russ

La~ton, St~ve

Lawton

~17-465-8785

217-463-1236 Pred

Al~ardt

Mid,•es':

IL

61944-1)702

Mid~.res':

Trutk !Jqu ip11ent

825 N. Main
Pads
IL
61944

Paqe 22
Vendc1rs. R6
Repm:ented
T~ndem Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA ('(Ill Bo-:lyj
S~ngl.e Cha3SlS:
S/A J:eg Bo1y:
Snow/ lei~ CJntrol:
Sign.Body:
X
Semce Bo1y:
lfheel Load~r:
Motor Gradu:
Tijndem Chassi.s:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA C/111 Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader: X
Motor GradH:
T~ndem Chassi.s:
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/111 Bodyj
S~ngle Cha.ss1s:
S{A Reg Body:
Snow/ lei~ Control :X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
lfheel Load~r:
Motor Grader:
T~ndE!m Chassi.s:
Tl.A R~g Body: X
Tl AC/111 Body i X
S~ngle Cha.SSl.S:
S/A Reg Bo·jy: X
Snow/ Ice C·~nt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Load~r:
Motor Grader:

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Master Listing - All Vendors

District: OS (Out of State

J

Compa:1y Name and ACldr•!SS

:?hone

:?raide rnternat.ional
;J08 If. B:cadle}'
Champc.ig:1
CL
i)l820

:~ental S•nvicEi C•>rp. ·
1414 1:. rrium11h Dr.
Urbane.
CL
1i1802

Paqe 23
Vendc1rs. R6

~17·352-4187

Fax

C·Jntact
217·352-0490 Lyndal Arnold

Manufacturers Rep:ces.9nt.ed
Navistar International

TijndEim Cha ssi.s: x
i:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngle Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Cant.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel Ll)adar:
Motor Grad.er:
TlA

Rl)es~h

0

:~udd

1:qu.ipment. C•>.
:jouis\'ille

Oids.ion

'17·367-3781 217-J67-l259 Chris Rahn

Heil 1Knapheide, Swenson, Henke, lfEiSt•!rn

T~ndEim Chassi.s:
R~g Bo1y:

Tl.A

TlA C/M Body;

X
X

Sf AJ;eg Body:

x

S~ngle

~.02 ·456-4350

H1mk·9 Jndustric.l, Champion, Vol vc1

:<Y

Cham.s:

Snow/ IC•! C·Jnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor G:rader:
Tijndem Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
TlA C/lil Bodyj
Single Cham.s:
s AReg Body:
Snow/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L•Jadar:
X
Motor G:rad9r:
X

District: SK ( Southea3t
Company Name and ACldri!ss
t;reat Am•!rican P1!terbilt, Inc.
-1415 Hamburg l1ik1!
,Jeff erso:willEi

rn

-17130

llioo

~

t12·289-8307 912-288-8041

C·Jntact

Milnufactu:cers J:ep:res9nt.ed
P•!terbilt

T~ndem Chassis: x
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/lil Body;
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor G:cadar:

2/2S·/OO
12:2!· pm

Master Listing -

Distric';: SI: ( Southeast
Cc1mpany Name and 1.ddress

:?hone

Fax
t12·285-0l20 812-283·4076

Indiana Tru~k Equipment, Inc.
5311 U.~. H1qhway 31
Clad:sv.1lle •
IN
4712S·

KaffE:nbarger Truck Bquipment Co.
3260 R. Kemper ld. ·
Cinci.nnatti
OH
45241

t31-112-6aoo ???

Kenteckiana Mack Sales and Service, Inc.
1606 Pr9gress lfay
Clartsv1Ile
IN
47129

t12·28~·2100

..

Kentucky Truc:k Sales, Inc.
.
1403 Truck~n: Blvd., P.O. Bo>: l:i07
Jeff ersonv1lle
IN
47131-1507

f.oo ·92 8-7172

812-280-~111

~11 Vendor~

C1mtact

Paqe 24
Vendc1 rs .R6

Mant.f a·~turers Repree:ented
Gali.on

??:

Gledhill

T~ndem Chassis:
Tl.A R~g Bo·jy:
X
TlA C/!il Body;
S~ngle Chama:
S/A Reg Bo.fy: . x
Snow/ Ice CJnt.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel L•lad ar:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~nde:m Chassis:
T/.A R~g Bo·jy:
TlA C/lil BoJy;
S~ngle Chams:
S/A Reg Bojy:
Snow/ IC•3 CJnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
lfheel Ll)ad~r:
Motor G:radar:

M.:ic~:

T~nde:m Chassis: x
Tl.A l:'g Body:
T[A CIii Bo-iy;
Chassis:
sSingl.e
AReg Body:
Snow/ Ic•3 C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel L•lad~r:
Motor G:rad·ar:

Frei.ghtliner

T~nde:m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A R'g Bo::ly:
T[A C R Bo:ly;
S~ngle Cha m.s:
S/ Al:eg Body:
Snow/ Ice C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheel Ltladar:
Motor Grad~r:

:l/29/C•O

n:2s

Master

11m

.~ist:ing

- All V1mdorr.

Page 25
Vendc1rs. R6

District: SR I Southtast
Com11an:r NamE! aad Addre:is
Kenwortb of Columbus Indiana, Inc.
1:1420 ll. S. 31 Morth
Bilinburgh
rn
4•'.il24

:~hone

Fax

t00-652-7342

812-526-~111

Cont.1ct

M.mfacturers Repre1:en•;ed
Kenvor~h

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA C/M Bo1yj
S\ngl.e Chass1s:
Sf~ Reg Body:
Sn:>w/IC•~ C-:mt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
lfheel L•lader:
Motor G:cadgr:

Llschkqe Motors Inc.
10200 0.S. Hwy ~o. P.O. Box 210
A1Jrora

&12-926-1805 812-926-4352

Mac~:

Shirk 1s International
1026 N. Lincoln S~.
G:ceensbu
riJ.
IN

T~ndem Cha.ssis: X
Tl.A l:~g Body:
TlA C/M Booiy;
S\ngle 1~ham.s:
S(A F:eg Body:
Snow/lei~ Control:
Sign Borly:
Service Body:
Wheel L•Jader:
Motor G:cad·~r:

t12-663-7111 812·663-t383

Navistar International

f00-852-5947 812·364-4002

Navistar International

T~ndE!m ChHsis: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
TlA CtM Body;
S\ngle Chass1s: x
Sf AReg Body:
Snow/IC•~ Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Kheel Load·er:
Motor G:cad·er:
T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A J:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S\ngle Chass1s: x
S/ AJ:eg Bo.jy:
Snow/Ice Cantrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ca Body:
lfheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:

IN
4'1001

4'/240

UHL Trtck Sales
13450 N.R. Hwy 135 South
Palmyra
IH
47164

District: SH I $outhves~
Com11any NamE! a:1d Addre:is

Phone

Fax

Cont.Jct

M.mfa•!turers Repm:ented

2/29/00
12:25 pm

Ma.st•!r Listing - All V1rndors

~aqe 26
Vendc1rs. R6

Distrjct: SW I Southweut
Co11.pany Nalke and Addrnss
!Janner T:ruck end Trailer Sales, Inc.
10000 Hw1 57, P.O. Box JJ04

Phone

Jax

Conta~t

Mant far.tu re rs Repm:en':ed

&12-867-2181 812-367-7610

Ma cl.

3roenan Chevrol•!t Co.
Hwy. 165 N. & Prontage Rd.
Posey\'ille
IN
47633

&12-871-2216 812-874-3(09

GMC

Chastain Interna~ional, lnc.
3951 ~· Hwy 3'i, :?.O. Eox 1353
'.lloomi ng;:on

t88-33~-6102

Navistar International

T~ndE!m Chassis: X
T/A R~g Body:
TlA (~/lil Body;
S\ngle Chams: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! C·:mt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Bo·:ly:
If heel L•>ader:
Motor G:radar:

Hyunda.l

T4ndem Chassis:
T/A R~g Body:
TlA C/l'l Body:
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ic~ Cant.rot:
Sign Body:
Service Bo·:ly:
Wheel L1Jadar:
X
Motor G:rader:

:~vansdlle

IN

·17711

812-]JJ-9t26

IN

ol7402

Diamond C9nstruc':ion
1060 E: 1 Diamond ;\ve.
~!vansnlle

rn

"17711

Equ:ipm~nt

f.12-425-4"28 812-·121·1(•36 Dave

c:.em·~nt

T~ndE!m Chassls: X
TlA I:~g Bo·:ly:
TlA C/!il Bo:ly;
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A F:eg Bo:ly:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L1Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~ndE!m Chassls: X
T/A F:~g Bo-:ly:
TlA C/!il Bo:ly;
S\ngl.e Chassis: X
S/A Reg Bo.:Jy:
Snow/Ic~ CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo:ly:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor G:rad~r:

2/2Ho1l

Mcsti!r Listing - All 'Jendors

12:2~ PIA

Distik;: Stl ( Sout.hwt!St
Cc:mpany Ncme and Add:ress
Rvantville True~ Rqujpment, Inc.
5600 B9oneville Hwy.
Rvantv1Ue

:'hoae

:?ax

Conta:t
t12-479-1481 812-479-1!41 Larry Kloshier

ManufacturE!rS ReprE!Se:.tted
Galion1.Kna11he.ide 1 Hend1mon, Gledhill, G1Jod
Roe.de, neyer

IN
4771!·

Hasenour Motor Company, In:.
Hwy. 64
St. lnthony
IN

t12-325-2J21

Hoef1inq Tru~k and Tractor, Inc.
1. Meridian St.
Nash1 ng·;on
IN

t00-533-4599 812-254-3994

Navistar Inte:rnational

McCormick, Inc.
2409 U.S. 41 South
Vincennas
IN

t00-777·1~52

Volvo,Freightliner

812-l26·2~20

GMC'.

47575

101

47501

47591

812-385-2164

Paqe 27
Vendc1rs. R6

T~ndE!m Chass ls:
TlA J:~g Body: X
Tl.A C'./li! Bojy; X
S\ngle Chams:
sI A J;eg Bo jy: . x
Snow/ Ice CJnt.ro1 :X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Hheel Loader:
Motor Grader:
T~ndem Cha .ss i.s: X
TlA R~g Boiy:
Tl.A C'./li! Bo·jy;
S\ngle Cham.s: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ice C<>nt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Wheel L1Jad~r:
Motor Grad~r:
T~ndE!m Chassls: X
Tl.A R~g Boiy:
T1A C'./li! Boiy;
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Body: .
Snow/ Ic1! C·Jnt.ro.l:
Sign Body:
Servlce Bo.jy:
If heel LrJader:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~ndem Chassls: X
TlA R~g Body:
Tl.A C'./A Body;
S\ngle Chassis: X
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Kheel L1>ad~r:
Motor G:rad.gr:

2/29/00
:t2:25 pm

Master Listing · All Vendcrrs

Page 28
Vendors.R6

District: SI ( Southwest
Co111paay Name and Address
Meyer Truck Bqui1?nent
196 N. S::ate M. 56
,Jasper

~hone

Pax

Contact.

t12-695·3l51 912-695-3397 ???

Mc.nuf acturers Rapresent·ad
Good Roadfl, lfest·m1, P1!rf.act.io:1, Knaphe.ide

Miller T:cuck r.gu.ipment, Inc.
:>900 CrJd Boonnlle Hwy.
:Jvansnlle
IN
·i 7716· 5364

U2·4H·9700

Heil, SwenE:on, MestE!IR

Rudd Equ.ipment. Cll.
BvanS\'ille

f.12-867-6661

HE!Dke

Ruxer Po:cd· Linc•>ln·Mercury, Inc.
Jasper
.IN
·17546

t12-482-1200 812-634-2119

St.erling IPord)

IN

0546

Indt.st:cial,C~ha1npi·:m, Volvo

IN

123 PlaC•! Rd.

TqndE!lll Chassis:
TlA J:~g Body: X
TlA C/R Bodyj
X
S~ngl..e Chassis:
S/A Reg Bo1y:
x
Snow/ Ice C·:mt.ro1 :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel Lilad·ar:
Motor Gradar:
Tqndem Chassi.s:
TlA R~g Body:
X
TlA C/R Body·
X
S~ngle Chass ls:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ IC•! C:mt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel Li>adar:
Motor G:radar:
Tqndem Chassi.s:
TlA i:~g Body:
TlA C/!11 Bo:lyj
S~ngle ChassJ.S:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ IC•! C.lnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Nheel Llladar:
X
Motor G:cadar:
X
Tqndem Chassis: X
TlA R~g Boiy:
T!A C/!11 Bo:lyj
s ngl.e Chassis: x
s A~eg Boiy:
Snow/IC•! Clnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Bo:ly:
Wheel Llladar:
Motor G:rad.ar:

2/29/0C•

Masl:er Llst:lng - Ul V1mdors

12:25 pm

District.: SW I Southwest
Compa.ny Name and Addres:i
St1!rnberg lnternat.lonal
17Jl U.S. 231 South, P.O. Box '90
Ja:iper
IN

~hone

Fax

Cont.:ict

600-482-9306 812-634-tOll

M.mfacturers Represented
Navistar International

Sternberg International
9000 N1 Ke:1tuckr A·1e.
Bvansv11.le

~00-264-9004

Navistar International

St~~rnberg

&00-264-9004 812-867-7423 Xen Martin

Flink,Viking,Crysteel

612-882-7482 812-882-7586

GMC

47546

812-867-1423

IN
47'111

•rruck .Bq~1ipmer1t

8930 N. Kentuck) A1e.

Bvansville
IN

47'111

T. A. Brouillette i Son, Inc.
29Ql Old D•!cker Road
Vincennu
IN
47591-6196

Pacre 29
Vendc1rs. R6

T~ndE:rn Cha3sis: X
TlA ~:~g Bo·Jy:
TlA C/fil Bojy;
S\ngl.e Chams: X
S/A Reg Bo1y:
Snow/ IC•! C~nt.roJ.:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
lfheel Loadar:
Motor Grader:
T~ndem Chassjs: X
TlA ~:~g Body:
TlA C/M Bodyj
S~ngl.e Chassis: x
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor G:radar:
T~ndE:m Chassis:
TlA R~g Bo1y: X
TlA C/fil Boiy;
S\ngle Chams:
S/A Reg Bo1y: x
Snow/IC•! CJnt.rol :X
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Wheel L•>adar:
Motor Gradar:
T~ndern Cha.ssis: X
TlA R~g Boiy:
TlA C/M Bo:ly;
S~ngle Chassis: X
SJ A~;eg Bo:ly:
Snow/IC~ CJntrol:
Sign Body:
Service Bo·iy:
lfheel Loadar:
Motor Grad~r:

2/29/00
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:t2 :25 pm

Distrkt: SN I

Paqe 30
vendc1rs. R6

Southwe:~t

Compa:1y Name and Acldri?ss
Uebelhor &Sons, Inc.
:twy 2~ 1 :louth
Jasper

Fu

:~hone

Contact

t12·482-2222 812-614-92,5

Mant far.tu re rs

:~epm:eni:ed

GMC

T~ndE:m Chassls:
Tl.A J:~g Bo·iy:

T{A C/M Bodyj
Single Cham.s: x
S AJ:eg Bo,fy:
Snow/Ice CJnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servke Bo.fy:
Wheel Loadar:
Motor Grad·?r:

IN

47546· 06:10

Universal Produc':s and S1:rviCE!S
3loomington
IN
ol7404

?.333 Morth Indus::rial Duve, 14 AGR

X

£12-339-6783 ??1

Marion ltee·ves

Swer1son, Westera

T~ndE!m Chassis:
Tl.A J:~g Body:
T{A C/"1 Bodyj
S~ngle Cham.s:
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow/ Icr? C·:>nt.rol: X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
Wheel L!Jad·~r:
Motor G:rad3r:

District: WC I West Centr1l )
Contpaay Name and Address
:lill 1.nd:rews (ILD3-GMC, Inc.
l838 ttace Rold 38 Batt

:~hone

Fu

765·40-4586

Contact

Mant far!turers :tepm:en·:ed
Gl~C

T~ndem Chassis: X
Tl.A J:'g Bo.iy:
TlA C A Bo.:lyi
Single Chassis: X
S AJ:eg Bo·:ly:
Snow I Ic·~ C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Servke Body:
Wheel L•>ad3r:
Motor G:rad3r:

GMC

T~ndE:m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
T{A C/R Bodyi
S~ngl.e Chassis: X
S/A J:eg Body:
Snow /!Cr~ C·Jnt.rol:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
Wheel L•>ad·3r:
Motor G:rad~r:

:~af ayE:tt1~

£N
·17905

:Jill Defouw CheV'{-BMW·Geo
;po Scgamore l1ar:(way
.Ja fa yE:E t 1?
rn
-17905·47U

117-44~-2900

317-419-2874

:!/29 /C•O
1:!: 2s 11m

D.istrkt:

Master Listing - All Vendors
If·~
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Vendors.R6

I lfest Central I

Company N.illlE! a:1d Adclre:is
Clark 1'ru~k Rgdprnent
U.S. 221 3outli
L.inden
m
t'1955

C·lntact
765·362-4101 765-362-4101 Larry Smith

Ma nu f ac:tu:cers J:ep:resant.ed
H1md·m:on, lfestE·rn, Viking, ilenke, Omaha Sta.ndard

Mac All i.st1!r Bqdpment Co.

02 ·877-9773

Himk·~

lndustricl, Caterpillar

T4ndE:m Chassis:
TlA l:~g Body:
TlA C/111 Bodyj
S~ngl. e Chams:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/IC~ Cantrol:X
Sign Body:
Service Body:
If heel Load·ar:
X
Motor Grader:
X

H7·42l-5553

H1!nk·~

lndustrhl, Caterpillar

T~ndE1m Chassis:
TlA R~g Bo•iy:
Tl AC/R Bo iy i
S~ngl.e Chasus:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/Ice Cantrol:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Loader:
X
Motor Grader:
X

:?hone

Fax

T1!rre Haui:e

rn

MacAllist1!r Bqt.ipment Co.
If.

m

Lafc.ye1:te

M1~Donald

14acbinery Co.
2'>92 SJ: 2:i Nort.h
Laf ayet.te
IN
4'1905

T4ndE:m Chassis:
TlA R~g Body:
X
TlA ('./Ill Bodyj
X
S~ngle Chassis:
S/A ~:eg Bo1y:
x
Snow/IC~ Cantrol:X
Sign Body:
Servlce Body:
X
lfheel Loader:
Motor Grader:

1

765·742-2)80 765-7,2-1899

H•mk·a Ind11st ria 1, Case

T~ndem

Chassis:

TlA R~g Bo·iy:

TlA C'/R Bodyj
Single Chams:
s AReg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! C·lntrol:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
lfheel Loader:
X
Motor G:cadar:

:l/29/( 0

Master L.ist ing · All Vendors

1

1:!: 25 11m

D.istrkt: If·~ I !fest Central l
Com11an:1 NamE! a:1d Adc.re1;s
M.ike Rc.is•>r @ord, Inc.
2')51 Scgamon l1kw·r. .
LafayeUe
·
rn
4'7905

M.ike Rc.isor Ford, Inc.
2:i00 S. 4'75 B.
Laf ayet.te
IN
4'7905

?hone

Fax

765°447-9444 765·4,9-t564

C·Jntact

Manufacturen: Repr·m:nted
st.~rl in!J (Ford)

IN

Chass]s: X

T~A ('/A Body;
S ngle Chass1.s: x
S AReg Body:
Sno''/ IC•! Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheel Lilader:
Motor G:rader:

765-449-1818

765·4~9-9688

St·9rl in!J (Ford)

HenkE· Industrial

!If

4'7970

T~ndtm

Tl Al:~g Body:

R•!ynolCls Construction Equ:ipm9nt ·:o.
If. Lafcye':te

Rowe True:< B·Ju]p111mt, Inc.
15011~~ St., P.O. Box 386
O::terbE!In

Paqe 32
Vendc1rs. R6

765-58)-4461 765-583-2907

Ga Lion,,God'lirt, K!tapheide, Pl in~, Good
Roads ,1•myer, t!estern

Chassis: x
TlA J:~g Body:
TlA C/M Body;
Single Chassis: x
s AReg Body:
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Body:
lfheel Loader:
Motoi G:cader:
T~ndE-m Chass]s:
TlA F.~g Body:
TlA (/Iii Body;
S\ngle Chassis:
S/A Reg Body:
Snow/ Ic1! Control :X
Sign Doily:
Service Body:
lfheel Loader:
X
Motoi G:cader:
X
T~ndEm Chass]s:
TlA F.~g Body:
X
TlA C/M Body;
S~ng1 e ChaSSJ.s:
S/A Reg Body:
x
Snow/Ice Control:X
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel Loader:
Motor G:rader:
T~ndtm

2/2~·/01)

Master List.ing - All V1mdm:

12:2!· pm

Paqe 33
Vendc1rs. R6

Distric~:

NC ( Nest Central I
Cc1mpany Name and 1.dd:ress
Speeclwa'( IntE!rnationc.l •rru~ks, Inc.
5052 ff.' 13th St.
·rem! Haut·~
IN
4780!·-1649

:~hone

Fax

512-465-2182

812-460-~315

Vi~o

500-365-1945

912·235-~351

Truck CE!Rt1!r

20 K. Marg.UE!t Drive

Tem!
IN

Cl)nt.!Ct
Ron Grant

Mmtfa·~turers

N:ivi.stu Int.emat ional

V.Jl \'O

HauE·~

4780~

M£ wTruck Sales
513 S. SOOB

Lafayetce
IN
47905

Rn·i c1f rep·Jrt..

317-449-9950 117-447-5824

N:ivi.star Inter:iational

llepm:en•:ed
T~ndE!m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A i:~g Boiy:
T1A C/fil Bo,:lyj
S\ngle Cham.s: X
S/A i:eg Bo,iy: .
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Service Boiy:
Wheel L1Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:
T~ndE!M Cha SS i.s: x
Tl.A R~g Body:
Tl.A C'./fil Body:
S\ngle Chassis: X
Sf Ai:eg Body: .
Snow/Ice Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel L1Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:

T~ndE!m Chassi.s: X
Tl.A R~g Body:
Tl.A C'./fil Bodyj
S\ngle Cha.m.s: x
S/A i;eg Body: .
Snow/ Ic1! Control:
Sign Body:
Servi.ce Body:
Wheel L1Jad~r:
Motor G:rad~r:
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6.9.1 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader Specifications
6.9.2 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader Vendor List

6.9 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader

6.9.1 Chip Spreader

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Jerry Larson
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Research Engineer
Utilities Manager
Highway Supervisor
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Tipton County
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

3

Engine and Power Train Options

4

Spread Hopper Width

5

Spread Hopper Radial Gate Widths

7

Manual/Power Operation of Operators Console Location

9

Location of safety strobe lights

9

Paint color

11

Owner's base of operations

12

Delivery schedule

12

Penalty for late delivery

13

Add-on and Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information)

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Hydrostatic Drive Self-Propelled Chip Spreader

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new hydrostatic drive self-propelled chip
spreader in sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically
mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall
conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade
in general. The hydrostatic drive chip spreader shall be a current model under standard production
by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known engineering
standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidcier and acceptance made on the basis of the exce.ption.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
of the specifications under the heading ''Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and deli very of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
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under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
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ENGINE AND POWER TRAIN

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Engine shall be diesel VS or in-line 6 cylinder
four cycle turbo charged engine, min 185 rated
hp.
The engine shall be equipped with the
following checked items:
Electric start
Alternator
Voltage regulator
Heavy duty dual 12 volt batteries
Dry type air cleaner
Disposable element oil filter
Heavy duty cooling system
Ether Starting Aid

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Engine horsepower ________________
Engine Make ----------------Engine Model--------------------

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Hydrostatic drive pump to be mounted directly
to the engine, Bidder to furnish detailed
information on the size and capacity of the
hydrostatic drive pump and motor.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
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AGGREGATE HANDLING

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Rear receiving hopper to be a minimum of
9ft6in in width, with a struck capacity of 3.5
cy, minimum.
Heavy duty rubber skirting shall be installed
to minimize spillage between the hopper and
the truck.
Unit shall be equipped with two heavy duty
conveyor belts, 20in minimum width,
independently powered by automatic electric
switches.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Rear receiving hopper:
Width
ft
Struck capacity
Yes [ ]

cy

No [ ]

Conveyor belts:
Size
in
Automatic Switches:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Electric switches for each conveyor to have
easy acc~ss mechanical override.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hooded adjustable aggregate deflector to be
located at the head of each conveyor.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Spread hopper to be _ _ ft, minimum
width.

Spread hopper width

Struck capacity of spread hopper to be 0.2 cy
per ft width, minimum.

Spread hoppercapacity _ _ _ _ _ _cy/ft

Spread roller to be 6in minimum diameter
machine welded heavy wall tubing

Spread roller diameter _____ in

Each radial gate to have individual, adjustable,
shut-off lever, either manual or spring loaded

Manual [ ]

Pneumatic

ft

[ ]

NIA [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
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AGGREGATE HANDLING. CONTINUED

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Each radial gate to have adjustable, wear
plates.
Radial gates widths are to be:
6in for exterior _ _ ft, each side,
12in for interior
ft.
A full width rock type screen with 1Y2in (max)
openings shall placed over the top of the
spread hopper to retain oversized materials
and foreign objects.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Radial gate widths are:
_ _in for exterior _ _ ft, each side,
_ _in for interior
ft.

Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Screen Size - - - - - ·in

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.9.1 - Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
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AXLES. BRAKES. TIRES. AND WHEELS

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Mechanical front wheel drive steer axle to be fully
oscillating, 20,000 lb minimum rating, with single
speed limited slip differential.

Front axle rating ________ lb

Rear axle to have 22,500 lb minimum rating, with
rear wheel track offset from the front wheel track.

Rear axle rating ________ lb

. Speed to be infinitely variable from 0 to 19 mph.

Bidder to provide description of front, rear, and
parking brake systems.

Infinitely variable speed
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Maximum speed------- mph
Front brake system

Rear brake system

Parking brake system

Tires shall be 385/65R22.5 mounted on disc wheels.

Tire s i z e - - - - - - - - - - Wheel t y p e - - - - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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INSTRUMENTATION/CONTROLS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Application rate computer shall monitor the speed
of the chip spreader and vary the spread hopper gate
openings to maintain the desired application rate
regardless of the speed of the unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Controls shall be provided to automatically start and
stop the conveyor belts to control the aggregate
level in the spread hopper, and shall include belt
speed control and override capability.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Control/instrument panel to be located in a lockable
box on the operator's station to prevent vandalism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Operator's station shall be located and/or adjustable
so that the operator is provided an unobstructed
view front and rear, left and right, which may be
accomplished by either a movable station or by a
front mounted central locati9n.

If control panel is switchable, left to right, it shall be
via:
_ _ Power,
_.__ Manual operation

Adjustable control station [ ]
Front mount, central location [

Power [

]

Manual [

]

]

NIA [

]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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INSTRUMENTATION /CONTROLS. CONTINUED

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Instrumentation shall be provided to monitor:
Fuel level
Engine oil pressure
Hydrostatic oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Voltmeter
Tachometer
Hourmeter
Engine hours
Air pressure (if applicable)

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]

NIA [

]

Audible and visible alarms shall be provided for
High coolant temperature
High hydraulic temperature
Low engine oil
Low fuel level

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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MISCELLANEOUS

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Unit shall be equipped with a positive self-locking
adjustable truck hitch which may be electrically
released from both the drivers and operators (if
applicable) station.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Adjustability Range
Vertical _ _ _ _ _ _ in
Horizontal - - - - - - - i n
Not Available [ ]

Truck hitch shall be capable of hooking and
unhooking the loaded trucks without stopping the
chip spreader and shall maintain positive contact
over irregular terrain.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Front fenders, right and left side

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Air or electric horn

Air [

Electric [

Self adjusting backup alarm

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

A complete light package, including headlights, stop
and tail lights, tum signals, and emergency flashers
shall be provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Safety strobe light(s) to be mounted:

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Paint color shall be

----------

]

]

Paint color i s - - - - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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MISCELLANEOUS.

CONTINUED

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Access ladders, left and right

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Safety handrails

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lockable tool box

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Minimum capacities shall be
50 gal - Hydraulic oil reservoir
80 gal - Diesel fuel, w/ lockable cap

Capacities are:
_ _ gal - hydraulic oil
_ _ gal - diesel fuel

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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WARRANTY I REPAIR PARTS

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts, Service and Operators Manual to be included.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose warranty facility is located nearest the
Owner's base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability
(at the Bidder's warranty facility) of 95% within 48
hours of the order by the Owner.

_ _ _ _ % available within 48 hours

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Parts
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items such
as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours
to the Owner's base of operations.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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DATE OF DELIVERY

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the Owner at the rate of
$/day for
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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_______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Four wheel drive package:
includes engine upgrade t o - - - - - - - hp, minimum

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

Variable width hopper package:
includes engine upgrade to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ hp, minimum
_ _ ft width capability

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

. Both four wheel drive and variable width hopper package:
includes engine upgrade to
hp, minimum
_ _ ft width capability

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Net Price:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:

SIN:
Location:

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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6.9.2 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader - Vendor List

Section I - All Vendors
All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

6.9.2 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader - Vendor List

Chip Spreader Vendors

1/09/01

11:16 am

District: BC I Kast Central I
Cbmpany Nbme and Address
MacAllister kquipment Co.
7151 B30th BEreet
Indibnapolis
IN
46206
McDohald Machinery Co.
444~ Decatyr Blvd
Ind1anapol1s
IM
.
46241
'out~ea~tern Equipment co.

l

951 W. · 9g~h SE.

Phone
Fax
311•545-2151 317-543-0310

contact

Page 1
Veniiors.R7

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

317-856-3000 317-856-0200

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

311·872-4877 317-872-2811 David Cooper

Hyundai, Btnyre

i~ianapolls

46268
District: Nk I Northeast
· Cbmpany Nbme aod Address
~~C4~lister kquipment Co.
J~· ·wayµe
Machinery co.
Jt.tDobaid
Dr.
..ayne
9ll~Limestone

IN .
46809
Southeastern Bquiiment Co.
3333 6W. Coliseum lvd.
Ft. 11ayne ·
IN
46806

District: Nlf I Northwest
Company Name and Address

Phone

Fax

contact

~19·483-6469

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

219·747-1561 219-747-6361

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

219·483-8868 219-483-5448 Dan Kreager

Hyundai, Btnyre

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

Chip Spreader Vendors

1/09/01
ll:H am

District: NW I Northwest
Cbmpany Name and ~ddress
MacAllister Equipment Co.
South Ben~
IN
McOohald Machinery Co.
5240l Ral~h Jones Drive
South Bena
IN

Contact

219·288-6622

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

219-271-0800 219-271-0889

Henke Inaustrial,Case, Rosco

Phone

Fax

Page
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OS ( Out of State l
Cbmpany Name and Address

pi$t~ict:

Betrnat Mtg.
3~ o Sabin Brown Rd
ff 1 kenbur9

Phone

Fax

Manufacturers Represented

Contact

520·684-7851 520-684-587' Rick ~oll

Bearcat

A&

85390

Distric~:

IC ( West Central l
cqmp~ny Name and Address
MaeAlli~ter Equipment Co.
Terre Haute ·
IN

Contact

812·877-9773

' Manuf a.cturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

MacAllister Equipment Co.
ff. Lafayette

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

McDonald Machinery Co.
Lafayette
IN

765-742-2080 765-742-2899

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

Phone

' Fax

i~

2691 SR 2S

47905

End of report.
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6.10 Asphalt Distributer

6.10.1 Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributer Specifications
6.10.2 Single Axle Asphalt Distributer Vendor List
6.10.3 Asphalt Distributer Vendor List

6.10 Asphalt Distributer

6.10.1 Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Walter Evans
Larry Campbell
Eugene Shurte
Jerry Larson
LarryLee
Chuck Everett

Program Manager
Research Engineer
County Highway Engineer
Allen County Fleet Manager
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
County Highway Supervisor
Street Commissioner
Utility Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Montgomery County
Allen County
LaPorte County
Tipton County
City of Lebanon
Town of Flora

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up an asphalt distributor. The following minimum requirements are
dependent on the distributor tank size. Therefore the Asphalt Distributor Section has been
broken into two subsections: Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor and Single Axle Asphalt
Distrib~tor. This subsection will address the Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor.
Part 1 - Chassis
Part 2 - Asphalt Distributor
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User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

1

Bid Bond Amount

6

Horizontal or Vertical Muffler Mounting

10

Cast Spoke or Disc Type Wheels - Front Axle

11

Cast Spoke or Disc Type Wheels - Rear Axle

11

Rear Axle, No-Spin Required

12

Normal Operating Speed

12

Use Profile

16

Paint Color

18

Type of Heating Method for Burners on Distributor Tank

19

Spray Bar Length

24

Location of Owner's Base of Operations

25

Deli very Schedule

25

Penalty for Late Delivery

26

Factory Installed Air Conditioning

26

CD Player

26

Trade-In Information
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SPECIFICATIONS
for
56,000 GVW Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new tandem axle asphalt distributor in
sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned,
which are necessary to provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in the bid and shall
conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade
in general. The unit shall be a current model, new equipment, under standard production by the
manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non Collusion
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the
Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
right hand column of the specifications under the heading "Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder
"and include this with the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention
those items where the unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom
of the page where that item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting
the Owner's minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The
degree to which the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation
of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all attachments
and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a
Service Manual for the model being bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,

Section 6.10.1 -Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor
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devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Eg,ual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.10.1 -Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor
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PART 1 - CHASSIS

ENGINE AND ENGINE EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Engine shall be diesel VS or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:
Horsepower:
Torque:

275 hp
800 ft-lbs

Horsepower:
Torque:

hp

@ _ _ _ _ _ _rpm

ft-lbs @ _ _ _ _.rpm

EngineM:ake: - - - - - - - - - - - - M:odel: - - - - - - - - Cylinders: _ _ _ _ Cycle:
Bore I Stroke:_ _ _ _ in x _ _ _ _ _ in
Displacement: _ _ _ _ _CID_ _ _ _ _.liter

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model MD
3060 (or Model MD 3560, per Allison
recommendation depending on the application),
(World Transmission) or equal, capable of accepting
the maximum torque output of the engine being bid.
Note:
If engine selected is 300hp or greater, or more
than 800 ft-lbs torque, then transmission should
beHD4560.

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
Make: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Model:-----------Speeds
Forward: _ _ __
Reverse:

----

Shift Selector
Floor:
Dash: _ _ __

----

It should be noted that this will significantly
increase the cost of the unit.
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Temperature gauge to be provided
In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Note:

Auxiliary cooler is NOT to be included
with this transmission per
recommendations of the manufacturer.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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COOLING SYSTEM
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:
Overflow Recovery System

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Corrosion Resistor Mechanism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Silicone Hose System, or equal

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ]
Watts:

No [ ]

Weather head connector for Block heater
(to be located below left door, front comer)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Radiator Fan shall be modulated type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity:

sq. in.
gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the distributor tank and
specified exhaust:

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
II

Wheelbase:
Cab to axle spacing:

II

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuous full length.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Exhaust muffler shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.

Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)

Yield Strength:

Section modulus 28" 3 minimum

Section Modulus:

Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 3,000,000 "#

RBM:

psi
113

"#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS I FRAME (can't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel
channel design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks
(Front hooks to be frame mounted with access
through front bumper by installation contractor)

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FILTERS
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

Air Filter shall be replaceable paper type, heavy duty,
dual element.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Capability to switch air intake from outside to under
hood from within the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Oil filters shall be full flow, spin on type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

· Engine shall be equipped with primary and secondary
fuel filters.
Engine shall be equipped with water filter.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Minimum Requirements of Local A~ency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidcier

Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Alternator shall be 130 amp brushless Delco Remy
Model 29-SI type 300, or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of three
Group 31 heavy duty, 170 amp-hour, 1950 total cold
crank power at 0 degree F, 15 plates I cell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical system shall be weatherproof Betts system,
or equal, equipped with circuit breakers.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Special tail lights shall be part of the Distributor Tank
Specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FRONT AXJ.E EQUIPMENT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Item Proposed by Bidder

#

16,000 #front axle rating

Front axle rating:

16,000 #suspension

Front axle suspension:

#

Heavy duty dual power steering gears

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers to be factory installed

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Front tires to be tubeless, radial type, 315/80R22.5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib type tread.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
hub pilot disc _ _

Size:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT
Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
40,000 # rear axle rating

Rear axle rating: - - - - - - - #

40,000 # suspension

Rear axle suspension: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ #

Rear auxiliary springs - 4500 # capacity total

Rear auxiliary suspension: - - - - - -

#
Rear tires shall be tubeless, radial type, 11.00R22.5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib lug type tread.
Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
hub pilot disc _ _
Rear axle to be No-Spin type with automatic positive
locking power:

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Type: _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Size:

-----------

No-Spin:
Automatic Control:

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

D Required
D Not Required

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Bidder shall provide an analysis of several rear axle
ratios based on the following profile:

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Analysis Attached:
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Normal Operating Speed: _ _ mph
Terrain:
Level
Rolling
Hilly

%
-_
-%
__

___ %

Total

Type of Use:
Seal Coat

100%

100%

Note: The decision on the axle ratio will be made
based on the analysis included with this Bid
and communicated to the Bidder with the
acceptance of the Bid. It is requested by the
Owner that the rear axle ratio not be the
limiting factor for speed. Rather, the speed
should be controlled electronically through
the transmission, or via the governor. The
rear axle ratio shall be that which provides
the best fuel economy at the normal highway
speed.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AIR I BRAKE EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local

A~ency

Service air brakes shall be dual air, with anti-lock
braking system.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shoe size to be 16.5" x 5" S-cam front, and 16.5" x 7"
S-cam rear.

Shoe size:

Air compressor to be 13.2 cfm minimum ..

Capacity: - - - - - - - - - - - cfrn

Air compressor shall be equipped with Bendix AD-9 air
dryer, or equal.

Make:----------Model:------------

Parking brake shall be piggy-back, spring actuated, dual
diaphragm, min. 30 sq. in ..

Size:-------------

Front:-------Rear: __________

Parking brake chamber to be provided for both rear
axles for tandem units.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Pancakes shall be mounted in front of rear axle with 4"
clearance from the tires.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be equipped with 25 ft of standard air hose
with a quick connect/disconnect coupler within the cab
or tool box. A hand nozzle shall also be provided with
the same type of coupler.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FUEL TANKS
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The fuel tank(s) shall have a total combined capacity of
at least 80 gallons.

No [ ]
Dual tanks:
Yes [ ]
Left tank capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ gal
Right tank capacity:
gal

A fuel/water separator shall be included in the fuel
system, Raycom or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Each tank shall be clearly marked DIESEL FUEL
ONLY.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CAB
Minimum Requirements of Local

A~ency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Cab shall be equipped with the following standard
features:
Ventilated and insulated
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter
Rigid cab mount
Driver's seat to be Bostrom Air, intermediate back,
or equal
Companion's seat, placed at least 13" from driver's
seat
Dual air horns
Heavy duty heater and defroster
Dual sun visors
Dual arm rests
Insulated head liner
AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wipers, to be
mounted at the top of the windshield, if available
Driver operated electric right side window
Dual bright finish, West Coast style mirrors (16" x
7"), with 8" adjustable convex mirror, both sides
Exterior grab handles
Locking hand throttle
Marker lights

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No [
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]
No[
No[
No[
No [
No[
No[
No [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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,CAB (con't)

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Dash mounted gauges:
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter (Robb's or equal)
Ammeter(needle type, calibrated)
Oil pressure
Water temperature
Air pressure
Transmission temperature

"
"
"

"

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

High water temperature/low oil pressure emergency
shutdown I alarm mechanism shall be dash
mounted.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Tilt hood shall be capable of opening over stationary
grill and shall be solid with an access hatch, each
side.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Paint color shall be_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Paint color is· - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Tank shall be 3500 U.S. gallons and elliptical in
shape with 10 gage steel shell, 7 gage reinforced
ends with full cross-section and 10 gage surge plates
with staggered openings with minimum 2 inches of
insulation and weatherproof aluminum jacket.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Tank Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ U.S. gallons
Steel Shell:_ _ _ _ _ gage
Reinforced elliptical ends: _ _ _ _ gage
Surge Plates: _ _ _ _ _ gage
Staggered openings in surge plates:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Insulation thickness:- - - - inches
Weatherproof aluminum jacket:
· Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Openings in the surge plate shall be large enough to
allow a person to crawl through

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heads shall be flanged and electronically welded
both inside and outside to the shell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Manhole with minimum diameter of 20 inches with
quick opening cover and overflow capability.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Overflow shall extend at least 6 inches above the
liquid and drain through the bottom in such a
location as to clear all chassis members.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Measuring stick in 50 U.S. gallon increments shall
be attached to manhole.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

There shall be a strainer around the manhole.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall have no-slip catwalk.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank gage shall be float type, with dial calibrated
in 50 U.S. gallon increments. Located at front and
rear of tank.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall meet Federal DOT regulations for
transporting hot asphalt.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shall be a dual, "U'' type flues minimum 6 inches
inside diameter with vertical exhaust.

Flu diameter: _ _ _ _ _ _ inches
Vertical exhaust: Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Exhaust shall be made of 14 gage stainless steel
and at rear of the tank with hood.

Stainless Steel: Yes [ ]
No [ ]
_ _ _ _ _ gage

Burners to be:

D LPG w/pressure regulators and plumbing to

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

connect to 50 U.S. gallon (minimum) frame
mount tank, outfire control and minimum
600,000 BTU per hour. LPG system shall
have electronic control for ignition, out
fire, and temperature limit and minimum
600,000 BTU per hour.

D Diesel fired burners shall be self-contained
w/ electronic ignition.

Thermostatic controls for propane burners.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The bitumen pump shall be positive displacement,
rotary gear type with a minimum capacity of 400
gallons per minute.

- - - - - - - g a l l o n s per minute

Pump shall be located under and below the
bottom level of the tank so the material will flow
vertically from the suction to the discharge
insuring complete drainage when tank contents
valve is closed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Self flushing line from fuel tank that includes
minimum of 20-gallon capacity fuel tank with
float level gaugeOocated away from burners).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Suction strainer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Liquid sampling valve in hot well.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Full circulating spray bar that is _ _ feet in
length and hinged to permit folding for traveling.
Length of spray in folded position shall not
exceed 8 feet.

Yes [ ]

No[ ] _ _ _ feet

Nozzles on the spray bar are to be spaced on 4"
centers. A set of brass, slotted, high volume
nozzles shall be supplied. Nozzles capable of
shooting 12 to 21 gallons per foot of bar.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bar extensions will relieve fore and aft to provide
for obstructions.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Electric-air on-off in 1 foot increments, full length
of bar, operated from cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power extensions beyond 8 foot standard width
controlled from cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electric/hydraulic power bar lift, shift and wing;
switches from front to rear.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power wash down system with electric fuel pump
and 15' hose with gun

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power bar latches

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bar end markers

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The cab shall be equipped with automatic
applicatfon rate control to monitor gallons per
minute, feet per minute, feet traveled, or gallons
per square yard, and spray bar width. The controls
shall accurately apply application rates regardless
of changes in speed or bar width.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The cab shall be equipped with the following:
Circulate/spray control,
Powered controls for main tank valve,
Rear suction valve and master power controls,
Tank "low level" indicator light in control
panel.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

No [
No [
No [
No [

]
]
]
]

Radar ground speed measurement.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Air solenoid valves and hydraulic solenoid valves
are to be mounted accessible and serviceable from
ground without climbing on the machine.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall have 4 inch dial thermometer on side
of tank in pipe well.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall come with armored pencil inspectors
type thermometer up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

The unit shall have a hydrostatic transmission
consisting of:
A pump that has infinitely variable
displacement axial piston pump,
Fixed displacement motor
Operation speed to be 2800 RPM

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Crankshaft driven hydrostatic pump driving a
motor direct coupled to 400 GPM asphalt pump.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

. Electronics for setting up asphalt pump discharge
rate to be located in truck cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Override control to be located in truck cab and at
rear of unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Hydraulic oil to reach 200 degrees w/out
damage to the unit
Internal valving with relief valve and high oil
temperature signal in cab

Functions and Accessories:
Fill tank by Distributor pump from an outside
source,
Circulate material in tank,
Circulate material in spray bar,
Spray at a constant desired application rate,
despite the variance in truck speed,
Return material in spray bar to tank by pump
suction
Transfer from one outside source to another
without having material enter the tank,
Pump material back to supply source,
Automatically go from circulate in spray bar
to tank by pump suction

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Functions and Accessories (con't)
All steel tool box shall be provided
Fenders and m~d flaps shall be provided
Provide hand spray gun with cold handle and
at least one nozzle and 25 feet of 1 inch flexible
rubber hand spray hose
Turn signals shall be provided at rear of
distributor
All lights shall meet Federal requirements,
including reflectors, clearance, and identification
lights
All necessary special tools for operation and
maintenance of the distributor shall be provided
Rear bumper
Back-up alarm, 87-112 dB range,
automatically adjusting
15 feet steel transfer hose
Front and rear tank gage
Self-flushing system to clean the entire circulating
system with minimum amount of flushing oil.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Functions and Accessories (con't)
All steel tool box shall be provided
Fenders and mud flaps shall be provided
Provide hand spray gun with cold handle and
at least one nozzle and 25 feet of 1 inch flexible
rubber hand spray hose
Turn signals shall be provided at rear of
distributor
All lights shall meet Federal requirements,
including reflectors, clearance, and identification
lights
All necessary special tools for operation and
maintenance of the distributor shall be provided
Rear bumper
Back-up alarm, 87-112 dB range,
automatically adjusting
15 feet steel transfer hose
Front and rear tank gage
Self-flushing system to clean the entire circulating
system with minimum amount of flushing oil.

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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WARRANTY I REPAIR. PARTS
Minimum Reguirements of Local A1:ency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Book, Service Manual and Operator's Manual
to be provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose Truck warranty facility is located nearest the
Owner's base of operations, which is located at:

Location of Truck warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose Asphalt Distributor warranty facility is located
nearest the Owner's base of operations, which is
located at:

Location of Asphalt Distributor warranty
facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability
(at the Bidder's warranty facility) of 95% within 48
hours of the order by the Owner.

_ _ _ % available within 48 hours
(Truck)
_ _ _ % available within 48 hours
(Distributor)

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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DATE OF DELIVERY
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items such
as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours
to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ _hours delivery for PM Parts
(Truck)
______hours delivery for PM Parts
(Distributor)

Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
$/clay for
the Owner at the rate of
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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$_ _ _ _ __

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALIERNATES
Add:
Add:

Factory installed air conditioning
CD Player

$_ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ __

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Deduct: $_ _ _ _ __

Trade In (s)
Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

$_ _ _ _ __

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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6.10.2 Sin~e Axle Asphalt Distributor

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Walter Evans
Larry Campbell
Eugene Shurte
Jerry Larson
LarryLee
Chuck Everett

Program Manager

Research Engineer
County Engineer
Fleet Manager
County Highway Supervisor (Ret)
County Highway Supervisor
Street Commissioner
Utility Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Montgomery County
Allen County
LaPorte County
Tipton County
City of Lebanon
Town of Flora

These specifications have been developed to be modular as much as possible with respect to the
various components making up an asphalt distributor. The following minimum requirements are
dependent on the distributor tank size. Therefore the Asphalt Distributor Section has been
broken into two subsections: Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor and Single Axle Asphalt
Distributor. This subsection will address the Single Axle Asphalt Distributor.
Part 1 - Chassis
Part 2 - Asphalt Distributor

Section 6.10.2 - Single Axle Asphalt Distributor

User Input Checklist
User input is required on the following pages of this Specification:
Entered

Page

Description

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

1

Bid Bond Amount

6

Horizontal or Vertical Muffler Mounting

10

Cast Spoke or Disc Type Wheels - Front Axle

11

Cast Spoke or Disc Type Wheels - Rear Axle

11

Rear Axle, No-Spin Required

12

Normal Operating Speed

12

Use Profile

16

Paint Color

18

Type of Heating Method for Burners on Distributor Tank

19

Spray Bar Length

24

Location of Owner's Base of Operations

25

Delivery Schedule

25

Penalty for Late Delivery

26

Factory Installed Air Conditioning

26

CD Player

26

Trade-In Information

Section 6.10.1 -Tandem Axle Asphalt Distributor

SPECIFICATIONS
for
37 ,000 GVW Single Axle Dump Truck

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new single axle asphalt distributor in
sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned,
which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid and shall conform in
strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general.
The truck shall be a current model under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known Engineering
Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
Bond equal to
of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the .
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).

Section 6.10.2 - Single Axle Asphalt Distributor
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Tenn "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.10.2 - Single Axle Asphalt Distributor
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PART 1-CHASSIS
ENGINE AND ENGINE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Engine shall be diesel V8 or in-line 6 cylinder four
cycle turbo charged engine with the following
minimum specifications:
Horsepower:
Torque:

240hp
700 ft-lbs

hp@ ______rpm

Horsepower:
Torque:

ft-lbs

@ _ _ _ _rpm

Engine:Make: - - - - - - - - - - - :Model: - - - - - - - - Cylinders: _ _ _ _ Cycle:
Bore I Stroke: _ _ _ _ in x - - - - - i n
Displacement:_ _ _ _ _CID_ _ _ _ _.liter

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AUTOMATIC TRANS1\11SSION EQUIPMENT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Transmission shall be Allison automatic Model
MD3560P (World Transmission) or equal, capable of
accepting the maximum torque output of the engine
being bid.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Make: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Model:-----------Speeds
Forward: _ _ __
Reverse: _ _ __
Shift Selector
Floor: _ _ __
Dash: _ _ __

Temperature gauge to be provided

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

In-line transmission filter on the return line to be
provided.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Note: Auxiliary cooler is NOT to be included with
this transmission per recommendations of the
manufacturer.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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COOLING SYSTEM
Minimum Reguirements of Local A&ency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The unit shall be equipped with the following items
within the cooling system:
Overflow Recovery System

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Corrosion Resistor Mechanism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Silicone Hose System, or equal

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine Block Heater(s), 1000 watt min.

Yes [ ']
Watts:

No [ ]

Weather head connector for Block heater
(to be located below left door, front comer)

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Radiator Fan shall be modulated type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Fin and tube type radiator core having maximum
frontal opening available for the engine and
transmission being bid.

Frontal Area:
Radiator Capacity:

sq.in.
gal

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.10.2 - Single Axle Asphalt Distributor
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CHASSIS I FRAME

Minimum Reguirements of Local A~ency
Wheelbase and cab to axle spacing shall be minimum
required for proper fit of the asphalt distributor and
specified exhaust:

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

"

Wheelbase:

"

Cab to axle spacing:
Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty frame, extended in front to accommodate
front mounted PTO pump, including any special
radiator or engine modifications required for front
mount PTO pump

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Frame rails (side rail and reinforcement) shall be
continuous full length

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Exhaust muffler shall be mounted:
horizontal:
vertical:
with a vertical exhaust pipe.

Frame rail yield strength 110,000 PSI (minimum)

Yield Strength:

Section modulus 25" 3 minimum

Section Modulus:

Resistant Bending Moment (RBM) 2,600,000 "#

RBM:

psi
113

"#

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CHASSIS /FRAME (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Heavy Duty Front Bumper, Swept back steel
channel design (minimum 12"), with Tow Hooks
(Front hooks to be frame mounted with access
through front bumper by installation contractor)

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FlLTERS
Minimum Requirements of Local A~ency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Air Filter shall be replaceable paper type, heavy duty,
dual element.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Capability to switch air intake from outside to under
hood from within the cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Oil filters shall be full flow, spin on type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with primary and secondary
fuel filters.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with water filter.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Minimum Requirem.ents of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Starter shall be rated Heaviest Duty for this
application by the manufacturer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Alternator shall be 130 amp brushless Delco Remy
Model 29-SI type 300, or equal.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Engine shall be equipped with a minimum of three
Group 31 heavy duty, 170 amp-hour, 1950 total cold
crank power at 0 degree F, 15 plates I cell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electrical system shall be weatherproof Betts system,
or equal, equipped with circuit breakers.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Special tail lights shall be part of the Asphalt
Distributor Specifications.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FRONT AXLE EQUIPMENT

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

14,000 #front axle rating

Front axle rating:

14,000 #suspension

Front axle suspension:

#
#

Heavy duty dual power steering gears.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Heavy duty shock absorbers to be factory installed

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Front tires to be tubeless, radial type, 11R22.5, load
range 14 PR ply rating, rib type tread

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
hub pilot disc _ _

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

23,000 #rear axle rating

Rear axle rating: - - - - - - - #

23,000 # suspension

Rear axle suspension: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ #

Rear auxiliary springs - 4500 # capacity total

Rear auxiliary suspension: - - - - - - #.
Yes [ ]

Rear tires shall be tubeless, radial type, l 1.00R22.5,
load range 14 PR ply rating, rib lug type tread

No [ ]

Wheels to be 8.25 x 22.5 tubeless rims.
cast spoke _ _
hub pilot disc _ _

Type: ______________

Rear axle to be No-Spin type with automatic positive
locking power
D
Required
D
Not Required

No-Spin:
Automatic Control:

Size:

--------Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [
No[

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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REAR AXLE EQUIPMENT (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local A1:ency
Bidder shall provide an analysis of several rear axle
ratios based on the following profile:

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Analysis Attached:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Normal Operating Speed: _ _ mph
Terrain:
Level
Rolling
Hilly

___ %
___ %

---%

Total

100%

Type of Use:
Seal Coat

100%

Note: 'rhe decision on the axle ratio will be made
based on the analysis included with this Bid
and communicated to the Bidder with the
acceptance of the Bid. It is requested by the
Owner that the rear axle ratio not be the
limiting factor for speed. Rather, the speed
should be controlled electronically through
the transmission, or via the governor. The
rear axle ratio shall be that which provides
the best fuel economy at the normal
highway speed.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AIR I BRAKE EQUIPMENT
Minimum Reguirements of Local Af:ency
Service air brakes shall be dual air, with anti-lock
braking system.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shoe size to be 16.5" x 5" S-cam front, and 16.5" x 7"
S-cam rear.

Shoe size Front: - - - - - - - Rear: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Air compressor to be 13.2 cfm minimum.

Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cfm

Air compressor shall be equipped with Bendix AD-9 air
dryer, or equal.

Make:----------Model:-----------

Parking brake shall be piggy-back, spring actuated, dual
diaphragm, min. 30 sq. in.

Size: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sq. in.

Pancakes shall be mounted in front of rear axle with 4"
clearance from the tires.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit shall be equipped with 25 ft of standard air hose
with a quick connect/disconnect coupler mounted
within the cab or tool box. A hand nozzle shall also be
provided with the same type of coupler.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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FUEL TANKS
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
The fuel tank(s) shall have a total combined capacity of
at least 80 gallons.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
No [ ]
Dual tanks: Yes [ ]
Left tank capacity:------- gal
Right tank capacity:
gal

A fuel/water separator shall be included in the fuel
system.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Each tank shall be clearly marked DIESEL FUEL
-ONLY.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CAB
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Cab shall be equipped with the following standard
features:
Ventilated and insulated
All window tinted glass
Door operated dome light
Cigar lighter
Rigid cab mount
Driver's seat to be Bostrom Air, intermediate back,
or equal
Companion's seat, placed at least 13" from driver's
seat
Dual air horns
Heavy duty heater and defroster
Dual sun visors
Dual arm rests
Insulated head liner
AM/FM Radio
Intermittent electric windshield wipers, to be
mounted at top of windshield, if available
Driver operated electric right side window
Dual bright finish, West Coast style mirrors (16" x
7"), with 8" adjustable convex mirror, both sides
Exterior grab handles
Locking hand throttle
Marker lights

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]

No [
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

No[
No [
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No [ ]

Yes[ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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CAB (con't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Dash mounted gauges:
Fuel
Tachometer
Hour meter (Robb's or equal)
Ammeter(needle type, calibrated)
Oil pressure
"
Water temperature
Air pressure
"
Transmission temperature

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

"
"

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No [
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

High water temperature/low oil pressure emergency
shutdown I alarm mechanism shall be dash
mounted.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Tilt hood shall be capable of opening over stationary
grill and shall be solid with an access hatch, each
side.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Paint color shall be_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Paint color is- - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Tank shall be 2250 U.S. gallons and elliptical in
shape with 10 gage steel shell, 7 gage reinforced
ends with full cross-section and 10 gage surge plates
with staggered openings with minimum 2 inches of
insulation and weatherproof aluminum jacket.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Tank Capacity: _ _ _ _ _ U.S.

~allons

· Steel Shell:._ _ _ _ _ gage
Reinforced elliptical ends: _ _ _ _ gage
Surge Plates: _ _ _ _ _ gage
Staggered openings in surge plates:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
Insulation thickness:----- inches
Weatherproof aluminum jacket:
Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Openings in the surge plate shall be large enough to
allow a person to crawl through

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Heads shall be flanged and electronically welded
both inside and outside to the shell.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Manhole with minimum diameter of 20 inches with
quick opening cover and overflow capability.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Overflow shall extend at least 6 inches above the
liquid and drain through the bottom in such a
location as to clear all chassis members.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Measuring stick in 50 U.S. gallon increments shall
be attached to manhole.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

There shall be a strainer around the manhole.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall have no-slip catwalk.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank gage shall be float type, with dial calibrated
in 50 U.S. gallon increments. Located at front and
rear of tank.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall meet Federal DOT regulations for
transporting hot asphalt.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Shall be a dual, "U'' type flues minimum 6 inches
inside diameter with vertical exhaust.

Flu diameter:·------ inches
Vertical exhaust: Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Exhaust shall be made of 14 gage stainless steel
and at rear of the tank with hood.

Stainless Steel: Yes [ ] No [ ]
_ _ _ _ _ gage

Burners to be:

D LPG w/pressure regulators and plumbing

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

to connect to 50 U.S. gallon (minimum)
frame mount tank, outfire control and
minimum 600,000 BTU per hour. LPG
system shall have electronic control for
ignition, out fire, and temperature limit
and minimum 600,000 BTU per hour.

D Diesel fired burners shall be self-contained
w/ electronic ignition.
Thermostatic controls for propane burners.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The bitumen pump shall be positive displacement,
rotary gear type with a minimum capacity of 400
gallons per minute.

- - - - - - - g a l l o n s per minute

Pump shall be located under and below the
bottom level of the tank so the material will flow
vertically from the suction to the discharge
insuring complete drainage when tank contents
valve is closed.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Self flushing line from fuel tank that includes
minimum of 20-gallon capacity fuel tank with
float level gauge(located away from burners).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Suction strainer.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Liquid sampling valve in hot well.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Full circulating spray bar that is _ _ feet in
length and hinged to permit folding for traveling.
Length of spray in folded position shall not
exceed 8 feet.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Nozzles on the spraybar are to be spaced on 4"
centers. A set of brass, slotted, high volume
nozzles shall be supplied.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bar extensions will relieve fore and aft to provide
for obstructions.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Electric-air on-off in 1 foot increments, full length
of the bar, operated from cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power extensions beyond 8 foot standard width
controlled from cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electric/hydraulic power bar lift, shift and wing;
switches from front to rear.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power wash down system with electric fuel pump
and 15' hose with gun

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Power bar latches

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bar end markers

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The cab shall be equipped with automatic
application rate control to monitor gallons per
minute, feet per minute, feet traveled, or gallons
per square yard, and spray bar width. The controls
shall accurately apply application rates regardless
of changes in speed or bar width.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The cab shall be equipped with the following:
Circulate/spray control,
Powered controls for main tank valve,
Rear suction valve and master power controls,
Tank "low level" indicator light in control
panel.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

No
No
No
No

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Air solenoid valves and hydraulic solenoid valves
are to be mounted accessible and serviceable from
ground without climbing on the machine.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall have 4 inch dial thermometer on side
of tank in pipe well.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Tank shall come with armored pencil inspectors
type thermometer up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
type.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

. Radar ground speed measurement.

The unit shall have a hydrostatic transmission
consisting of:
A pump that has infinitely variable
displacement axial piston pump,
Fixed displacement motor
Operation speed to be 2800 RPM

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reg,uirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Crankshaft driven hydrostatic pump driving motor
direct coupled to 400 GPM asphalt pump.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Electronics for setting up asphalt pump discharge
rate to be located in truck cab.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Override control to be located in truck cab and at
rear of unit.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No [ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Hydraulic oil to reach 200 degrees w/out
damage to the unit
Internal valving with relief valve and high oil
temperature signal in cab

Functions and Accessories:
Fill tank by Distributor pump from an outside
source,
Circulate material in tank,
Circulate material in spray bar,
Spray at a constant desired application rate,
despite the variance in truck speed,
Return material in spray bar to tank by pump
suction
Transfer from one outside source to another
without" having material enter the tank,
Pump material back to supply source,
Automatically go from circulate in spray bar
to tank by pump suction

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ASPAHLT DISTRIBUTOR (con't)
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Functions and Accessories (con't)
All steel tool box shall be provided,
Fenders and mud flaps shall be provided,
Provide hand spray gun with cold handle and
at least one nozzle and 25 feet of 1 inch flexible
rubber hand spray hose,
Tum signals shall be provided at rear of
distributor,
All lights shall meet Federal requirements,
including reflectors, clearance, and identification
lights,
All necessary special tools for operation and
maintenance of the distributor shall be provided,
Rear bumper,
Back-up alarm, 87-112 dB range,
automatically adjusting
15 feet steel transfer hose,
Front and rear tank gage.
Self-flushing system to clean the entire circulating
system with minimum amount of flushing oil.

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]
No[ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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WARRANTY I REPAIR PARTS
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery
of completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts Book, Service Manual and Operator's Manual
to be provided .

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose Truck warranty facility is located nearest the
Owner's base of operations, which is located at:

Location of Truck warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose Asphalt Distributor warranty facility is located
nearest the Owner's base of operations, which is
located at:

Location of Asphalt Distributor warranty
facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability
(at the Bidder's warranty facility) of 95% within 48
hours of the order by the Owner.

___ % available within 48 hours
(Truck)

_ _ _ % available within 48 hours
(Distributor)

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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DATE OF DELIVERY
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Deli very time of preventative maintenance items such
as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours
to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ __.hours delivery for PM Parts
(Truck)
_ _ _ _ _hours delivery for PM Parts
(Distributor)

Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
$/day for
the Owner at the rate of
each calender day of delay after the Owner's
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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$_ _ _ _ __

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALIERNATES
Add:$._ _ _ _ __
Add:$._ _ _ __

Factory installed air conditioning
Cd Player

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

$_ _ _ _ __

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

$_ _ _ _ __

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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6.10.3 Asphalt Distributer - Vendor List

Section 1 - All Vendors
All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

6.10.3 Asphalt Distributer- Vendor List

Asphalt Distributer Truck Vendors

1/09/01

11119 am

Di$trict: BC ( East Central I
Cbmpany Name and Address
Ma!Allister Bquip$ent Co.
71 + B30t~ SEreet
In ianapolls
IN

Phone

Fax

Contatt

Page

317·545-2151 311-S43·0310

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

cD. onald Machinery co.
~4~ Deca~yr Blvd
'INnd1anapolls

317·856-3000 317-856•0200

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

j~e·p·W. ~tern
Eguipmeht co.
96~h St.
1~9. .~napalls

317·872-4877 311-472·2811 David Cooper

Hyundai, Etnyre

46206

46241

1

Q.·!·

46268
Distric~:

NE ( Northeast
comv~ny Name and Address
~~¢~~lister Equipment Co.

Phone

Fax

contact

219·483-~469

Manuf actuters Represented
Henke Indu$tdal, Caterpillar, Rosco

219·747-1561 219-t47·6367

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

219·483-8868 219-•83-5448 Dan Kreager

Hyundai, Etnyre

~~· ·~aype
Mc004ald Machinery co.
91.lbLimestobe Dr.
1t, ,.ayne
N

~6$09

Southeastern Equioment Co.
3333 W. Coliseum Blvd.
Ft. Kayne
IN
46~06

District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

1

Asphalt Distributer Truck Vendors

1/09/01
11:19 am

Di$trict: NW I Northwest
Company Name aod Address
MacAllister Equipment Co.
south Bend
IN

l

cDonald Machinery Co.
2401 RalDh Jones Drive
outh Bena

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page

219·288-6622

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

219-271-0800 219-271-0889

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

N

6628

District: OS ( Out of State I
Company Name and Address
Beart:at' Mfg.
3~50 Sabin Brown Rd
lflCkl!nburg

Phoqe

ra~

Contact

520·684-7851 520-684·5f76 Rick Holl

Manuf act~re~s Repte•ented
Sear~at

A&
85390

District: WC I West Central I
' cqmpany Name and Address
~~cA~lister gquipment Co.
Terre Haute ·
IN
MacAllist~r

Bquipment Co.

Ph6he

'aii:

Contact

812·877-t773

Henke Industrial,

317-423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

765·742-2080 765-742-2899

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

Ca~erpil;laf,

N. Lafayette
IN
Mc,ohald Machinery Co.
26 1 SR 2S
La ayette
IN
47905

Bnd of report.

Represented
Rosco

~anuf act~rers

2
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Spray Injection
Patching Machine

6.11 Spray Injection Patching Machine

6.11.1 Spray Inhjection Patching Machine Specifications
6.11.2 Spray Injection Patching Machine Vendor List

6.11 Spray Injection Patching Machine

6.11. l Spray ln,jection Patching Machine

Task Force
Tom Martin
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell
Larry Lee

Program Manager

Research Engineer
Utilities Manager
Fleet Manager
Street Commissioner

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County
City of Lebanon

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

3

Engine Options Desired

8

Paint color

11

Owner's base of operations

12

Delivery schedule

12

Penalty for late delivery

13

Add-on and Deduct Alternates

Section 6.11.1 - Spray Injection Patching Machine

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Spray Injection Patching Machine

GENERAL

It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new spray injection patching machine in
sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. The unit is to be trailer mounted and
designed to repair potholes, cracks, and broad distressed areas in paved surfaces. The unit shall be
capable of clearing all debris from the area to be patched, including water, sand, and gravel up to 2¥2
in in diameter. The unit shall be capable of applying a uniform coat of tack oil to the area to be
patched, then filling the void with aggregate uniformly coated with asphalt emulsion.
All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall
be included in the bid and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what
is usually provided to the trade in general. The spray injection patching machine shall be a current
model under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best known engineering
standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform with the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, with Non Collusion Affidavit and Bid
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete blanks in the right hand column
Bond equal to
of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with
the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically mention those items where the
unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that
item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's
minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owners' s evaluation of the bids.

Section 6.11.1 - Spray Injection Patching Machine
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Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,
devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying
his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.11.1 - Spray Injection Patching Machine
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ENGINE AND BLOWER SYSTEM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Engine shall be water cooled naturally
aspirated diesel, rated gross power of 80 bhp
(min).
The engine shall be equipped with the
following checked items:
Electric start
Alternator, 60 amp min
Voltage regulator
Heavy duty 12v battery, 850 cca min
Dry type air cleaner
Disposable element oil filter
Heavy duty cooling system
Engine must be enclosed within an engine
compartment equipped with an access door.
Blower shall coupled directly to the flywheel
of the engine and capable of producing 450
cfm at 7 psi at 1500 rpm.
The blower unit shall be protected from
overheating by a popoff valve set at IO psi.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Engine horsepower-----Engine make _ _ _ __
Engine m o d e l - - - - - - - Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [ ]
___ cfm

@ ___

Yes [ ]

No [
No[
No[
No [
No [
No[
No [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[ ]

psi

@

1500 rpm

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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ENGINE AND BLOWER SYSTEM. cont

Minimum Reguirements of Local A~ency
The blower shall receive intake air from an
easily accessible paper element filter of not
less than 300 sq in surface area and covered
with a foam pre-cleaner element.
The heavy duty air compressor shall be
directly driven by the engine, and capable of
. producing a continuous pressure and 12 cfm
of air volume.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Air volume provided _ _ _ _ _ cfm

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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AGGREGATE HANDLING SYSTEM

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The unit shall be supplied with a modified
tailgate for the towing truck for direct feed of
the aggregate to the hopper box of the
patching machine.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The hopper box shall be equipped with a
safety screen hinged and secured in place
which will allow passage of aggregate no
greater than 2~ in in diameter.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The aggregate conduit shall consist of an
abrasion resistant 3 in (min) ID schedule 40
pipe connected to a 3 in (min) ID non-kinking
reinforced rubber hose. Rubber hose to be
neoprene lined and fitted with a flow nozzle.

Conduit and hose ID

in

The unit shall not produce overspray of the
material and shall keep the operator clean and
free of emulsion and aggregate.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The system shall allow the operator to spray at
any engine speed between 1200 and 1800 rpm
and to vary the engine speed at any time
without any adjustments to the machine other
than the throttle setting.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The unit must be capable of dispensing
aggregate 1A to 1114 in topsize at a rate of at
least 125 lbs/min.

Aggregate size range _ _ _ to _ __
Patching rate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lbs/min

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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EMULSION HANDLING AND HEATING SYSTEM

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The emulsion tank shall be an ASME pressure
vessel certified for a 200 psi working pressure at
500° F with a 250 gal min capacity.

Pressure Rating _ _ _ _ psi at ____ ° F
Capacity _ _ _ _ _ gal

It shall be insulated with a minimum of 2 in fire
retardant fiberglass or urethane, covered with
weather tight steel or fiberglass jacket.

Insulation thickness------- in
type _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The emulsion tank shall be heated by one or more
thermostatically controlled heater blankets or
heating elements, having a total wattage of at least
3000 watts.

Total wattage provided _ _ _ _ _ __
@
volts

II

Atomized asphalt spray within the nozzle shall be
capable of 100% coating of the aggregate prior to
discharge.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The heating system shall be capable of operating
continuously without damage to the heating
elements or other components, regardless of
whether the tank is full or empty.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The emulsion system shall be capable of operating
at temperatures as low as 20° F.

Min operating temp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 F

The entire emulsion handling system shall be heated
for low temperature operation by circulation of a
heated fluid. The fluid shall pass through the
emulsion tank and continue out to the boom and
spray nozzle.

Describe emulsion heating system

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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EMULSION HANDLING
SYSTEM. con't

AND

HEATING

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

A system shall be provided for using diesel fuel to
clean the system of excess emulsion. The reservoir
for the diesel fuel shall have a capacity of at least 9
gal. The entire emulsion system shall be cleaned by
this system.

Describe cleaning system

Tank should be equipped with contents gauge,
easily visible to the operator and 5 in dial type
thermometer.

Contents gauge
Thermometer

Tank shall be equipped with an 8 in (min) quick
open access hatch.

Access h a t c h - - - - - - - in

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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TRAILER

Minimum ReQuirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

The trailer frame shall be constructed of 114 in steel
rectangular tubing and have an empty weight of at
least 5000 lb.

Empty weight _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lb

Tandem axle suspension with 6000 lb capacity each
axle and individual leaf springs at each wheel with
3000 lb capacity.

Axle rating ________ lb, each
Spring rating
lb, each

Tires shall be ST225/75R-15, load range C,
mounted on disc wheels, with fenders.

Tire s i z e - - - - - - - - - - Wheel t y p e - - - - - - - - - - -

Trailer shall have electric brakes rated at 2600 lb
each, with brake-away unit.

Brake capacity ________ lb, each

Trailer to be equipped with brake, tail and
directional lights as required by FMVSS
requirements.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Trailer to have an elevated amber safety strobe light.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Hitch to be adjustable height pintle type, with
safety chains.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Unit is to be painted _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Unit will be p a i n t e d - - - - - - - - - -

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BOOM AND HOSE CARRIER

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Flexible hose, nozzle, and operator controls shall be
fully supported by a boom mounted to the trailer
frame.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Boom assembly shall allow the operator to repair an
area within a 17 ft (min) working radius of the
boom pivot point.

Work radius _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ft

Operator controls shall be provided at the end of the
boom for controlling the flow of aggregate and
emulsion, as well as engine speed and a signal horn.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

The boom shall be designed so that the operator is
able to patch an area near the centerline of the road
without any portion of the boom or operator
intruding into the opposite lane of traffic.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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INSTRUMENTATION/CONTROLS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Instrumentation shall be provided to monitor:
Fuel level
Engine oil pressure
Engine coolant temperature
Voltmeter
Tachometer
Hourmeter

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No [
No [
No [
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]

Automatic shutdown shall be provided for
High coolant temperature
Low engine oil

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No [ ]
No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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WARRANTY I REPAIR PARTS/REFERENCES

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery of
completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts, Service and Operators Manual to be included.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose warranty facility is located nearest the Owner's
base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner's base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability (at
the Bidder's warranty facility) of 95% within 48 hours
of the order by the Owner.

_ _ _ _ % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance (pm) items
such as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the Owner's base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for pm parts

Bidder shall provide a reference list, including contact
information, for units currently in operation in Indiana
or surrounding states.

References attached

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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DATE OF DELIVERY

Minimum Reguirements of Local A1:ency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated Delivery Time: _ _ _ _ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
the Owner at the rate of
$/day for each
calender day of delay after the Owner's specified date
of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.11.1 - Spray Injection Patching Machine
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD-ON ALTERNATES
0

Crack filling attachment

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

0

Arrow board attachment

Add: _ _ _ _ _ $

0

Hydraulic Tailgate Feeder

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ $

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
0

Trade In (s)

Deduct:------$

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price:

______ $

Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.11.1- Spray Injection Patching Machine
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6.11.2 Spray Injection Patching Machine - Vendor List

Section 1 - All Vendors
All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

6.11.2 Spray Injection Patching Machine

Patching Machine Vendors

1/09/01
10:44 am
District: BC I Bast Central l
Company Name and Address
Deeds Bqu!~ment Co., Inc.
7720 Relfaf s St.
Iadianapo s

Page 1
Vendors.R7

Phone
Falt
Contact
317·546-3331 317-545-3334 Dan Brennan

Manufacturers Represented
Galion, Bi way Root Svenson., iirflo craf co AMZ

MacAllister Bquipment Co.
7151 B 30th SEreet
IndianapoUs
IN

317-545-2151 317-543-0310

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

MCDonal~ Machinery
4J4~ D~palijr Blvd

317·856-3000 317-856-0200

Q:enke

I

I

I

lf2u
4~206

Co.

Industrial,Cas~,

Rosco

JldlanapoliS
46241

District: NB I Mortheast
Company Name and Address
M•c~i1ist~r Bquipment Co.

Phoqe
219·483-6469

Fax

Contact

Manuf act~rers Represented
U.enke Ind.ustrial, Ca~erpiliar, Rosco

Ji· •aype
'McDonald Machinery Co.
3911 Limestobe Dr.
Ft. lfayn.e
IN

e:enke Industrial case, Rosco

219·147·1561 219-747-6367

I

46809

Dist,ict: NW I Morthwest
Company Name and Address
Deeds Bquipm~nt Co., Inc.
2203 N. "'Michigan.
Plymouth
IN
46563

Phone

Fax

219-184-2500 219-784-2636

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Galion,Hiway,Root,Swenson.,Afrflo, Crafco AMZ

Patching Machine Vendors

1/09/01

10 :44 am
District: Nk ( Morthwest
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bquipment Co.

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 2
Vendors.R7

219•288-6622

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

219·271-0800 219-271-0889

Henke Industrial, Case, Rosco

~iuth Bena

McDonald. Machinery Cb.
512401 Ralph Jones Drive
Is~ut.h
. Bena
4 :6~Q

District: WC ( West Central )
Cbmp~ny Name and hddress
B~uibment Matteting Services
PO Bbx 69t
Cloverdale
IN

Phone
765·7~5-i277

Fax

Contact
765-79s-i217 Cliff Dickehut

~an~f actutefs

Represented

DuraPatcber

46]20

Mac~lli~ter aquipment Co.

812·877-9773

ffenke Ind.ustria1, Ca4erpillar ~ Rosco

MacAllister Squipment Co.
w. Lafay·ette
IN

317·423-5553

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

MCD. onald Machinery Co.
2691 SR 2S
Lafayette
IN

765·142·2080 765-742-2899

Henke Industrial, Case, Rosco

T~r~~
I~

Haute
.

I

41905

Bnd of report.

6.12

Wheel Excavator

6.13

Rubber Tire Roller

6.13.1 Rubber Tire Roller

Task Force
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
Larry Campbell
Chuck Everett
LarryMcLin
Heather Ward
Bill Williams

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Fleet Manager
Utility Manager
Highway Supervisor
Buyer
Buyer

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Allen County
Town of Flora
Daviess County
INDOT
INDOT

Owner Input Checklist
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification:

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Page

Description

1

Bid Bond Amount

3

Engine Options

5

Instrumentation and Controls

6

Lights and Paint Color

7

Owner's Base of Operations

8

Delivery Time and Penalty

9

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information)

Section 6.13.1-Rubber Tire Roller

SPECIFICATIONS
for
Hydrostatic Drive Self-Propelled Rubber Tire Roller

GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a new hydrostatic drive self-propelled
rubber tire roller in sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable equipment. All parts not
specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a complete unit, shall be included in the bid
and shall conform in strength and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to
the trade in general. The hydrostatic drive rubber tire roller shall be a current model under standard
production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to the best-known engineering
standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability and workmanship. Every item
assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety Standards.
Any units not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected. It will be
the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless deviations have been
specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to the requirements of the Indiana State Board of
Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on State Form No 95, or form provided by the L.P.A. with Non
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall complete
blanks in the right hand column of the specifications under the heading "Provided by Unit Proposed
by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The Bidder shall also specifically
mention those items where the unit being bid does not meet the Owners minimum requirements at
the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned. It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that
not meeting the Owner's minimum requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be
rejected. The degree to which the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the
Owner's evaluation of the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered with his bid. The
Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being
bid.
The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from any and all
suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any patented designs,

Section 6.13.1 -Rubber Tire Roller
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devices, or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with the specific unit furnished
under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after purchase of the specified unit(s ).
Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and Bidder
deviates from the specified item, he shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining and justifying his
proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of same and
after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his approval of the
satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.13.1-Rubber Tire Roller
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ENGINE AND POWER TRAIN
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Size: 9 - Tire
68" Rolling With

Width:

Ballast compartment to leave easy access for
clean out or drain out

Weight Min.:
With Ballast:

Engine shall be diesel, 4 cylinder, four cycle
engine min. 75 rated HP

Engine horsepower
Engine Make
Engine Model

The engine shall be equipped with the
following checked items:
Electric start
Alternator
Voltage regulator
Heavy duty 12 volt battery
Dry type air cleaner
Disposable element oil filter
Heavy duty cooling system
Ether Starting Aid

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No [
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Hydrostatic drive pump to be mounted
directly to the engine, Bidder to furnish
detailed information on the size and capacity
type and make of the hydrostatic drive pump
and motor.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 -Rubber Tire Roller
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BRAKES. TIRES. AND WATER SYSTEM

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Speed to be infinitely variable from 0 to 15mph.

Infinitely variable speed
Yes [ ] No [ ]
Maximum speed------- mph

Service brake is dynamic through hydrostatic
transmission.

Service brake system

Hydraulic with inter lock device (will not start
unless in neutral and brake set, when in neutral with
motor running brake is set and have a neutral
lockout for towing.)

Parking brake system

Tires 7.50 X 15 - 12 ply Smooth

Tire s i z e - - - - - - - - - - - Wheel t y p e - - - - - - - - - Tire O v e r l a p - - - - - - - - - -

Sprinkler System:
Tire spray system with one nozzle per tire hand
Serviceable, pressurized with electric pump,
100 gallon no rust tank.
(Water in this system shall not be considered as
ballast in calculation of weight.)

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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INSTRUMENTATION/CONTROLS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Control/instrument panel to be located in a lockable
box on the operator=s station to prevent vandalism.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Operator=s station shall be located and/or
adjustable so that the operator is provided an
unobstructed view front and rear, left and right,
which may be accomplished by either a movable
station or by a front mounted central location.

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

If control panel is switch able, left to right, it shall
be via:
_ _ Power,
_ _ Manual operation
Instrumentation shall be provided to monitor:
Fuel level
Engine oil pressure
Hydrostatic oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Voltmeter
Tachometer
Hour meter
Air pressure (if applicable)
Audible and visible alarms shall be provided for
High coolant temperature
High hydraulic temperature
Low engine oil
Low fuel level

Adjustable control station
[ ]
Front mount, central location [ ]

Yes [ ]
Yes [ ]

No[ ]
No[ ]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

Yes [
Yes [
Yes [
Yes [

]
]
]
]

No[
No[
No[
No[

]
]
]
]

]
]
]
]
]

NIA [

]

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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MISCELLANEOUS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Air or electric horn

Air [

Self adjusting backup alarm (87 to 100 dz)

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

A complete light package

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Safety strobe light(s) to be mounted:

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Paint color shall b e - - - - - - - - -

]

Electric [

Paint color is

ROPS and Safety Belts Required

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Access ladders, left and right

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

Safety handrails

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Lockable tool box

Yes [ ]

No[ ]

For safety reasons, highest consideration will be
given to the unit with the lowest center of gravity
(cg) bidder to furnish height to cg above ground.

Height to cg :

Minimum capacities shall be

Capacities are:

10 gal - Hydraulic oil reservoir
30 gal - Diesel fuel, with lockable cap

]

_ _ gal - hydraulic oil
_ _ gal - diesel fuel

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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WARRANTY I REPAIR PARTS

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all warranties and
component warranties available.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of delivery of
completed unit(s).

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Parts, Service and Operators Manual to be included.

Yes [ ]

No [ ]

Highest consideration will be given to those Bidders
whose warranty facility is located nearest the
Owner=s base of operations, which is located at

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from Owner=s base of operations:

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts availability
(at the Bidder=s warranty facility) of 95% within 48
hours of the order by the Owner.

- - - - % available within 48 hours

Delivery time of preventative maintenance items such
as filters, belts, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours to
the Owner=s base of operations.

_ _ _ _ hours delivery for PM Part

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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DATE OF DELIVERY

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency
Unit must be delivered to the Owner with all
attachments and components substantially completed,
within
days of the acceptance of the
bid.

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder
Estimated Delivery Time: _____ days

The Bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for and pay
$/day for
the Owner at the rate of
each calendar day of delay after the Owner=s
specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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______ $

BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD ON ALTERNATES
Canopy

Add:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct:

______ $

Year:
Make:
Model:
SIN:
Location:

Net Price: _ _ _ _ _ _ $
Bidder Name, Address, Phone, Contact:

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.13.1 - Rubber Tire Roller
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6.13.2 - Rubber Tire Roller - Vendor List
Section 1-All Vendors
All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

Section 6.13.2-Rubber Tire Roller- Vendor Listings

12/17/01
9:55 am
District: BC ( Bast Central l
Company Name and Address
Brandeis Equipment Co.
8410 Zionsville Rd, PO Box 68555
Indianapolis
IN
46268-0555
MacAllister Equipment Co.
7151 B30th Street
Indianapolis
IN
46206
N~wman Equipment
1J15 Terminal Rd
II'dj1napolis
.
4 217 "
Southeastern Equipment Co.
4951 W. 96th St.
Indianapolis
IN
46268

Rubber Tire Roller Vendors

Phone
317-872-8410

Fax

Contact

Page 1
Vendors. Rll

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Ingersoll-Rand

317-545-2151 317-543-0310

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

317-781-8100 317-781-8720

Hypac

317-872-4877 317-872-2811 David

Co~per

Hyundaif

~tnyre, ftom~g

I

,,

Df~~fidt:

NB I Northeast
, qpmpany Name and Address

"J~A~lister.Bquipment

Co.
2 ·~a w. Coliseum Blvd
P • Wayne
IN
46808
Southeastern Equipment Co.
3333 W. Coliseum Blvd.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46806

District: NW I Northwest
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Equipment Co.
25734 State Hwy 2
South Bend
IN
46619-4811

Phone
Fax
219-483-6469 217-471-9932

Contact
Henke Irtdustrial,

219-483-8868 219-483-5448 Dan Kreager

Phone
Fax
-219-288-6622 219-288-0423

~anuf acturers

Contact

Representet

Ca~etpil,laf, ~osco

Hyundai, Btnyre, Bomag

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

12/17/01
9:55 am

Rubber Tire Roller Vendors

District: NW ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
Roland Machinary Company
6450 Melton Rd
Portage
IN

Phone

Fax

Contact

Page 2
Vendors.Rll
Manufacturers Represented

Bomag

219-764-8080 219-764-8613

46368

District: OS I Out of State
Company Name and Address
Carlisle Equipment Co.
3800 Crittenden Drive
Louisville
KY '

J

Phone

Fax

Contact

Manufacturers Represented
Bomag, Rosco

502-361-7000 502-367-1537

40209

District: WC I West Central l
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Equipment Co.
20 w. MargareE Dr
Terre Haute
IN

Phone

Fax

812-877-p773

812.478-924~

Contact

¥anUf qcturetl Represented
Hqnk9 IQdqstfiai, Ca~erfi~lar, Josco

~7802-3757

MacAli}ster Equipment Co.
500 ;ffipe Dr
Lafayette
IN
47905-7944

End of report .

317-423-5553 765-449-7077

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

6.14

Roadside Mower

6.14 Roadside Mower

6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
6.14.2 Mower I Boom
6.14.3 Mower I Batwing
6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount
6.14.5 Mower I Standard 3 Point Hitch

6.14 Roadside Mower

6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor

Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.

Page

Description

[]

1

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

4

4 Wheel Drive Option.

[]

3

Operating Weight

[]

3

Horse Power

[]

7

Cab/NoCab

[]

9

Counter Weight Option.

[]

9

Cold Weather Starting Aid.

[]

IO

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

11

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

12

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
John Deere, Ford, New Holland

Section 6.14.1 - Mower I Utility Tractor

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Utility Tractor

GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Utility Tractor for mowing
operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable
equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a
complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength and quality
of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit
shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Egual" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART I-GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Operating weight: 9000 pounds minimum.

Operating weight _ _ _ __rpounds

ENGINE
4 cylinders, four cycle, turbo-charged with
the following minimum specifications:

Make:
Model:

Horsepower (SEA Gross), min. 90HP.

Horsepower
SAE Gross
SAE Net

------------------~

---------

Torque (SAE NET) Min. 270 ft-lb.

Torque: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SAE NET
@
RPM

Engine block heater 1000-watt min.
Fuel filter water separator.
Engine oil cooler.
Pre-cleaner (air intake).
Dry-type air filter two stage with restriction indicator.
Over flow recovery.
Spin-on type coolant filter.
Silicone hose system or equal.
Fin and tube type radiator having maximum cooling
capacity.

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No

Radiator capacity:._ _ _ _ _Gallons

Describe exceptions to the specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART I-GENERAL INFORMATION CONT.

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

TRANSMISSION I PTO
540RPM PTO

[] Yes

[]No

16 X 16 Electro Shift Transmission

Number of speeds forward _ _ __
Number of speeds reverse _ _ __

Top speed forward, 20mph maximum.

Top speed forward _ _ _ _ mph

Auxiliary transmission cooler.

[] Yes

[]No

Electro hydraulic engagement

[] Yes

[]No

Flip up guard on PTO shaft.

[] Yes

[]No

Front axle adjustable 56" to 80"
Rear axle adjustable 60" to 80"

[] Yes
[] Yes

[]No
[]No

[] 4 wheel drive.
[] 2 wheel drive.

[] Yes
[] Yes

[]No
[]No

Differential lock.

[]Manual []Electronic []None

DRIVELINE:

TIRES
Front: 1lLX16 10 Ply rating. (F3)
Rear: 18.4 X 34, 6 Ply rating. (Rl)

___ x

___ Ply rating

_ _ _ X _ _ _ _ _ _ Ply rating

Describe exceptions to the specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION CONT.
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

BRAKES:
Multiple wet disk brakes must be sealed and
fully enclosed to allow operation in water,
mud, snow, and other adverse conditions
without encountering brake failure.

[] Yes

[]No

Self-adjusting parking/secondary brake must
be mechanically applied, independent of
service brake and shall and be of sufficient
design to hold the weight of the machine on a
30-degree slope.

[] Yes

[]No

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM:
Pump minimum 20 GPM

GPM

Live hydraulic

[] Yes

[] No

Automatic Flow Control

[] Yes

[]No

Hoses routed through alignment clamps
and have SAE standard fittings.

[] Yes

[]No

Hydraulic system filter, 10 micron, maximum.

[] Yes

(]No

Two selective control valves

[] Yes

(]No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION CONT.
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM:
[]No

2 - 12 Volt batteries with 1400 CCA.

[] Yes

Starter shall be rated at the heaviest duty
for this application by the manufacturer.

Starter:
Type:

Alternator shall be minimum of 100 amps.

[] Yes

[]No

4 front floodlights.

[] Yes

[]No

4 rear floodlights.

[] Yes

[]No

2 rear tail and stop lights.

[] Yes

[]No

Tum signals, front and rear.

[] Yes

[]No

4 - way flashers.

[] Yes

[]No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14. l Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART2~0PERATORSTATION/ENVIRONMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit proposed by Bidder
[] Yes

[]No

ROPS fully enclosed steel sound - suppressed
cab (SAE JI 040, 80 dBA) with roll - over
protection (SAE J 394). With roof vent hatch.

[] Yes

[]No

High output heater.

[] Yes

[]No

Air conditioning factory installed (134A).

[] Yes

[]No

AM/FM Radio factory installed.

[] Yes

[]No

Defroster fan.

[] Yes

[]No

Windshield washer/wipers front and rear.

[] Yes

[]No

Tilt steering wheel.

[] Yes

[]No

Rear view mirror internal.

[] Yes

[]No

Dual outside cab mirrors.

[] Yes

[]No

Deluxe suspension cloth seat air or mechanical.
Height adjustable
Weight adjustable
Leg reach adjustable
Back angle adjustable
Seat belt 3" retractable
Arm rest adjustable

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[] Mechanical
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No

Cab

[] Yes

[]No

Air
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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Part 2-0PERATOR STATION I ENVIRONMENT (CONT)

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

INSTRUMENTS:
Tachometer I Hour meter
Fuel Gauge
Transmission oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Engine oil pressure
Electric hour meter
Electric voltage

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No

[]
[]
[]
[]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[]No
[]No
[]No
[]No

[] Yes
[] Yes

[]No
[]No

[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes

[] No
[] No
[]No

VISUAL WARNINGS:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Fasten Seat Belt
AUDIBLE WARNINGS:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil system

FILTER RESTRICITONS INDICATOR:
Air
Transmission oil
Hydraulic

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART 5 -ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency
Counterweight,

pounds.

Provide on Unit Proposed by Bidder
lbs

counterweight

Cold weather starting aid. [] Yes [] No

[] Yes

[]No

Automatically adjusting reverse warning 89-112 db.

[] Yes

[]No

SMVemblem.

[] Yes

[] No

Lockable doors.

[] Yes

[]No

Complete lock - up vandal protection.

[] Yes

[]No

All locks shall be keyed the same.

[] Yes

[]No

Fuel tank 40 U.S. gallons minimum.

Fuel capacity

Fire extinguisher.

[] Yes

[]No

Tie down hooks for transport.

[] Yes

[]No

Bottom guard for engine and transmission.

[] Yes

[]No

Toolbox

[] Yes

[]No

gallons

Describe exceptions to the Specifications

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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PART 7 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

(]No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[]No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[]No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

- - - - % available within 48 hours
____ hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.lMower I Utility Tractor
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PART 7 - SERVICE IP ARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD - ON ALTERNATES
A dd:

Add:

$

-----~-

- - - - - - -$

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES

Deduct:

Trade In (s)

- - - - - - - -$

Year:
Make:
Model:

------------------------------S / N: _
________
~_

Location: --------~-

NET PRICE:~~~~~~~-$

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:

Section 6.14.1 Mower I Utility Tractor
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6,14.2 Mower I Boom

Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.

Page

Description

[]

1

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

8

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

9

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

10

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
Tiger, Alamo

Section 6.14.2 Mower I Boom

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Boom Mower
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Boom Mower for mowing
operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable
equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a
complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength and quality
of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit
shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
of the bid price. Bidder shall
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.14.2 Mower I Boom
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or~,, Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.14.2 Mower I Boom
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Operating weight: 440 pounds minimum.
520 pounds maximum

Operating weight _ _ _ _ _pounds

Blades and Cut
Cutting width 5' minimum

[] Yes

[] No

Maximum cut of 4" in diameter

[] Yes

[] No

Cutting cycle up to 60-times per minute

[] Yes

[] No

Cutting blade is one piece (T-1 Steel)

[] Yes

[] No

Base blade is one piece (T-1 Steel)

[] Yes

[] No

Cutting bar shall have a pitmanless drive

[] Yes

[] No

Mounting rail frame will be full- length 4x4xl/4
steel tubing mounted to the front bolster housing
and to rear axle.

[] Yes

[] No

Mainframe will be no less than 4x4xl/4 steel tubing
Bracing frame with 4x6x3/16 steel tubing main
Structure mounted over the hood of the tractor to
4x4 mounting rails.

[] Yes

[] No

Minimum counterweight of 1300 lbs.

[] Yes

[] No

Frame

Describe exceptions to the specifications:

Section 6.14.2 Mower I Boom
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT.

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulics
Front mount reservoir for improved visibility
and operator access.

[] Yes

[] No

17 gallon reservoir with sight glass

[] Yes

[] No

System pressure of 1500 PSI

[] Yes

[] No

16-micron full flow of 35 GPM filter

[] Yes

[] No

Cylinder diameter 3', stroke 5-7/8", rod diameter
1-1/4".

[] Yes

[] No

Closed-loop piston pump rated at 46GPM@
3500 RPM and 5000 PSI

[] Yes

[] No

Pump to be idle during transport.

[] Yes

[] No

Front pump drive shaft to be rated at 350 ft. lbs.
of torque.

[] Yes

[] No

Motor circuit hose to be 1" four wire braid.

[] Yes

[] No

Dipper boom hoses to be metal tubing fastened
inside of boom.

[] Yes

[] No

Inter boom hoses to be metal tubing fastened
to back of boom.

[] Yes

[] No

Describe exceptions to the specifications:
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PARTl-GENERALCONT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulics
Mower deck hoses to be four-wire braid with
protective sleeving.

[] Yes

[] No

Five spool, electronic, proportional, pressurecompensating with relief type valve.

[] Yes

[] No

Valve shall allow four function simultaneously.

[] Yes

[] No

Swing, lift, and dipper sections to have individual
work port relief valve.

[] Yes

[] No

Five function boom control valve to be controlled
by a single electronic joystick.

[] Yes

[] No

Two 2-112 ID bearings with a 2-1/2 diameter
chrome plated pin.

[] Yes

[] No

5" diameter x 114" polyethylene thrust washer.

[] Yes

[] No

Minimum total bearing surface of 46in2.

[] Yes

[] No

King Post

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 1 - GENERAL CONT.
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Boom Arm
Two piece design with all pivot points to have
replaceable Teflon bearings.

[] Yes

[] No

All pivot points to be 1-112" diameter.

[] Yes

[] No

Inner boom to be made of 6x6xl/4 steel tubing
With 50,000 lb yield strength.

[] Yes

[] No

Dipper to be made of 5x5x14 steel tubing with
50,000 lb yield strength.

[] Yes

[] No

All hinge points to be T-1 steel reinforced.

[] Yes

[] No

Horizontal boom swing to be 120- degrees.

[] Yes

[] No

Swing Cylinder to be mounted in a way that
breakaway forces are on cylinder barrel and
not on rod side.

[] Yes

[] No

Boom rest to take pressure off dipper and swing
Cylinders when in transport.

[] Yes

[] No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT,

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit proposed by Bidder

Boom Reach
Machete 60 head

[] Yes

[] No

Minimum reach up to be 21'

[] Yes

[]No

Minimum reach out to be 21'

[] Yes

[]No

Minimum reach down to be 21'

[] Yes

[]No

Boom mower head shall be able to mow within
3' of rear tractor tire.

[] Yes

[]No

Four bar linkage to allow a 205 degree head
rotation.

[] Yes

[]No

Mower cutter to have a emergency shut down.

[] Yes

[] No

Mower head motor to take 6 seconds to full
RPM for no shock, no load start up.

[] Yes

[]No

Safety cage to be installed to operator's position.
Right side glass to be harden polycarbonate tinted
safety glass.

[] Yes

[]No

Safety

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

[] No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[] No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[] No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

____ % available within 48 hours

____ hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID

ADD - ON ALTERNATES
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _,$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

YeM: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Make:----------Model: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S/N: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location:----------

NET PRICE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:
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6.14.3 Mower I Batwing

Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.

Page

Description

[]

1

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

3

Width

[]

6

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

7

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

8

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
John Deere, Alamo, Tiger, Woods

Section 6.14.3 Mower I Batwing

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Batwing Mower
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Batwing Mower for mowing
operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on comparable
equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to provide a
complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength and quality
of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in general. The unit
shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
of the bid price. Bidder shall
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.14.3 Mower I Batwing
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or~,, Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Width
Over all width to be 138"

[] Yes

[] No

Width

Transport width to be 95"

[] Yes

[] No

Width

Transport width at tires to be 120"

[] Yes

[] No

Width

[] Yes

[] No

Length

2" to 4"

[] Yes

[] No

Height

Height to be adjustable by hydraulic cylinder.

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

Input ASAE category 5.

[] Yes

[] No

Wing ASAE category 5.

[] Yes

[] No

Center gearbox to be 200HP.

[] Yes

[] No

Wing gearbox to be 150HP.

[] Yes

[] No

Output shaft to be 2-1/8 diameter.

[] Yes

[] No

Length
Over all length to be 175'
Height

Horsepower
Required horsepower to be 50 to 100 HP

HP

Driveline

Describe exceptions to the specifications:
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT.

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Yokes to be spring wheel

[] Yes

[] No

U-joints to be CVI universal.

[] Yes

[] No

Six blade tips.

[] Yes

[] No

Overlap to be 6".

[] Yes

[] No

Size to be .5x4x25 inches.

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

Blades

Center blade speed to be 15,000FPM
Wing blade speed to be 16,000FPM

@

@

540 PTO.

540 PTO.

Wing angle range to be 22 degrees down to 90
degrees up.

Size

Clutches
Quick- disconnect friction-type slip clutches.

Describe exceptions to the specifications:
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PARTl-GENERALCONT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

Chain Shielding
Single row front and rear 5/16 chain.

[] Yes

[]No

Dual wheel yoke assemblies.

[] Yes

[] No

Wheel yokes to be clamp type and adjustable.

[] Yes

[] No

Two skids.

[] Yes

[] No

Two stump jumpers.

[] Yes

[] No

Dual wheels to be 10" with pneumatic tires.

[] Yes

[] No

Center Section

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2-SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY /DELIVERY
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

[] No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[] No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[] No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

____ % available within 48 hours

____ hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD - ON ALTERNATES
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Year:
Make:___________
Model:----------S / N: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location:----------

NET PRICE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:

Section 6.14.3 Mower I Batwing
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6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount

Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.

Page

Description

[]

1

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

5

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

6

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

7

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
Tiger, Alamo, \Voods

Section 6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Side Mount Mower
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Side Mount Mower for
mowing operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on
comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength
and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in
general. The unit shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by
the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Width
Cutting width to be 60"

[] Yes

[] No

Rotary hydraulically powered

[] Yes

[] No

Cutter disc to be dish type, 3/4x37.5

[] Yes

[] No

Cutter knives to be 6 1/2x4 full swinging heat-treated.

[] Yes

[] No

To have 3/8 steel sidewalls.

[] Yes

[] No

To have full-length replaceable skid shoes.

[] Yes

[] No

Cutter head weight to be 1250 lb.

[] Yes

[] No

Cutter head ark to be 180 degrees 90 plus or minus
ground level.

[] Yes

[] No

Chain guards front and rear.

[] Yes

[] No

Spindle 7-114 x 10-7/8 forged steel mounted in
double tapered roller bearings, sealed and in oil bath.

[] Yes

[] No

Spindle drive to be flexible coupler with dust shield.

[]Yes

[] No

Spindle speed to be 1200RPM.

[] Yes

[] No

Width

Cutter Assembly

Cutter Head

Drive Line

Describe exceptions to the specifications:
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PART 1 - GENERAL CONT.

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Hydraulic System

Pump is to be gear type rated at 98 HP.

[] Yes

[] No

Motor is to be gear type rated at 128 HP.

[] Yes

[] No

Filter to be rated at 75 GPM, 25 microns with
restriction gauge.

[] Yes

[] No

Reservoir to be 26 gallon.

[] Yes

[] No

Main control valve to be nonrestrictive, electric
solenoid type, with starter lockout switch.

[] Yes

[] No

Suction hose to be 1-112" ID.

[] Yes

[] No

Pressure hose drive and return to be 1" ID.

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

Main Frame

Solid mount front, mid and rear.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

[] No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[] No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[] No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

____ % available within 48 hours

____ hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _,$

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

YeM: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make: - - - - - - - - - - Mode1: - - - - - - - - - - S / N: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location: - - - - - - - - - -

NET PRICE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:

Section 6.14.4 Mower I Side Mount
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6.14.5 Mower I Standard 3 Point Hitch
Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Chuck Everett
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Utility Manager
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Town of Flora
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.
Page

Description

[]

I

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

3

Cutting Width

[]

4

Horse Power Rating

[]

4

Hitch

[]

5

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

6

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

7

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
John Deere, Alamo, Tiger, Woods

Section 6.14.5 Mower I Standard 3 Point Hitch

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Standard Rotary Mower
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a Standard Rotary Mower for
mowing operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on
comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength
and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in
general. The unit shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by
the manufacturer.

Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.14.5 Mower I Standard
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Egyfil" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Width

Cutting width to be 84"

[] Yes

[] No

Rotary cut with blades mounted on blade pan.

[] Yes

[] No

Blades shall be Y2" x 4" heat treated steel with
up draft design.

[] Yes

[] No

To have 1/.1" x 9" steel sidewalls.

[] Yes

[] No

To have full-length replaceable skid shoes.

[] Yes

[] No

Deck shall be a minimum of 10 gauge steel
with welded gussets at stress points.

[] Yes

[] No

Chain guards front and rear.

[] Yes

[] No

Single spindle PTO tractor powered.

[] Yes

[] No

PTO shaft to be shielded category 4 with slip clutch.

[]Yes

[] No

Gear box to be rated at 90 HP minimum.

[] Yes

[] No

Width

Cutter Assembly

Cutter Head

Drive Line

Describe exceptions to the specifications:
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT.
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Tail Wheel
The tail wheel shall be laminated and castering.

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

[] Yes

[] No

Cutting Height
Shall be adjustable from 2" to 12".

Mounting Hitch
Shall be category 2 three point hitch.

HP Rating
This shall be rated between 40 and 90 PTO HP
with 540 and 1000 RPM PTO.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

[] No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[] No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[] No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

____ % available within 48 hours

____ hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.5 Mower I Standard
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PART 2 - SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of deli very.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.14.5 Mower I Standard
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD - ON ALTERNATES
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ $

Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

YeM: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Model: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S/N: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location:----------

NET PRICE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:

Section 6.14.5 Mower I StandMd
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6.15

Street Sweeper

6.16

Rubber Tire
Loader/Backhoe

6.16 Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
6.16.1 Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe Specifications
6.16.2 Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe Vendor List

Section 6.16 - Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe

6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe

Task Force:
Tom Martin
Jerry Larson
John Habermann
Larry Campbell

Program Manager
Training Specialist
Research Engineer
Fleet Manager

Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Indiana LTAP
Allen County

Owner Input Checklist:
Owner input is required on the following pages of this Specification.

Page

Description

[]

1

Bid Bond Amount.

[]

4

4 Wheel Drive Option.

[]

9

Loader Bucket Option.

[]

10

Extendable Dipper Option.

[]

11

Counter Weight Option.

[]

11

Cold Weather Starting Aid.

[]

11

Quick Attach I Detach Option.

[]

13

Owner's Base of Operations.

[]

14

Delivery Time and Penalty.

[]

15

Deduct Alternates (Trade-in information).

NOTE:
At the time these specifications were assembled, the following models are believed to be
in substantial compliance with the specifications. This list may or may not represent a
complete listing of all makes and models currently manufactured in conformance with the
specifications.
New Holland LB90, John Deere 3 IOSG, Cat 420D, Case580 Super M.

Section 6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe

SPECIFICATIONS
For

Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
GENERAL
It is the intent of these specifications to describe a loader I backhoe for loading
and digging operations of the local agency, with sufficient detail to secure bids on
comparable equipment. All parts not specifically mentioned, which are necessary to
provide a complete and safe unit, shall be included in bid and shall conform in strength
and quality of material and workmanship to what is usually provided to the trade in
general. The unit shall be current model, new equipment, under standard production by
the manufacturer.
Unit shall be manufactured and assembled with conformance to be the best know
Engineering Standards of the trade, relative to design, strength, quality, durability, and
workmanship. Every item assembled upon this unit must meet the latest Federal Safety
Standards.
Any unit not in substantial compliance with these specifications will be rejected.
It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to conform to the requirements unless
deviations have been specifically cited by the Bidder and acceptance made on the basis of
the exception.
Special attention is particularly called to requirements of the Indiana State Board
of Accounts and the local agency in regard to submitting proposals.
All bids are to be submitted on the approved local agency bid form, with Non
Collusion Affidavit and Bid Bond equal to
of the bid price. Bidder shall
complete blanks in the right hand column of specifications under the heading " Provided
on Unit Proposed by Bidder" and include this with the other items mentioned above. The
Bidder shall also specifically mention items where the unit being bid does not meet the
Owners minimum requirements at the bottom of the page where that item is mentioned.
It is brought to the attention of the Bidder that not meeting the Owner's minimum
requirements does not necessarily mean that the bid will be rejected. The degree to which
the unit conforms to the specifications will be considered in the Owner's evaluation of
the bids.
Bidders shall also attach literature or brochure of the model being offered and all
attachments and options with his bid. The Bid shall include the cost for and delivery of a
Parts Book and a Service Manual for the model being bid.

Section 6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe
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The successful Bidder shall indemnify and save harmless the local agency from
any and all suits, costs and penalties or claims for infringements by reason of use of any
patented designs, devices or materials or any trademark or copyright in connection with
the specific unit furnished under this proposal at anytime during manufacture and after
purchase of the specified unit(s).
Term "or Equal" Where the term "or equal" is used in these specifications and
Bidder deviates from the specified item, shall file (with his bid) a letter fully explaining
and justifying his proposed article or equal.
Acceptance of Unit Payment for the above unit(s) shall be made after delivery of
same, and after a properly authorized representative of the "local agency" has given his
approval of the satisfactory delivery and operation of said unit(s).
A certificate of origin shall be furnished with each unit as it is delivered.

Section 6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe
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PART 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Operating weight: 14000 pounds minimum.

Operating weight _ _ _ _ _pounds

Travel height:

Travel height

12' maximum.

- - feet

inches

ENGINE
4 cylinders, four cycle, turbo-charged with
the following minimum specifications:

Make:
Model:,---------~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Horsepower (SEA Gross), min. 85HP.

Horsepower
SAE Gross,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SAE Net

Torque (SAE NET) Min. 270 ft-lb.

Torque: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SAE NET
@
RPM

Engine block heater 1000-watt min.
Fuel filter water separator.
Engine oil cooler.
Pre-cleaner (air intake).
Dry-type air filter two stage with restriction indicator.
Over flow recovery.
Spin-on type coolant filter.
Silicone hose system or equal.
Fin and tube type radiator having maximum cooling
capacity.

[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Radiator capacity:

Gallons

Describe exceptions to the specifications:

Section 6.16.1-Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe
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PART 1 - GENERAL CONT.
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

TRANSMISSION
Full power shuttle w/ torque converter.

[] Yes

4 speeds forward.

Number of speeds forward _ _ __

4 speeds reverse.

Number of speeds reverse _ _ __

Top speed forward, 20mph min.

Top speed forward _ _ _ _ _ mph

Auxiliary transmission cooler.

[] Yes

[] No

Auxiliary Filter.

[] Yes

[] No

Automatic transmission disconnect.

[] Yes

[] No

Planetary drive axels.

[] Yes

[] No

[] 4 wheel drive.
[] 2 wheel drive.

[] Yes
[] Yes

[] No
[] No

Differential lock.

[]Manual []Electronic []None

[] No

DRNELINE:

TIRES
Front: 12 X 16.5, 8 Ply rating.

___ x ___

Rear: 19.5 X 24, 10 Ply rating.

_ _ _ X _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ply rating

_ _ _ _ Ply rating

Describe exceptions to the specifications:

Section 6.16.1- Rubber Tire Loader/ Backhoe
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

BRAKES:
Multiple wet disk brakes must be sealed and
fully enclosed to allow operation in water,
mud, snow, and other adverse conditions
without encountering brake failure.

[] Yes

[] No

Self-adjusting parking/secondary brake must
be mechanically applied, independent of
service brake and shall and be of sufficient
design to hold the weight of the machine on a
30-degree slope.

[] Yes

[] No

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM:
Pump minimum 35 gpm at 2200 rpm.

Minimum_gpm

Relief pressure at 3000-psi minimum.

Relief pressure _ _ _ _ psi

Minimum hydraulic tank capacity of
20 gallons w/sight glass.

Tank capacity of ___ gallons

Hoses routed through alignment clamps
and have SAE standard fittings.

[] Yes

[] No

Hydraulic system filter, 10 micron, maximum.

[] Yes

[] No

Multiple attachment hydraulic circuit.

[] Yes

[] No

@

2200 rpm

(Backhoe control style to be determined at
time of order.)

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
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PART 1- GENERAL CONT.
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit Proposed by Bidder

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM:
2 - 12 Volt batteries with 1400 CCA.

[] Yes

[] No

Starter shall be rated at the heaviest duty
for this application by the manufacturer.

Starter:
Type:

Alternator shall be minimum of 65 amps.

[] Yes

[] No

4 front floodlights.

[] Yes

[] No

4 rear floodlights.

[] Yes

[] No

2 rear tail and stop lights.

[] Yes

[] No

Tum signals, front and rear.

[] Yes

[] No

4 - way flashers.

[] Yes

[] No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.16.1 - Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
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PART 2- OPERATOR STATION I ENVIRONMENT

Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided by Unit proposed by Bidder

ROPS fully enclosed steel sound - suppressed
cab (SAE 11040, 80 dBA) with roll - over
protection (SAE J 394).

[] Yes

[] No

High output heater.

[] Yes

[] No

Air conditioning factory installed (134A).

[] Yes

[] No

AM/FM Radio factory installed.

[] Yes

[] No

Defroster fan.

[] Yes

[] No

Windshield washer/wipers front and rear.

[] Yes

[] No

Tilt steering wheel.

[] Yes

[] No

Rear view mirror internal.

[] Yes

[] No

Dual outside cab mirrors.

[] Yes

[] No

Deluxe suspension cloth seat air or
Mechanical.

[] Air

[] Mechanical

Height adjustable
Weight adjustable
Leg reach adjustable
Back angle adjustable
Seat belt 3" retractable
Arm rest adjustable

[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

No
No
No
No
No
No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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Part 2 - OPERA TOR STATION I ENVIRONMENT (CONT)

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

INSTRUMENTS:
Tachometer I Hour meter
Fuel Gauge
Transmission oil temperature
Engine coolant temperature
Engine oil pressure
Electric hour meter
Electric voltage

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

[]
[]
[]
[]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

[]
[]
[]
[]

No
No
No
No

VISUAL WARNINGS:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil pressure system
Parking brake warning
Fasten Seat Belt
AUDIBLE WARNINGS:
Engine coolant system
Engine oil system

[] Yes
[] Yes

[] No
[] No

[] Yes
[] Yes
[] Yes

[] No
[] No
[] No

FILTER RESTRICITONS INDICATOR:

Air
Transmission oil
Hydraulic

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART3-FRONTLOADER

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

LOADER:
[] 4 in 1 multi- purpose bucket.

[] Yes

[] No

[] Standard Bucket.

[] Yes

[] No

1.25 CY capacity minimum.

Capacity,

Bolt on cutting edge.

[] Yes

[] No

Spill guard.

[] Yes

[] No

Automatic leveler.

[] Yes

[] No

Chain hooks. (for lifting)

[] Yes

[] No

Forklift style forks.

[] Mounted

[] Quick detach

Loader boom service locking bar to be
In accordance with SAE J38.

[] Yes

[] No

Break - out force 8000 pounds minimum.
Lift capacity @ ground level 6000 lb minimum.

Break - out force: _ _ _ _ lbs
Lift capacity
lbs

Bucket shall have a dump clearance of
8' minimum at a 40 degree dump angle.

Dump clearance: _ _ _ _ ft.

, CY

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 4- BACKHOE
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

DIGGING SPECIFICATIONS:
[] Extendable dipper [] Standard dipper
(Use retracted specifications as minimums for
standard dipper.)

[] Yes

Minimum dig depth:
14' retracted
18' extended

Depth:

[] No

- - - retracted
- - - extended

Minimum reach from center pivot:
18' retracted
21' extended

- - - retracted

Minimum loading height:
11 ' retracted
13' extended

Loading Height:
___ retracted
___ extended

Minimum loading reach:
5' 4" retracted
9' extended

Loading reach:
___ retracted
- - - extended

Minimum swing arc 180 degrees.

Swing

Degrees

Minimum lifts capacity 4000 lbs.

Capacity

lbs

Minimum digging force:
Bucket cylinder 12,000 lbs
Crowd cylinder 8000 lbs.(retracted)
(5600 extended)

Digging force:
Bucket
Crowd

lbs
lbs

Stabilizers are to have nine feet spread
and a leveling capacity of 12 degrees.

Spread
Leveling

Reach:
- - - extended

feet
degrees

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 5 -ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provide on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Counterweight,

counterweight

pounds.

lbs

Cold weather starting aid. [] Yes [] No

[] Yes

[] No

Automatically adjusting reverse warning 89-112 db.

[] Yes

[] No

SMVemblem.

[] Yes

[] No

Lockable doors.

[] Yes

[] No

Complete lock - up vandal protection.

[] Yes

[] No

All locks shall be keyed the same.

[] Yes

[] No

Fuel tank 30 U.S. gallons minimum.

Fuel capacity

Fire extinguisher.

[] Yes

[] No

Tie down hooks for transport.

[] Yes

[] No

Bottom guard for engine and transmission.

[] Yes

[] No

Quick detach and attach for backhoe bucket.
[] Yes
[] No

[] Yes

[] No

gallons

Describe exceptions to the Specifications

Section 6.16.1-Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
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PART 6-ATTACHMENTS
Minimum Reguirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Attach a complete list of all available
Backhoe buckets for order including price list.

[] Yes

[] No

Attach a complete list of all tools and
attachments useful to agency daily operation
including price list.

[] Yes

[] No

Describe exceptions to the Specifications

Section 6.16.1-Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
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PART 7-SERVICE/PARTS/WARRANTY /DELIVERY
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Bidder to provide description of all Warranties
and component warranties available.

[] Yes

[] No

Bidder shall provide warranty from date of
delivery of completed unit(s).

[] Yes

[] No

Parts manual, safety manual, operator's manual,
and technical manual for base unit and all
attachments and options shall be provided.

[] Yes

[] No

Highest consideration will be given to those
bidders whose warranty facility is located
nearest the owner's base of operations
which is located at:

Location of warranty facility:

Distance from owner's base of operations

Parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
diversification as to offer a level of parts
availability (at bidder's warranty facility) of
95% within 48 hours of the order by the owner.
Delivery time of preventative maintenance items
such as filters, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours to the owner's base of operations.

____ % available within 48 hours

hours delivery for PM parts

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:
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PART 7 -SERVICE I PARTS I WARRANTY I DELIVERY (CONT)
Minimum Requirements of Local Agency

Provided on Unit Proposed by Bidder

Unit must be delivered to owner with all
attachments and components substantially
completed within
days of
the bid.

Estimated delivery date:

The bidder, and his Surety, shall be liable for
and pay the owner at the rate of _ _ __
dollars a day for each calendar day of delay after
the owner's specified date of delivery.

Describe exceptions to the Specifications:

Section 6.16.1-Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe
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BASE PRICE FOR UNIT BEING BID
ADD-ON ALTERNATES
Add: - - - - - - - ·$
Add: _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Add: - - - - - - -$

DEDUCT ALTERNATES
Trade In (s)

Deduct: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$

Year: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make:----------Model:----------S / N:
Location:

--------------------

NET PRICE: _ _ _~~---$

Bidder name, address, phone, contact:

Section 6.16.1-RubberTire Loader I Backhoe
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6.16.2 - Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe - Vendor List

Section 1 - All Vendors

All reports are sorted first by district, then alphabetically.

Section 6.16.2 - Rubber Tire Loader I Backhoe - Vendor Listings

12/17/01
10:56 am
District: EC ( East Central )
Company Name and Address
Holt Eguipment Company, LLC
State Rd 37 &126 St at !69
Indianapolis
IN
46038
MacAllister Equipment Co.
7151 E 30th Street
Indianapolis
IN
46206
McDonald Machinery Co.
4445 Decatur Blvd
Ibdianapolis
IN .

Loader Backhoe Vendors

Phone
317-849-4888

Fax

Contact
Kevin Lee

Page 1
Vendors.R12

Manufacturers Represented
John Deere

317-545-2151 317-543-0310

Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

317-856-3000 317-856·0200

Henke Industrial,Case, iosco

46241

Southeastern Equipment Co.
495l W. 96th SE.
Indianapolis
IN
46268
District: NE ( Northeast
·~ ~ompany Name and Address
~Jctllister Equipment Co.
241 W. Coliseum Blvd
Ft. Wayne
IN
46808
McDonald Machinery Co.
3911 Limestone Dr.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46809
Southeastern Equipment Co.
3333 w. Coliseum Blvd.
Ft. Wayne
IN
46806

317-872-•877 31,·872·2811

Phone
Jax
219-483-6469 217-471-9932

D~vid

Cooper

Contact

Hyunqai, Etnyre, Bomag, New Holland

¥anvf actvrers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, ~osco

219-747-1561 219-747-6367

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

219-483-8868 219-483-5448 Dan Kreager

Hyundai, Etnyre, Bomag, New Holland

12/17/01
10:56 am
District: Nil ( Northwest
Company Name and Address
MicAllister Bqui~ment Co.
25734 State Hwy
South Bend
IN
46619-4811
Mccann Power and Ejuigment
1133 Indianapolis lv .
Schererville
IN
46375
McDonald Machinery Co.
Sllil ~lfth Jones Drive
u h . e~
4 628

Loader Backhoe Vendors

Phone
Fax
219-288-6622 219-288-0423

Contact

ij~a-ne.

Supply Company
2 2 Ktrnch Rd
Bvansvil e

H1h
·1

'

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

219-865-6545 219-865-0269

Henke Industrial,Case,Hyundai

219-271-0800 219-271-0889

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

!

District: SB ( Southeast
Company Name and Address

Page 2
Vendors.R12

Phone
Fax
812-422-1636 812-i22•1640

Contact

~anµf acturers

Represented

Caterpillar

;

District: SW I Southwest
Campany Name and Address
Diamond Construction Equipment
1060 B. Diamond Ave.
Evansville
IN
47711
District: WC ( West Central )
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Bguipment Co.
20 w. MarEareE Dr
Terre Hau e
IN
47802-3757

Phone
Fax
Contact
812-425-4428 812-421-1036 Dave Clement

Hyundai, Case

Phone
Fax
812-877-9773 812-478-9246

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

Contact

Manufacturers Represented

12/17/01
10:56 am
District: WC I West Central l
Company Name and Address
MacAllister Equipment Co.
500 Hine Dr
Lafayette
IN
47905-7944
McDonald Machinery Co.
2691 SR 25
Lafayette
IN
47905
Bnd of report.

Loader Backhoe Vendors

Phone
Fax
317-423-5553 765-449-7077

765-742-2080 765-742-2899

Contact

Page 3
Vendors.R12

Manufacturers Represented
Henke Industrial, Caterpillar, Rosco

Henke Industrial,Case, Rosco

Listing of Websites for Equipment Manufacturers

Manufacturer

Website

6.1and6.2 Tandem and Single Axle Dump Trucks and Bodies
Freightliner
GMC
Ken worth
Mack
Navistar International
Peterbilt
Sterling (Ford)
Volvo
AirFlow
Crysteel
Fontaine
Galion
Godwin
Heil
Henderson
HiWay
Knapheide
Monroe
Perfection

http://www.freightlinertrucks.com/
http://www.gmc.com/commercial/index.html
http://www.kenworth.com/ 1OOO_hom.asp
http://www.macktrucks.com/index5.html
http://www. na vi star.corn/
http://www.peterbiIt.com
http://sterlingtrucks.com/
http://www. vol votrucks. us.com/
None found
http://www.crysteel.com/
http://www.fontaine.com/
http://www.mcclaingroup.com/galion/galstat.html
None found
None found
http://www.henderson-mfg.com/snow .htm
None found
http://www.knaptruck.com/
http://www.monroetruck.com/snowice.asp

6.3 Central Hydraulics System for Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks
6.4 Snow/Ice Control Attachments
AirFlow
Bonnell
Flink
Gledhill
Good Roads
Henderson
Henke
HiWay
Lawtons
Meyers
Monroe
Root
Swenson
Viking
Western

http://www.hydeequipment.com/flo.htm
http://www.bonnell.com/home.asp
http://www.flinkco.com/
http://www.gledhillonline.com/spreaders.html
None found
See URL listed above
http://www.henkemfg.com
None found
None found
http://www.meyerproducts.com/
See URL listed above
http://www.rootsnowplows.com/
http://www.swensonspreader.com/
http://www.vikingcives.com/
http://www.westemplows.com/plows/pl_frame.htm
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Glossary of Terms

7. Glossary of Terms

CA

FIX
W.B
RIX
.,...----~----- O.A. --~=--+---ti'"'f
"O" for Bridge Fonnula

J..

W.B.

Wheelbase
Back of cab to C/L rear axle
Back of cab to end of frame
Front bumper to CA. front axle
CIL. front axle to back of cab
Front bulnP$r to back of cab
Clearance back of cab and body
Length of body
CIL. rear axle tandem to end of frame
Overall length of chassis
Front of body to C/L payload
CIL. payload to CA. tandem
C/L of payload
Front frame height • laiJen and unladen
Rear frame height • laden and unladen
cg to CIL. front axle

CA

CE
BA
AC
BBC
CL

BL

AE
OA
FG
KP

PL
1·2
2-3

T
Also list

Tire size. frOnt and rear
Height of cab from frame
Track • front and rear axles
Width· overall
Framedeplh

FIX = front axle

RIX = rear axle
L

=
=

payload (PIL) + body weight

D
distance between first and last X's
GVW = Gross Vehicle Weight, total weight of fuHy equipped truck.
body and payload .
G1W (GCW)
Gross train (combination) weight, total weight of fuly equipped tractor,
trailers or combination, plus payload
C.G. = centarofgravHy,animaglnarypointwithinthelengthandwidthofavehicle
about which all the weight is balanced

=

Body Builder's Truck Diagram.
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Chassis of a 10-Wheel Truck
Radiator

Front bumper

Front spring

Spring hanger
Wheel& tire

Engine

Front axle
Steering
linkage
Steering wheel

Steering gear
Spring shackle
Battery
Brackets,
fuel tanks
Crossmembers

Propellor shaft
Dual wheels
& tires
Suspension
trunnion
Tandem axles

Rear springs

Torque rods

....--t'llH*fH..·---A~I

Gussets

Rear bumper ·

Truck Chassis.
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Afterburner - A combustor in which heat is added to the working fluid after the last expansion
state (SAE J604c).

Aftercooler - Device for cooling air after compression in turbocharger.
Air Cleaner - Filtering and screening device for air entering engine.
Air Oeaner, Dry - Filter Element made from dry material such as paper, fabric or metal.
Air Cleaner, Wet-Air cleaned through oil bath filter.
Air Reservoir - Storage tank for compressed air.
Air Resistance - Air or wind resistance to moving vehicle.
Alemite Fitting - Grease fitting.
Alloy Steel ~ A steel to which any alloying element other than carbon is added to strengthen
physical properties.

Alternator - Generator producing alternating current.
Ambient - The conditions of the surrounding or background medium, as ambient temperature or
sound.

Ammeter - Gauge for measuring amperes in electrical system.
Ampere - Unit of measure for flow of electric current.
Annealing - The process of heating or cooling the metal for the purpose of softening or removing
stresses.

Aspect Ratio - Ratio of section height to section width.
Atomize - Breaking up fuel to mist - like form.
Auxiliary Transmission - A separate transmission often used is extra heavy duty applications to
create greater gear ratios or finer steps. It requires a second shift tower or lever in the cab.

Axle - Beam running crosswise to and supporting chassis.
Axle Elliot - Front axle having forged yokes into which the steering knuckles rotate.
Axle Reverse Elliot - Front axle having forged ends that insert between the bosses of the yoked

Section 7. - Glossary of Terms
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steering knuckles.

Axle Shaft Floating - Shaft canies no vehicle loads but transmits torque.
Axle Shaft Semi - floating - Shaft carries vehicle loads as well as torque.
Axle, Live - Driven Axle.
Axle, Pusher - Non - powered rear axle, located ahead of drive axle.
Axle, Tag- Non - powered rear axle (not driven); follows drive axle.
Axle Windup - Oscillatory motion of an axle around the vertical axis through the center of gravity.

Axle Yaw - Oscillatory motion of an axle around he vertical axis through the center of gravity.
Battery- An electrochemical storage container producing electrical energy.
BBC Dimension - Distance from back of cab to end of frame.
BC Dimension - Distance from back of cab to end of frame.
Bead - The reinforcing part of a tire which is shaped to fit the rim. It is made up of high - tensile
- strength steel wrapped and reinforced by the body plies.
Bead Seat - Surface of a rim that contacts the tire bead. The bead seat angle is usually 5 degrees
for tube - type tires and 15 degrees for tubeless tires.

Belted Construction - A type of tire construction which includes one or more reinforcing belts of
fabric or steel. These belts run circumferentially around the crown of the tire.
Bending Moment - The product of force and distance from point of support to point where force
is applies causing bending or distortion.
Bendix Drive - Drive mechanism on cranking motor.
bhp - Brake horsepower.

Bias - Ply- Construction where cords run diagonally to the tire's bead or directional of rotation.
In conversation, "bias - ply" has come to mean and old - style tire.
Bleeding - The practice of reducing air pressure build - up in a tire. Never bleed a tire when it is
hot.
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Blowby - Engine gases leaking past the piston rings and/or valves and entering the crankcase.
Blower - Sometimes called supercharger, rotor type device providing air pressure above atmospheric to engine.
BMEP - Brake mean effective pressure.
Bobtail - Solo tuck with short rear overhang.
Body - Structure mounted on chassis for cargo or passengers.
Bogie - A combination of two axles usually pivoting about a common trunnion.
Bolt Circle - The diameter of the circle which traces through the centerline of the bolt holes. It
defines the bolt hole spacing around the disc in a wheel.
Bore & Stroke - Bore if the diameter of a cylinder; the stroke is the maximum distance a piston
moves during one complete stroke.
Bottom Dead Center-Lowest point of periphery oftlywheel when crank throw is in lowest
position.
Brake - Mechanism for retarding or stopping vehicle.
Brake Actuation - They physical act of applying the brakes, or as a system, the mechanism for
applying the brakes.
Brake Application Valve- A control unit which controls air pressure to the brake cylinders or
brake chambers.
Brake Booster - A vacuum mechanical means for increasing brake pedal pressure.
Brake Burnish - The conditioning of a brake's friction surfaces by wear and temperature, either
by a test procedure or in - service operation.
Brake Chamber - A unit in which a diaphragm converts pressure to mechanical force for actuation of the brake.
Brake Diaphragm - Bellow - type chamber used to convert comp - air pressure to mechanical
force.
Brake Effectiveness - The ration of input force to output torque in a brake.
Brake Hop - A hopping motion of wheel or wheels when brakes are applied.
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Brake Limiting Valve - A valve in the brake application system which limits the maximum permissible pressure passed on to the front axle brakes.
Brake Rating-Proving performance. In terms of horsepower, the maximum power that the
brakes will absorb or dissipate as heat in a specific period of time. See SAE J880, Exhibit C.
Brake Release - The opposite to brake actuation.
Brake System - A combination of one or more brakes and the means of operation and control.
Brake System Application & Braking Time or Distance (Stopping Time or Distance) - The
time elapsed or the distance traveled between the instant or point at which t he braking system is
actuated and the instant or point at which the vehicle or combination comes to rest.
Brake System Application Time or Distance - The time elapsed or distance traveled between
the instant or point at which the driver starts to move the braking controls and the instant or point
of first retardation by the brakes.
Brake, Emergency - Secondary chassis brakes independent in application from service brake.
Used or parking the vehicle and for controlling it when the service brake is incapacitated.
Brake, Engine - Brake device using engine compression pressure as retarding medium.
Brake, Service - Primary brake system for stopping vehicle.
Brake-Exhaust - Brake device using engine exhaust back pressure as retarding medium.
Braking Torque - Negative wheel torque.
Breakaway Valve - The equipment added to a tractor or trailer brake system which safeguards
the air supply on leading units and automatically applies the brakes on any trailer which accidentally become separated.
Bridge Formula - A formula used to determine the maximum gross weight permissible on any
groups of axles.
C. G. - Center of gravity or point within the length and width of a vehicle about which all the
vehicle weight is balanced.
CA - Distance from back of cab to centerline of rear axle.
Camber- Amount of tilt in vertical axis of wheel.
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Cardan Universal Joint - A non - constant universal joint consisting of two yokes joined by a
cross.

Casing - Also called the carcass, this is basic structure of a tire including bead, belts, cord, sidewalls and shoulders, but not necessarily the tread.

Caster - Amount of tilt in fore and aft axis of axle beam.
Cetane - Rating applies to diesel fuel similar to octane rating for gasoline.
Chain Drive - Rear axle driven by means of chain belt.
Charge Air Cooling - The cooling of engine intake air after compression by turbocharger.
Chassis - The framework of a vehicle including all parts necessary for its operation.
COE - Cab - over - engine chassis.

Coil Spring - Spring stock coiled in cylindrical form.
Combination - Truck coupled to one or more trailers.
Companion Flange - Circular flanged plate connecting driveshaft with transmission or axle.
Compression Ratio - Ratio of volume in cylinder when piston is a~ tope of stroke and at bottom
of stroke.

Compressor - Engine driven mechanism for generating and maintaining air pressure in brake
system.

Concentric - Having a common center.
Constant Mesh - Transmission gears which are constantly in mesh.
Constant - Velocity Universal Joint - A universal joint which transmits rotation with constant
velocity between output and input shafts.

Controlled Stop - The ability or retard the vehicle(s) to a complete stop from any speed without
wheel hop, chatter or lockup.

Converter - Hydraulic - type clutch multiplying the torque of the engine in infinitely variable
ratios.

Coolant - Liquid used in cooling system to dissipate engine heat.
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Core - Tubular - fin structure acting as heat exchanger in radiator.
Cramp Angle - Maximum tum of steering wheels in either direction, measured in degrees.
Crankcase Ventilation - Vent systems for crankcase, provides for burning of oil vapor rather
than exhausting to atmosphere.
Cross - member - Structural shape tying in side rails of frame.
Cruise Speed - 90% of maximum geared speed.
Cubing Out - Utilizing full cargo space provided by truck or trailer body or container.
Curb Weight - The weight of a motor truck with standard equipment only, with maximum capacity of oil and coolant.
DC - Direct current.
Deadhead - Traveling without a load.
Deceleration - The average rate of change of a decreasing velocity of speed.
Deflection Rate - Generally refers to rate of spring deflection in inches per 1000 lb.
Demountable Rim - A rim with valve locators which is used with a cast spoke wheel to provide
the method of attaching tires to the vehicle.
Detonation - Sharp knock resulting from too rapid burning of fuel charge in combustion chamber.
Diesel Engine - A compression ignition internal combustion engine.
Differential - Rear axle gear assembly permitting one axle shaft and wheel to tum more slowly or
faster than the other when negotiating a tum.
Disc Brake - A brake which provides a friction force upon the faces of a disc.
Disc Wheel - A permanent assembly of a disc and a rim.
Displacement - The stroke of the piston multiplied by the area of the cylinder bore, the product
multiplied by the number of cylinders in the engine.
Distributor - An engine - driven device in ignition system to produce, time, and deliver spark to
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the spark plugs.
Dolly - Two - wheel trailer equipped with drawbar and the lower portion of a fifth wheel and
other components necessary to permit a semitrailer and dolly combination to operate a full trailer,
sometimes called a ''PUP."
Dolly ffitch - Coupling device between leading trailer and dolly consisting of pintle hook and
drawbar connection.
Double Cap Nut - The inner and outer nuts used to secure stud - mount wheels to a vehicle. The
inner dual wheel is attached by an innercap nut with a spherical radius and the outer dual wheel is
attached by an outer cap with a spherical radius.
Double Clutching - Disengagement of clutch twice prior to making shift in Transmission.
Double Reduction - Dual gear reduction generally used in rear axles.
Doubles (Double Bottom) - Semitrailer and full trailer combination.
Downshift - A shift which results in an increase in torque ration and decrease in speed ratio.
Drag Link..: Connection between Pitman arm and steering ball on front axle.
Driveline - The universal joint, any bearing, and the drive shaft(s) that transmit power from the
transmission to the drive axle.
Driveshaft - An assembly of one or two universal joints connected to a solid tubular member.
Drivetrain - Clutch, transmission, driveline, and drive axles.
Dual Axle - Tandem axle or two axles n combination.
Dual Spacing-Lateral distance from wheel centerline to wheel centerline in a dual wheel arrangement. It is determined by adding two offsets (disc wheels) or two offsets plus one spacer
bandwidth (demountable rims).
Dump Body - Metal body generally hinged at rear and dumped b hydraulic means. Size usually
given in cubic yard water level capacity.
Durameter- An instrument which measure the hardness of rubber.
Dust Shield - Sheet metal disc or place placed on brake assembly to keep
debris from brake assembly.
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Dynamometer - Electric or hydraulic instrument used in detennining power output of engine or
fiiction in chassis components.
EGR - Exhaust gas recirculation.
Electronic Integration - Making electronically controlled components work together.
Emergency Stop - This term as used in this book is a stop made by use of the emergency brake
system alone.
End Yoke - Yoke - shaped forging forming part of the universal joint connecting driveshaft to
transmission or axle.
Fifth Wheel - Circular metal plate secured to chassis frame, engages trailer kingpin permitting
trailer to pivot.
Fish - Plate - Plate attached to web of frame running along frame length for the purpose of reinforcement.
Flame Arrester - Grid or closely spaced metal louvers which permit air to flow into carburetor
but quenches any flame backfiring from engine.
Flange Yoke - Yoke with circular flange matching end yoke on driveshaft to make a universal
joint.
Floating Mainshaft - A heavy - duty central shaft and several gears that turn freely when not
engaged. It can move to allow for equalization of the loading on the counter shafts. When engaged, the :floating main shaft transfers torque evenly through its gears to the rest of the transmission and ultimately to the real axle.
Flotation - Ability to float generally referring to large low - pressure tires.
Footprint-The portion of the tread that is in contact with the ground.
Foot Brave Valve - Valve controlling the air pressure delivered to or released from the axle
brake chambers.
Foot - Pound - English unit of force required to life one pound a distance of one foot.
Frame - The backbone structure around which the vehicle is assembled.
Frequency - The number of atmospheric pressure variations (vibrations) per second. Expressed

in Hertz (Hz) or cycles per second.
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Fuel Filter - Filtering or screening device for cleaning the engine fuel.
Full - Floating Axle - Axle shaft which transmits torque only and carries no vehicle load.
GAWR - Lowest rated member from following components: tires, suspension, hubs/wheels,
rims, bearings, beam and brakes.

GCW - Grow combination weight. Total weight of fully equipped tractor, trailer or trailers and
payload.

GCWR - Manufacturer's rating for maximum allowable weight of truck of combination.
Geared Speed - Calculated speed
Gear Ratio, Axle - Ratio of the speed of the propeller shaft to the speed of the rear axle shaft.

Gear Ration, Fast- Low numerical ration as 3.00/1.00 (high speed).
Gear Ration, Sow-High numerical ration as 9.00/1.00 (low speed).
Gear Ration, Trans. - Ratio of input shaft speed to the speed of output shaft.
Generator - Engine - driven accessory for changing mechanical energy into electrical energy.
Glad Hands - A separable mechanical connector used to join air line hoses when combination
vehicles are coupled together.
Glider - Truck that has been rebuilt, particularly component - wise.
Governor, Air - Device for controlling air pressure.
Governor, Engine - Device to automatically control maximum rpm.
Gradability - Percent grade that a vehicle will negotiate.
Grille - Screen or protective structure located in from of radiator.
GTW - Gross train weight. Same as GCW.
Gusset - Flat steel or aluminum plates tying in cross - members to frame rails.
GVW - Gross Vehicle Weight. Total weight of full equipped truck and payload.
Hand Hole - Opening in the disc area of a wheel for the purpose of valve stem access to inside
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dual tire and chain application.
Heat Exchanger
water.

- Radiator - type device for cooling self - contained fluid such as oil or

Helper Spring - Additional spring device permitting great load on axle.
Hitch, Air - A trailer - to - dolly hitch mechanism where all slack is taken up by admission of air
to a suitable air chamber equipped mechanism.
Horsepower (hp)-English unit used to denote the amount of work done in a given period of
.time, equal to 33,000 foot - pounds perm minute.
Horsepower, Brake (bhp)-Maximum power available from an engine as measured by a dynamometer.
Horsepower, Friction (tbp)-Power required to drive the engine as equipped during power test.
Horsepower, Gross - The brake hp determined under conditions defined by dynamometer test of
the stripped engine, that is, the brake horsepower of the engine with only those accessories and
attachments necessary to the functioning o the engine during test.
Horsepower, Indicated (ihp)-Power developed in the cylinders and equal to the sum of the
brake horsepower and the fiiction horsepower.
Horsepower, Net - The brake horsepower delivered to the clutch, or its equivalent, with all accessories and attachments functioning (including exhaust pipe, mufiler and air pipe) which are
standard or regular equipment on the engine as installed in the particular chassis.
Hotchkiss Drive - Rear axle drive where driving force, thrust and torque, are transmitted from
the rear axle to the frame through the rear springs.
Hub Mount Wheel - Wheels that are designed to center on the hub at the bore of the wheel.
These wheels generally have straight -through blot holes, since the bolt holes only supply clearance for the stud. Hub mount wheels are used with two - piece flange nuts.
Hypoid Gear - Gear with diagonally positioned teeth.
Inertia - The tendency of a body at rest to remain at rest and a body in motion to persist in motion.
Interaxle Differential - Gear device dividing power equally between axles and compensating for
unequal tire diameters.
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Jack Shaft - An intermediate driving shaft.
Kingpin - Front axle pin allowing wheels to steer vehicle.
Limited - Slip Differential - Mechanical action which resists the free working of an ordinary
differential, thus distributing a greater torque to the slower - turning wheel or axle.
Load Range - A letter designation that indicates the load permissible on the tire.
Loaded Radius - The distance from the center of the tire contact to the wheel center.
Lock Ring - Third piece of a three - piece rim assembly that locks the size ring to the rim base.
Low - Pressure Indicator-A unit or combination of units that provides visible or audible warning signal whenever the system pressure is below a predetermined value.
Low - Prorde Radial -Aspect ratio of80 (or 75) or less.
LPG - Liquefied petroleum gas, used as engine fuel.
Mechanical Efficiency - The ratio between the brake horsepower and the indicated or total
horsepower.
Multipiece Rim - A Rim consisting of more.than one part. Usually two pieces (rim abase and
side ring), or three pieces (rim base, side ring, and lock ring).
Naturally Aspirated -Refers to a diesel engine in which the charge air enters the cylinders by
atmospheric pressure, i.e., 101.2 kPa (14.7 psi), which is known as I atmosphere.
Nozzle - Injector tip with venturi to atomize fuel.
Octane - Rating applies to gasoline.
Odometer - Mileage recording instrument.
OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer. Refers to the truck manufacturer.
Ohm - Unit of measure for electrical resistance.
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Ohm's Law - Voltage (in volts) is equal to the current (amps) multiplies by resistance (ohms).
E=IR

E = volts or voltage
I = amperes or current
R = ohms or resistance
Off - Tracking - The difference in radii from the running center to the vehicle centerline at the
foremost and rearmost axles of a vehicle or combination, and represents the increase beyond the
tangent track caused by a turn.
Oil Filter - Filtering and screening device for cleaning and purifying engine lubricating oil.

On - OtT Highway - Refers to trucking operation that involve traveling both on highways and on
roads of lesser standards; typical of this is in tome timber haulage wherein logs are hauled on
forest tracks or roads, and then on the highway to a mill or rail siding. Also livestock haulage
when the loading point is some distance along a rough road, and the load is then moved to abattoirs or elsewhere on a highway or similar road.
Overall Ratio - Ration of the lowest to the highest forward gear in the transmission.
Overhand, Front - Distance from centerline of front axle to front of vehicle or BA dimension.
Overhand, Rear - Distance from centerline of rear axle to rear of yehicle frame or AE dimension.
Outsert - Reinforcing metal channel pressed over main frame rail.
Payload - Actual weight of useful cargo carried by vehicle.
Pintle Hook - Coupling at rear of truck for the purpose of towing trailer or other units.
Pitman Arm - Coupling at rear of truck for the purpose of towing trailer or other units.
Planetary Drive - Gear reduction system with sun gear transmitting reduction through planetary
gears to main output shaft.
Plumbing - The pipes, hoses, fixtures and other apparatus concerned in the distribution and use
of compressed air in the vehicle's brake system.
Ply Rating - A unit of measurement used in tire construction to denote strength of tires.
Polarity - Indicating positive or negative electrical system; positive polarity indicates positive
ground and vice versa.
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Ports - An aperture in engine block or manifolding for the passage or gas or liquid.
Powertrain - Engine plus drivetrain.
Propeller Shaft - Driveshaft used to transmit torque from engine or transmission to rear axle.
psi - Pounds per square inch-English unit of pressure.
P.T.O. -Power take - off, used to transmit power from engine to auxiliary equipment.
Pusher Axle - A non - driven (dead) axle installed forward of the driven axle(s) to increase the
permissible gross weight, and consequently the payload.
Quick - Release Valve - Valve used to accelerate the release of air pressure to and from the axle
brake chambers.
Radial - Tire construction where cords run at a 90 - degree angle to the bead or the tire's direction of rotation. "Radial" has come to mean the more modem of the two basic tire types.
Radius Rods - Metal arms attached to frame and axles for alignment.
Rated Horsepower - The maximum brake horsepower output of an engine as certified by the
manufacturer.
Rated Torque - The maximum torque produced by an engine as certified by the manufacturer.
Regulator - Instrument to control voltage and current in vehicle electrical system.
Relay Valve - Valve to speed application and release of rear wheel brakes in air brake system.
Retarder - Auxiliary sped - reducing device.
Rim(also see Demountable Rim) - The item that supports the tire. It may consist of one piece
(tubeless drop center type) or two or three pieces (tube type.)
Rolling Radius - Distance in inches form center of tire to ground under rated tire capacity.
rpm - Revolutions per minute-Rate of engine speed.
rpm Drop - Drop in rpm between shifts in transmission.
Rzeppa Universal Joint- A disc - type constant -velocity joint.
Scavenge - Discharge of exhaust by means of air pressure.
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Section Height -Distance between the rim base and surface of the tread. The unloaded section
height at the "top" of the tire will be greater than the loaded section height being compressed
against the pavement.
Section Modulus - Measure of beam strength in frame rails; must equal the bending moment
imposed.

Shift Tower - Consisting of a gearshift lever, pivot pin, spring and boot and housing, it is the
main interface between the driver and the transmission.
Section Width - Width of the tire at its bulging sidewall, not including raised numbers and lettering.

Shackle - Pivoting link between spring eye and frame bracket.
Shift Forks - Y - shaped components located between the gears on the mainshaft which, when
actuated, cause the gears to engage or disengage via sliding clutches. Shift forks are located
between low and reverse, first and second, and third and fourth gears.

Shimmy - Vibration causing front wheels to ''wobble."
Shock Absorber - Vibration - dampening device used with chassis springs to lessen road bounce.
Shroud - Housing located around engine fan for the purpose of utilizing full drawing power of
fan.

Slack Adjuster - Part of braking system that transmits brake application force and compensates
for lining wear.

Slip Joint - Adjustable driveshaft component.
Slip Torque - Engine torque required to slip wheels.
Solenoid - Electric magnetic device for push - pull operation used as switch or on controls
Solid Infection - Injection of solid fuel in diesel engines.
Specific Gravity - Weight of given volume of substance compared to that of an equal volume of
water.

Spline - Series of parallel keys cut along the driveshaft that mate with corresponding slots in hub
or fitting.
Split Ratio - Total reduction in next lower step of transmission.
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Spoke Wheel - A casting with 3, 5, or 6 spokes that attaches to the axle and provides a means of
attaching a demountable rim to a vehicle. Also called "Cast Spoke Wheel."
Spring - Flexible or elastic member supporting sprung weight of vehicle with recovering properties of returning to original shape when released after being distorted.
Spring Brake - Emergency or auxiliary brake system utilizing a spring load as a force for brake
may be automatically actuated by low air pressure or mechanically controlled for use as a parking
brake.
Spring Clip - U - bolts anchoring spring to axle.
Spring Rate -Rate at which spring force grows as deflection increases (pounds per inch). Also
referred to as "spring stiffhess."
Spring Seat - Seat or support on which spring is anchored.
Sprung Mass - Includes body, frame, powertrain, payload and driver.
Sprung Weight - Total weight supported by the suspension, including portions of suspension
weight.
Spur Gear - A gear having the teeth positioned straight across the face of gear.
Stabilizer - Device used to stabilize vehicle during turns, sometimes referred to as a sway bar.
Standard Radial - Tire with aspect ratio above 80 (75 for tires using North American standard
designations), and usually in the 90s.
Starter - Electric motor used for cranking engine.
Steering Arms - Arms attached to front axle steering system to effect turn of wheels.
Steering, Center Point - Front axle having kingpin perpendicular to the ground line and intersecting centerline of it.
Stinger - V - shaped configuration of rear frame rails to accept tow bar or trailer coupling.
Strain - To effect a change in size or form by application of external force.
Stress - The forces exerted on, within, or by a body during either tension or compression.
Stress Relief - A process involving heat treatment for the purpose of reducing internal residual
stresses in a metal.
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Stroke - The distance traveled by the piston from top dead center to bottom
dead center of crankshaft.
Stud Mount Wheels - Wheels that are designed to center on the studs of a hub. These wheels
have chamfers at the bolt holes into which a ball seat or conical nut is installed to center the
wheel. The center bore of the wheel is only for clearance of the axle end.
Suspension - Attaching parts including springs for securing axle or axles to chassis frame.
Syncro - Mesh - A synchronizing mechanism to slow down the faster gear, so that engagement
of the shifting mechanism can be made quickly and noiselessly without double clutching.
Synchronize - Two or more events or operations occurring at the proper sequence in relation to
each other.
Tachograph - Instrument to record vehicle trip record and operation as mph, rpm, "stop" and
"go" periods.
Tachometer - Instrument to indicate revolutions per minute (rpm).
Tag Axle - A non - driven (dead) axle installed behind the drive axle(s) to increase the permissible gross weight, and consequently the payload. Also termed ''trailing axle."
Tandem Drive - Tow - axle drive combination.
Taper - cone - shaped object or form.
Thermostat - Device in cooling system to maintain water temperature within a definite range.
Thrust -Force exerted endwise usually through a shaft.
Tie Rod - Connecting rod between steering arms.
Toe - In - The amount inward tilt on most - forward part of front wheels to relative to centerline
of fore and aft track.
Tolerance - An allowable variation in dimension.
Torque-Force having a twisting or turning effect.
Torque Balance (Effectiveness Balance) - That condition of design or adjustment where each
pair of brakes on the axles of a vehicle or combination vehicle develop, at the same applied pressure, that proportion of torque consistent with the manufacture's load rating of the axle. For
purposes of interchange, this torque should be sufficient to develop 9 fpsps deceleration when 42
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psi air is applies to the brake chambers when the axle is at rated load.

Torque Converter - A hydraulic dive which transmits power with ability to change torque.
Torque Rods - See stabilizers.
Torsion Springs - Spring effect developed through torsional stress in steel rod(s).
Track, Axle - Distance between centerlines or tire tread at ground on front or rear axles.
Tractive Effort - The maximum force developed by vehicle powertrain at contact between
driven wheels· and road surface with 1000/o traction.
Tractive Effort - The amount of power required to move a vehicle.
Transfer Case - Split power gear box transmitting drive to front and rear axles.
Transmission (Auxiliary) - Additional gearbox increasing the gear ration combinations when
used with main transmission or multi - speed axles.
Transmission (Main) - Selective gearbox providing various combinations of gear ratios.
Tread - The rubble portion of the tire that meets the road. The area of contact is called the "footprint" or "contact patch.

Treadle Valve - A foot - operated air service brake actuation valve.
Tri - Drive - Vehicle having three rear axles driving.
Trunnion - Journals allowing pivoting or turning such as tandem axle spring or waling beam
assembly.

Turbine Engine - An engine in which the working medium is a gaseous fluid throughout the
cycle with the principal mechanical parts driven by turbines.
Turbocharger - A turbine using the energy from exhaust gases to drive a centrifugal blower to
force greater weight of air into the engine cylinders.
Torning Circle - Twice the turning radius
Torning Radios - Radius of minimum turning circle.
Twin Screw - Truck with tandem drive axles.
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Two - Speed Axle - Axle having tow selective gear ratios.
U oder Drive - Lowest ratio in auxiliary transmission or multi - speed transmission.
Universal Joint- A coupling providing transmission of power through an angle.
Unsprung Mass - Includes axles, spindles, brakes, wheels and tires.
Unsprung Weight- Vehicle weight not supported by springs such as tire, wheel and axle assembly.
Vibration Dampener - A Device used to dynamically balance a rotating mass such as an engine
crankshaft.
Viscosity - Internal resistance of a fluid to flow.
Volatility-Ability of a liquid to diffuse of vaporize.
Volt - A unit of electrical measurement of potential.
Watt- Unit of electrical measurement of power.
Wheel Alignment-The mechanics ofkeeping all the parts of the steering system in correct
relation to each other.
Wheelbase-Distance between centerlines of front and rear axles or to centerline of tandem axles.
Wheel Hop-Tendency of tire and wheel to hop during braking or acceleration of vehicle.
Wheel Track - Lateral distance between tire centers.
Wheelbase - Distance between centerlines of front and rear axles or to centerline of tandem axles.
Winch - Manual or power device employing a drum with cable or rope for pulling objects where
great power is required. Power generated by vehicle engine and transmitted through power take
- off on transmission.
Worm Gear - Rear axle gear assemble having corkscrew - type pinion.
Zerk - Lubrication fitting.
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Appendix I

Manufacturer's Websites

6.5 Sign Maintenance Truck Body
Flannegan Western

http://www.fwcrane.com/

6.6 Shop Service Truck Body
Monroe
Omaha Standard
FibreBody

http://www.monroetruck.com/TEHome.asp
http://www.omahastdtrk.com/productlines.htm
http://www.fibrebody.com/products.htm

6. 7 Front End Loader
John Deere
Caterpillar
Case
Volvo
Hyundai

http://WWW .JOHNDEERE.COM/nr/deerecom/static/ushome/
http://caterpiIJar.com/
http://www.casece.com/index.asp?RL=NAE
http://www.volvoCE.com/
http://www.hceusa.com/

6.8 Motor Grader
John Deere
Caterpillar
Volvo/Champion

See URL listed above
See URL listed above
See URL listed above

6.9 Hydrostatic Drive Chip Spreader
Rosco
Etnyre
Bearcat

http://www.roscomfg.com/
http://www.etnyre.com/
http://www.bearcatmfg.com/asphalt_dist/super_spreader.htm

6.10 Asphalt Distributor
Rosco
Etnyre

See URL listed above
See URL listed above

6.11 Spray Injection Patching Machine
Crafco/AMZ
Rosco
DuraPatcher
6.12 Wheel Excavator

http://www.crafco.com/Crafco/Equipmentspec.htm/
See URL listed above
http://www.durapatcher.com/

6.13 Rubber Tire Roller
Bomag
Caterpillar
Rosco
Hypac
Ingersoll-Rand

http://www.bomag-americas.com/
See URL listed above
See URL listed above
http://www.hypac.com/
http://www.road-development.irco.com/index_read.html

6.14 Roadside Mower
6.15 Street Sweeper
6.16 Rubber Tiered Loader/Backhoe
John Deere
New Holland
Caterpillar
Case

See URL listed above
http://www.newholland.com/construction/
See URL listed above
See URL listed above

Appendix II

Product Specifications

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD
Mail Address
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418
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SELECTING THE RIGHT MACHINE

STEP ONE - Understand the Job Requirements

Equipment purchasing officials are often called on to
purchase a wide variety of goods and services without
the aid of prior experience or working knowledge of the
products. This process becomes critical when the official
is asked to purchase major products such as four wheel
drive (4WD) loaders, backhoe loaders, motor graders or
other heavy equipment which often remain in use for
several years.
Armed with limited information, it is possible for an
organization using the traditional, "award going to the
low bidder meeting specifications," method of purchasing
to end up with a unit that can't do the job for which it
was purchased. Experienced specification writers have
developed numerous techniques to avoid this situation.
This Circular documents some of these techniques and
how they can be used.
Equipment performance on the job reflects on how
skillfully it was selected for the task. Done well, machine
selection follows a systemic process.

The specification writer must understand what the
machine will be doing on the job. An elaborate checklist
is not needed, but some basic questions should be answered.

FIVE EASY STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL
SPECIFICATION WRITING
The five step method to successful specification writing
is an excellent approach for reducing guesswork and
post-purchase surprises. The basic steps include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand Job Requirements
Determine What's Most Important
Evaluate Equipment On-The-Job
Clearly State What Is To Be Purchased
Identify the Bid Award Criteria

• Approximately, what percentage of the machine's
time will be spent doing prime job functions?
.,/ Loading material
.,/ Digging trenches or ditches
.,/ Transporting to and from job site
.,/ Grading
.,/ Cleaning job site
.,/ Other appropriate activities
• What are the physical restrictions on the machine
during storage or transport?
.,/ Length, width, height
.,/ Operating weight
.,/ Size of existing transport trailers
• What are the machine performance requirements to
do the job?
.,/ Lifting capacity
.,/ Digging depth
.,/ Horsepower
.,/ Blade pull
.,/ Break-out force
.,/ Material carrying capacity
.,/ Job versatility
.,/ Servicing ease
.,/ Convenience of switching attachments
.,/ Other appropriate performance requirements
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•

What are the time requirements for completing job
assignments?

•

How well bas the current machine performed?
./ Ability to do job
./ Reliability
./ Operating cost
./ Dealer/manufacturer service support
./ Purchasing flexibility
./ Ease of repair

Knowing approximately what percentage of time the
machine will be doing different job functions will help
identify what major machine type is appropriate for your
requirements--A backhoe loader or a 4WD loader? High
transport speeds between job sites to help eliminate the
need for a transport trailer? High traction effort in
difficult excavating or soft soil conditions?
Identifying the actual physical characteristics of the
machine required will help to avoid purchasing a machine that is too tall to fit through the opening of the old
storage garage, or too long or heavy to fit safely on the

old transport trailer.
Knowing the machine performance requirements will
help avoid purchasing the wrong machine. If the unit is
to be used to lift and set a 4,000 pound manhole section,
certainly this performance requirement must be met by
any machine purchased. If a proposed machine can't do
that, no matter what its bid price, it is of little value to
the organization.
The time requirements for completingjobs influences
the size of the machine needed. Theoretically, if a 4WD
loader is being considered, the only major difference
between a 2.5 cubic yard loader and a 3 cubic yard loader, should be how much material per hour each can
move. Examining job productivity requirements can help
size the machine required to handle the anticipated job.
A source of information often overlooked in identifying job requirements is the organization's success and
satisfaction with its current equipment. Don't ignore the
favorable or unfavorable track record a piece of
equipment/bidder/manufacturer has already established
with the organization when the time comes for specifying
a replacement unit.
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STEP 1WO - Determine What's Most Important
Now that the job requirements are known, a clear statement of what is most important must be developed. Key
considerations should include at least the following:
•
•

•
•

Machine performance characteristics
Evaluation of dealer/manufacturer's prompt parts
and service support, warranty, and machine field
availability (up time)
Machine delivery schedule
Life-cycle cost analysis

Certain machine performance characteristics, such as
versatility, can be essential for its satisfactory performance. If the machine will be needed for loading trucks
and handling debris, plus be the prime mover for a
snowblower in the winter, then this versatility must be
identified in the purchase specifications.
Prompt parts and service support, good warranty and
machine field availability are usually very important to
an organization, yet often do not appear in purchase
specifications. If prompt dealer parts and service are
important, then they should be included. An organization
needs to know about a bidder's parts and service capability before it experiences a winter when it's 40 degrees
below zero, the roads are drifted shut, and the machine
is down. The example shown below illustrates one approach for specifying bidder parts and service.
Since the continuous operation of this machine is of the utmost importance and sometimes of an emergency nature, the
successful bidder must be able to render prompt parts and
service. The successful bidder shall maintain or have access
to parts inventory within
(list city, county, state,
or mileage requirement). Said parts inventory shall be of
sufficient size and variety to offer a level of pans availability
of 95% within 48 hours from time of order by the customer.
Availability of normal wear items, such as filters, vce belts,
hydraulic lines, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours. Review
of bidder's ability to provide prompt parts and service will be
used in determining the qualified bidder.

The delivery schedule for a machine sometimes is critical. If there is a specific time schedule to be met, then
that information should be included in the purchase
specifications. In an emergency situation when delivery
becomes a primary purchasing consideration, the organization may elect to accept a machine immediately off a
dealer's yard.
Many organizations confuse machine bid price with
machine cost and often incorrectly conclude that the
lowest priced machine represents the best value. How
much importance should be placed on the actual bid

price? Should the organization buy any machine as long
as it is low bid? Why purchase a machine if it can't lift
and set a 4,000 pound manhole section, if that is part of
the job performance requirements? The bid price must
be put in proper perspective to the overall capabilities of
the machine, parts and service, field availability, and
other requirements before the organization can determine the importance of the bid price.
A more important element to consider, other than
bid price, is the life cycle cost of the machine. What is
the fuel consumption rate? What level of repair parts
and labor costs can be expected over the life of the machine? These two items alone could easily outweigh a
low bid price. The example shown below details some of
the items to consider in determining life cycle cost.
Example 1 Life-cycle cost analysis.
Bidder
#1

Bidder
#2

A. Acquisition & Finance Costs
.I Down Payment
.I Trade-In
.I Total Payments
.I Acquisition & Finance Costs
Sub-Total - A
B. Ownership Period Operating Costs
.I Fuel Cost
.I Lube, oil, filter, grease cost
.I Tire Cost
.I Undercarriage Cost
.I Repair, Parts & Labor Cost
.I Ownership Period Operating Cost_
Sub-Total - B
C. Critical Use Hours Cost
D. Equipment Resale Value
E. Life Cycle Cost (A+B+C-D)

STEP THREE - Evaluate Equipment On-The-Job

If an organization is going to invest thousands of dollars
in a machine, it makes good sense to see what the
machine will do on-the-job before spending purchasing
dollars. After reading the product literature and listening
to presentations by sales representatives, organization
officials should request a demonstration to see if the
machine will do what the manufacturer/dealer claims it
will do. Some organizations use a short-term rental as a
method for evaluating equipment on-the-job.
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A demonstration (or rental) is also a good opportunity for evaluating key machine features. If sealed
brakes are important, then placing the machine in
muddy or water conditions will help show how a particular machine's brakes function under these conditions. If
a certain attachment is being considered, a demonstration (or rental) is also a good time to verify its merits in
overall job operation.
On the manufacturer's specification sheet all machines may look identical. For example, they may all
have a 150 horsepower rated engine. However, a demonstration (or rental) may reveal that the working power of
each machine under actual job conditions may not be
equal. Example 3 illustrates a field evaluation form for
a backhoe loader. The demonstration (or rental) is a
true "try before you buy" approach where the organization has a low-cost opportunity to discover the meaning
of a manufacturer's machine specifications based on
actual machine performance on the job. The results of
Step Three for several machines should be compared to
and integrated with the results of Steps One and Two.
Following the field evaluation, adjustments in the
purchasing specifications should be made to insure that
all job requirements are included. There's no better way
to determine if a machine can lift and set a 4,000 pound
manhole section than to see it in action.

STEP FOUR • Clearly State What Is To Be Purchased
To write effective purchase specifications you must
understand the job requirements, know what's most
iniportant, and evaluate equipment on-the-job. When
you complete these steps, you are ready to start the
actual writing of the purchase specifications.
Technical vs Performance Specifications. Technical
specifications for the purchase of equipment are often
drafted after reading several manufacturers' published
technical brochures. As a result, it sometimes appears
that an organization has described one manufacturer's
machine. The description and requirements developed in
this manner may be difficult to justify and too restrictive
to allow more than one bidder to qualify, and may encourage bid protests from suppliers precluded.
Technical specifications normally describe machine
requirements only. The bid award is often based on only
a few considerations such as "lowest bid price meeting
specifications as written." Adding the clause "reserve the
right to accept bids in the best interest of the organization" is a smart choice for providing purchasing flexibility.
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Example 2 Field evaluation form for a backhoe loader.
FIElD EVALUA'DON OP BACDIOB LOADER
yp.s

1.SIZB
The operating weight is approximately 11,100 pounds. Docs this size •••
,/ Have adequate weight and balance to provide good operational stability?
,/ Have good digging stability, so it's not jerked around when working with backhoe in tough ground conditions?

NO

-- --

- - --

Comments:
2.ENGINB
The unit develops 60 SAE net hp and uses a wet-sleeve, four cylinder design.
,/ Docs the engine provide good lugging power?
,/ Is the engine fuel consumption level acceptable?

-- --- --

Comments:
3. TRANSMISSION
The unit has a four speed transmission and full power shift direction reverser.
,/ Is on-the-go shifting ability from 2nd-3rd-4th gear important?
,/ Is full power reversing of transmission important for such jobs as back filling trenches or working in narrow
rightS-Of-way?

--

--

--

--

Comments:
4.SI'EBRING
Docs the steering system have sufficient power to tum from full-left to full-right when the loader bucket is
fully loaded?
,/ Is the unit's turning clearance circle acceptable?
,/

-- --

--

--

Comments:

S. BRAICES
Do the brakes effectively stop the machine and provide good control?
,/ Is any fade or waver of the service brakes noticed?
,/ Is any fade or waver noticed after operation in mud and water?

--- - --- - -

,/

Comments:
6.LOADER
Is the loader's lift capacity of 4,600 pounds at full height adequate?
,/ Is bucket return-to-dig a desirable feature?
,/ Is the loader's breakout force of 6,'700 pounds adequate?
,/ Docs the bucket cut-width cover the full width of rear tires?
,/ What attachments would be beneficial for year around versatility? (e.g.: quick coupler hitch, clamp bucket, jaw
bucket, forks)
,/

------

------

Comments:
7.BACDIOB
Docs the standard backhoe provide adequate digging depth and reach?
,/ Would an extendable dipper-stick be a desirable feature?
,/ Is the unit's rated lifting power available through the full 180-degree swing arc? Was it adequate for most jobs?
,/ Is the unit's backhoe bucket digging force adequate?
,/ Should a backhoe with less digging depth, digging power, or lifting power be considered?
,/ What attachments would be beneficial for year around job versatility? (e.g.: quick coupler hitch, jaw bucket,
hydraulic hammer, hydraulic drill, thumb, compactor wheel, earth auger)
,/

Comments:

.

-- --- --- --

--- ---- - -
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FIEID EVALUATION OP BACKHOE LOADBR.
YES

&. OP'JlONAL PR.ONr WHEEL DRIVB
Is the front wheel drive beneficial for most job applications?
~
~ Is the ability to engage or disengage the drive in any gear or direction, on-the-go, and under full engine rpm
important?
~
Does the drive improve loader bucket fill in hard materials?

NO

-- --- ----

Comments:
9. OP'llONAL CAB
Is the cab certified to meet SAE roll-over protection and falling overhead objects protection standards?
~ Does the cab meet n:quirements of visibility, ventilation, noise level, and comfort?
~ Are the operating controls convenient, easy to ~. and comfortable to work?
~

-- ----- --

Comments:
10. 'J1RS
Are the tires on the demo unit adeq~te for most jobs?
0
If not adequate, what tire size is required?

-- --

~

Comments:
lL DIPF'ERPNI'IAL LOCK:
Is the ability to engage the differential lock on-the-go in any gear or direction under full engine rpm important
for job performance?

~

-

--

Comments:

U- HYDRAUUC SYS'l1N
Are the hydraulics responsive, easy-t~use, and do they provide good control throughout the engine rpm range?
~
Is the hydraulic system cooling capacity adequate?
~

--- ---

Comments:
13. RBCOMMENDA'l10N
Based on your evaluation of the demo unit, would you 1CC01Dmend that this size/class of backhoe loader be
considered for purchase?

~

-- --

Comments:

14. Bwlualbt Condilded BJ

Performance purchase specifications, on the other
hand, accurately descnl>e the organization's requirements for not only the performance of the equipment
but also the performance of the dealer and manufacturer
that is supporting the machine. Performance specifications requirements should be formulated"" based on
knowledge of job requirements, information gained by
actual machine demonstrations, and a thorough understanding of available equipment designs and dealer/
manufacturer support capabilities. Bid award is determined by several performance considerations.

Dilllil:t/Deputment

Organizations sometimes accept features or performance below their requirement level to qualify many
bidders. This will most often result in the purchase of
inadequate equipment and poor dealer support. Effective
performance bid specifications can be written in a
manner that allows numerous bidders to qualify. Performance specifications are descn°bed in terms of the
performance level required rather than the manufacturer's technical specifications. This will allow a bidder or
manufacturer to decide if they can add a particular
performance feature to their machine (or alert the
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organization to the cost) instead of crying "foul" when
faced with restrictive technical requirements. The
example below illustrates the difference between technical and performance specifications.
Technical:
Service brakes shall be at least 2-whccl, oil cooled, wet disc,
self-adjusting type brakes.

Perf'ormance:
Service brakes must be scaled and fully enclosed to allow
operation in water, mud, snow, and other adverse conditions ·
without encountering brake fade.

Quality performance bid specifications also include a
checklist of how many manufacturers meet or do not
meet a particular requirement when the specification
was written. This listing allows the organization to
evaluate the importance of a particular requirement
considering the number of manufacturers that can meet
the requirement. In writing specifications, it's important
to state clearly what the organization intends to purchase.
Getting Started. Suppose the organization wants to draft
a four or five page specification for a backhoe loader.
Many organizations may begin with the technical specification as shown below:
One, new, backhoe loader, 14-foot digging depth, 60 hp, etc.

This style will certainly get bidders to respond, but
normally will not get the machine the organization
requires. Is there a better way to state what the organization wants to purchase? The next example is better,

but it is still a technical specification:
One, new, backhoe loader, 14-foot SAE 2-foot flat bottom
rated digging depth, 60 SAE net hp, 1-cu. yd. bucket, etc.

The SAE (Society of Automotive Engineering) rating is
a manufacturing industry standard, so all bidders will
have to measure their bid machines the same way. The
organization wants 60 SAE net hp, and a 1-cubic yard
rated loader bucket, which helps to more precisely
defme the size of the machine needed.
Is there a better way to state what the organization
wants to purchase? The next example shows the organization stating they want a current-year manufactured
machine to ensure that the organization is not actually
buying a new zero-hour, two-year-old machine that is
starting to rust:
One, new, current year manufactured _ _ (list specific
manufacturers and models) backhoe loaders or approved
equal complete per following specifications and all
manufacturer's standard equipment, etc.

The organization is also clearly stating they are looking
at a specific model and manufacturer of backhoe loader
or its approved equal. This is a very accurate way to
identify the type, size, and class of machine that the
organization has evaluated and has determined will meet
its performance requirements. The words "or approved
equal" signals to all bidders and manufacturers that the
organization will also consider their machine as long as
it is equal to the identified unit which the organization
knows will do the job. It is important to understand that
the wording in the third example is not restrictive. It
states that the organization is willing to accept anyone's
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proposal, but the organization is reserving the right to
evaluate any proposed machine to see if it indeed is
equal to what the organization requires. To further
protect its right to evaluate an unknown machine bef~re
its purchase, an organization should include a machine
bid evaluation clause in its specifications:
The vendor or manufacturer of a machine which is considered for award shall, at the request of the organization,
demonstrate the equipment, at a location chosen by the
organization and in the presence of authorized organization
personnel, to prove any features or performance capabilities
which may be in question. Failure of the demonstration
machine to meet organization requirements may be adjudged
as non-conformance to bid specifications.

If parts and service availability is important to an
organization, this requirement must also be clearly stated
in the performance specifications:
Since the continuous operation of this machine is of the
utmost importance and sometimes of an emergency nature,
the successful bidder must be able to render prompt parts
and service. The successful bidder shall maintain or have
(list city,
access to parts inventory within
county, state, or mileage requirement). Said parts inventory
shall be of sufficient size and variety to offer a level of parts
availability of 95% within 48 hours from time of order by the
customer. Availability of normal wear items such as filters,
vee belts, hydraulic lines, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours.
Review of bidder's ability to provide prompt parts and
service will be used in determining the qualified bidder.

If an organization wants recourse with a bidder for nonperformance under terms of the parts and service
performance specification requirements, additional
wording can be very effective:
If the bidder fails to provide parts within the time limits
specified, said parts shall be provided at no cost to the customer. If the parts delivery exceeds more than __ houJS
past the time limit specified, the bidder shall provide a replacement machine (of similar size and capacity) to the

organization at a nominal cost of S__jhour until said parts arc
delivered. Continued failure to deliver parts, as required, may be
used as a basis for disqualification of the bidder on future
solicitations.

Warranties and Repair Contracts. Standard warranty,
extended warranty, purchased warranty, and maintenance
guarantees can sometimes be confusing and require detailed documentation to insure that all bidders are
offering similar coverage. Simply stating that the machine shall be fully covered for a certain time and usage
doesn't insure that the coverage expected by the organization will be provided.
To clarify the issue, request in the purchase specifications that a copy of the warranty be provided with the
bidder's proposal. Remember, most manufacturer's
warranties do not cover wear items.
Manufacturer's warranty shall be a minimum of six months
on entire machine and 18 additional months on power train.
Bidder shall attach copy of warranty.

If additional coverage is required (including wear items),
then the additional requirements should be addressed in
a separate heading for clarity.
In addition to the manufacturer's warranty, the bidder shall
provide a machine repair parts and labor contract covering all
items as specified on attached table for a minimum of __
months or
hours, whichever occurs first. Bidder shall
attach copy of proposed extended coverage.

Examples 3 and 4 provide examples of performance
specifications for additional power train coverage and for
full machine coverage of all major components,
respectively. These examples show how an organization
can accurately list those items (in addition to the standard manufacturer's warranty) that the bidder must
warrant. This helps insure that all bidders are providing
the minimum coverage required and have included the
cost (if any) for the coverage in their bid proposal.
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EXAMPLE 3 Additional power train coverage.

EXAMPLE 4 Additional full machine coverage.

rIF.MS 'IO BE COVERED BY
11IE BIDDER'S REPAIR CONI"RACT

JIEMS TO BE COVERED BY
THE BIDDER'S REPAIR CONl"RACT

OPTION I: POWER TRAIN COVERAGE

OPTION II: ALL MAJOR COMPONENTS & SYSTEMS

Items in Power Train Coverage shall include:

Items covered by the All Major Components and Systems Option II,
include those items covered by the Power Train Only Option I, and
the following listed additional items:

ENGINE
Rocker Ann Cover and ·Gasket, Cylinder Head and Gasket, Oil Pan
and Gasket, Injection Pump and Gasket, Water Pump and Gasket,
Engine Block, Ring Gear and Flywheel, Timing Gear and Flywheel,
Timing Gear Cover, Front and Rear Engine Seals, Turbocharger and
Gaskets, Flywheel Housing and Gasket, all parts fully enclosed within
above components, Manifold and Gaskets, Front Damper, Oil Coolers
and Inter-coolers, and Engine Thermostats.

TRANSMISSIONS&: TORQUE CONVEIITBRS
Electronic or Hydraulic Control Valves, Outch Housing (except Dry
Outch Disc), Torque Converter, Reverser with Control Valve, Splitter
Drive, Transfer Drive, Drive Shaft with Universal Joints, Hydrostatic
Transmission, Pump or Motor Assemblies (including Control Valve,
Hoses, and Lines), Propel Motor, Pump, Brakes and their Control
Valves, Swing Motor and Brake, Swing Gearbox and Bearings. Rotary
Manifold, Control Valves for propel and swing functions only (not dig
functions).
FRONT&: RFAR DJFPERENllALS/AXLES
Axle(s) and Differential(s), Final Drive and Axles, Wet Steering
Brakes, Wet Brakes and Wet Disk Parking Brakes, Mechanical Front
Wheel Drive: Differential/Axle Assembly with its Drive Shaft with
Universal Joint and Control, Hydraulic Front Wheel Drive: Axle and
Wheel Drive Assembly (including the Drive Pump and Motor,
Electronic Control, and Solenoid Control Valve and Divider Valve),
Front Wheel Drive Sensors (not Wire Harness), Park Brake Pinon
Shaft and Bearing Quill, Bearing on motor grader only

ENGINE
Oil Filler Tube, Fuel Lines, Fuel Transfer Pump and Gasket, Pulleys,
Engine Speed Controls and Linkage, Radiators and Radiator Hoses,
Engine Oil Lines, Water Piping, Fuel Tank and associated parts,
Engine Sensors and Sending Units, Engine Mounts and Supports and
Engine Wiring.

TRANSMIS.gON
Shift Control Linkage, Levers, Pedals, Control Rods, Sending Units,
and Senders, External Oil Lines, Filler Tubes, Filter Screens,
Accumulator and related Relief Valves, Transmission Oil Cooler.

DIPPERENilAL
Differential Lock Valve and associated parts.
SIEERING
Steering Pump, Steering Valve and Cylinder(s), Axle, Spindles and
Supports, Tie Rods and Tie Rod Ends, Axle Steering Linkage, All
secondary Steering System Components, Crossover Relief Valve, and
Priority Valve.

HYDRAUUC COMPONENl'S
Hydraulic Pumps and Motors and Related Control Valves, Saddle
Locking Pin Cylinder, Hydraulic Cylinder, Cylinder Packing Kits,
Hydraulic Hoses, Lines, and Fittings, Control and Load Holding
Valves, Hydraulic ReseIVOir.
ELECilUCAL
Starter Motor, Starter Drive, and Solenoid, Alternator and Voltage
Regulator, Charging System Wiring, Wiring Harness, Instruments,
Indicators, and Sensors, Wiper Motor(s).

BRAICES
Brake Pump, Brake Valve(s), Accumulator(s), Unloading Valve,
Pressure Reducing Valve.
PACl'ORY AIR CONDmONING
Compressor, Outch and Pulley, Condenser, Dryer, Evaporator,
Accumulator, Expansion Valve, Temperature Control Programmer,
Seals and Gaskets, Heater Hoses.
O'lllER.
Loader Boom, Bucket Linkages, Backhoe Boom, Dipper-stick and
Linkages, Scarifier and Ripper Linkages, Scraper Elevator Drive and
Gearbox, Conveyor and Elevator Device, Scraper Bowl, Draft Frame
and Sliding Floor, Skidder Arch, Boom or Grapple, Forklift Mast and
Frame.
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STEP FIVE • Establish Bid Award Criteria
The last step in developing clear, accurate, and useful
performance specifications is to establish how the
organization will select the best proposal. The bid award
point system provides a means of integrating the results
of the first four steps into a comprehensive process for
selecting the best overall proposal. To develop this
system, the organization must establish and test its bid
proposal evaluation criteria before bid opening, and
must identify the relative importance of each criteria.
The following example shows the components and the
processes required in the development of a bid award
point system. This information is provided to all
prospective bidders with the bid solicitation.
Example 5 Basis of award.
Successful bidder shall be determined using the following point
system. Any bidder not providing mandatory features, or not meeting
minimum requirements, may be disqualified. Bidder receiving the
highest number of points shall be considered the succ:cssful bidder.

****AWARD CRITERIA POINTS****
A. Conformance to Bid Specifications • . . . 60 Points

B. Machine Job Performance •..........
C. Warranty .......................
D. Parts & Service Availability .........
E. Lowest Bid Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F. Previous Experience with Bidder . . . . . .
G. Machine Delivery .................

60 Points
40 Points
40 Points
40 Points
20 Points
10 Points

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE . . . . 270 Points
The decision on number of points awarded to each proposal will be
a judgment by the organization evaluation committee. This committee
will rank each bid in each category and award a percentage of pos511>le
points based on the following judgments: "Outstanding" = 100%,
"Good" 80%, "Fair" 60%, "Poor" 40%, "Unacceptable" 0%.

=

=

=

=

NOTE: The technique of making a bid award based on a point
system may be viewed as "subjective" under some organization/state
purchasing guidelines. Although effective for many organizations, the
point method of bid evaluation should be examined by the organization's legal staff to ensure conformance with applicable state's bid

used 100, 1000, or even a dollar amount). Any bidder
meeting all specifications as written would receive 60
points. Based on a pre-established scoring procedure, a
bidder meeting all but one or two minor items in the
specifications might get 45 to 50 points.
The organization could also decided that machine
performance gets 60 points. The high relative point value
for the first two criteria indicates to the bidders that the
organization has carefully researched what machine is
needed and will award points to those who bid the
machine of the size and performance the organization
needs. Fewer points or no points, depending on what the
organization pre-establishes, will be given to any bidder
who chooses not to bid such a machine. This helps
prevent a bidder from second-guessing the organization
and bidding a smaller machine, in the interest of lowering the bid price, than what the organization needs.
Some of the non-technical areas important to the
organization include the type of warranty provided with
the machine (40 points), and parts and service availability (40 points). Lowest bid price is worth 40 points. By
alerting bidders of its criteria for low bid price, the
organization is indicating it will not sacrifice machine
specifications, the ability of the machine to do the job,
the warranty, or parts and service availability simply for
a low bid price. The organization is showing that it
believes that bid price needs to be part of the evaluation,
but not the total evaluation. Thus, they are considering
the best overall value.
Previous experience with a bidder enables the
organization to award points for good past performance
and to keep a successful bidder committed to earning
future business from the organization. On the other
band, poor past performance will "come back to haunt
a bidder" in the form of fewer or no points in this area.
Previous experience with the bidder could be based on
a variety of areas including: past performance under
similar bids, past performance as a vendor of parts, or
past performance as a vendor of repair service and
warranty.
With proper planning and scheduling, delivery should
not be a major issue. This time the organization assigned
10 points to machine delivery. In an emergency situation
where the organization needs a machine quickly, machine delivery could be assigned a higher priority.

laws.

Example 5 shows just one way an organization might
decide to award points in their evaluation process. This
time the organization has decided that conformance to
bid specifications is worth 60 points. (They could have

NOTE: For those organizations that require that the bid be awarded
to the lowest bid price, the point system still works. If bidders meet
all requirements of the bid-machine specifications~ job performance,
warranty, parts and service, etc-then the award will be made to the
bidder with the lowest bid price. Bidders not meeting requirements of
the bid, no matter what bid price, would be disqualified.
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UTILIZING nlE FIVE STEP METHOD
Successful specification writing involves more than just
putting technical information on paper. It requires that
the specification writer understand how the machine is
going to be used on-the-job. This information will be
used to determine the required size and performance
capabilities of the machine. It means an organization
must determine the relative importance of the machine's
performance, prompt parts and service support, acquisition price, warranty, and delivery schedule.
Demonstrating equipment on-the-job to evaluate key
machine features and performance, along with clearly
stating what is being purchased, are important steps to
ensure bidders understand what is required. Identifying
the bid award criteria clearly communicates the basis for
selection of successful bidder.
By conscientiously following the five step method, an
organization can discover just how easy it is to write successful specifications. Development of quality performance specifications, however, takes a serious dedication
of time, personne~ and effort.
As a reference, the following pages show some
examples of how an organization might layout a spread
sheet analysis--using yes, no, or can answer--of their
purchasing specifications for: 1) industrial wheel backhoe
loader, 2) four wheel drive loader, and 3) all-hydraulic,
articulated frame, tandem drive motor grader. This style
of spread sheet format can also be used when considering other capital goods such as: automobiles, trucks,
cranes, crawlers, and mowing tractors.
Analyzing the specification wording before mailing
solicitations (similar to the manner shown in the examples) will allow the organization to clearly pre-determine

if the bid specifications meet all of its requirements.
Knowing which bidder or model/manufacturer of
equipment meets or doesn't meet the performance
requirements (as written) and resolving the issue before
bid opening will also go a long way in helping make sure
the organization can acquire a machine that can do the
job for which it was purchased.
The spread sheet format shown in the examples can
also prove handy for pre-bid specification review conference meetings with bidders and organization end users.
After bid opening, the spread sheet can serve as a quick
guide to review bidder responses.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
"Making the right machine decision" for some organizations will also mean understanding various purchasing
alternatives, acquisition alternatives, and fmancing
options. It is the intent of the Committee on Maintenance Equipment to investigate and develop future
Circulars that address areas of interest to Maintenance
Operations.
If you would like to receive information on new
Circulars, have questions on any of the material present. ed in this booklet, or would like to make a recommendation on subject matter for future Circulars, please contact
the Committee thru:
Committee on Maintenance Equipment (A3C08)
Transportation Research Board
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418
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APPENDIX
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION WORKSHEET
(STEP FOUR - Clearly State What Is Being Purchased)

This Appendix contains sample performance specification worksheets for (Al) an industrial wheel backhoe loader - 60 SAE NET
HP & 14-foot digging depth class, (A2) a four wheel drive loader - 16,400 pound full turn tipping load class, and (A3) an allhydraulic, articulated frame, tandem drive motor grader - 27,500 pound operating weight class.

EXAMPLE Al Sample performance specification worksheet for a backhoe loader.

INDUSTRIAL WHEEL BACKHOE LOADER
60 SAE NET HP & 14-FOOT DIGGING DEPTII CIASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Backhoe Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete,
serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.

=

LEGE!'.'D: YES Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit docs not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

Ul'liTI'

#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

1.SIZE
Equipped per following specs, unit shall have a maximum SAE digging depth of
at least 14 feet.

YES

YES

YES

2. OPERATING WEIGHI'
SAE minimum operating weight of 12,000 pounds exclusive of tire ballast and
equipped per the following specs.

YES

YES

.!
.!
.!

YES
YES
YES

4. TRANSMismON
Transmission shall have a full power shift direction reverser. Minimum 4F-4R
speeds.
.! Maximum transport speed shall be no less that 20 mph .

.!

.!

3. EN'GINE
Four cylinder diesel.
Wet-sleeve cylinder liner design.
Minimum SAE net hp - 60.

.!

S.srnERING
Full power steering with emergency dead engine steering capability.
Turning clearance circle to outside bucket edge shall not exceed 34 feet 9 inches
without brakes applied.
.! Turning radius to outside tire edge shall not exceed 13 feet 4 inches without
brakes applied.
.!
.!

OTHER

OTHER

YES

--

--

YES

NO

--

--

YES
NO
YES

YES
NO
NO

YES
NO
YES

---

--

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
NO

YES
NO

--

--

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
DNA

YES
YES

---

---

YES

DNA

DNA

DNA

--

--

YES
YES

YES
CAN

YES
CAN

NO
CAN

--

---

--

--

--

6. DRIVE AXLPS

.!
.!

Inboard planetary gear drive to each wheel.
Foot-operated, automatic release, rear axle differential lock engageable under
full engine rpm required. Torque proportioning rear axle not acceptable due to
the tire scuffing and work surface damage it can generate.

-- -
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INDUSTRIAL WHEEL BACKHOE LOADER
60 SAE NEI' HP & 14-FOOT DIGGING DEPTH CLASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Backhoe Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete,
serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit does not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

UNIT
#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

.I

9. VFJUCI.E PRAME
.I Unit shall feature a single piece weldment, full-length unitized main frame for
increased operating reliability and component serviceability.

7. BRAICF.S
.I Service brakes shall be 2-wheel, disk type, sealed and fully enclosed to allow
operation in water, mud, snow and other adverse conditions without encountering brake fade.
.I Service brakes shall be self-adjusting.
.I Service brake engagement shall be all-hydraulic.
.I The parking/secondary brake system shall be independent of service brakes and
be of sufficient design to hold weight of machine on slope.
,/ The parking/secondary brake system shall have a warning light or buzzer.

8. TIRFS (for units without MFWD)
Front tires shall be a minimum of 7..50-16, lOPR, F3.
Rear tires shall be a minimum of 16.9-24, SPR, R4.

10.
.I
.I
.I

OPilONAL PR.ONT WHEEL DRIVE
Mechanical front wheel drive shall be engageable on-the-go.
Front axle shall have a limited slip differential.
Front tires shall be a minimum 12.00-16.5, SPR. Rear tires shall be a minimum
16.9-24, SPR, R4.
.I Turning clearance circle to outside bucket edge shall not exceed 34 feet 4 inches
without brakes applied.
.I Turning radius to outside tire edge shall not exceed 13 feet 4 inches without
brakes applied.
11. LOADER
.I Loader shall be self-leveling.
.I Equipped with an automatic return-to-dig.
.I Equipped with a G.P. bucket rated at a minimum.87 cubic yards SAE heaped
capacity and cuts the full width of rear tires.
,/ Minimum SAE J732C bucket breakout force of 6,500 lbs required.
.I Minimum SAE loader lift rating of 4,500 pounds to full height required .
12. HYDRAUUC SYSl'BM
.I System shall have a minimum flow of 24 gpm to the backhoe and provide
adequate cooling for hydraulic tools and attachments.
,/ Backhoe stabilizer hydraulic lock-outs shall be provided in both the work and
transport positions.
13.BACKHOE
.I SAE maximum digging depth of at least 14 feet .
.I SAE J31 minimum backhoe lifting capacity of 2,200 pounds to 12-foot lift height
through the full 180 degree swing arc.
.I Minimum backhoe bucket cylinder digging force of 10,000 pounds.
14. OFI10NAL ECTENDABI.B DIPPER-SllCX
Extendable dipper-stick shall have a minimum extension of 4 feet.
.I A minimum of 175-degree bucket rotation shall be maintained to help decrease
bucket spillage during truck loading operations.

,/

OTHER

OTHER

NO

--

--

NO
NO
NO

YES
NO
YES

----

---

YES

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

YES

NO

YES

--

--

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
CAN

NO
NO
CAN

NO
NO
CAN

----

YES

NO

DNA

NO

--

YES

DNA

DNA

DNA

--

-----

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
CAN

YES
NO
CAN

YES
YES
CAN

----

----

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

--

--

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

---

---

YES
YES

YES
DNA

YES
YES

YES
NO

---

--

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
YES

NO
YES

NO
NO

---

--

--

--

--

--
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INDUSI'RIAL WHEEL BACKHOE LOADER

"""""

60 SAE NET HP & 14-FOOT DIGGING DEPIH ClASS

Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Backhoe Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete,
serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or cxcccds requirements; NO = Unit docs not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

UNrr

UNrr

UNrr

#1

#2

#3

UNIT
#4

YES

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

YES

OTHER

OTHER

CAN

--

--

CAN

CAN

--

--

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

NO

NO

NO

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

JS. CX>OUNG SYSIE\l

.t Pressurized liquid cooling system with thermostaL Radiator shall be filled with
manufacturer's approved anti-freeze solution that provides protection to at least
-30 degrees F.
16. ELECTRICAL

.t Batteries shall have a minimum reserve capacity rating of minutes. Alternator
shall be a minimum of 78 amps. Unit shall have a minimum of two front halogen
work/driving lights, one combination stop/tail light, and a lighted instrument
panel.
17. STANDARD INSTRUMENl'A'l10N

.t Unit shall have side mounted gauges or monitoring system that includes:
transmission temperature, engine coolant temperature, engine oil pressure,
parking brake engagement, hydraulic filter restriction, fuel, altemator, and
electric hour meter. Engine coolant temperature, engine oil pressure and parking
brake system shall include audible and visual waming.
18. OPERATOR'S STA'l10N

.t Station shall be SAE ROPS/FOPS certified. Station shall be isolation mounted
and include a roof panel and scat belt. Instrumentation vandal protection shall
be included on ROPS canopy unit.
19. OFilONAL CAB

.t Cab shall be SAE ROPS/FOPS certified. Fully enclosed cab shall be isolation
mounted and include scat belt, front defroster fan, heater, front and rear
windshield wipers, tinted safety glass, latched windows, and lockable cab doors.
Must also include additional lighting package of: two rear halogen work lights,
two front and two rear tum and flashing lights, two stop lights, one tail light,
dome light.
.t A minimum of one cab entry door shall open within the width or the machine to
avoid opening into traffic lanes for improved operator safety.
3). ADDmONAL BQUJPMENI'

.t Unit shall

have all standard equipment and shall include: key ignition switch
w/safety start, hand and foot throttle, hom, cold weather starting aid, dry-type
air cleaner and restriction indicator, muffier, lockable engine side shields, reverse
waming alarm and SMV emblem, engine fuel filter, mounting steps and safety
hand holds, and backhoe boom transport loc::ks.

21. WARRANTY

.t Manufacturer's warranty shall be a minimum of six months on entire machine
and 18 additional months on power train. Bidder shall attach copy of warranty.
22. EXTENDED COVERAGE CONI'RACT

.t In addition to manufacturer's warranty, bidder shall provide an extended
coverage contract for machine repair, parts, and labor covering all items as
specified on the attached sheet for a minimum of __ months and __hours,
whichever oc::curs first. Bidder shall attach copy of proposed extended coverage
contract.
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INDUSI'RIAL WHEEL BACKHOE LOADER
60 SAE NET HP & 14-FOOT DIGGING DEPTH CLASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Backhoe Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete,
serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit docs not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

Since the continuous operation of this backhoe loader is of the utmost importance and sometimes of an emergency nature, it is necessary that the successful
bidder be able to render prompt parts and service. The successful bidder shall
(list
maintain or have access to parts inventory within
city, county, state or mileage requirement). Said parts inventory shall be of
sufficient size and variety to offer a level of parts availability of 95% within 48
hours from time of order by the customer. Availability or normal maintenance
items such as filters, vee belts, hydraulic lines, and hoses shall not exceed 24
hours. Bidder shall attach his proposed program for parts and service availability
for evaluation. Review of the bidder's ability to provide prompt parts and service
will be used in determining low, qualified bidder.

YES

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

24.MANUALS
,/ Successful bidder shall provide _ _ copies of Operator's Manual and _ _
copies current parts and repair manuals.

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

2.S. TRAINING
Successful bidder shall provide _ _ hours of on-site operator or preventive
maintenance training. Any costs for such training must be noted by bidder.

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

UNIT

OTHER

OTHER

23. RBPAIR PAIO'S AND SBllVICB
,/

./

1'6. DEMONSTRATION
The vendor or manufacturer of the backhoe loader which is considered for
award may be required to demonstrate his backhoe loader at a location chosen
by the customer and in the presence of authorized customer representatives to
prove out any features which may be in question. Failure of the demonstration
machine to meet customer requirements may be adjudged as non-conformance
to these specifications.

,/

'ZT. DELIVERY
./

nme of delivery may be an important factor in determining successful bidder.

7.8.. BASIS OP AWARD
,/ Successful bidder shall be determined using the following point system. Any bidder not providing mandatory features or not meeting minimum
requirements may be disqualified. Bidder receiving the highest number of points shall be considered the successful bidder.
••••AWARDCRITERJAPOINI'S••••
A. ~ONFORMITY TO BID SPECIFICATIONS . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
B. MACHINE JOB PERFORMANCE • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
C. WARRANTY PROVIDED . . • . • • • . . • • . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
D. PARTS AND SERVICEAVAILABIInY • • . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . .
E. LOWEST BID PRICE . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
F. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH BIDDER . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . .
G. t-fACHINE DELIVERY • . • . • . . • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 60 POINTS
. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 60 POINTS
. . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • 40 POINTS
• . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . 40 POINI'S
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . 40 POINTS
. . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . . • • . • . • • • • • 20 POINTS
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • 10 POINTS
• . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • 270 POINTS

The decision on the number of points awarded will be a judgement by the agency evaluation committee. The evaluation committee will rank the bidder
in each category and award a percentage of possible points based on the following judgements of: •outstanding"
100%; •Good• 80%; ~air"
60%; "Poor" = 40%; or ~nacceptabte• = 0%.

=

=

=
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EXAMPLE A2 Sample perfonnance specification worksheet for a four wheel drive loader.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE LOADER
16,400 POUND FULL 1URN TIPPING LOAD CLASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Four-Wheel-Drive Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production,
complete, sel'Yiccd, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit does not
meet requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; CAN? ·= Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

UNIT
#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

1. OPERATING WPJGllT
SAE minimum operating weight of 23,500 pounds exclusive of tire ballast and
equipped per the following specs.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

3. ENGINE
Six cylinder, turbocharged, diesel.
Wet-sleeve cylinder liner design.
Minimum SAE net hp - 115.

""
"

YES
YES
YES

4. TRANSMIS.gON
Full power shift with torque converter. Minimum 4F - 3R speeds.

"
"

OTIIER

OTIIER

NO

--

--

NO

YES

--

--

NO
YES
YES

NO
NO
YES

YES
NO
YES

---

---

YES

YES

YES

NO

5.SIEBRING
Full hydraulic articulated frame steering. Loader clearance tuming circle shall
not exceed 37 feet 6 inches.

YES

NO

YES

YES

--

--

6.. DRIVE AXLES
Inboard planetary gear drive to each wheel.
Lock/unlock differential or No-Spin in at least one axle. Torque proportioning
axles alone DO NOT meet this speci(Jcation requirement.

YES
YES

NO
CAN

NO
CAN

YES
CAN

---

---

YES

NO

NO

YES

--

--

YES

YES

YES

YES

--

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

--

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

--

--

YES

YES

YES

YES

--

--

YES

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

"

2. SIZB

"

Equipped per following specs, unit shall have a minimum 40- degree tum
tipping load of 16,400 pounds.

""

7.BRAKBS
Brakes must be sealed and fully enclosed to allow operation in water, mud,
snow, and other adverse conditions without encountering brake fade,
Parking/secondary brake shall be independent of sel'Yice brakes and shall have
a waming light or buzzer and be of sufficient design to hold weight of machine
on slope.

"
"

&.11RBS

"

All tires shall be a minimum of 17.5-25 12PR, L2.

9.LOADBR.
Loader shall have a General Purpose bucket that has a minimum SAE heaped
capacity of 2.2S cubic yards. Loader shall include automatic return-to-dig and
bucket self-leveling.
Minimum SAE J732C bucket breakout force of 22,600 pounds required.

"
"
"

10. DUMP aBARANCB
Loader shall have a minimum dump clearance tolhe cutting edge of 111 inches
at full height.
11. HYDRAUUC SYSl'P.N:
Loader shall feature hydraulic lift, lowr, dump, roll-back, and float.
Bucket shall have sufficient "wrap-out" to knock sticky material out of the
bucket.

"

"

--

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE LOADER
16,400 POUND FULL TURN TIPPING LOAD C1ASS
Unit described below shall be a·new, current year manufacture, Four-Wheel-Drive Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production,
complete, serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit does not
meet requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

UNIT

UNIT

#1

#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

.t

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

17. WARRANIY
Manufacturer's warranty shall be a minimum of six months on entire machine
and 18 additional months on power train. Bidder shall attach copy of warranty.

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

12. COOIJNG SYSllN
Pressurized liquid cooling system with thermostat. Radiator shall be filled with
manufacturer approved anti-freeze solution that provides protection to at least
-30 degrees F.

.t

13. El..ECl'RICAL
Batteries shall have a minimum resei:vc capacity rating of 160 minutes.
Alternator shall be a minimum of 6S amps. Unit shall have a minimum of two
front and two rear work lights, two separate front driving lights, two separate
combination stop and tail lights, front and rear tum and flashing signals,
lighted instrumental panel.

.t

14.CAB
Unit shall have a fully enclosed steel sound-suppressed cab that provides
roll-over protection in accord with SAE J394. Cab shall include: heater,
defroster, pressurizer, front & rear windshield washers/wipers, dome light,
floor mat, tinted safety glass, dual inside rear view mirrors. Operator's seat
shall be fabric deluxe mechanical or air suspension type that is adjustable for
operator height, weight, leg reach, and back angle preference. Scat belt and
adjustable arm rests shall be included.

.t

15. CAB INSTRUMENrATION

.t Cab instrumentation shall include dash-mounted gauges or monitor system to
include: transmission oil temp., transmission oil pressure, fuel, engine coolant
temp., engine oil pressure, electric hour meter, electric voltage. Engine coolant
and engine pressure system shall include audible and visual warning.

16. ADDmONAL F.OUIPMENr
Unit shall have all standard equipment and shall include: key ignition switch
w/safety start, foot throttle, hom, cold weather starting aid, pre-cleaner,
dry-type air cleaner with safety element and restriction indicator, muffier, front
wheel fenders, fixed drawbar, hinged lockable engine side shields, reverse
warning alarm and SMV emblem, articulation locking bar and pin, engine fuel
filter, lockable cab doors, mounting steps and safety hand holds. All locks shall
be keyed the same.

.t

18. EXTENDED COVERAGE CONTRACT
In addition to manufacturer's warranty, bidder shall provide an extended
coverage contract for machine repair, parts, and labor covering all items as
specified on the attached sheet for a minimum of
months and
hours,
whichever occurs first. Bidder shall attach copy of proposed extendecs--coverage
contract.

.t

OTIIER
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE LOADER

16,400 POUND FULL TURN TIPPING LOAD CLASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Four-Wheel-Drive Loader that is manufacturer's latest design and production·,
complete, serviced, ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit does not
meet requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard
equipment; DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

19. REPAIR PAXl'S AND SBRVICB
Since the continuous operation of this loader is of the utmost importance and
sometimes of an emergency nature, it is necessary that the successful bidder be
able to render prompt parts and service. The successful bidder shall maintain
(list city, county, state or
or have access to parts inventory within
mileage requirement). Said parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and
variety to offer a level of parts availability of 95% within 48 hours from time
of order by the customer. Availability of normal maintenance items such as
filters, vee belts, hydraulic lines, and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours. Bidder
shall attach bis proposed program for parts and service availability for evaluation. Review of the bidder's ability to provide prompt parts and service will be
used in determining low, qualified bidder.

.t

UNIT
#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

YES

CAN?

CAN?

YES

CAN?

YES

CAN?

01HER

01HER

CAN?

--

--

CAN?

CAN?

--

--

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

--

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

--

~.MANUALS

.t

Successful bidder shall provide _ _ copies of Operator's Manuals and _ _
copies of current parts and repair manuals.

21. TRAINING

.t Successful bidder shall provide _ _ hours of on-site operator or preventive
maintenance training. Costs for such training shall be noted by bidder.

22. DBMONSI'RAnON

.t

The vendor or manufacturer of the loader which is seriously considered for
award shall, at the request of the customer, demonstrate his loader at a
location chosen by the customer and in the presence of authorized customer
representatives to prove out any features which may be in question. Failure of
the demonstration machine to meet customer requirements may be adjudged
as nonconformance to these specifications.

23. DBIJVER.Y

.t nme of delivery may be an important factor in determining successful bidder.
24. BASIS OP AWARD

.t

Successful bidder shall be determined using the following point system. Any bidder not providing mandatory features or not meeting minimum
requirements may be disqualified. Bidder receiving the highest number of points shall be considered the successful bidder.
·
••••AWARD CRrl'ERIA POINTS••••
A. COl'li'FORMrTY TO BID SPECIFICATIONS . • • • . • . • . • • . • • . • • . . • . . . • . • • . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • 60 POINTS
B. MACHINE JOB PERFORMANCE •.....••....•...•......•.•••..•......•.....••..•.••...•.....•.......... 60 POINTS
C. WARRANTY PROVIDED •••••••.•.•••••...•....•..•.......•......•........•..•..••••••.......•.•...... 40 POINTS
D. PARTS AND SERVICEAVAILABILrTY •••.....•••...•.•..•••.••..•......•••.••......•....•.....•......•. 40 POINTS
E. LOWEST BID PRICE ••..•.••..••.•.•...•.....••..•...••.•••.•.•...••••••.•..•...•...•......•...•..... 40 POINTS
F. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE W1'I1I BIDDER • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . • . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 20 POINTS

G. MACHINE DEIJVERY • • • . . • • . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . • • . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . • • . . . 10 POINTS
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE . • . . • • . • • . • . • . . . . • • . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 270 POINTS
The decision on the number of points awarded will be a judgement by the agency evaluation committee. The evaluation committee will rank the
bidder in each category and award a pe~ntage of JIOSSl"ble points based on the following judgements of •outstanding" = 100%; •Go00• = 80%; -Pair"
= 60%; -Pcm- = 40%; or "Unacceptable• = 0%.

2
EXAMPLE A3 Sample performance specification worksheet for a motor grader.

ALL-HYDRAULIC, ARTICULATED FRAME, TANDEM DRIVE MOTOR GRADER
27,500 POUND OPERATING WEIGHr CU.SS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Motor Grader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete, serviced,
ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit docs not meet
requirements; CAN.= Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.

UNIT
#1

UNIT

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

UNIT

#2

#5

OTI:IER

,/

1. Sl7.B
Equipped per follOwing specifications, SAE minimum operating weight without
add-on weights or wheel ballast shall be at least 27,500 pounds.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

--

2. TYPE
Six wheels, four-wheel tandem drive, articulated frame.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

--

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
NO

---

YES
YES

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

,/

S.STEERING
FULL hydraulic power steering. Minimum machine turning radius shall not be
greater than 24 feet.

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

--

6. DRIVB AXU!S
Inboard planetary gear drive to each wheel.
No-Spin or foot-operated, hydraulically actuated rear axle differential lock-unlock
engageable on-the-go under full engine rpm in any gear.

YES
YES

YES
CAN

NO
YES

NO
YES

NO
YES

--

YES

CAN

DNA

DNA

YES

NA
YES

N.A.
CAN

N.A.
CAN

N.A.
CAN

CAN
CAN

,/

&. TIRES
All six tires shall be minimum of 14.00-24, 12PR, 02 on 10-inch rims.

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

9. FRONr AXlJ! a WHBl!LS
Oscillating axle and left/right hydraulic power wheel lean.
Axle of sufficient strength to allow mounting of front V-plow, blade or attachments.

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES
YES
YES

CAN
YES

CAN

CAN

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

CAN
NO
NO

---

,/

3. ENGINE
,/ Six cylinder, turbocharged diesel.
,/ Wet-sleeve cylinder liner design.
,/ If grader has a torque converter transmission, engine shall develop a minimum of
150 SAE net hp. If grader has a FULL power shift, direct-drive transmission, engine
shall develop at least 135 SAE net hp.

4. TRANSMIBON
full power shift. No operator clutching required for direction or gear changes.
,/ Transmission shall provide five working speeds below 9 mph to better match engine
rpm and travel speed to load for improved fuel economy and increased engine life.
,/ Maximum transport speed shall be no less than 24 mph.
,/

,/
,/

7.BRAICES
Brakes must be scaled and fully enclosed to allow operation in water, mud, snow,
and other adverse conditions without encountering brake fade.
,/ If air brake equipped, air dryer must be provided.
,/ The parking/secondary brake system shall be independent of service brakes and shall
have warning light or buzzer and be of sufficient design to bold weight of machine
on a slope.
,/

,/
,/

10. SCARIFIBR.
Scarifier to be mounted ahead of front tires to serve as mounting point for V-plow,
blade or other attachments.
.t V-typc scarifier, S teeth with replaceable tips.
,/ Minimum cut width
48".
,/ Hydraulically controlled, including float.
,/ Scarifier to have adjustable pitch.
,/

or

YES

YES
YES

NO
NO

NO

--

--

--

--

---

--

---
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ALL-HYDRAULIC, ARTICUIA1ED FRAME, TANDEM DRIVE MOTOR GRADER
27,500 POUND OPERATING WEIGHT ClASS
Unit described below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Motor Grader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete, serviced,
ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit docs not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.
11. MOl.DBOARD cl: Bl.ADE
12-foot length, 24-inch height, 0.88-inch thickness.
Boron steel or equal cutting edges guaranteed against breakage.
Full hydraulic control including circle sideshift, blade sideshift, circle rotation, saddle
rotation, blade pitch, and blade float. 90 degree and 2:1 bank cutting angle left or
right obtainable without leaving operator's cab.

./
./
./

UNIT
#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

UNIT
#S

YES
YES

YES

CAN
CAN
CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

----

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

YES

CAN

CAN

CAN

CAN

--

OTIIER

12. COOLING SYSIFM

./

Pressurized liquid cooling system with thermostat. Radiator shall be filled with
manufacturer approved anti-freeze solution that provides protection to at least -30
degrees F.

13. ELECI'RICAL
./ Batteries shall have a minimum reserve capacity rating of 180 minutes. Alternator
shall be a minimum of 42 amps. Unit shall have a minimum of two front and rear
work lights, two combination stop/tail lights, tum and flashing lights, and a lighted
instrument panel.
14. INSrRUMENTA110N
./ Unit shall have dash mounted gauges or monitoring system that will include:
transmission temperature, engine coolant temperature, engine oil pressure, parking
brake engagement, rear steer indicator, hydraulic filter restriction, fuel, alternator,
and electric hour meter. Engine coolant and engine oil pressure systems shall include
audible and visual warning.

15. CAB
./ Cab shall be low profile design not to exceed 10 foot 2 inch overall height and shall
be SAE ROPS certified.
./ Cab shall be isolation mounted, sound insulated, and include a scat belt, deluxe cloth
suspension scat that is adjustable for operator weight, leg reach, back angle, and arm
rests; defroster fan, heater, front and rear windshield wipers, inside mounted rear
view mirror, tinted safety glass, dome light, and lockable cab doors.
16. ADDmONAL EQUIPMENT
./ Unit shall have all standard equipment and shall include: key ignition switch w/safety
start, foot throttle, horn, cold weather starting aid, dry-type air cleaner with safety
clement and restriction indicator, muffler, hinged & lockable full length engine side
shields, reverse warning alarm and SMV emblem, engine fuel filter, mounting steps
and safety hand holds, tool box with hinged c:ovcr, complete lock-up vandal
protection, and transmission bottom guard. All locks shall be keyed the same.
17. WARRANrY
./ Manufacturer's warranty shall be a minimum of six months on entire machine and
18 additional months on power train. Bidder shall attach copy of warranty.
18. EXmNDED COVERAGE CONI'RACT
./ In addition to manufacturer's warranty, bidder shall provide an extended c:ovcrage
contract for machine repair, parts, and labor c:ovcring all items as specified on the
attached sheet for a minimum of __ months and __ hours, whichever occurs
first. Bidder shall attach copy of proposed extended c:ovcrage contract.
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ALL-HYDRAULIC, ARTICUIA'IED FRAME, TANDEM DRIVE MOTOR GRADER
27,500 POUND OPERATING WEIGIIT ClASS
Unit \iescribed below shall be a new, current year manufacture, Motor Grader that is manufacturer's latest design and production, complete, serviced,
ready for work, and includes all standard equipment.
LEGEND: YES = Unit meets or exceeds requirements; NO = Unit does not meet
requirements; CAN = Unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
CAN? = Appears unit can meet requirements, but is not standard equipment;
DNA = Data not available from published specifications.
PARTS AND SERVICE
.,,19. REPAIR
Since the continuous operation of this motor grader is of the utmost importance and

UNIT
#1

UNIT
#2

UNIT
#3

UNIT
#4

UNIT
#5

YES

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

YES

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

YES

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

CAN?

--

sometimes of an emergency nature, it is necessary that the successful bidder be able
to render prompt parts and service. The successful bidder shall maintain or have
access to parts inventory within
(list city, county, state or mileage
requirement). Said parts inventory shall be of sufficient size and variety to offer a
level of parts availability of 95% within 48 hours from time of order by customer.
Availability of normal maintenance items such as filters, vee belts, hydraulic lines,
and hoses shall not exceed 24 hours. Bidder shall attach his proposed program for
parts and service availability for evaluation. Review of the bidder's ability to provide
prompt parts and service will be used in determining low, qualified bidder.

.,,20.MANUALS
Successful bidder shall provide _ _ copies of Operator's Manual and _ _ copies
of current parts and repair manuals.

.,,21. TRAINING
Successful bidder shall provide _ _ hours of on-site operator or preventive maintenance training. Costs for such training shall be noted by bidder.

.,,22. DFMONSfRATION
The vendor or manufacturer of the motor grader which is seriously considered for
award shall, at the request of the customer, demonstrate his motor grader at a
location chosen by the customer and in the presence of authorized customer
representatives to prove out any features which may be in question. Failure of the
demonstration machine to meet customer requirements may be adjudged as
nonconfonnance to these specifications.

OTIIER

.,,23.DEUVERY
Time of delivery may be an important factor in determining successful bidder.
24. BASIS OF AWARD
ol'

Successful bidder shall be determined using the following point system. Any bidder not providing mandatory features or not meeting minimum
requirements may be disqualified and not assigned a score. Bidder receiving the highest number of points shall be considered the successful bidder.
••••AWARD CRITERIA POINTS••••
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

CONFORMITY TO BID SPECIACATIONS ................................................................. 60
MACHINE JOB PERFORMANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
WARRANTY PROVIDED ..........•.................................................................... 40
PARTS AND SERVICE AVAILABILITY ................................................................... 40
LOWEST BID PRICE ...•.................•...•.....................................................•.. 40
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE wrrn BIDDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 20
MACHINE DELIVERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 270

POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS

The decision on the number of points awarded will be a judgement by the agency evaluation committee. The evaluation committee will rank the bidder in
each category and award a percentage of possible points based on the following judgements of "Outstanding" = 100%; "Good" = 80%; "Fair" = 60%;
"Poor" = 40%; or "Unacceptable" = 0%.

Appendix III

Tire Information

Awendix ill - Wheel and Tire Information

The infonnation on the following pages is reprinted with permission from SAE publication
R-125 Motor Truck Engineering Handbook - 41h Edition © 1994 Society of Automotive Engineers,
Inc.
·

Appendix ill - Wheel and Tire Information

CHAPTER XID

WHEELS AND TIRES
A choice of cast spoke or disc wheels is available when purchasing a motor truck.
Cast steel wheels are generally used in the midwest and eastern part of the U.S.,
and the disc wheel is most popular in the western U.S. In recent years the
lightweight steel and aluminum disc wheels have become increasingly popular for
heavy-duty vehicles throughout the country.
The cast wheel incorporates the hub assembly and offers weight and cost savings
over the cot.lVentional steel disc. However, tire alignment and wheel balance are
more difficult as tire and rim adjustment is more complex (Figure 13-la and b).
The disc wheel is available in hi-tensile steel or aluminum for weight savings and
when used with the aluminum hub assembly on the front axle, provides better
steering and improved ride. Aluminum wheels also dissipate tire heat more
quickly and assure better tire wear. Wheel alignment is simplified as the entire
wheel and tire assembly is secured by six to ten piloted wheel studs or by the new
hub piloted wheels (Figure 13-2a and b).
Disc wheels traditionally are mounted by a stud-guided double nut which positions
and centers the disc wheels on the hub. This practice creates problems with
corrosion which welds the two nuts together. Also it is difficult to keep the inner
nut torqued.

l

A new hub-piloted system permits easier wheel centering onto the hub rather than
the studs. Hub-piloted wheels are preferred over stud-piloted because they are
easier to service and maintain and inventory is reduced.
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Figure 13-Ja. Cast Spoke Wheel Assembly.
Figure 13-1 b. Disc Wheel.
Aside from weight savings and the advantages mentioned above, choice of wheels
is primarily a matter of geography or standardization for fleet service. However,
the rims and wheels must be compatible with the tire type, size and capacity. (See
No. 6 under Bibliography.)
The wisdom of selecting the correct tire size and maintaining the correct inflation
pressure is clearly illustrated in Figure 13-3. It has been found that the selection
of oversize tires has proved economical in the long run. The tire which is seldom
overloaded generally gives much greater mileage; good practice indicates that no
tire capacity should ever be exceeded by more than 10% for economical service.
Because tires represent about 10% of the new vehicle cost and about 10% of
vehicle operating cost, it is important to select the proper tires for the operation.
The most critical factor in tire maintenance is proper inflation. Under or over
inflation is both hazardous and costly.
Selection of cross-bar-type tread for the driving tires provides increased traction
and improved mileage. Conventional tread design for front-axle tires generally
permits better handling response.
Current vehicle operation on expressways and toll roads has necessitated radical
design changes in tires. A great advance in tire design was made by the
introduction of tubeless tires made from synthetic rubber with a nylon or polyester
body. These changes have produced tires with increased tread wear, better traction
and handling response, and greater safety.

Tube-Type Tire
Bias-ply tires almost always use tubes and multi-piece rims which makes changing
tires easier. These tires use flat base rims while tubeless tires are fitted with 15degree angle rims.

Tubeless Tire
Although some operators have returned to using the tube tire because of unhappy
earlier experiences with the tubeless, the many improvements in the current
tubeless tire have made it a favorite with many truck operators.
Tubeless tires are generally preferred for line haul operations because they offer
reduced down time from punctures and are far less prone to sudden air loss when
a minor puncture results. Fewer components greatly simplify mounting/dismounting.
Some of the advantages for the tubeless tire include:
I. Reduction in punctures and road delays
2. Weight saving, up to 136 lb per axle
3. Elimination of tube and flap problems
4. Elimination of lock-ring hazard
5. Easier and quicker mounting

U)
U)

CX>

Inner
wheel\

Outer\
wheel,

I

9
.g

Single
cone lock
cap nut

~

~

The Hub-mount advantage:
• Elimination of bolt hole
chamfer wear.
• Reduces nut wear and nut
replacement.
• Higher clamping force
for a given torque.
• Consistent clamping force
in repeated use.
• Improved nut torque
retension.
• No inner cap nuts.
• All right hand threads.
• Meets ISO Standards
(ISO 4107).

Stud

Figure J3-2a. Alcoa Hub Piloted Wheel.

PERCENTAGE OF SERVICE
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Radial Tire
The radial ply and steel cord belts provide strength, stability and puncture
protection. Also, inflation stresses in radial tires are distributed more uniformly
throughout the tire to reduce carcass fatigue. The Michelin tire, a radial-type
concept, has been in truck use for many years. Now, exporters and local tire
manufacturers are expanding their range of sizes to include the larger truck size.
The acceptance of steel-belted radial tires has been phenomenal. These tires
provide excellent fuel economy and improved road performance by reducing
rolling resistance (Figure l 3-4a and b). Rolling resistance accounts for about 20%
of vehicle fuel consumption. The greater the GVW, the better the fuel saving.

Smooth concrete
Worn concrete/Cold blacktop
Hot blacktop
Hard packed roll
Packed gravel
Loose gravel
Sand

Low-Profile Radials
Low-profile or low-aspect-ratio tires are becoming more popular among truckers.
The aspect ratio of a tire expresses the relationship between the tire's section
height (distance from bead to tread), and its section width (distance between the
widest inflated points of the sidewall) (Figure 13-6).

Radial

1.0
1.2
1.5
1.5-2.0
2.0
7.5
12.0

0.7
0.9
1.2
1.2-1.6
1.7
6.5*
10.5*

Super Single
0.67
0.82
1.1 •
1.1-1.4.
1.5.
6.0*
9.0*

•estimated

Figure JJ-4a. Tire Rolling Resistance (Baseline l.Ofor Bias-Ply
on Concrete).

The radial tire is made from natural or synthetic rubber with nylon, polyester or
steel cords. The cord layers making up the carcass are placed at 90 degrees to the
tire tread centerline in a "hoop" fashion. In the conventional tire, the cords are
placed on a "bias" at angles varying from 30 to 40 degrees (Figure 13-5).
The advantages of the radial tire include:
I. Reduced tread wear by elimination of"squirms" or sidewall "scrubbing" as
the tire rolls
2. Better traction because tire sidewalls have greater flex, producing a uniform
road pressure
3. Less rolling resistance
4. Less noise
5. Excellent recappability
6. High load ratings
7. Cooler running
8. More flexible casing for improved riding

Blas Ply
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.Gwt
125,000 lb (permit)
80,000 lb (legal gross)
45,000 lb (part load)
25,000 lb (empty)
Average (round trip)
(25,000 and 80,000)

Percent Improvement In
mpg-radials over bias
at 55 mph
at 65 mph
17.2
11.6
7.2
4.6
8.1

8.4

5.3
3.0
5.7

Figure I 3-4b. Rolling Resistance Reduced by Bias and Radial Tires.

Radial tires have an aspect ratio of approximately 90% while bias tires have 80%.
Approximately half of all radials installed on new trucks are low-profile. Their
. use is increasing because of less weight and longer life for the casing and tread.
Advantages of low-profile tires compared with conventional radial:
I. Longer tread life, improved traction, improved fuel economy
2. Reduced height, lower center of gravity
3. Reduced weight, approximately 12 lb/tire
4. Reduced rolling resistance, cooler running
5. Less deformation of tread contact area for faster steering response
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RADIAL TIRE
Deet>. Wide trNd ror extetld«I we11
Wide steet COf'd betl ~
R.l<MI ptfof stf'e'I COid
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Fil{ure I 3-6. Low-Pro.file (Low-Aspect-Ratio) Tire.
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Figure 13-5. Radial and Bias-Belted Tire Construction.
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i

For tire type comparison, see Figures 13-7 and 13-8.

Wide-Base Tires
Wide-base tires have received recognition in the construction industry particularly in on/off-highway operation. This tire is a large, balloon type with the same
diameter as conventional tires. The popularity of this tire in construction
operations is due to increased production resulting from better mobility and
improved flotation over conventional tires.
Wi1lll·hm1c tirni; offer more gromul cnntnd thcrchy inl'wnsing llotntion nnd
1111111euvernbilily in sol\ 01· snnlly soil. lhe !miler lite nhm is mote llexihle, nhsmhs
more road shock, and assures a more comfortable ride for man and machine.

Weight savings of250 lb per axle are possible when replacing dual tires and wheels
with the single wide-base tire assembly (Figure 13-9). First costs for the
changeover are competitive with conventional dual rear tires and wheels but
substantially more for the front axle changeover. These tires provide increased
fuel economy.
Inflation pressures are of extreme importance depending on load, speed and
terrain. Tire pressure can be reduced for increased flotation or increased for faster
highway operation. Inflation pressures are maintained somewhere between 50
and I00 psi depending on traction desired. Low inflation pressure increases
rolling resistance and fuel consumption.
When a blowout occurs with a wide-base single tire, the vehicle must stop. With
duals, the vehicle can usually proceed to its destination. Some highway engineers
claim wide-base singles cut grooves in asphalt pavement up to four times as deep
as loaded duals. This has prompted many slates to prohibit studded tires except
for ccrlnin scnsons of the ycnr.
The llotntion tire is hnsically n wide-base tire except for its ability to ·operate at
extremely low pressure. Reduction of air pressure allows greater ground contact
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Tubeless

Tube Type
Blas-Ply

Radial

Blas-Ply

9.00-20
10.00-20
10.00-22
11.00-20
11.00-22

9.00R20
10.00R20
10.00A22
11.00A20
11.00R22

10-22.5
11-22.5
11-24.5
12-22.5
12-24.5

Radial

10R-22.5
11R-22.5
11R-24.5
12A-22.5
12A-24.5

Load
Range

F
G
G
G
G

·~

PR

II>

]

12
14
14
14
14

'a
c::
O·

~
~

~

§
0

E:

Load Range

A
B

c
D

E
F

Ply Rating

~

QI

2
4
6
8

.j.J

10

i::

12
14
G
··---·--·----- -----------H
16
J
18
L
20
M
22
N
24

Figure 13-7. Tire Type Comparison.
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Tire flotation is directly proportional to the contact area between tire and road
surface. Satisfactory flotation is developed when the tire contact area equals the
safe bearing capacity of the soil. Solutions for determining flotation and rolling
resistance are quite complicated because of various unknowns involved, therefore
an approximate method for detennining required tire contact areas follows:

~
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§

These tires operate from 6- I0 to 35-40 psi inflation pressure depending on load,
speed and surfocc conditions, and arc rcstriclcd lo low-speed opcrnlions when
i111l11tc·1l 111111i11i11111111 pr11rm11n•11.
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and enables the tire to roll over soft terrain. The flotation tire provides wider, more
flexible tread area which distributes the load over more surface area (see Figure
13-10).
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• On/Off-Highway
• On-Highway-one replaces two
• Weight savings-The super single concept offers significant weight savings
over the dual assembly.
• Fuel economy-All-steel wide-base radials have less rolling resistance than the
dual assembly.
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Item Description

Steel disc dual wheels

Steel wide-base wheels

No. of wheels

4each

2each

Weight of wheels only

360 lb (90 lb each)

248 lb (124 lb each)

Weight of tires only

4721b
(11 R22.5 size - 14 ply)

3561b
(15R22.5 size - 18 ply)

::) 0

::i

~~
~ !::

'El~

Weight of wheels
and ties

8321b

6041b

§~

Weight saved using
wide-base wheels

352 lb per axle over
steel duals

124 lb per axle over
steel wide-base wheels

~ "3

~~

~

Figure I 3-9. Wide-base Super Single Tire.
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Tire impact will increase soil penetration, therefore a factor ofsafety ranging from
10 to 15% should be added to the load .
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Tire manufacturers generally list tire contact areas for various inflation pressures.
Next, determine if soil hcnring nrea will support the load imposed on the tire
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Example: Find the tire contact area required with zero surface penetration for
supporting a 5000 lb load. Soil bearing pressure is 40 psi and a 15% factor ofsafety
is applicable.
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where most skidding accidents occur. On dry pavement, smooth tires provide
greater "stopability" than tires with good tread depth. However, it would be a
serious safety hazard to operate a vehicle with such tires.
Vehicle tests using various tire tread designs indicate smooth and patterned tires
differ as much as 50% in developing their respective coefficients offriction or skid
resistance factor. Tread designs with circumferential ribs and transverse slots are
more effective on wet surfaces and at higher speeds because the tread pattern
drains or breaks up the wet contact area between tire and road surface. Good
contact area drainage is essential especially at high speeds, otherwise "hydroplaning" or loss of frictional resistance may result.
Hydroplaning exists, usually at high speed, whenever a film of water or other
contaminant is present between tire and road surface. However, the relatively
slower speeds and greater axle loads for most heavy-duty trucks probably account
for the almost complete absence of hydroplaning. (See also Chapter X, Brakes and
Retarders.)

Standard tire
Flotation tire
This diagram illustrates two important principles of the
flotation tire: 1. Greater load distribution
2. Ability to operate at low pressure

Figure 13-10. Comparison of Standard and Flotation Tires.

CA = (L+E)/BP
Where:

Eq. (49)

CA = Tire contact area in in2
BP = Safe soil bearing pressure, psi
L = Load in lb
E = Factor of safety

Therefore:

Steel Studded lires
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) has recently completed an extensive
investigation of studded tires and has found that they do, indeed, offer motorists
substantial improvement in braking and accelerating on ice and packed snow,
particularly at temperatures near the freezing mark where ice and snow are the
most slippery. Here are some of the major conclusions of this study:
I . Studded tires on the rear wheels of a car will reduce stopping distances on icy

CA = (5000+15%)/40
CA = 144 in 2
If the listed tire contact area is less than the CA developed in Eq. (48), the tire will

penetrate the soil until both contact areas are equal. (See Chapter Ill for additional
rolling resistance data.)

Tire Tread Characteristics
Improvements in tire tread design have greatly contributed to vehicle safety. Good
tread pattern increases skid resistance especially on polished wet surfaces, an area

pavements by up to approximately 30% at temperatures around 32°F.
2. Studded tires on all four wheels will shorten stopping distances on glare ice
by up to nearly 50%.
3. All four tires must be studded if significantly improved cornering performance is to be achieved on icy pavements.
4. Studded tires on drive wheels offer approximately the same improved
effectiveness on ice while accelerating from a stopped or moving condition as
they do in braking.
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5. There is evidence that studded tires provide additional braking and acceler-

ating performance on packed snow, although more research is needed.
6.
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Studded tires damage highways to an extent, particularly in areas where
jackrabbit starts and hard stops are frequent, but it may be that tire studs scuff
up dry or wet pavements at these locations to a degree that they become safer
for all drivers, even those whose cars do not have studded tires.

7. The researchers found that studs start to lose some of their effectiveness as the
ice temperature drops below the freezing level, and there are indications that
all benefit of studs is lost when the ice temperature hits -I0°F. At this
temperature, however, plain tire rubber is twice as effective in stopping a car
as it is at 32°F.

Federal Tire Standard FMVSS-119
This regulation establishes performance and markings for pneumatic tires used on
vehicles other than passenger cars. The tire sidewall markings include type oftire,
load range, size, maximum speed, number and type of plies, and others. It also
establishes:
(a) No motor vehicle shall be operated on any tire that has fabric exposed through
the tread or sidewall.
(b) Any tire on the front wheels of a bus, truck, or truck tractor shall have a tread
groove pattern depth of at least 4/32 of an inch when measured at any point

In common practice in the U.S., the number ofstuds in each tire ranges from about
60 to slightly more than I00, with an average of approximately 80, considerably
fewer than are generally used in Europe. On bare pavement, the CAL researchers
found that with around 200 studs in each tire, stopping distance actually is
increased from what it would be with regular highway tires. With I00 or fewer
studs in each tire, there is no significant loss of braking performance on bare
pavement.
Tungsten-carbide winter tire studs, the most common in use today in the U.S.,
project only approximately one-sixteenth of one inch from the tire, whether it be
on a passenger car or truck.

copyright permission not granted

Additional road testing and laboratory research should soon develop a highly
efficient studded tire for winter driving conditions. The chart outlined in Figure
I3-1 I lists locked wheel stopping distances for trucks on glare ice during recent
winter ice tests. Note effectiveness of traction aids in relation to stopping
distances. See also Figure I3-12 for coefficients of friction for rubber tires on
various road surfaces.

Siping
Si ping, the practice of cutting slits or small grooves into the tire tread improves
traction and is most popular where steep grades or curved and wet roads arc
encountered. Tire siping should be done by machines designed for the purpose to
meet Federal regulations.
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Figure 13-1 I. Truck Stopping Distances on Glare Jee.
(Courtesy ofNational Safety Council)
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on a major tread groove. The measurements shall not be made where the tie
bars, humps, or fillets are located.
(c) Except as provided in paragraph (b), tires shall have a tread groove pattern
depth of at least 2/32 an inch when measured in a major tread groove. The
measurement shall not be made where tie bars, humps or fillets are located.
(d) No bus shall be operated with regrooved, recapped or retreaded tires on the
front wheels.
(e) No truck or truck tractor shall be operated with regrooved tires on the front
wheels which have a load-carrying capacity equal to or greater than that of
8:25-20 8 ply-rating tires.
The current regulation is enforced by the Bureau ofMotor Carrier Safety (BMCS)
to cover all vehicles used in Interstate Commerce effective April I, 1976.

copyright permission not granted

Uniform Tire Quality Grading System (UTQGS)
TREADWEAR is given a number grade, such as 90 or 120. A tire with a treadwear
grade of I SO can be expected to last 50% longer on the Government Test Course
than a 100 treadwear tire, ifthe tire is not abused.
TRACTION is graded on three steps: A, B, and C. An "A" tire has better traction
than a "B" tire. Grade "C" tires have poor traction on wet roads.
TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE is also graded in three steps. The temperature
grades of A (the highest), B, and C, represent the tire's resistance to the generation
of heat when tested under controlled conditions on a specified indoor laboratory
test wheel. Sustained high temperature can cause the materials of the tire to
degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive temperature can lead to sudden tire
failure. The grade C corresponds to a level of performance which all passengercar tires must meet under the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 109.
Grades B and A represent higher levels of perfonnance on the laboratory test.
wheel than the minimum required by law.
See Figures 13-13 and 13-14 for further infonnation on tire composition and

Figure 13-12. Typical Coefficients ofFriction Between Rubber Tires and
Various Surfaces. (Courtesy of W.H.)
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1-Boad
2-Beadliller
3-Cordplies
4-Bells

5--Shoulder pad
6-Bell edge insulalion
7--Nylon cap plies
8-Tread elamenls

Figure 13-13. Tire Components.
DECODING TIRE LABELS
Tires sold In North America use •conventional" and "metric" designations,
both of which indicate the type of rim (flat or angled) and a few of a tire's
dimensions. Examples:
• Conventional-size tires used on flat-base rim:
10.00·20

11T

Rim diameter in inches
Blas or diagonal construction
Nominal (unloaded) section width in inches

• Conventional-size tires used on 15-degree rim:

11

11R22.5

1'

Rim diameter in inches
Radial construction
Nominal section width in inches

• Metric-size tires used on 15-degree rim:
295n5R22.5

Rm <iamete•
In lnoh"
Radial
construction
Aspect ratio
Nominal section width in millimeters

Figure 13-14. Decoding Tire Labels.
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Appendix IV - Manufacturers' Literature
Manufacturers' literature can be a great help in developing new or revising existing equipment
specifications. The only problem with them is they are constantly being revised and updated. For this
reason, it as decided not to include the literature in this Guideline. Rather, HERPICC will maintain
a file of manufacturer's literature for all of the equipment covered by this guideline, and very likely
quite a bit more. Copies of all of the manufacturer's literature for any type equipment may be
obtained by simply calling the HERPICC toll free number.
HERPICC will attempt to keep this literature current by asking to be put on the mailing list
of the manufacturer's and asking for new copies whenever additions or revisions are made.
HERPICC currently has literature for the following types and makes of equipment.
6.1

Tandem Dump Truck
6.1.1

Chassis

Mack Trucks
Sterling (Ford)
Chevrolet
Freightliner
GMCTrucks
6.1.2 Traditional Dump Body

Fontaine
AirFlo
Galion
Godwin
Perfection
Warren
6.1.3

Cross-Memberless Dump Body

Henderson Chief
Perfection
6.2

Single Axle Dump Truck
6.2.1

Chassis

Sterling (Ford)
GMC Trucks (under 6.1.1)
Chevrolet (under 6.1.1)
Appendix IV - Manufacturers' Literature
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6.2.2

Traditional Dump Body

Henderson Chief
Fontaine (under 6.1.2)
AirFlo
Warren (under 6.1.2)
Galion
Godwin (under 6.1.2)
Perfection (under 6.1.2)
Omaha Standard
Warren
Cross-Memberless Dump Body

Henderson Chief
Utility, Grain, Livestock, Stake, & Platform Bodies

Henderson Chief
Omaha Standard
Cadet
AirFlo
6.3

Central Hydraulics System for Single or Tandem Axle Dump Trucks

6.4

Snow/Ice Control Attachments

6.4.1,2

Reversible Snow Plows

Henderson
Henke
Monroe
Wausau
Gledhill
Good Roads
6.4.3,4

One Way Snow Plows

Henderson
Henke
Monroe
Wausau (under 6.4.1)
Gledhill (under 6.4.1)
Good Roads (under 6.4.1)
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Other Plow Types (Utility, Wmg, V)

Henderson
Henke
Monroe
Wausau (under 6.4.1)
Gledhill (under 6.4.1)
Good Roads (under 6.4.1)
Western
BOSS
Meyer
Sno-Way
Hitches

Monroe
Good Roads (under 6.4.1)
Henke
6.4.5

Underbody Scraper

Monroe
Henke
6.4.6

Tailgate Spreader

Henderson Chief
Monroe
Western
Larson
Swenson
HI"Way
Good Roads (under 6.4.1)
6.4.7,8

V-Box Spreader

Henderson Chief
Monroe
Western·
Larson
Swenson
HiWay
SnoEx
Meyer
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Bonnell
Good Roads (under 6.4.1)
Pre-Wetting Systems

Henderson Chief
Monroe
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